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Preface

The Space Programs Summary is a six volume, bimonthly publication designed to

report on JPL space exploration programs, and related supporting research and

advanced development projects. The subtitles of all volumes of the Space Programs

Summary are :

Vol. I. The Lunar Program (Confidential)

Vol. II. The Planetary-Interplanetary Program (Confidential)

Vol. III. The Deep Space Network (Unclassified)

Vo(. IV. Supporting Research and Advanced Development (Unclassified)

Vol. V. Supporting Research and Advanced Development (Confidential)

Vol. VI. Space Exploration Programs and Space Sciences (Unclassified)

The Space Programs Summary, Volume VI consists of an unclassified digest of

appropriate material from Volumes I, II, and III and a reprint of the space science

instrumentation studies of Volumes I and II.

W. H. Pickering, Director

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Space Programs Summary No. 37-29, Volume IV
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SYSTEMS DIVISION

I. Systems Analysis

A. Equations of Motion for a
Double-Precision Trajectory

Program
F. M. 5turms, Jr.

As part of a general effort to develop double-precision

trajectory computer programs, the basic subroutines of

existing programs are being examined to determine their

suitability for coding in double precision. This article,

presenting one of the typical investigations, is illustrative

of the type of modification that must be incorporated in

order to achieve consistent double-precision accuracy.

Articles will be appearing in future issues of the SPS,

Vol. IV, giving important results in the development of

double-precision trajectory programs.

In Ref. 1, Cowell equations of motion of a probe are
derived in coordinates with respect to any one of n

bodies constituting an n-body gravity field. In the trans-

formation from an inertial origin to the selected central

body, terms are added giving the accelerations on the

central body due to the gravitational attractions of
the non-central bodies. The Earth and Moon are con-

sidered to be non-spherical when the direct accelerations

on the probe are determined; however, only the point
mass effect is included in the accelerations on the central

body due to the other bodies.

It is felt that the attraction between the Earth and

Moon should include the first-order oblateness terms for

trajectories computed in double precision. This article
presents the derivation of equations of motion including

these terms, based on relationships from Chapter III
of Ref. 2.

I. Basic Equations of Motion

Define an inertial Cartesian coordinate system R (X,

Y, Z) in which the axes are parallel to the 1950.0 mean

equinox and equator coordinate system. Let X,,, Yo, Zo

be the coordinates of the probe of mass Mo, and let

Xi, Y/, Z_ (i = 1, - • - , N) be the coordinates of N bodies
of mass M_. Further specify that M, be the Earth and

Ms the Moon. Let the force potential between any two

bodies be denoted by Uii such that the components of

force on M_ due to Mi are given by

F_'iJ- _Xi (1)
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and similar equations in Y and Z. Then, according to

Newton's second law,

1 _ ?Uis
j =o

i = o, 1,. • •, N, (2)

are the equations of motion of tile N ÷ 1 bodies in the

inertial coordinate system.

Let a parallel coordinate system r (x, y, z) be defined

as being centered in one of the N bodies, M,.. Then,

_-_= r,,j = gj - _,, (3)

represents the radius vector from the central body to

the jth body. For the probe, we then have (neglecting the

acceleration of the probe on the central body):

_,, = X,) - X_ (4)

__1 2; _U<,s 1 47 ?JU<,s
M,, s-, _X,, M,, s_, _X<,

1 ?U,,_. (. 1 _(r
j_l

j _c

! (-- M. _X,, + _ 1 _U,,s
s _ ,If,, _X,>
jtc

and similarly for y,, and z,.

Now, let the potential be expressed as the point mass

term plus the non-spherical term:

GM_Mj + U_. (5)

The non-spherical term of interest in this article appears

in the Earth-Moon potential:

G M, M.,

g,_- a,., + t;',._,. (6)

In practice, the coordinates x, y_, z_ are used rather than
X, Y,, Z,. From the relations:

Xs - X_ = xs - x_, (7)

_Xi- _x_ ' (8)

n,s = [(xj - x,)'-'+ (ys - y,)_ + (zj - z,)q% (9)

Eq. (4) becomes

- ' (_, .... - GM,, rl, y, GMs x<,--:___T_XJ+ x s
j 1 to j

j_e

1 ?,U'o<.
+

M,, _x,,

1 ?U,'_
s , M,, ?'x,,

(for all non-zero U_,j)

1 -_ r(Tv.,

M,, ;'..x', ' (10)

where

i = 1 if the central body is the Moon

= 2 if the central body is the Earth

and the last term in Eq. (10) is zero if the central body

is neither the Earth nor Moon. Eq. (10) above may be

compared to Eq. (3) of Ref. 1. The first line is identical

to the form of Eq. (3) of Ref. 1, and the next two lines

are equivalent to oblate perturbation terms discussed on

p. 5 of Ref. 1. The important difference between the two

equations is the last term above, which is due to the
nmtual attraction of the Earth and Moon.

2. Derivation of U',_

Let dM, and dM.. be differential elements of the mass

of the Earth and Moon, respectively. Define parallel

coordinate systems (_., v, _) and (_', _/', if') centered in the

Earth and Moon. respectively, such that the center of

mass of the Moon is located on the _-axis at a distance r_.

The distance between the mass elements is then given by

a-' : (r,. _ _' - _)-'+ (,/- ,_)_-_ (.t' - ¢)-'

I e,(_ - _'):=: rT_ 1
_'12

, (_ - t')" + (_ C__')_ + (¢ - ¢')_7
(11)

A "r_:2

2
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Letting

q - , (12)
r12o_

az = (_ - $,)z + (rt _ _,)z + (_ _ _')= , (13)

Eq. (11) becomes

_" = r'I=(1 - 2qa + a_). (14)

The element of force potential, by Newton's law of

gravity, is

GdMldMz
dU,_, -

_x

GdMldMz

r12

(1 - 2q. + .=)-_. (15)

The quantity raised to the half power may be recognized

as the generating function of a power series in a, with

coefficients consisting of Legendre polynomials in q.

GdM,dMz
dU,:- [l+P,(q) a+ez(q)a =+ " " " ].

FIe

(16)

Then, since a < 1 and the series is convergent,

U'"=f=fMGdM'dM'-'"= , r,e [1 + P, (q) a + ez (q) El2-_ " " " ]

= UIO) + U _) + U (z) + • . .
12 --12 --12 (17)

Evaluating the Legendre polynomials, we have

U(,_) = L f,. f GdM,dMz,r,z --GM'M'_r,z, (18)

which is the point mass term (see Eq. 6):

U_ =fu /_ GaqdM,dM.,
le = _ r12 -

= [fc e,IM,aM.,--O (19)
J J ry,.,

since _ and _'

U(e'=i=f=12

--Lf.,

are measured from the centers of mass.

G 1

T_.,--2 (3qz - 1)a z dMxdMz

G 3

In Eq. (20), the product terms (-2_' + rp/' + _') yield

nothing due to the fact that the coordinate systems are

at the centers of mass. The remaining terms may be

regrouped as follows:

U<I , _ Mz _= + 'l" + - --_ ('l z + __) dM,
I"12 d Mi

<,-. ]r:,= j M: f': ÷ _/'2 + __ y (_'e + _,z) dM....
(21)

Then,

W

(f'=

,t'=

+ ,1_ + _QdM, = } (A + B + C),

1 B'
+ _l,Z+ [_,z) dM2 = -_ (A' + + C'),

+ _z)dM, = I,

+ _,z)dMz = I',

(22)

where A, B, and C are the moments of inertia of the

Earth about the principal axes and I is the moment of

inertia of the Earth about the _-axis, and similarly for

the Moon using the primed notation. Then, to first order,

3
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GM2 1
U]2=U(I_'- (A+B+C-31)

r_2 2

+ GM1 1 B" C'
rl----_-._' y (A' + + - 3I'). (23)

The quantity I is given in terms of the principal moments

of inertia by

I = Aa z + Bb z + Cc", (24)

where a, b, and c are the direction cosines of the _-axis

with respect to the principal axes. A similar expression

is written for I'. The coordinates along the principal axes

of the Earth may be taken as the true equinox and equa-

tor of date coordinates, denoted by x, y, z. Then,

rl_ = (_ + _ + _)_, (9,5)

32

a =--

1"12

lye

_2

C =--

(26)

However, rl_, a, b, and c must be expressed in terms of

the 1950.0 coordinate system in order to obtain the partial

derivatives indicated in Eq. (10). The relationship be-

tween the two systems is given by

(x/----NA V ,

z

(27)

where the elements of the rotation matrix NA (denoted

by a/i) are obtained from the precession and nutation,

as described on pp. 66-70 of Ref. 1. Then,

a

b =

c

an xz + a_ Y2 q- a_3z2

T12

a21 xz -Jr" a22 y2 Jr- a23 Z 2

r12

a_l x2 + a3z yz + a33 z2

r12

, (28)

rl_ = (x_ + y_ + z_)_. (29)

A similar analysis can be performed for the Moon,

yielding

--t
Xl

ap I.

712

mll Xz + 1/112Y2 + m_3 z2

r12

(30)

b" Y"
r12

c r -

n1,21 x2 -I- _1,22 y2 Jr- mz_ z2

]'12

z_

r12

(31)

m_ x2 + m3z yz + m33 z2

r12

(32)

where (x', y', z') are Moon-centered coordinates along the

Moon's principal axes (true equator). The m_j are ele-

ments of the rotation matrix from the 1950.0 system to

the Moon's tree equator of date:

(x)_' =M y' ,

_r Z'

(33)

as described on pp. 78 and 79 of Ref. 1. The sign reversals
arise from the relations

_1= -- X2,

y' = __y_,

Z_ = --Zz.

(34)

U_2 may be written as a function of _ (for the Moon
as the central body) or xz (for the Earth as the central

body) by using Eqs. (34) in Eqs. (28) through (32).

Equivalently, in Eq. (10) one may utilize the relationship:

_X_ _X2
(_)

4
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3. Partial Derivatives of U',2

The partial derivatives of U_ with respect to x, y, and z
as indicated in Eq. (10) may now be obtained explicitly

by means of Eqs. (23) through (25), (28) through (32),

and (34). For the Earth as the central body, we have for

the last term of Eq. (10)-"

1 9U'_2 3 GM2[{
M1 Ox2 2 r_.. I\

A + B + C - 31_ 0r,2

+LA'+ B'+ c'-
\

1 01
_- --- rl 2

M1 _x2

1 _I' ]+ M---7 " (36)

Now, from Eq. (29),

9rl 2 X2

- (37)
_X2 r12

For obtaining the partials with respect to y2 and z=, the

following changes may be made in Eqs. (36) through (39):

x2 ---*y2, z2,

ajl -"> ai2, aiz,

7T_i l --_ l'rlq2 , re, j3.

If the Moon is the central body, the last term of Eq. (10)

is obtained from Eq. (35) as

10U'x2 - 3 GMI I ] (40)M2 9_ 2 _._

where the terms in the brackets are the same as those

obtained in Eq. (36). It should be noted that, in evalu-

ating the bracketed terms, x_, y_, and z., are the coordi-

nates of the Moon with respect to the Earth, regardless

of whether Eq. (36) or Eq. (40) is being evaluated.

For obtaining the attractions between a non-spherical

body and the probe, which is considered a point mass,

the potential is expressed in terms of spherical harmonics.

From Eqs. (24), (28), and (37),

and similarly

9I [ all ax2 ]-_2 = 2Aa r_---:2 r21-'-_zJ

-t- 2Bb_ °a2' bX2"]

L r,2 r_ j

+ 2cc[a31 cx__]f12

_I' [ _t_'ll atx2 ]

+ 2B'b'[ m2'r,z b'X2 ]r_z

+ 2C'c'[ m3, c'x_ ].L r,2 r,,

(38)

(39)

-- -- P. (sin 4_)
to)

n arll n rr_

.:2 ,.:_\ roi /

× (C.,,. cos rnX + S.,,. sin rnX) ] . (41)

The moments of inertia about the principal axes of a

tri-axial ellipsoid may be obtained in terms of the spheri-

cal harmonic coei_cients. From equations in Ref. 3:

A = -g MR_ 2 - -g L - 10C_,_ ,

B=l MR_(2-512 + lOC_,2), (42)

C = -_ MR 2 2+ I2 ,

5
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where Rm is the mean radius, which, for the purpose of

deriving Eqs. (42), was taken as the root-mean-square

of the three principal semi-axes of the ellipsoid.

In order to be consistent with the previous assumptions

about the orientation of the principal axes of the Earth,

A should be equal to B, and therefore C_._. is zero for

the Earth. For the Moon, C.o ._,may be non-zero. If C_.

for the Earth is taken as non-zero, then the air matrix

of Eq. (27) must be replaced by the matrix correspond-

ing to a new (_-,_',_) coordinate system fixed in the

rotating Earth, with the _.q-plane the Earth's true equa-
torial plane, and the _-axis along the major axis of the

elliptical equatorial cross section analogous to the princi-
pal axes for the tri-axial Moon. The new transformation

is given by:

---- sin ( + )tin) cos (0 + _tm)

0

(x)NA y , (43)

Z

where _ is the apparent Greenwich sidereal time and )_,,

is the East longitude of the major axis of the equatorial
ellipse, given by

tan 2_.,_ = _.S_'_ (44)
C2,2

2,

.
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II. Program Engineering

A. Development of a Biological
Sterility Indicator for Dry

Heat Sterilization

A. Irons

One NASA sterilization requirement states that all

spacecraft with a possibility of planetary impact must be

sterilized with dry heat. The sterilization cycle for flight

equipment is currently specified as 135 +4, -0°C

(275°F) for 24 hr in an inert atmosphere such as dry

nitrogen.

Biological sterilization requires the use of a test pro-

cedure which will indicate, with a high degree of relia-

bility, whether or not a particular sterilization procedure

has been successful in destroying all of the biological

life associated with the materials being processed. The

ultimate test procedure should be one of testing for sur-

vival of organisms by means of biological assay.

The uncontrollability of variables associated with direct

biological assay of some components makes it diflqeult

to directly examine any given spacecraft parts for

the presence of viable organisms. A biological sterility

indicator, then, should be one that can be subjected

to the sterilization cycle in close proximity to the com-

ponents while remaining divorced from the influence of

these variables. This will permit control of the envi-

ronment surrounding the test organism, which is man-

datory for a consistent, reliable, and predictable biological

sterility indicator.

The successfid sterilization of a biological indicator

is an indirect test and will not, in itself, prove that sterility

of the spacecraft has in fact been achieved. It is merely

an indicator that a particular process was reliably applied.

The process applied to produce sterility must, therefore,

have been previously shown to be reliable and predict-

able as to the probability of attaining sterility.

Certain bacterial spores, particularly in the dry state,

are known to be highly resistant to adverse conditions.

If a process is selected which will successfully sterilize

a system embodying such resistant spore forms, and if

it has been reliably shown that these spore forms are not

sterilized by anything less than the stipulated process,

then it can be stated that the sterilization procedure was

applied with a high degree of reliability.

7
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The Wilmot Castle Company, under contract to JPL,

is attempting to develop a biological sterility indicator

for a dry heat sterilization cycle of 135°C for 24 hr in
an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. The timing of the cycle

shall be_in after all parts have reached equilibrium at

135°C. The indicator will probably be in the form of a

sealed tube or ampule (carrier) which will contain the

test organism plus an insulating substrate in an atmos-

phere of dry nitrogen.

The spacecraft design has not been established; there-

fore, the time for the entire spacecraft to reach steriliza-

tion temperature, as well as the time to cool to ambient
after sterilization, is not known. Because of the un-

known time factors, one or more of the following methods

may have to be employed:

(1) Establish a set of organism kill curves (time and

temperature required to kill a given microbial popu-
lation) for various come-up and come-down times,

for example:

Time to reach 135°C, hr

Time at 135°C, hr

Time to reach ambient, hr

Total
36

16 [ 24

12

,4s} 

(o) Establish the practicability of insulating the test

system so that it can be made to conform to the

spacecraft component with the slowest come-up
time.

(3) Use a substance to act as a thermal barrier to

encase the tube or ampule containing the test or-
ganism: one which can be altered to produce vari-

ous come-up times. It should have provisions for

the installation of thermocouples to the internal and

external portion of the test system, so that the
temperature within the thermal barrier and within

the test system may be determined as desired. The

proposed configuration of the test system makes it

mandatory to seal the thermocouples into the tube

or ampule in a manner which will prevent the

escape of the dry nitrogen atmosphere contained

within the test system.

(4) Utilize various substrates which may be used as

thermal barriers within the test tube or ampule,
rather than external to it.

(5) Achiew, the desired time-temperature relationship

by using different combinations and variations in

the nmnber of organisms, physical makeup of the

substrate, and/or physical makeup of the carrier.

In summary, this task calls for the development of a

biological stcrility test system for dry heat in accordance

with certain specified constraints. In general, this will

include use of an organism sufficiently resistant to dry

heat, determination of the proper substrate and carrier,
the establishment of sufficient survival-kill data to indi-

cate and guarantee an efficient sterilization cycle at the
specified time and temperature, and the establishment

of a reasonable form of the system for practical use.

Sufficient testing must be done to demonstrate the ade-

quacy, stability, and reproducibility of the test system.

B. The Microbiological
of Clean Rooms

J. J. McDade

Profile

The probability of obtaining a sterile spacecraft by

any sterilization procedure is enhanced by keeping the
initial microbial contamination to a minimum level. Re-

duced levels of microbial contamination may be obtained

through proper environmental control of the spacecraft

assembly area during assembly and checkout. Such an

environment can also afford the secondary, benefit of

improved reliability.

Decreased levels of particulate contamination have
been obtained in industrial clean rooms. Each clean room

is classified into one of several classes (Class II, III, or IV,

as defined in the Air Force Technical Order 00-25-203, or

Class 100, 10,000, or 100,000, as defined in Federal Stand-

ard No. 209) according to set limits of tolerable particu-

lates of specific sizes. No attempt is made to differentiate

this total particulate contamination into microbial-bearing

or non-microbial particulate matter. A few preliminary

reports (Refs. 1-3) have been made on the microbiology

of clean rooms. Yet, at present, data on the levels of micro-

biological contamination that may exist within industrial

clean rooms are scanty or wholly lacking. Therefore, a

microbiological sampling study was initiated to determine

the levels of viable particulate contamination that exist

within the different classes of clean rooms during various

conditions of operation and activity. The results obtained

8
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in this study, when considered with those obtained dur-

ing other spacecraft sterilization studies, will aid in estab-

lishing the class of clean room required to effect adequate

microbiological control during assembly and checkout

of spacecraft required to be sterile.

1. Experimental

a. Phase 1. Phase 1 is designed to standardize the pro-

cedures to be used in the study. A variety of culture
media will be screened to determine the best medium

or media for the maximum recovery of thennophiles and

aerobic and anaerobic spore-forming and asporogenous

OUTLET FOR

CONNECTION TO

VACUI._ $OURGE

mesophiles from the intramural air and surfaces of clean
rooms. Culture media for the best recovery of fungi will

also be included. Air sampling times and sites and sur-

face sampling areas will be determined during this phase.

At the end of Phase 1, microbiological sampling tech-

niques will be standardized, and a rough approximation

of the levels of microbiological contamination within
clean rooms should be available.

b. Phases 2 and 3. Phase 2 (the actual testing phase)

and Phase 3 (data recording and evaluation) will be con-

ducted simultaneously. In Phase 2, the air and surfaces

in each of three clean rooms (one each of Classes II, III,

and IV) will be sampled daily for six sampling periods

of 1 wk each over a 6-mo period. The particular sampling

week for a given room was randomly selected; i.e., the

Class II clean room will be sampled daily during the 3rd,

8th, 9th, llth, 16th, and 19th weeks of the 6-too period.

Similarly, the Class IV clean room will be sampled during
the 5th, 7th, 10th, 12th, 14th, and 20th weeks. Sampling

periods for the Class III clean room were also randomized

over this period. Thus, each room will be sampled micro-

biologically for six time periods, or a total of 30 days.

As far as practical, at least six sampling days will be

times when the room is not in use (normal idle days,

weekends, etc.) to determine the background levels of

microbiological contamination. The remaining 24 sam-

pling days will be times when the room is fully staffed

and is being operated under full working conditions. For

comparison, microbiologica] samples will be collected

from at least one specified area outside each clean room

being sampled.

To assay the number of airborne viable particles, the

all-glass impinger (AGI, Fig. 1), the Andersen sampler

(Fig. 2), several types of slit samplers (Figs. 3 and 4), and

Fig. |. All-gloss impinger Fig. 2. Andersen sampler

9
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Fig.3. Elliott slit sampler

TO

Fig. 4. Pot-type slit sampler

agar settling plates (Fig. 5) will be used. Periodically, an

estimate of the total particulate matter shall be made

with a light-scattering device. Also, air samples will be
collected with a membrane filter and examined micro-

scopically for total particulate counts. The degree of
surface contamination will be assessed with the Rodac

Fig. 5. Agar settling plate

plate _ (Fig. 6a) and by the use of sterile 1- X 3-in. settling

strips of polished stainless steel, lucite, and glass.

In addition to the sampling procedures described

above, sterile strips of polished stainless steel, lucite, and

glass will be handled by clean room personnel. This

procedure is included to obtain some estimate of the

amount and type(s) of microbiological contamination that
may occur on spacecraft parts as a result of human

handling.

2. Results and Discussion

The entire study was designed to obtain a measure
of tile number ()f viable aerobic and anaerobic micro-

organisms present within the intramural environment of

clean rooms. Other aspects of the study include:

(1) An estimation of the aerial fallout of particles con-

taining viable aerobic and/or anaerobic micro-

organisms. From such data, it should be possible
to determine the degree of microbial contamina-

tion that accumulates on polished stainless steel,

lucite, and glass surfaces exposed to clean room

enviromnents for a 6-mo period.

(2) A detormination of whether or not a microbial

spore population accumulates on exposed surfaces.
These data should provide some information on the

type of microbial flora accumulating on exposed

surfaces over the study period.

(3) A determination of the degree of contamination

that occurs on initially sterile surfaces after han-

dling by clean room personnel. Human handling

'Hall, L. B., and Hartnett, M. J., "Measurement of Bacterial Con-
tamination on Surfaces in Hospitals," Public Health Reports (To
be published).
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(0) APPLICATION OF THE RODAC PLATE

(b) MICROBIOLOGICALCOLONIES DEVELOPING ON RODAC
PLATES AFTER SURFACE SAMPLING AND INCUBATION

TYPICAL RECOVERYFROM
LESS HEAVILY CONTAMINATED
SURFACES

TYPICAL RECOVERYFROM
HEAVILY CONTAMINATED
SURFACES

Fig. 6. Use of the Rodac plate in surface sampling for

microorganisms

may result in excessive microbiological contamina-

tion of spacecraft parts or the vehicle itself. Some

estimate of the microbial contamination that may

result from clean room personnel handling is essen-

tial to the over-all process of spacecraft sterilization.

Airborne particulates occur as aerosols, i.e., solid or

liquid particles suspended in air. Such particles may be

a single microorganism surrounded by a film of dried

organic matter or a clump of several to many cells of the

same or differing microbial species. Viable microorgan-

isms may also be attached to nonviable part/c/es such as

dust, lint, etc. Airborne viable particles may be dissemi-

nated for considerable distances. Airborne particles may

also settle onto surfaces and later be re-aerosolized by

violent actions that agitate the contaminated surfaces.

The air sampling devices were selected to discriminate,

qualitatively and quantitatively, the airborne viable parti-

cles within clean rooms into thermophiles, aerobic and

anaerobic spore-fornaing and asporogenous mesophiles,

and fungi.

Liquid impingement samplers, such as the AGI (Fig. 1),

bubble air through a co]letting t]uid. SampJers of this

type break up clumps of microorganisms and also wash

microorganisms off dust and other nonviable particles

on which some are carried. After sampling a measured

volume of air (usual flow rate, 12.5 liters/min; usual

sampling time, 15.0 min), portions of the collecting fluid

will be transferred to plates of solid culture medium. To

determine the number of airborne microbial spores, other

portions of the same collecting fluid will be heat-shocked

(80°C/15 rain) and plated on solid culture medium. Incu-

bation conditions and temperatures will be chosen to

allow assay of the aerobic and anaerobic sporogenous

and asporogenous mesophiles, thermophiles, and fungi

from each air sample collected with the AGI sampler.

Solid media impaction samplers, such as the slit sam-

pler (Figs. 3 and 4) and the cascaded sieve sampler

(Fig. 2), deposit particles suspended in air directly onto
the surface of a solid culture medium. Upon incubation,

the deposited particles containing viable microorganisms

will, in the proper physiological environment, grow and

divide repeatedly, resulting in the formation of colonies
on the culture medium.

In the operation of slit samplers, a given volume of air

(flow rate, 1.0 ft:_/min) to be sampled is drawn through a

narrow inlet slit." Passage through the slit increases the

velocity of the air stream being sampled. The high-speed

jet of air is then forced to make a 90-deg turn at the

face of a solid culture medium contained in a Petri plate

located immediately below the slit (Figs. 3 and 4). Many

of the particles suspended in the air stream cannot make

this sharp turn and continue on in a straight line, to be

impacted onto the culture medium. Furthermore, in a

slit sampler, the Petri plate is mechanieally rotated under
the slit. Such movement causes the impaeted particles

to be distributed over the portion of the medium that

moves under the slit. Thus, concentrations of colonies
in one or more sections of the culture medium can be

related to the time of their aerosolization as viable

particles.

The Andersen six-stage cascaded sieve sampler (Fig. 2)

operates in a manner similar to that of slit samplers. A

2Sampling time for the Elliott slit sampler (Fig. 3) is limited to 15
rain; that for pot-type slit sampler (Fig. 4) is up to 60 min. New
models (Reyniers) sample up to 120 min.
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given volume of air (flow rate, 1.0 ft3/min; usual sampling

time, 15.0 min) is drawn through a fixed number of small,

evenly spaced holes in perforated disks. A stationary Petri

plate, containing solid culture medium, is located beneath

each of the six perforated disks. The holes in the

top stage (perforated disk) are comparatively large

(1.81 mm D). In each succeeding stage, the hole size de-

creases, with the smallest holes (0.25 mm D) located in

the bottom stage (perforated disk). Thus, the velocity

of the air passing through the sampler increases with the

passage through each stage, reaching near-sonic speed

as it passes through the holes of the bottom stage. The

size of the particles being impacted depends considerably

upon the velocity of the air stream through the sampler.

Thus, the largest particles tend to be deposited onto the

culture medium in the Petri plate beneath the top stage,

where the air-stream velocity is lowest. Furthermore, the

smallest particles tend to be impacted onto the medium

beneath the bottom stage, with the intermediate particle
sizes being distributed onto the plates of culture medium

beneath the other four stages.

Through the use of the slit and cascaded sieve air

sampling devices, it will be possible to measure, in broad

terms, the size distribution of airborne particulates and

also obtain a time-concentration relationship for the oc-

currence of microbiological aerosols or "showers." It may

be possible to trace movements of aerosolized micro-

organisms and to detect clean room objects, personnel,

and/or activities that generate showers or clouds of air-

borne viable particles.

The Rodac plate is a recent variation of the contact

principle of surface sampling (Fig. 6a). For use, the bot-

tom half of the plate is filled with a culture medium. Upon

solidification, a convex surface of standard dimension

(_ 4.0 in?) results. This convex area is impressed onto the

surface to be sampled. Microorganisms existing as surface

contaminants are pressed onto the surface of a suitable
culture medium. After contact, a top is placed on the

plate and the entire unit is incubated. Following incu-

bation, the colonies that developed are counted and the

microbial contamination per unit surface area may be

estimated (Fig. 6b). The Rodac plate is easily prepared,

is readily usable, and gives reproducible results.

Agar settling plates (Fig. 5) have been included to

obtain information on the aerial fallout of viable particles

for short (1- to 6-hr) exposure periods. The settling plate,

exposed for short intervals of one to several hours, tends

to provide an indication of the predominant type(s) of

viable airborne microorganisms in the environment.

For long-term exposures such as the 6-too study period,

and for determining the type(s) of microorganisms that

accumulate on surfaces within clean rooms, the polished

stainless steel, lucite, and glass settling strips will be

used. The exposed strips will be sampled periodically

by shaking in a collection fluid. After shaking, the col-

lecting fluid will be treated according to the procedure

described for the AGI sampler. Thus, it will be possible

to determine the presence of thermophiles, mesophilie

spores and vegetative cells, and fungi from each settling

strip. Finally, with this procedure, it should be possible

to determine if a spore population might be expected to

accumulate on exposed surfaces within an environmen-

tally controlled area. Sterile polished stainless steel, lucite,

and glass strips that have been handled by clean room

personnel will also be shaken in broth and assayed for

viable organisms by the technique described above for

settling strips.

Earlier studies by the author (Refs. 4-6; also s._ below)

and other invesligators (Refs. 7-10) have demonstrated

that relative humidities in the 50.0 to 60.0% range are quite

lethal for surface-exposed vegetative cells. However, pre-

liminary studies (unpublished results of the author) would

indicate that this range of relative humidity has little, if

any, effect on spores of a strain of Bacillus subtilis var.

niger. The accumulation of a spore population on exposed
surfaces would present a considerably more difficult chal-

lenge to any sterilization procedure than the contamina-

tion of similar surfaces with a vegetative cell population.

It is essential to know the degree of contamination and

the type(s) of contaminating organism(s) that may resuh

on spacecraft parts from the hands of clean room per-

sonnel. The primary source of microorganisms within

clean rooms is the particles disseminated from the clean

room personnel (Refs. 1-3 and Ref. 11). A single touch

with a heavily contaminated hand or glove might seriously

contaminate a spacecraft. Such an action might negate all

earlier precautions and sterilization procedures, thereby

defeating the purpose of spacecraft assembly in an envi-
ronmentally controlled area. The human contamination

aspect of the present study should add to our knowledge
of contamination sources within clean rooms.

:'Mcl)a(le, J. J., and Hall, L. B., "Survival of Staphylococcus aureus
in the Environmvnt II. Effect of Elevated Temperatalre on Surface-
Exposed Organisms." American Journal of Hygiene (To be pub-
lished).

%lcDade, J. J., and Hall, L. B., "Survival of Gram-Negative Bac-
teria in the Environment. I. Effect of Relative Humidity," American
lourt_al of H_tgiene (To be published).
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Taken collectively, the results obtained from the dif-

ferent sampling devices and procedures should be valu-
able and needed additions to the knowledge of clean

room microbiology. This study should produce a com-

prehensive summary of the levels of microbiological con-
tamination that exist in the different classes of industrial

clean rooms under conditions of normal activity and op-

eration. Such data are essential to any plan to define

the environmental conditions for the assembly of space-

craft required to be sterile.

C. An Experimental Study of
Sterile Assembly Techniques

J. J. McDade

The NASA requirement that all spacecraft and probes

which might impact an extraterrestrial body be sterile

has been widely promulgated. The use of dry heat ap-

pears to be the method of choice for the terminal sterili-

zation of a planetary landing spacecraft. However, at

present, certain spacecraft items cannot withstand the

dry heat cycle without serious degradation in reliability.

Therefore, if an entirely heat-stable spacecraft is not

possible, reliable sterile assembly techniques must be

developed and be ready for use to incorporate heat-labile

components into sterile spacecraft.

The present study s is being conducted to evaluate the

potential of obtaining a sterile electronic unit through
use of a procedure in which each assembly step takes

place in a glove box containing an ethylene oxide (ETO)

atmosphere. I,ater in the study, sterile parts will be as-
sembled into an electronic unit in a glove box containing

sterile air or sterile nitrogen. Each step in the sterile

assembly procedure will be checked through positive

control procedures, sterility checks, and systematic tests.
Performance tests will be conducted on the units assem-

bled in the glove box. The assembled units will be

operated in glove box atmospheres of ETO, sterile nitro-

gen, or sterile air, and also outside the glove box. The
performance and reliability of the intramurally and extra-

murally tested units will be compared.

_This study is being conducted at the Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company, Sunnyvale, California, under JPL contract.

I. Experimental

Essentially, this is a feasibility study to determine the

following factors:

(1) The feasibility of assembly of a small electronic

unit within a glove box through the use of glove

box techniques.

(2) The efficacy of the sterilant gas conditions and time

cycle to surface-decontaminate electronic parts,

using a known concentration of bacterial spores

contained on typical electronic parts used in the

test circuit.

(3) The effect, if any, of assembly in ETO, sterile nitro-
gen, or sterile air on sample soldering, bonding,

staking, and nut/bolt assembly procedures.

(4) The effect of assembly in ETO, sterile nitrogen, or
sterile air on a complete unit assembly and on the

performance and/or reliability of the test unit.

(5) The effect of operating the test unit in ETO, sterile

nitrogen, or sterile air on the performance and/or

reliability of the test unit.

(6) The efficacy of a sterile sealing system for the test
circuit.

The basic units employed in the study are shown in

Fig. 7. The main glove box for assembly, a 3- X 3- X 6-ft
unit, has been modified by the addition of a gas lock and

a smaller glove box on one end of the unit. The other

major units include a gas generator and purge system

(sterilant gas generator) and the gas concentration and

relative humidity continuous-readout system (monitoring

apparatus). The general test program is as follows:

All electronic parts to be used will be heated to 135°C

for ,94 hr. Then, the heat-treated parts will be inoculated

with Bacillus subtilis var. niger spores. The inoculated

parts will be transferred to the main glove box and

exposed to ETO gas (12.05 ethylene oxide/88.0% freon-12

gas mixture). The exact exposure time necessary to de-

contaminate the inoculated parts will be determined dur-

ing this phase. Sterility checks will be conducted by

placing the part to be tested in sterile broth. All sterility
test broths will be incubated at 37°C. After 24 and 48 hr

of incubation, the broths will be examined visually for

turbidity. Incubation will be continued for 7 days. If no

growth is visually detectable after 7 days, portions of the

broth will be plated on trypticase soy agar. The remain-

ing portion of the previously incubated sterility broth
will be inoculated with Bacillus s_tbtilis var. niger spores

and incubated. If bacteriostasis did not occur during the

13
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Fig. 7. Basic units employed in study of sterile assembly techniques

sterility check, the freshly inoculated spores should

germinate and proliferate in the broth.

When the ETO exposure cycle has been determined, a
breadboard of the full circuit will be assembled outside

the main glove box. The breadboard assembly will be

tested to determine its performance and operational char-

acteristics. A paper-tape-controlled comparator system

will be used to guarantee accuracy and repeatability of

the assembled breadboard tests. Upon completion of these
checks, the breadboarded circuit will be disassembled

and all the parts will be placed in the main glove box.

Prior to the introduction of these parts, the interior of

the main glove box will be exposed to ETO.

ETO will be released into the main glove box, and the
breadboard circuit will be reassembled in an ETO at-

mosphere. The same personnel will reassemble the bread-

board using the same techniques. A checkout identical

to the previous breadboard tests will be performed with

the tape checkout system. The performances of both

assemblies will be compared.

Upon completion of the above (i.e., the assembly of a

breadboard circuit, successfully tested without degrada-
tion in ETO), printed circuit assemblies will be made.

Some of the printed circuit boards will be performance-

tested in the main glove box. After this testing, these

circuit boards will be sterility-tested. Other glove-
box-assembled circuit boards will be removed and

performance-tested in air. Finally, the remaining glove-
box-assembled printed circuit boards will be mounted in

sealed containers having an internal ETO environment.

Some of the sealed containers will be moved to the small

glove box containing sterile air. Then, the containers

will be opened, and the internal circuit boards, as well

14
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Fig. 8. Typical electronic assembly to be tested

as the containers, will be checked for sterility. The re-

maining sealed circuit boards will be removed from the

glove box, and these "canned" circuits will be subjected

to a series of performance tests, including handling and

drop tests. These units will then be returned to the main

glove box, and the containers will be exposed to ETO.

Following this, the containers will be opened and some

of the circuit boards will be tested for sterility.

After this series of tests has been completed, the se-

quence beginning with the introduction of heat-treated

parts into the main glove box through breadboard assem-

bly and checkout to printed circuit boards will be

repeated in a sterile nitrogen atmosphere and then in

a sterile air atmosphere. Appropriate performance tests

and sterility checks will be included. A series of assemblies

with routine parts (not sterilized) will be used.

2. Results and Discussion

The first phase of work (1-mo period) was concerned

with the modification of equipment and the performance

of tests to standardize procedures. The test circuit (Fig. 8),

as well as several alternate circuits, was breadboarded

and checked out with the tape-controlled checkout sys-

tem. The circuits were checked for sensitivity to small

variations in component values. The original circuit, with

the addition of a capacitor and with slight component-

value changes, was found to be the optimum circuit. The

circuit design and printed circuit card design were

completed.

Experiments were conducted to determine the best

method for surface-inoculating electronic parts with

spores of BaciUus subtilis var. niger. Immersing the part

15
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in a suspension of spores in distilled water, followed by

drying, appeared to be a promising method.

The results obtained from this study should be most

interesting. Use of the paper-tape-controlled comparator

system will ensure the accuracy and repeatability of tests

on the breadboarded test circuit. The test tape developed
with the breadboarded circuit will be used to determine

and maintain circuit performance in the transition from

the breadboard to printed circuit card. Since the test

circuits will be assembled in an ETO atmosphere within

the glove box, it will be most important to see what effect,

if any, ETO gas has on the operation of dip soldering,

hand soldering, staking, epoxy bonding, potting, and even

nut/bolt connecting. Backup operations include repeat-

ing the entire assembly procedure in glove box atmos-

pheres of sterile nitrogen and sterile air.

D. Evaluation of Microbiological
Filters for Liquids and Gases

A. Irons

The production of sterilizable spacecraft, their sterili-

zation prior to launch, and the ,naintenance of sterility

after launch and until planetary impact will almost cer-

tainly require the use of microbiological filters for gases

and will probably require the use of flters for liquids.

Certain spacecraft assembly areas and glove box sys-

tems, as well as controlled environment areas housing

sterilized spacecraft prior to launch, will have sterile

air requirements. Air delivercd to these areas will no

doubt be filtered first through a positive filter to remove

all viable particles. Gases carried aboard spacecraft, such

as those used in some attitude-control devices, will also

have to he sterilized, probably in the same manner. If it

becomes necessary to use heat-labile liquids in the pro-

duction of spacecraft (for example, liquid propellants and

battery electrolyte) or in extraterrestrial microbiological

experiments, it will be essential to utilize a microbio-

logical filter capable of sterilizing liquids.

Reports from laboratories engaged in work inw_lving

sterile filtration of liquids and gases indicate that claims

made for the efficiency of filters are sometimes exagger-

ated. This factor, a cause of great concern, has led to the

present study, which is being conducted by the Wilmot

Castle Company. This study is designed to test the effi-

ciency and evaluate the reliability of commercially avail-

able filters in terms of their ability to sterilize liquids and

gases. The results of this study should provide a basis

for the selection of filters required to produce the re-

quired conditions of sterility. Table 1 lists the microbio-

logical filters which will be evaluated in the present study.
A minimum of 10 each of these filtels will be evaluated.

In all eases, for both liquid and gas filters, the manu-

facturers' recommendations of pressure differential across

the face of the filter will be followed. In general, the

procedures to be used in evaluating the filters will be
as follows:

a. Liquids. An 18- to 24-hr broth culture of a bacterial

strain whose size is small enough to present a maximum

challenge to the filter will be utilized. A minimum of

10 :_ml of an aqueous suspension of the organism, contain-

ing approximately 10: viable organisms/ml, will be drawn

through the filter being challenged, An assay of the cell
suspension being filtered will be conducted simultan-

eously with the filtration test to determine the number of

viable organisms ml of suspension.

The fihrate will be incubated at optimum temperature

for a period of 1 wk, but will be examined at 24-hr inter-

vals for evidence of microbial growth. Adequate positive

and negative controls of both media and organism, both
before and after fihration, will be maintained to ensure

validity of the results.

If growth appears in the filtrate, the contaminating

organism(s) will be isolated and identified. This step is

necessary so that the possible cause(s) of filter failure

may be determined. Filter failure may result if:

(1) The pore size of the filter is too large (degrading

filter cflqeiency).

(2) The integrity of the filter is broken (degrading
reliability).

(3) An inadequate sterilization cycle has been applied

to the test system prior to use, as evidenced by the
presence of organisms in the filtrate other than

those used to challenge the filter (contamination).

(4) Faulty technique is employed.

If some other cause is suspected, it will also be reported.
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Table 1. Types of microbiological filters to be evaluated

Manufacturer Description

American Air Filter Co., Inc.

Cambridge Filter Corp.

Cox Instruments

Cuno Engineering Corp.

Flanders Filter, Inc.

Gelman Instruments Co.

Harmon, F. R. & Co.

Milllpore Filter Corp.

Mine Safety Appliances Co.

Pall Corporation

Schleicher and Schuell Co.

Selos Flotronics

Will Corporation

Type F A11G6R2 (glass)

Type F, 8- X 8- X 57/s-ln. {ceramic asbestos)

1 A 50 filter

1 D 50 filler, moisture resistant

Filter elements, 0.5 p.

6D-O asbestos-cellulose disk

6D-DO asbestos-cellulose disk

Size "B'" 7-A-10a (glass)

Size "B" 5-F-40d (ceramic)

47-mm gelatin, 0.5/z

GM-6 cellulose ester

GM-8 cellulose ester

Glass Type "A'"

Glass Type "E" with binder

GAS, triacetate, 0.2 p,

Epoxy membrane, Versapor 6424

Pads, asbestos D-6

Pads, asbestos D-10

Standard filter, HAWP 04700, Size 0.45 #

Standard filter, GSWP 04700, Size 0.22 #

Standard filter, WHWP 04700, Size 0.45 p

Standard filter, PHWP 04700, Size 0.30 p

Microtube cartridges, CA12-440-00

Cellulose ester, 8.0 #, 142 mm, SCWP 14250

Glass fiber, CU-72926

Ultra filter cartridge, 15-85759

Oxygen liquid cartridge, 15-85759

Oxygen liquid cartridge, 15-83915

Glass, cyllndrlcal, 15-86695

Glass, cylindrical, 15-85202

Filler elements, Ullipor ACF4463 UW {0.15 p)

B-6, 0.4 Bat-T-Flex, 47 mm

B-11, 0.25 Bat-T-Flex, 47 mm

MC4, 0.25 Bat-T-Flex, 47 mm with built-in

prefilter

0.2, 0.25 Organic Solvent Resistant, 47 mm

10 Micro-porous porcelain FPS-56

01 Micro-porous porcelain FPS-56

015 Micro-porous porcelain FPS-56

02 Micro-porous porcelain FPS-56

03 Micro-porous porcelain FPS-56

Berkefeld candles

Seitz asbestos pads, clarifying grade

Seltz sterilization disk, coarse

Seltz sterilization disk, fine

Pyrex, sinlered glass filters, ultrafine

(0.9 to 1.4 ,u.)

All observations will be recorded and explanations

offered for filter failure whenever possible. All tests will

be repeated as many times as required to achieve a high

confidence level, with a minimum of 10 tests for each

type of filter being evaluated.

b. Gases. Procedures to evaluate the efficiency of gas

filters are more complex than those outlined for liquid
filters. Numerous methods can be used to evaluate the

efficiency of filters to remove solid particles such as dust

or smoke (DOP; dioctyl-phthalate test) from air. Other

tests utilize various dyes in the form of dust particles to

challenge filters. The ultimate test of the efficiency of a

filter to remove viable microorganisms is to challenge

the filter with viable microorganisms. In the case of a gas

filter, this means viable microorganisms suspended in a

stream of gas moving through the test filter at its rated

capacity.

A general procedure which can be employed is as

follows: An aerosol of heat-shocked (to destroy vegetative

cells) Bacillus stlbtilis spores is introduced into an air

duct upstream from the filter being challenged. Air
sampling probes are inserted upstream and downstream

from the filter. These probes can be fastened to Andersen

air samplers located outside of the duct. Particles picked
up by the probes will be impinged on solid culture media

located in the samplers. If these plates are incubated at

the proper temperature (34 to 37°C) for at least 72 hr,

the resulting colonies of microorganisms can be counted.

If the number of organisms introduced into the duct up-

stream of the filter is known, and if the volume of gas

passing through the filter is also known, then we can

calculate how many organisms/ft:' are challenging the fil-

ter. If we know the volume of gas being sampled by the

probe(s) and we have established the efficiency of the sam-

pling system, we can determine the efficiency of the

filter being challenged.

The use of probes upstream and downstream simplifies

the procedure. Obviously, if the upstream and down-

stream samplers are sampling the same volume of gas, we

can determine the efficiency of the filter by the formula:

Removal efficiency, % --

number of particles '_ _upstream ] ( number of particlesdownstream ) )< 100.

(number of particles upstream)

This procedure is illustrative of one method of determin-

ing the relative efficiency of a given filter.
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,JtJ!DANCE AND CON ....

III. Spacecraft Electrical Power

A. Power Sources

D. W. Ritchie and S. S. Luebbers

1. Photovoltaic Solar Power Systems, D. w. R,chie

Two approaches will extend the usefulness of the solar

photovoltaie power systems for space utilization: A de-
crease in weight, and an increase in the useful deployed

surface. Since present launch vehicle shroud constraints
have limited the available surface area of solar arrays,

we are planning to examine unfurlable systems. These
coneurrent developments should result in more flexible

power systems that could permit a greater variety of

experiments on future space missions.

a. Thin solar cell development. A shipment of 1000 thin
silicon solar cells has been received at JPL. These

thin solar cells (Fig. 1) are single-crystal silieon, phos-

phorus diffused, with nominal physical dimensions of

0.788 X 0.788 X 0.008 in. Fig. 2 presents the current-

voltage characteristics of solderless, normal, and thin

types of n/p solar cells. The lower short-circuit current

and the corresponding lower maximum available power

output of the thinner cell are due to the lower collection

efficiency at long wavelengths.

The tests performed to date on the thin solar cells

have been to determine the sunlight I-V characteristics

and to compare these to the present p/n systems. Two

small solar cell matrixes were fabricated using p/n and

thin n/p type solar cells (Figs. :3, 4). The two systems

were fabricated using teehniques designed for Mariner
Mars '64. The solar cell matrixes were mounted on 0.004-

in. glass-fiber board. Tests on matrixes of the small cells

show that the n/p thin cell system, even with an area

increase to compensate for the lower cell efficiency, can

exhibit a weight reduction of nearly 30%. These weight

savings exclude substrate weight considerations, lint

they include the glass-fiber board mentioned earlier. De-

velopment of lighter weight and nonmagnetic intercon-

neetion materials could further reduce the weight per
unit area.

In conjunction with the development of the thin, light-

weight solar eells, various possible designs of lightwoight

deployable solar panel structures are being studied.

b. Large-area lightweight, photovoltaie arrays with

feasible deployment systems. The total fixed area for solar

panel structures now available under a Surveyor-Centaur

type of shroud is around 100 to 150 ft-'. The Ranger-
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Fig. 1. Thin n/p type solar cells
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Fig. 2. Solderless solar cell I-V characteristics

Mariner shroud can house a maxinmm of 75 fU. Present

photovoltaie power sources can supply little over 4
watts/ft-' at Mars encounter. Thus the maximum power

available using the largest area of the Surcegor-Centaur

type shroud is limited to 600 watts at Mars. Future in-

terplanetary spacecraft might require as much as 600 ft _

of solar panel area. Presently considered goals for solar

panel sizes are between 200 and 501) ft _, and goals for

total array weight arc 0.5 to 0.6 lb/ft:, including cells

and wiring.

The end result of this development will be the fabrica-

tion of a representative prototype test element demon-

strating the solmdness and reliability of the design

concepts and a mastery of the technology involved. The

design and development of lightweight photovoltaic solar

cell arrays ass(_ciated with lightweight deployable struc-

tnres should make this t)-pe of power system competitive
with other systems now under consideration. Present lim-

itations of the photovoltaie systems to approximately

1 kw could then be extended to much higher levels.

2. Electrode Work Function in Cesium

Thermionic Converters, s. s. [oehbers

a. Introduction. Since the operation of a therminnie

converter is intimately connected with the electrode work

functions, a lnOccdure for determining these functions

has been developed. The motive diagram (Itef. 1) for a

thermionie comerter, operating in the arc mode with ion

rich sheaths, is illustrated in Fig. 4. From this diagram,

we may urite an expression for the output voltage.

v,, = ¢. - ¢,.-- v,, (1)

where V, is the output voltage, ¢_: the emitter work func-

tion, ¢, the collector work function, and V_, the plasma

sustaining voltage, The output voltage is dependent upon
both the emitt('r and eolleetor work functions. The voh-

age V, represeq_ts the voltage loss incurred in the con-

ve.rter due to the combination sheath and plasma drops.

As part of tlw testing performed on thermionic
converters, a close examination of collector work function

is included. In manv cases, a degradation of converter

performance mav be linked directly to an increase in
collector work function. With such an increase, the out-

put voltage necessarily decreases. The mechanisms by
which the collector work function increases are not
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Fig. 4. Motive diagram for a thermionic converter

complete space-charge neutralization. Under the pre-

ceding conditions, in contrast to tile arc mode illus-

trated in Fig. 4, the motive diagram assumes the form

illustrated in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 demonstrates the fact that

the converter must be operated in the retarded region

to obtain work function measurements.

Referring to Fig. 7, the emitting surface would tend to

emit saturation current j.,; however, a retarding potential

clearly understood. However, in most cases a collector

contamination is observed. A photograph of a contam-

inated collector is presented in Fig. 5, and the resulting

decrease in power output may be noted in the volt-

ampere characteristics given in Fig. 6. Spectrographic

analysis of the collector deposit has been performed, and

typical results arc summarized in Table 1. The remainder

of this discussion covers laboratory techniques for de-

termining collector work fimction. The method utilized

was developed by Thermo Electron Engineering Corpo-

ration, Waltham, Massachusetts, and reported in Ref. 2.

b. Theoretical considerations. To determine the col-

lector work function, two conditions m_lst be satisfied.

These conditions are: (1) Emitted electrons experience
no collisions with cesium ions within the interelectrode

space, i.e., no volume ionization is present. (2) The elec-

trons leaving the emitter surface see no maxima in the

motive diagram within the interelectrode region, i.e.,

Table 1. Semiquantative x-ray spectrographic analysis

of collector deposit; molybdenum substatum

Metal Collector I Collector II Collector III

Tantalum

Silicon

Magnesium

Manganese

Molybdenum

Iron

Copper

Tin

Titanium

Silver

Cobalt

Aluminum

Calcium

Chromium

Columbium

Nickel

Zirconium

84

0.056

0.0093

0.0082

0.008

0.12

0.004

0.043

0.015

0.073

0.012

O.0O9

0.0082

0.0025

0.043

24

0.35

0.0004

0.0035

0.43

0.59

0.001

0.007

0.34

0.01

0.0005

0.0024

0.12

62

9.6

0.036

1.6

0.20

0.088

0.64

2.8

Ir
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Fig.5. Contaminatedcollectorsurfaceof thermionicconverter

V, is experienced by the emitted electrons. The collected

current density may be expressed as:

k the Boltzmaml constant in ev/deg, and T tile tempera-

ture, ° K.

j = j._exp (-V,/KT) (2)

where l is the collected current density, l., the emitter

saturation current density, V, the retarding potential,

\Vriting the Richardson equation for emitter satnration

current/_ results in

j AT-' exp - (4i:/kT + V,,/kT)
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where A is the cm/stant, 120.1 amp/cm-'°K.

Sut)stitnting

results in

(4)

J-AT-' exp (4,,/kT + V,,/kT) (5)

Taking the logarithm and solving for the collector work

hmction vields

6, kr In (Ar-'/i) v,, (6)

Utilizing Eq. (6), we may now calculate the collector

work function under the conditions previously described.

To make a meaningful calculation, we must make the

following fundamental assumption:

The work function of a material, under certain

temperature conditions, is determined only by

the ratio of surface temperature to that of cesium

reservoir temperature ( or cesium pressure).

Experimental evidence indicates that this assumption is

reasonably valid. There is a tendency for the work func-

tion to increase slightly with increasing collector temper-

ature; however, extremely accurate measuring techniques

are required to detect the difference. With the acceptance

of the preceding hypothesis, we may determine the col-

lector work function in the extinguished mode and con-

clude that the ignited mode has an almost identical work

function.

c. Laboratory experimentation. The laboratory appa-

ratus employed to determine collector work functions is

schematically represented in Fig. 8. The required retard-

ing potential is obtained from the power supply S,. The

voltages supplied to the x-y recorder will plot the volt-

ampere characteristics of the converter as the R_, and S,

are varied. A typical volt-ampere curve, obtained in the

low current region is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Examination of Fig. 9 should reveal an exponential

curve in the region where the previously outlined condi-

tions are satisfied. A translation of the linear plot in

Fig. 9 to a logarithmic plot is given in Fig. 10, where

the curve is seen to possess a straight line portion.

Rewriting Eq. (5) yields:

In i -: In ,,iT-' 4,,/kT V.,/kT (7)

This equation describes the linear portion of the eurve

shown in Fig. 10. If Eq. (7 I) is to describe the logarithmic

plot, the slope of the straight line portion should be

determined by 1/kT. This is indeed the situation illus-

trated in Fig. 10. A straight line is drawn for the given

emitter temperature, T 1600_C, and is shown in Fig. 10.

Examination of Fig. 9 reveals that the converter deliv-

ers reverse current in the retarded region (>2 volts).

This reverse current is a combination effect of collector

back-emission and converter leakage re_dstance. The con-

verter leakage resistance is caused by conduction along

the cesium coated insulators of the converter. This resist-

ante may be determined by the slope of the volt-ampere

curve in saturated reverse region. Calculating the leak-

age resistance gives:

R :-: V/I :- 1.47/0.0:38 = .38.7.q
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Fig. 9. Converter voltage versus amperes

per square centimeter

Since the operational internal impedance of the converter

is in the milliohm region, this shunting resistance has

little effect on the converter performance. A knowledge

of the resistance does, however, allow determining of

the collector back emission. By extending the linear por-
tion of the saturated reverse current curve to the zero

volt intercept, the collector back emission may be read

directly from the current axis intercept. The reverse cur-
rent is added to the forward emission since the meter

readings account only for net current. This has been

done in Fig. 10.

Having established the previous facts, the work time-

tion calculation proceeds readily as follows:

%
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4 w_ [ 1--

!
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/
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Fig. 10. Logarithmic plot of Fig. 9

2.1

(1) Select the point on Fig. l0
V,, ::_ 1.9 volts

(2) At this point

j _: 0.161 amp/era _

(3) 4, kT In (AT-'/i) - Vo

4,,. : 1.61 ev
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d. Conclusions. The preceding calculation of work

function has two shortcomings. The calculation does not
account for edge or patch effects encountered in hard-

ware converters. The calculated work function, therefore,

represents an average over the collector surface including

all edge effects. The real advantage of this measurement

is that it gives a comparison by which the performance
degradation, sometime observed in hardware converters,

may be correlated to a change in collector work function
without sectioning the devices.

B. Electrical Conversion

W. K. Shubert and T. J. Williams

1. Switched Mode Voltage Regulators, w. K. Shubert

a. Introduction. Voltage regulation carl be accom-

plished in several ways. Normal dissipative series regu-

lators are the most common [Fig. ll(a)]. If the input volt-

age varies appreciably and if the desired output voltage

is not close to the input voltage, low efficiency and

high heat dissipation result. For spacecraft applications,

efficient operation of a regulator with large input volt-

(o) DISSIPATIVE REGULATOR

I .,e'
POWER CONTROL

SOURCE C IRCUITRY

I

LOAD

POWER

SOURCE

I

(b) SWITCHED REGULATOR

AVERAGING FILTER

.t tTt

 T;!tCIRCUITRY _ I

1

LOAD

(c) VOLTAGE TO FILTER

VOLTAGel £--_--L

_.llP

TIME

Fig. 11. Switched regulator compared with dissipative

regulator

age variation is very important. Hence, switched mode

regulation is required [Fig. ll(b)]. On both the Ranger

and the Mariner spacecraft, switched mode booster regu-

lators have been used with excellent performance.

All fast-switching transistors introduced recently have

collector-emitter breakdown voltages (BV,._:,) on the

order of 80 to 100 v. Rooster regulators to supply a 50-v

input require transistors with a BV,._:o of twice the maxi-

mum input voltage plus derating, or about 150 v.

Switched regulator transistors, however, would require a

BVe_:, of only the maximum input voltage plus a safety

factor. Therefore, operation could be practical with a

75-v input, using a 100-v RVr._:o transistor. With the use

of these transistors, the switched regulator would be

more efficient and capable of higher power operation

than the booster regulator. Fig. 11 shows the switched

regulator circuit in comparison with the series dissipative

type. With switched operation of a transistor, losses are

due only to leakage, switching, saturation, and base drive.

b. Specifications. Preliminary specifications for the

switched regulator are given in Table 2. Generally, these
specifications are derived from those which would be

applicable to Mariner C. With a booster regulator, input

voltage could not rise above the output voltage. There-

fore, with a 52-v output, the solar panel voltage had to

be shunt-regulated with zener diodes to 50 v. Higher

maximum input voltage will allow the removal of these

shunt regulators. Low output voltage with the same out-

put power necessitates more current and heavier wire,

which are both undesirable, but the output voltage of a

down regtdator must be less than the minimum input

voltage. Wide load variation was specified to allow for
a situation similar to Mariner C in which there was a

back-up regulator. This regulator was used for light

loads during portions of the flight. The L-C output filter

Table 2. Design specifications for 400-watt regulator

Input voltage, v 25 to 70

Output voltage, v 20

Load, w 40 to 400

Operating temperature, °C --10 to -I-75

Regulation, o_ ± 1

Ripple, v ( 0.2 peak-to-peak

Turn-on transient, v _ 2 overshoot

Line and load transients, v +2 for 50 msec

Efficiency, o_ 85 for load )> 200 w
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requires a specification on the turn-on transient. Over-

shoot can be higher than input voltage if not considered

in the design. Overall load and line transient response
is difficult to calculate, but the specified value seems

possible and, with design modifications, could be im-

proved. The efficiency specification is based on calcu-

lated estimates. This requirement is much higher than

Mariner C (74%) because of the faster switching and

the exclusion of system losses which were included in

the Mariner C value. A block diagram of the switched

regulator designed to meet these requirements is shown

in Fig. 12.

c. Circuit operation. The main switch is two 2N1937

transistors manufactured by Texas Instruments.
This transistor is not as new or fast as others available.

However, this device is readily available, is almost as

fast as other transistors, has excellent saturation charac-

teristics, and appears more reliable than later transistors.

Open-loop input regnlation is a prediction of the pulse

width required to keep the output voltage constant with

varying input voltage. Adding this control allows the

feedback loop gain to be smaller. The input voltage

control of pulse width is a bias winding on the magnetic

amplifier. Current through this winding increases linearly

with increasing input voltage. Although a hyperbolic

function would be ideal (Fig. 13), a linem" ftmction was

generated because it required fewer parts and fewer

initial adjustments. Open loop w)ltage control should

INPUT
POWER

SWITCHES

MAGNETIC
AMPLIFEER

INPUT
REGULATOR

STARTING
CIRCUIT

FILTER

ERROR
DIFFERENTIAL

AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT
O

POWER I EMITTER

--t FOLLOWERINVERTER REGULATOR

P6 kc

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 12. Diagram of 400-w switched regulator
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Fig. 13. Duty cycle versus input voltage of 400-w

switched regulator

8O

also reduce output transients due to line changes because

a prediction of pulse width is made as the line voltage

changes.

A two-stage oscillator was used to attempt to keep the

frequency of operation constant with a synchronizing

source. Since synchronization is not necessarily required,

the small oscillator could be discarded. Originally, the

oscillator and power inverter were operated directly off

the output voltage. Unfortunately, the magnetic ampli-

fier pulse width is sensitive to drive voltage, and a posi-

tive feedback loop occurred. This loop was eliminated by

adding a stage of regulation to isolate the magnetic

amplifier drive from the output.

The operating frequency of 2.6 kc was selected as a

compromise between switching losses, filter size, and

transient response time. Increased frequency would mean

a lower-weight filter, better transient response, and higher

switching losses in the main transistors. Even with this

low frequent?, the storage time of the 2N1937 transistors

has created a loop problem for the light loads (40 w)

and high input voltages (> 60 v). Under these condi-

tions, a small variation in base drive creates a large

change in collector pulse width, (Fig. 14). Therefore,

the loop has an artificially high gain which makes the

regulator unstable. This condition must be avoided. The

simplest method is to replace the transistors with a type

of transistor that has a lower storage time. Another

approach is to redesign the transistor turn-off circuitry

to reduce storag(, time. An atttomatic reduction in stor-

age time would occur if the base drive current was

proportional to the output current. As yet no modification
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(o) TRANSISTOR SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS

_ _ STORAGE TIME

COLLECTOR CURRENT

I

/ [I
BASE CURRENT

(b) EXPANDED FOR SMALL PULSE WIDTH

\\\

\\

COLLECTOR CURRENT

BASE CURRENT

Fig. 14. Effect of base drive variation on collector

pulse width

has been made. Since this instability does not affect

operation at other input voltages, efficiency and regula-

tion tests were made with the present configuration. The

results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.

d. Future work. Because of the higher speed of lower

voltage transistors, the incorporation of the switched-

mode down regulators into spacecraft power systems
would improve the efficiency with solar panel-battery
sources. Transient tests will, therefore, be run with the

present configuration to determine what the response

would be. Tests will also be made with different switch

frequencies and transistor types to determine what effect

these parameters have on transient response and effi-
ciency. Circuits will be selected that can meet the
requirements of future space projects.

2. Base Modulated Low-Voltage Converter,
T, J. Williams

a. Introduction. The use of the thermionic diode for

supplying electrical power to spacecraft has made neces-

sary the development of new techniques for the efficient

94

86

l 94
20 50 40 50 60 70 80

INPUT VOLTAGE, v

Fig. 15. Output voltage and efficiency versus input

voltage for a nominal 235-w load
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Fig. 16. Output voltage and efficiency versus nominal

load for a nominal 35-v input

utilization of the low voltages made available by this

device. Because of the low voltages, the electrical cur-

rent levels necessary for typical power requirements are

often very high. Therefore the low-vohage, high-current

power must be converted to the higher voltages but

lower current levels that are normally required in the

spacecraft. This must be accomplished efficiently and

reliably without exceeding weight limitations.

Minneapolis-Honey_vell, under contract to JPL, has

developed two low-voltage converters. One operates

from a 0.7-v source at up to 150 amp with an average

efficiency of 80%. The other operates from a 3.5-v

source at up to 50 amp with an average efficiency of

90%. Although the efflciencies of both units are good,

the weight (which was not a design restriction) is ex-

cessive, being almost 30 lb each. Also, the units are not

regulated. Regulation with load is approximately 7%

for the 0.7-v unit and 4% for the 3.5-v unit for load

changes of 75% of full load. The regulation for input
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voltage change is proportional to the input voltage

change. Since a spacecraft normally requires regulated

power, several companies are attempting to develop a

regulated voltage, high-current source.

b. Design approach. Probably the most straightfor-

ward approach to the problem of obtaining regulated

power from a low-voltage source is to convert the low

voltage to a higher voltage, as with the M-H converter.

The higher voltage can then be regulated with a switched

regulator, as is done in present systems. This approach,
however, has the inherent disadvantages of poor effi-

ciency and excessive weight. In addition, reliability is

not as good as desired because of the large number of

parts involved. The efficiency is low and the weight is

high because of the double switching process. If we can

assume an 80% efficiency for the low-voltage converter

and an 80% efficiency for the switched regulator, then

the overall efficiency is only 64%.

The other approach, as is proposed here, is to regu-

late as well as up-convert in the same switching process.

It should be possible to maintain efficiencies only slightly

less than that of the basic low-voltage converter unit. In

addition, the weight would be substantially less than in

the previous approach. The unit will, however, be

heavier than a converter of an equivalent power rating

which utilizes standard input voltages because of the

large conductors and bus wire required to carry the

heavy currents.

The technique to be used is to pulse-width modulate

the base drive to the switching transistors in the con-

verter. An error signal which is obtained by comparing

the DC output of the converter to a reference voltage

would cause the duty cycle of the drive to the switching
transistors to be varied so as to maintain a constant

output voltage. Either a magnetic amplifier or solid state

techniques may be used for this purpose.

c. Problem areas. The greatest single problem is the

limitations of the switching transistor. The input voltage

to be switched may be as low as 0.5 v or as high as 4 v,

depending upon the number and the electrical connec-

tion of the thermionic diodes. If the power level to be

switched is, for example, 200 w, then the switched cur-

rents may be anywhere from 50 to 400 amp. This calls

for a transistor with extremely low saturation resistance

and high collector current capability. Fortunately, there
are a few such devices available. Germanium transistors

exhibit saturation characteristics that are superior to

those made of silicon. At the lower input voltages (<2 v),

it is imperative that germanium units be used. The MHT

2205 made by Minneapolis-Honeywell has a collector-to-

emitter saturatitm voltage (V,,L.c,,._,r_)of 0.1 v at 50 amp.

Another unit, the MHT 2101, has approximately the

same V,._:_.,.,,c. at 150 amp. Both units have a collector

breakdown voltage of 5 v, which limits their use in

converter applications to maximum input voltages of

approximately 2 v. Higher voltage germanium units are

available, but their saturation resistance is higher (0.45

v at 65 amp).

The germanium units have two disadvantages: First,

they are slow switching (tr = 11 /,sec, t_ -- 30 /,,see,

t_ 17 /,see); this limits the upper frequency at which

they can be used due to excessive switching losses. Sec-

ond, the maximum jmaction temperature is ll0°C, which

limits the maximum power dissipation; this depends

upon the thermal resistance from the junction to ambient.

An MHT 2205 operating from a 2-v source and switch-

ing 25 amp (1-kc rate) will dissipate approximately 5 w,
of which 3 w are switching losses, 1.25 w are saturation

losses, and (/.75 w is drive loss. The maximum amount it

can dissipate at an ambient temperature (T _) of 75°C is

12 w if a total thermal resistance from junction to

ambient (0j.,) of 3'C/w is achieved.

At input voltages greater than 2 v, it becomes practical
to use certain silicon transistors such as the MHT 8301

for switching. This transistor has V¢.c,._._r, - 0.6 v at 10

amp. This would result in a 3-w saturation loss for 50%

duty cycle, but it is offset by the greatly reduced switch-

ing losses. Also, the maximum junction temperature is

increased to 200'_C, allowing for greater heat dissipation.

Another l)rol)lem that may be critical with germanium

transistors is that of obtaining a low 0j., in order to

dissipate the power lost without exceeding the maximum

allowable junction temperature. One possible solution to

this problem is to use a modified common emitter con-

nection for the switching transistors whereby it is pos-
sible to eledricallv connect all the collectors. Since the

collectors of the transistors are electrically connected to

the case, this approach permits the mounting of all

transistors on a common heat sink without insulators,

thereby decreasing the thermal resistance from case to

sink, which is one of the three thermal resistances that

make up 0._. Such an approach may, however, cause

electrical problems in the drive circuit due to interwind-

ing capacitance of the drive transformers. This problem

will be investigated.
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Other problems inchlde matching transistors to be

used in parallel and eliminating spikes and other circuit

disturbances due to stray circuit inductance and large
switched currents.

C. Energy Storage
W.L. Long

I. Sealed Silver-Zinc Battery Development,
W. L. Long

Improvement in spacecraft batteries is a continuing

need. Higher watt-hours per pound, greater temperature

range, longer life, and better reliability are areas where

improvement can be utilized. In addition, secondary

batteries require greater cycle life and, in some cases,

the capability of accepting a continuous trickle charge.

Contracts were entered into with Yardney Electric Cor-

poration and Power Sources Division of Whittaker

Corporation for each company to develop, independ-

ently, sealed secondary silver-zinc battery cells with

approximately the following characteristics:

Capacity, 4:3-amp-hr above, 1.43 v at 10 amp

Temperature range, 30 to 140°F

Weight, 610 g maximum

Cycle life, 3 or more

Trickle charge acceptance, 0.020 amp into fully

charged cell for 15 days.

After the cells have been designed, fabricated, and

successfully tested, 18 cells will be fabricated and assem-

bled into a battery for delivery to JPL. Here each battery

wilt be subjected to rigorous tests, including electrical

performance and environmental and life testing. Power
Sources has built twenty-five 4 amp-hr ceils with varia-

tions in the following parameters:

weight HgO

(1) HgO content = weight (HgO + ZnO) X 100

(2) Cell fit =

total dry free space -_ total dry membrane thickness

total dry membrane thickness

(3) Material ratio =
total weight ZnO

total weight Ag

(4) Electrolyte ratio =

volume of electrolyte

plate area X dry thickness of cell pack

initial capacity of Zn

(5) State-of-charge -- theoretical capacity of Ag
X 100

Each cell contained 6 silver and 7 zinc plates; plate area

was 29.4 in.'-'. Separator materials were Viscon 3001 on

the negative, and 4 layers of Permion 600 on the posi-

tive. Each cell was fitted with a pressure gage and sealed

under vacuum before the first charge. Charging current

was 0.20 amp to 2.00 v, then 0.10 amp to 2.00 v. Cell

pressures remained below 5 psi and returned to 10 to

25-in. Hg vacuum upon stand or discharge. Discharge

current was 2.0 amp on first and third cycles, and 1.0

amp on the second cycle. Cell capacities and plateau
voltages were recorded and tabulated.

Initial conclusions from this work are: (1) An elec-

trolyte ratio of less than 0.45 materially reduces capacity.

(2) Presence of 3 or 4% mercuric oxide in the positive

plate increases cell capacity. (3) Increasing cell fit ratio

from 2.0 to 2.5 increases cell internal impedance. (4) Vari-

ations in material ratio and state-of-charge has little or

no effect on voltage or capacity.

All of this work was at room temperature. Selected

cells will be cycled at 30°F and 140°F; some of them

will be trickle-charged. The results of this work will be

incorporated into 43 amp-hr ceils for further evaluation

and testing.
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IV. Guidance and Control Research

A. Magnetics Research
F. B. Humphrey and K. Kuwahara _

I. Magnetoresistance Investigation of RIS Films

a. Introduction. The anomalous magnetic anisotropy

found in vacuum-evaporated Ni-Fe fihns is generally a

well-behaved uniaxial anistropy (RS 36-11, pp. 16-20).

Some time ago, Wilts (RS .36-12, Vol. I, pp. 40--43)

showed that the anistropy would assume a considerably

different character when the film was subjected to con-

trolled oxidation and reduction. It seemed as if the

anisotrophy axis could be changed by relatively weak

magnetic fields, even less than those reported by Prosen

(Ref. 1). In summarizing all of the then-known anoma-

lous effects in thin films, Cohen (Ref. 2) named this effect

"Rotatable Initial Susceptibility" (henceforth called RIS).

Two types were observed by Cohen, called RIS-I and

RIS-II. Wilts had fabricated RIS-II and, subsequently

(SPS ,37-22, Vol. IV, p. 26), he fabricated RIS-I by his

simple oxidation-reduction procedure.-' Most of the inves-

tigations have been made using a hysteresis loop tracer

'Formerly Resident Research Appointee to JPL, now rehlrned to

the University of Hiroshima, Faculty of Engineering, Hiroshi,na,

Japan.

'-'It should be noted that the terms 1 and II have been reversed

from that used in RS 36-12 and SPS .'37-22 (Vol. IV, pp. 26, 2.9)
to make the nomenclature consistent with Ref. 2.

although some preliminary studies using a torque mag-

netometer have also been made (SPS 37-22, Vol. IV,

p. 29). Recently Wilts (Ref. 3) finished a comprehensive

study of both types, but again the mode of investigation

was limited to hysteresis and torque curve studies. Since

the detailed mechanism of this strange behavior is still

not understood, it seemed reasonable to use the magneto-

resistance effect (SPS 37-26, Vol. IV, p. 47) to continue

the investigation.

This investigation will be mainly concerned with

RIS-II films. At reasonable drives, say 10 Oe, the hyster-

esis loop is essentially the same in all directions and, for

low drives, the anisotropy field, tI'A, is smallest along the

direction of a previously applied AC field (Ref. :3). For

very low fields, the torque curve is proportional to sin (_;

and for higher fields above a threshold, H .... a large

constant torque appears. The value of the rotational

hysteresis integral has a value of :3.5 independent of

thickness (Ref. 3). The value of H,,, decreases as the thick-

ness increases.

b. Experimental method. To avoid ambiguity of the

initial condition, before each measurement a field of

260 Oe (highest field available with the present appara-

tus) was applied parallel to the plane of the film and

then rotated in the plane of the film more than one

revolution in the negative direction, and stopped at a

desired angle. If the field is then reduced through zero,
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to large negative fields, magnetoresistance measured as
a function of the field is a measurement that can be

conveniently compared to a hysteresis loop measurement.

If, however, the field is decreased to a certain value and

then rotated, the magnetoresistance measured as a func-

tion of the rotation angle can be conveniently compared

to a torque measurement.

Experimental data, which will be described hereafter,

is generally for one typical fihn. It is 1-cm square, 2000 A

thick, vacunm-evaporated from a melt of 80% Ni-20% Fe

at a pressure of 10 -_ torr. The glass substrate tempera-

ture during evaporation was 300"C. it was then heated

to about 450°C for 5 min in dilute oxygen, then reduced

at 450°C for 15 min in pure hydrogen. Vacuum-

evaporated gold contacts were then placed along two

sides such that the current was ahmg the original easy
axis.

c. Results. The resistance of the RIS-II films is a

function of the rotation angle and the field magnitude.
The results of one experiment are shown in Fig. 1. A field

of 260 Oe is rotated in the negative direction, and the
resistance is measured as a function of the direction of

applied field (_. Occasionally, the rotation is stopped and

the field reduced at angles indicated. Each vertical line

in Fig. 1 corresponds to the change in resistance when

the field is removed, with the final resistance for zero
field shown as a horizontal bar. Note that the bar is not

always at the end of the vertical line. The cos _ (, part of

this curve is as would be expected for H,, where the

magnetization would be essentially aligned along tbe
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Fig. 1. Resistance change of RIS-II films with
field directions

field direction. As the field is removed, the magnetization
relaxes back in the direction from which it came. As was

shown in detail in Eq. (2) of SPS 37-26, Vol. IV, p. 47,

the magnitude of the final resistance indicates the aver-

age resultant angle between the magnetization and the

current. The results for the data of Fig. 1 are shown in

Fig. 2, where the predicted angle through which M has

relaxed is shown as a function of applied field. The aver-

age angle is about 35 deg, where the negative value
indicates that 31 relaxes back to the direction from which

it came.

0
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Fig. 2. Relaxation angleupon removal of field asa

function of angle of applied field

For many experiments, this procedure to establish an

"'easy" axis by rotating a large field (H,,) and then stop-

ping at some angle, f,, will be followed. In order to avoid

ambiguity, tlw angle of the field during such a procedure

will be referred to as _,,,. Details of the resistance change

for three angles _,,, can be seen in Fig. 3, where the

resistance as a function of field is shown for decreasing

fields with angle ,_,, as a parameter. The resistance change

corresponding to a decrease in field from high positive

values to zero corresponds to the data of Fig. 1. The field

is further changed to negative values in a manner similar

to a loop tracer as shown. The extreme values of resist-

ance, corresponding to the expected values when M

rotates eoherer.tly, are indicated as Rti and R I. Since
discontinuous changes in these curves are not observed,

it can be concluded that, during this change of the field,

rotation of the magnetization takes place in a nearly
coherent manner uithout discontinuities.

The rotation angle of M as a function of the applied

field can be calculated for each curve in Fig. 3, as was
done previously. The results for the three curves are

plotted in Fig. 4. The ordinate is the calculated rotation

angle of M measmed from the direction of the field. This

curve is essentially the same as the usual curve of M as
a function of II.
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Fig. 3. Magnetoresistance as a function of field with

angle m, as a parameter
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Fig. 4. Rotation angle, 0 -- _., as a function of field

for an applied field derived from the data

of Fig. 3

A phenomenological fit to the data of Fig. 4 can be

obtained by the expression:

(¢ 0_p

K sin o -- M H sin ((t -- 0) , (l)

where, as can be seen in Fig. 5, H is applied at some

angle (_ to the direction of the current and, for this

experiment c_ = m,, M is in equilibrium at some angle 0

from the current, and 0,, is the angle of magnetization

when H = 0. The solid curve in Fig. 4 is obtained by

choosing 35 deg and 8.70e as (0,- m,) and K/M,

respectively.

CURRENT

\
\

\
I

DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS

H MAGNETIC FIELD

H o LARGE MAGNETIC FIELD USED TO CHANGE "EASY AXIS"

a ANGLE BETWEEN CURRENT AND APPLIED FIELD H

O ANGLE aWHEN"EASY AXIS" IS ESTABLISHED
ANGLE BETWEEN THE AVERAGE MAGNETIZATION AND THE CURRENT

8O ANGLE BETWEEN THE "EASY AXIS" AND THE CURRENT

H K ANISOTROPY FIELD FOR NORMAL FILM

H/_ ANISOTROPY FIELD FOR RIS FILM

H m FIELD FOR-MAXIMUM HYSTERESIS LOSS (WILTS, REF. 5)

Her�! FIELD FOR MAXIMUM HYSTERESIS LOSS FROM MODEL

,4'11 RESISTANCE OF FILM WHEN A LARGE FIELD IS APPLIED
PARALLEL TO CURRENT FLOW

Rj. RESISTANCE OF FILM WHEN A LARGE FIELD IS APPLIED

PERPENDICULAR TO CURRENT FLOW

Fig. 5. Definition of symbols of various angles; the

reference direction is the direction of the current

d. Torque curves. As mentioned previously, when the

field is rotated in the plane of the fihn while the mag-

netoresistance is measured, data similar to torque curves

can be obtained. Such curves can now be calculated

from Eq. (l). Fig. 6 compares the calculated curve with

experimental points for a field of 1 Oe. This curve is

typical for H < 0.5(K/M) (in this case 4.4 Oe). For

0.5 (K/M)< H < (K/M), the calculated curve shown
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Fig. 6.
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Relation between the field direction (_ -- _,)

and M direction (0 -_.) when H = 10e is rotated

in the film plane; the circles are obtained by

magnetoresistance measurement on the

same sample used for Fig. 1; the

curve is calculated from Eq. (1)
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160

0

Fig. 7. The same relation as that in Fig. 6, when

H = 70e, the same sample as used for

Figs. 1 and 6

in Fig. 7 (H -- 70e) has a range of angles where triple

values of 0 are predicted. As can be seen, a rapid vari-

ation (a definite discontinuous change is seen in the

original magnetoresistance curve) is observed from

-_- :260 deg to ¢_ - 290 deg, presumably caused by wall

motion that can be considered as a transition between

two stable states in the calculated curve, indicated by

the dashed line. At fields higher than K/M, experimental

points show the nearly constant torque as indicated in

Fig. 8 (H = 10 Oe). The experimental data are some-

// _"\
-10 ....

-40 - 4

!
-_o I

0 45 90 135 180 225 270 515 560

; a-ao, deg

Fig. 8. Relation between (_ -- 8) and (_ -- ct,,) when

H = 10 Oe; the circles are obtained by magneto-

resistance measurement; the curve is calcu-

lated from Eq. (1), the same sample as

for Figs. 1 and 6

A, HIGH ANISOTROPY

ml.---- B, LOOSE COUPLING

)

_I--C, LOW ANISOTROPY

Fig. 9. A schematic cross section of a proposed model

for RIS-II films; the surface layer A has high ani-

sotropy fields distributed at random in direction

and magnitude; the bottom layer C has low

anisotropy fields; the middle layer B

is a transition region, and a loose

coupling is assumed

what at variance with the calculated curve, but the gen-

eral shape is still expressed by the equation.

e. A proposed model for RIS-H films. A schematic

cross section ot:a film, illustrating a model consistent

with Eq. (1), is illustrated in Fig. 9. The film is consid-

ered as composed of three layers. The bottom layer, C,

has a usual tmiaxial anisotropy which is randomly dis-

tributed in magnitude as well as in direction with Ha

values usually grt-ater than those of layer C. The transi-

tion layer between A and C is indicated as B. It is

assumed that the thicknesses of A and B are small com-

pared with the total thickness of the film; therefore, the

observable magnetic characteristics of the sample are

due to the layer C. Exchange interactions act to align
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the magnetization within the layers A and C. Also,

between the layers A and C interaction is through the

layer B in which a loose coupling is assumed.

According to such a model, when a field, greater than

HA. for layer C, but less than HA- for layer A, is applied

and rotated in the film plane, the average magnetization
direction in A should be behind the field direction. Mean-

while the magnetization in the layer C should be almost

in the same direction as that of the applied field. When

the field is removed, the torque exerted on C by the field

vanishes, and hence C becomes aligned to A by way of

the exchange through B. This relaxation is the origin of

(0,,- ,_,,).

The exchange coupling between the magnetization in

the layers A and C through B is plausible as the origin

of (0,, a,,), but difficult to handle quantitatively. An

estimation of the exchange interaction can be obtained

as follows. The boundary, B, has the same configuration

of magnetic spins as that presumed in a Bloch wall,

when the magnetization direction is different for the

layers A and C since the magnetization rotates in planes

parallel to the wall. Assuming that each successive rota-

tion angle between adjacent spins is the same, exchange

energy, E,.,, stored in a unit area of B is expressed, simi-

lar to the Bloch wall energy (Ref. 4), as

E,.,.= _ (.a0)-' (0_)

where A is a constant related to the exchange coefficient,

T_ is the thickness of the layer B, and ± 0 is the total

angle between the magnetizations of A and C. The

torque L,.,. exerted on C by A is

_'Eer

L,,_ - 2,(± O) 2 A (± O)/T , . (.3)

On the other hand, the torque L per itnit area derived

( ,o)from Eq. (1) for small .x0 sin A0/2 -)-- and for

thickness T_, is

A O (4)L=KT,. T .

Here, T, is the thickness of the layer C.

From Eqs. (3) and (4),

K T,. -- 4 A/TI,. (5)

Putting experimental values into K and T, and assuming

T_ _ 200 A, A is estimated as

A _ 6 X 10 _ erg/cm.

This value of A is less by one order of magnitude than

the known value of A for usual ferromagnets under ordi-

nary conditions (Ref. 4). In the present model, then, B is

considered as a loose coupling layer with the loose cou-

pling attributed to vacancies or some other defects in

the layer.

[. Dependence of threshold upon thickness. The exist-
ence of a threshold was mentioned earlier in Part d,

where Eq. (1) was solved as is done for torque curves.
It was noted that characteristic solutions were obtained

for fields less than K/2M, greater than K/M and between

the two values. The thickness dependence can be obtained

in a similar way trot after rewriting Eq. (1) as a balance

of torques per unit area:

K T,, sin
0 - 0o

M H T,, sin (ct 0),

As mentioned in Eq. (5), K T( is a constant which can be
called K'. Then

K' sin
0 -- 0 o

- M H Tc sin (a 0),

and the critical field is

tL._, -
t

M T,. "

It is noted that, as known from Eq. (1), a field higher

than this H,,a, can pull M around the film. As will be

mentioned later, the calculated rotational hysteresis loss

is constant above H,,it and zero below H,_i, The field

corresponds to H,,, of \Vilts (Ref. 3). Assuming that the

exchange constant A is the samc even for significant

changes in composition, and that the depth of oxidation
(color before reduction) is the same, the thickness of

layers A and B is probably the same for all films, and
the critical field should be:

1
H_.r,, (6)OC

M [T-(T., + T,,)]

where T is the total fihn thickness. Fig. l0 shows the data
of Wilts for M H,, as a fimction of total fihn thickness

for three compositions. The solid line is the proportion-

ality of Eq. (6) with a match sueh that T._ -4-T_ - 300 3,.
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Fig. 10. Experimental points of maximum rotational

field, Hm, of RIS-II films as a function of thickness

(Wilts); the curve is derived from the

proposed model

g. Relation between initial susceptibility and Hu. The

anisotropy field, H_:, can be predicted from Eq. (1) by

considering the usual experiment where a small field is

applied perpendicular to 0,, and the change in flux paral-

lel to the field is ohserved. The initial susceptibility, xi,
can be calculated as:

dM d (M, sin 0) dO
x i - dH - dH - M_cosO d---H

from Eq. (1) assuming 0, = 0, (_ = 90 deg and a single
domain,

d6
K/2 cos (0/2)

Therefore

dO
M., cos 0 M, H sin 0 (t---H"

M_ cos _0

x_ -- (K/2) cos (0/2) -_ 31; H sin 0
(7)

which, for small H and small 0 gives:

31_ 2M-'

xi _ H_, K

Hence,

, K H,.t
Hs,- 2M_ - 2 (8)

The measured magnetoresistance was converted into

fraction of the film saturated. This fraction is plotted in

Fig. 11 as M/3L versus H. The field H[.. where the

extrapolation of the initial linear portion of the curve
crosses the value for M/M._ - l, will be H,,,i,/2 as can

be seen from Eq. (8). In this case the relation seems to be

satisfactory since H,._t is 8.70e and H__ is 4.80e.

°I H = 4.80e

/
q

0,8 / /_

0.t5 .............................

0.4

0.2

0

0 2 4 6 8 I0

H, Oe

Fig. 11. Experimental increase of M/M, obtained by

magnetoresistance effect as a function of field; the

field H is applied at right angles to M, and

M/M,. is measured to the same direction

An investigation of H[_ as a function of thickness was

performed by Wilts with the use of a loop tracer. His

data are plotted in Fig. 12, with the curve calculated

by Eqs. (6) and (8), choosing T,,- 300 A and a propor-
tional constant to fit the data. As can be seen, the fit is

fairly good except for thinner films. It seems, however,

that the relation of Eq. (8) is not always valid through

tile wide range of thickness shown in Fig. 12, and espe-

cially in thinner films since H_. is larger than H,,_,, as

can be seen by comparing Figs. 10 and 12.

h. Rotational hysteresis integral. The rotational hys-

teresis integral has been used to indicate the mechanism

of rotational hysteresis loss (SPS .37-22, Vol. IV, p. 29).

The rotational hysteresis loss (per unit volume) can be

calculated as the integral of the torque per cycle:

27r
W_ := M,_ H sin (,, - 0) da (9)

and is shown in Fig. 13. The torque can be calculated

from Eq. (1). It is assumed that hysteresis loss occurs in

the region where the solution of Eq. (1) is triple-valued.

Where the field is greater than K/M, the hysteresis is
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Fig. 12. Experimental points of minimum initialsusceptibilityfield,H'^,of RIS-IIfilms as a function of thickness;

the curve is derived from the proposed model

5000

4M_% -- --I-- --I-- --I-- --r
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 /1

H/(K/,,,,)

Fig. 13. Calculated rotational hysteresis loss, Wr, as a

function of H (solid curve); the dashed curve

is expected in taking account of wall

motion and dispersion

constant with a value of 4 H,M,. The integral of rotation

hysteresis loss I, is calculated as

i,, -- a = 4.5. (]0)

i I I J I I
-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

H, 0e

Fig. 14. Magnetoresistance hysteresis loop

of an RIS-I film

"_aa 0 = 45 deg

q
a 0 = 90 deg |

I I I J
i

100

sudden as is characteristic with wall motion. This wall

motion takes place at the same field for all c_,,'s, as can

be seen in the figure. The magnetization reversal process

seems to be composed of: first, dispersion of magnetiza-

tion around H,; second, wall motion; and third, decreas-

ing dispersion around -H.

This value of I, as well as the behavior of %V, are in fair

agreement with those observed in RIS-II films by Wilts.

i. RIS-I film. Typical magnetoresistance hysteresis loops

for a,, -= 0, 45 and 90 deg are shown in Fig. 14 for an

RIS-I film. In contrast with the case of RIS-II films, the

total resistance change is small and is sometimes quite

Although wall motion was not generally found in the

RIS-II films, the wall motion just mentioned in the RIS-I

type can also be observed in the DIS-II type if the

experiment is performed after the RIS-II film is magne-

tized along the direction of Oe. A typical magnetoresist-

ance hysteresis loop for an RIS-I film which has been

subjected to such a procedure is shown in Fig. 15, in the
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1 J. Experiment of etching of the surface of the film.

To obtain some evidence of the validity of the proposed

model, an experiment was performed to etch off the

surface layer of BIS-II films. The etchant adopted was

"Mirrofe" (Ref. 1 _. In Fig. 16 are shown hysteresis loops

observed hefme (A'I and after (B) the etching for a typi-

cal fihn. The etching time was 260 sec using 905< diluted

Mirrofe solution. The decrease in thickness is estimated

as about :300 A. A drastic change was produced by taking

off the thin top layer, and the RIS-II film was converted

into an BIS-I fihn.

Fig. 15. Magnetoresistance hysteresis loop of RIS-II

film Ithe same one as used to get Figs. 1 through

8), for different preceding treatments

case of a. 45 deg. The curves A and A' were obtained

for reference after rotating H,, in negative and positive

angle directions, respectively. The curve B shows no

large amount of coherent rotation hut definite wall

motion, hi this case it is confirmed that rotation preced-

ing the wall motion is composed of ahnost the same

amotmt of rotations in the positive and negative directions.

k. Discussion. The poor agreement with loop tracer

experiments and torquemeter experiments at higher fields
indicates that the formulation discussed above may not

be valid for high field strengths. Also the single domain

nature of the formulation is for a situation where the

single domain character is far from assured. The inability

to clearly state the situation ohserved in demagnetization.

pins the prohlem encountered in the formnlation when

0,, is not fix_!d, h.aves more to be done. In spite of these

limitations, the formulation of this model for RIS films

has t)cen quit_ ' fr, dl ful in predicting many of the observed

e[fects and ill l)ilq_c,inting the areas where understanding

is lacking.

(a) BEFORE ETCHING (i) AFTER ETCHING

Fig. 16. Hysteresis loops beforelaland after(b) etching
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ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION

V. Materials Research

A. Electronic Materials

I. Weinberg

1. Thermoelectric Power in Metals and Alloys

The thermoelectric power is perhaps the most sensitive

electronic transport property of a metal (Ref. 1). This being

the case, it can serve as a sensitive probe into such solid-

state phenomena as electron-electron, electron-impurity,

and electron-phonon interactions. Furthermore, with re-

spect to ultrahigh purity, the thermoelectric power is

highly susceptible to the presence of trace elements in

solid solution. Accordingly, a measurement program has

been instituted oil a series of copper alloys, and an ap-

paratus has been constructed covering the temperatalre
range from 4.2 to :320°K.

Since alloying effects are studied in relation to pure

copper, initial efforts have been concentrated on this

material. Thermal potentials are measured using a Rubi-

con thermofree potentiometer. Temperatures from 4.:29to

77°K are determined by germanium resistance thermom-

eters, with copper-constantan thermocouples in use above

77°K. The thermoelectric power is obtained by differ-

entiating the curve of voltage versus temperature, using

a computer program to obtain a least-squares fit to the

experimental data. The present results (solid curve in

Fig. 1) exhibit two pronounced peaks at 8 and 75°K.
Experimentally, the low-temperature peak is attributed

to the presence of trace amounts of iron (Ref. 2). Recent

theoretical work (Ref. 3) attributes this peak to spin-

dependent scattering of conduction electrons by trace

amounts of magnetic ions coupled via the Overhauser

giant spin density waves. The high-temperature peak

results from a competition between Umklapp and nor-

real phonon-drag processes (Ref. 2). The magnitude of

this peak is susceptible to the presence of impurities

having significant mass difference with respect to the
host material.

The present data are compared with the recent results

of Henry and Schroeder (Ref. 4) in Fig. 1. In Ref. 2, it

has been shown that the magnitude of the low-temperature
peak can differ markedly between different batches of

99.999% stated-purity copper obtained from the same

mmmfacturer (American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany). The spread in low-temperature results is thus
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Fig. 1. Thermoelectric power of copper

from 4.2 to 320 ° K

attributable to small differences in trace impurities. The

agreement above 50°K indicates all insignificant impurity

difference with respect to foreign atoms of mass signifi-

cantly different than that of copper. At the higher tem-

peratures, the results are intrinsic to the host material

and agreement is excellent. The present results are thus

considered adequate for use in a study of alloying effects

on the electron-phonon interaction in copper. This pro-

gram is now under way.

B. Crystal Growth and Perfection
P. Shlichta

1. High-Strength Filamentary Crystals

a. Use of whiskers. When metal "whiskers" were first

discovered, their filamentary form and ultrahigh strength

were attributed to the lack of non-axial dislocations (Ref.

5). Since screw-dislocation growth spirals were presum-

ably present only at the tip of a whisker, the whisker

would be incapable of lateral growth. In tensile or bend

tests, no dislocations would be under stress; thus, the

whisker would exhibit the strength predicted for perfect

crystals. Sul)sequent observations, however, complicated

this simple interpretation, so that there has been consid-

erable debate as to whether the occasionally observed

ultrahigh strength of whiskers resulted from the con>

parative absence of dislocations, from the perfection of

the whisker surfaces, or merely from their small size.

The most notable contradiction of the simple absence-

of-dislocation model was the often-cited observation that

smaller specimens had higher strengths. This was reported

for whiskers of copper and iron (Ref. 6), cadmium and

zinc (Ref. 7), alkali halides (Refs. 8 and 9), and silicon

(Ref. 10). NIoreover, large imperfect crystals, when re-

duced to whisker-like dimensions, exhibited a similar

strength increase with decreasing size. This was shown

for silicon rods (t{ef. 10), copper microwires (I-lefs. 11 and

12), and even particles ground off from bulk metal

(Ref. 13).

A critical reappraisal of the above data, however, sug-

gested that this "'size effect" might be illusory. All of the

materials tested--whiskers, fine wires, or Taylor wires

--were usually weak, the strong ones being more the ex-

ception than the rule. Moreover, all of the teclmiques

used for preparation and testing--selecting and detach-

ing whiskers from a combustion boat of reduced metal

halide, chemically polishing wires to order-of-magnitnde

reductions in cross section, and mounting specimens in

a tensile test apparatus--incurred an appreciable mor-

tality rate; i.e., the weaker specimens tended to be de-

stroyed before they could be tested. Needless to say, the

thinnest weak speeilnens were the ones most easily de-

stroyed. Since data for these "unfit" specimens were gen-

erally not included in the reported test data, a "law of

natural selection" obtains which is reflected in an appar-

ent size effect ox er and above any real effect.

One of the goals of research on filamentary crystals at

JPL is the determination of the cause of the ultrahigh

strength of whiskers by the unambiguons determination

of the effect of size on the strength of perfect and im-

perfect filamentary crystals. To do so, it is necessary., to

develop materials and techniques that do not involve the

element of selection described above. The specimens

used would have to be grown hy a process which gives

reproducible yields, i.e., with approximately the same

size and stremzth distribution each time. All of the speci-

mens in each batch would have to be tested. The thinning-
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down process would have to be free of failures. Tile

possibility, of an oxide or phosphate skin, such as that

which nsually remains after chemical polishing, would

have to be eliminated. The mechanical testing procedures

would have to be simple and rapid enough to permit
testing of a large number of specimens so as to make a
statistical treatment valid.

After several years of effort, most of the above tech-

niques have been refined to a satisfactory degree, but

the problem of obtaining reproducible specimen material

is still unsolved. Attempts were made to standardize the

preparation of copper whiskers by the reduction of

cuprous bromide in a hydrogen-argon atmosphere at ele-

vated temperature. The purity and physical condition of

the halide, the composition and flow rate of the gas, the

temperature and geometry of the reaction chamber, and

the surface condition and dimensions of the copper com-
bustion boats were all carefully controlled. Nonetheless,

after more than 100 experimental runs, the whiskers were

still erratic in appearance, and only a small percentage
had high strengths. It was therefore decided to abandon

whiskers entirely and concentrate on the production of

filamentary dislocation-free metal crystals by other means.

b. Use of Taylor wires. The most promising starting

material for this effort was Taylor wires. These glass-clad

metal filaments are made by inserting a metal wire into
glass tubing, heating the composite until the metal melts

and the glass softens, and then drawing the composite

down to a fiber. This was originally done by hand (Ref.

14), but a conventional glass-fiber drawing machine can

be modified for drawing large quantities of Taylor wires

(Fig. 2).

As ordinarily produced, a 1-cm test-specimen length of

Taylor wire is either polyerystalline or a highly distorted
single crystal. Therefore, the first efforts were concen-

trated on the recrystallization of Taylor wires into single
crystals containing few or no dislocations. Efforts were

made to secure, as starting material, large quantities of

high-purity copper and/or gold Taylor wire, from 1 to
50 /. in diameter, enclosed in a fused-silica fiber. Re-

crystallization was attempted by: (1) dissolving away the

glass shell with hydrofluoric acid and then recrystallizing

by strain-annealing the metal wire in a wmuum, (2) pass-

ing a molten zone down the Taylor wire by means of a

miniaturized zone melter, and (8) sealing off the ends of

a 6-in. length of Taylor wire and remelting and slowly
solidifying the metal core by heating the entire specimen

in a furnace with a small temperature gradient.

METAL WIRE

FEED FOR METAL WIRE

(OPTIONAL)

FOR GLASS TUBING

/
HE,'TE' : ES,ST NCEMOLTEN METAL / FURNACE, RF INDUCTION

COIL, OR GAS FLAME

FILAMENT

NG DRUM

Fig. 2. Machine for drawing Taylor wires

Unfortunately, during this phase of the program, there

was no reliable source of Taylor wires with the desired

quality, and only occasional specimens with widely vary-

ing properties were available. Therefore, preliminary

attempts at each of these techniques were unsuccessful,

mainly because of defects in the starting material. Dis-

solving the glass shell with hydrofluoric acid often re-

suited in severe etching of the copper core. Moreover,
numerous breaks and indentations were revealed in the

stripped core; these were presumably due to bubbles of

gas in the original molten metal. Attempts at strain-

annealing these wires disclosed numerous experimental

difficulties, such as thermal grooving at grain boundaries.
Other laboratories engaged in similar research have re-

ported similar difficulties.' Zone melting of Taylor wires
resulted in isolated metal droplets due to evolution of

gas upon melting. Moreover, there was considerable sag-

ging and distortion of the glass shell in copper-in-silica

'Hughes, E. J., Materials Research Corporation (Private communi-
cation ).
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and tin-in-Pyrex wires, indicating that this technique may

be suitable only for such combinations as tin-in-silica.

There was also reason to believe, its will be shown below,

that even optimum zone melting would result in crystals
as distorted as those in the original wire. tteating sealed-

off specimens above the melting point of the metal caused

large evolutions of gas which distended the glass shell
into a chain of but>l)les, within each of which the metal

solidified as a small sphere.

It became obvious that, if any of these techniques were

to be successful, a far better quality of starting material

would be needed. This would entail drawing the Taylor

wire as part of the research effort. This, in turn, sug-

gested the possibility that the Taylor-wire drawing proc-

ess might ultimatelv be improved to the point where

dislocation-free crystals could lw drawn directly, st) that

a subsequent recrvstallization process would be unneces-

sltry. Accordingly, a study was undertaken of the causes

of defects in Taylor wires.

The evolution of gas, both in the original drawing

process and during subsequent remelting of the metal,

was presmned to result from dissolved gas in the metal

itself. Accordingly, three Slu_cimens of copper wire--

COmlnercial grade, OFHC, and ASAB(',O 99.9994 %-

pure--were heated in a vacuum. It was first noted that

very little gas was evolved until the metal was actually

melted; hence, vacutun annealing of the metal used for

drawing Taylor wire would prol)ably be of little value.

It was also noted that, although the commercial wire

evolved far inore gas than did the OFt lC and ASARCO

wires, even the latter specimens gave oil enough gas to

cause considerable trouble in the resultant Taylor wire.

It seemed necessary, therefore, to vacumn-naelt and re-

cast the metal used for drawing Taylor wires; prepara-

tions for tiffs process are now being made. An alternate

procedure--the use of metal wire of considerably smaller
diameter than the hore of the glass tubing so as to pro-

vide clearance for the gas to escape--has been used else-
where with some success, but this procedure is not

foolproof and can lead to other difficulties, such as the

necessity for separate feeds for the metal and the glass

tubing.

Another defect, one which has greatly hindered the

application of Taylor wires to mitt, electronics, is the
occurrence of breaks or discontinuities in the metal core.

Since this defect often occurs when the heater is at too

low a temperature, it has sometimes been attributed to

the stretching of the solidified metal filament until it
breaks. In most cases, however, this defect can be traced

to gas evolution. O1)servations on the necked-down por-

tion of the composite have, on several occasions, shown

gas tmbl)les, trapped in the metal, being stretched by

the drawing process until they form breaks in the result-

ant fihtment. Thus, this defect can presumably also be

eliminated bv _ut_assing the metal before use.

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the crystallo-

graphic defects present within the metal core. Schulz top-

ographs were taken using the scanning camera described

previously for the study of ruby laser rods (SPS .37-21,

Vol. IV, pp. :3.-:39). These topographs reveal distortions

in the crystal lattice in the same way that the shape of

the reflection of stmlight from a mirror onto a wail

reveals irregularities and distortions in the mirror's sur-

face. Topo_raphs ot Taylor wires from several different

sources are shown in Fig. :3. Note that: (1) hand-drawn

wires are usually polycrystalline, and (2) nearly all the

machine-drawn wires are deformed single crystals with

a severe, finely spaced zig-zag distortion. This might be

interpreted its indicating that the metal solidifies as an

undistorted single crystal which is subsequently deformed,

thereby producin_ numerous slip bands.: Several plausi-

ble explanations can be advanced for the oeettrrence of

these slip bands:

(1) They might, i_l some way, result from irregularities

in the drawing speed and, hence, in the rate of solidifica-

tion. This idea is somewhat corroborated by the poly-

crystalline slr,cllm, of hand-drawn wires, which are

presumably draun in an even more irregular manner,

and also by the erratic movement of the luminous "tail'"

of the filament, which is observed just below the heater

during drawing, lh)wever, the exact mechanism for the

formation of slip bands in this manner is somewhat
obscure: moreover, it is hard to believe that the feed

mechanisms of the different machines from which these

specimens were drawn all had the same magnitude and

freqttency of irregularity. Nonetheless, to eliminate this

possible source of defects, improved feed mechanisms

and heater crnflrols are being designed.

(2) Slip 1)ands could result from stretching of the

viscous glass fibers after the metal had solidified. This

is somewhat confirnaed by the observation of birefrin-

gence in the _las_ shells of most Taylor wires. This sug-

gests that some deformation took place well below the

softening point, which for most glasses is below the

melting poinl of the metal. On this basis, one would

:Lockwood, 1',, ()x_e_ls-(2ornillg Fiberglas Rest'arch Center (Private

conmmnication ).
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DEVELOPMENTS, LTD.
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HAVE A SIMILAR
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(b} COPPER IN
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MACHINE (RF

INDUCTION COIL USED)

(c) COPPER IN PYREX;
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L

(d) SAME AS (c), BUT

SUBSEQUENTLY
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(e) COPPER IN SILICA;

FROM JPL MACHINE

(OXYGEN-HYDROGEN

FLAME AND RUBBER

ROLLERS USED)

t
o I 2 3 4

LENGTH, cm

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction topographs of Taylor wires

presume that tile hest glass would be tile one with the

highest possible softening point. Unfortunately, however,

these distortions are qualitatively similar for copper-in-

Pyrex and copper-in-silica wires, although the latter glass

should be quite rigid at tile melting point of copper. The

following explanation is thus suggested:

of the deformation mechanism described in (2) above.

Indeed, the assumption that both mechanisms contrib-

ute to the deformation of the metal may satisfactorily

account for the observation that copper-in-silica and

copper-in-Pyrex wires have approximately the same type
and amount of deformation.

(3) The metal core could be deformed by stretching

as a result of differential thermal contraction as the

composite filament cools to room temperature. The glasses

used thus far have coefficients of thermal expansion rang-

ing from 4 to 25% of those of copper or gold; therefore,

the resultant strain (1 to 3%) should be sufficient to

cause considerable deformation of the metal. The obvi-

ous remedy for this source of slip bands would be to use

a glass having a coefficient of thermal expansion match-

ing that of the metal. Unfortunately, however, glasses

with high coefficients of thermal expansion tend to have

lower softening points, thereby increasing the likelihood

At present, attempts are being made to solve the two

problems simultaneously by choosing the glass which

has the best combination of softening point and coeffi-

cient of thermal expansion. If this fails, preliminary trials

suggest the feasibility of composite glass tubing, consist-

ing of an outer shell of high-softening-point glass and an

inner liner of low-melting-point glass having a coefficient

of thermal expansion matching that of the metal core;

this would be, in effect, a radial graded seal. Still another

approach would be to insert an air blast immediately be-

low the heater in order to chill (and thereby harden) the

glass shell as quickly as possible. Finally, if all other
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techniques fail, it may be necessary to resort to low-

melting-point metals, such as indium, where the temper-

ature change from melting point to room temperature is

small enough to make thermal strains negligible.

(4) Slip bands might be caused by strains resulting

from the high thermal gradients of the rapidly cooling

wire. This mechanism is not, at present, thought to be

important inasmuch as the extremely small diameter of
the wires should ensure the absence of curved thermal

gradients and, therefore, of thermal strains. If necessary,

however, this effect might be remedied by inserting a

long low-gradient annealing furnace immediately below
the heater.

(5) The substructure might not result from slip bands,
but rather from lineage or mosaic erystallites caused by

the extremely high linear rate of solidification. This is

somewhat substantiated by the observation that the sub-

structure remains qualitatively unchanged lay prolonged

annealing at 600°C (Fig. :3d); one would expect slip

bands to reerystallize under these conditions. Certainly,

the rates of solidifcation encountered in the present

drawing techniques (e.g., :3 X 10 :_ to 15 X 10 :_ cm/min)
would cause severe mosaic structure in macroscopic crys-

tals. Moreover, Taylor (Ref. 14), who drew his wires at

vastly slower speeds than are now employed, remarked
at the unusual strength and elasticity of his wires. This

strongly suggests the desirability of studying the effect

of drawing speed on the perfection of Taylor wires. Such

a program is phmned for the near future. It is hoped
that rates as low as 1 cm/min can ultimately be achieved.

(6) Some deformation might result from the mechanics

of drawing the filament by winding it around a revolving
drum. Studies of similarly designed glass-fiber machines

indicate the possibility of an oscillatory "whipping" of
the filament about the axis of drawing. To check this

possibility, a drawing mechanism consisting of two re-
volving rubber rollers was constructed. This device draws

the filament without causing any such whipping; none-

theless, the substructure of wires drawn in this manner

was the same as that observed in filaments drawn lay a

revolving drum. Thus, this effect is apparently negligible.

(7) Another potential source of trouble lies in the local-

ized areas of oxidation frequently encountered in copper

Taylor wires. These spots may provide nuclei for parasitic

crystallites; alternatively, since they cause adhesion of

the metal to the glass, they may provide points of stress

concentration and consequent initiation of phtstie de-

formation. Accordingly, it seems desirable to eliminate

all sources of adhesion of metal to glass. This can be

accomplished by carefully cleaning and drying the glass

and metal and by either excluding air from the copper

composites or using gold.

In view of the gross deformations observed in Taylor

wires thus far, it may seem premature to consider the
sources of indi_i&lal dislocations. These individual dis-

locations are, however, fairly easy to prevent. The various
causes and remedies for these are as follows:

(a) Dislocations can be caused by very slight thermal

or mechanical stresses; the prevention of these con-

ditions has already been discussed.

(b) Some authors believe that dislocations can result

from thc c()agulati()n and collapse of vacancy' clus-

ters. This can be avoided by allowing the excess
vacancies time to diffuse out to the surface of the

metal, i.e., by drawing Taylor wires of very small

diameters (1 to 10 _) at very slow speeds (_ 1 to 10
cm/min).

(c) Disl()cations can also be caused by strains result-

ing from the clustering or precipitation of impuri-
ties. This suggests the advisability of using the

purest possible metal as starting material.

(d) Another cause of dislocations, as pointed out t)v

lacks(m (th,t:. 15), is the presence of solid particles

in th( _ metal during crystallization; these can cause

dislocations either bv disturbing the arrangement
of the aloms its the melt solidifies or by the thermal

strailhs srt ,p around the incorporated dirt particles
its the c'rvstal cools. Tiffs indicates the necessity not

(rely ()f using ultrapure metal, but also of having

a scrlq)ul(msly clean handling procedure.

(c) 1)isl()cati(ms parallel to the filament axis might, in

theory, propagate indefinitely. It seems mdikely

that these would not qttickly wander out to the
surface of the metal and there terminate, but, even

if they remained, such axial dislocations would not

impair the strength of the resultant whiskers.

Tht|s, we see that, although the possible causes of

defects in Taylor wires are numerous indeed, there ap-

pears t(_ t)e a practicable means of preventing eaeh of

them. Therefore, the goal of the current effort in this

field--the production, in quantity, of nearly" perfect single

crystals by the Taylor-wire process--appears to be an

attainable, alt)('it difficult, one.
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C. Ceramics
M. H. Leipold and T. Nielsen

1. Pure Carbide Ceramic Research

It was reported in SPS .37-26, Vol. iV, p. 69, that TaC

powder of satisfactory purity was available for initial

investigation of mechanical properties. The vacuum hot

press, described in the above SPS, pp. 6.5-69, has been

employed to densify this powder into useful specimen
blanks. A series of pressings has been conducted in the

temperature range from 2000 to 2500°C on a special

low-O_,, high-purity grade of TaC (obtained from Cerae,

Inc., Butler, Wisconsin). The particle size of this material

was approximately 5 /_. Densities of approximately 11

g/c° :_ (theoretical X-ray density - 14.53 g/cm:') were

obtained at 2200°C and pressures of approximately 6000

psi. \Vhen attempts were made to increase the density

by increasing the temperature, the graphite punches

began to deform, increasing the friction between the

punches and the sides of tile die case and reducing the

effective pressure on the material to be compacted. Con-

sequently, at temperatures as high as ".29500°C and applied

pressures of 7000 psi, densities of only 12.1 to 13 g/c°"

were obtained. Attempts to reduce this friction by con-

touring the punches were moderately successful. Other
grades of graphite are being obtained which should ex-

hibit greater resistance to deformation at these tempera-
tures and loads.

Since densifieation of powders during hot pressing may

be enhanced by reducing the particle size of the starting

material, the TaC powder was ground by means of a
single pass through a fluid energy mill (Jet Trost Model

TX). This powder was then pressed for 1 hr at 2200°C,

6500 psi, under a vacuum of 10 _ torr. The density
obtained was 14.3 g/cm:L The microstrttcture is shown

in Fig. 4(a). The etch pits appeared during etching to

define the grain boundaries. This microstructure is typ-

ical of the central portion of the specimen, while the

areas near the surface showed grains approximately V,_

this size along with some free carbon. It thus appears

that considerable grain growth occurred in the center of

the specimen, while grain growth at the edges was inhib-

ited by the presence of free carbon from the die case.

The effect of temperature and pressure on the density

and grain size of compacts produced from this reground

TaC will be determined before routine production of

test specimens begins. Any effect of this grinding on the

purity of the material and the particle size of the re-

ground powder will be determined.

(a) HOT-PRESSED ToC 40/_ 1

Jld

(b) HOT-PRESSED ToBt I 20p, I

Fig. 4. Microstructures of hot-pressed TaC and TAB._,

(mechanically polished and etched with

20% HNO. 20% HF, 60% lactic acid)

The capability to produce dense specimens of other

refractory materials was demonstrated with the fabrica-

tion of two TaB_ compacts with a density of 11.4 g/cm :_

(theoretical density =: 12.3 g/cm:') at 2100°C, 6000 psi,
in a vacuum of 10 -_ torr for 1 hr. The microstn_eture is
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shown ill Fig. 4(t)). Note what appears to be a second

phase (long needle-like crystals, probably free boron).
In this case, the theoretical density noted would not be

correct with this composition.

2. Pure Oxide Ceramic Research

A chemical technique for the production of lligh-purity

MgO has been evaluated (Bef. 16). Eleven batches of

material have t)een produced, and the process has been

reduced to a routine procedure. Further automation of

the process is contemplated in order to reduce the

amount of handling required.

The material obtained from the chemical precipitation

process is a basic magnesium carbonate known by the

mineral name hydromagnesite (4Mg()'3(X)_-4H_,O).

Thermogravimetric analysis of this material during cal-

cining in a vacuum of 10 _ to 10 '; torr has indicated a

two-step process of decomposition. The first step is the
loss of the combined tl,O in the hy(homagn,'site struc-

ture. This loss begins when the vaclnllll is applied to the

material at room temperature and occurs very rapidly

at a temperature of the order of 100C. The X-ray struc-

ture indicates that the material remaining after this loss

is poorly crystalline hydromagnesite. The second step in

the decomposition process is the loss of the co,nbined

CO., to periclase (Mg()). This second loss begins at ap-

t?roxi]nately 300'C and occurs quite rapidly at 35&C.

The particle size of the MgO powder produced by this

decomposition was determined bv a standard X-ray

diffraction technique (llef. 17). An average particle diam-
eter of 107 A was determined from material calcined at

400_C, ranging up to 185 A at 750 C. At $50°C, the

rate of particle growth increases rapidly to produce an

average particle size of 1100 A. The bulk of the JPL
material has been calcined at 650+(L This temperature

seems to offer a satisfactory compro]nise of speed and

completeness of decomposition.

The determination of hot-pressing parameters in re-

fractory dies for this high-purity Mg() and for commer-

cial types of MgO has continued. The problem of (tie

failure has not been entirely solved. Commercial A1.O:,

has proved generally satisfactory for lmnches, lint not
for die eases. The use of molyt)denunl support rings for

die cases (SPS 37-26, Vol. IV, pt ). 65-6,9) is limited to

vacuum or inert-gas operation and does not eliminate fail-

ure. Molybdenum die cases are satisfactory under the

same atmosphere limitations. They mnst, however, he used

with AI:O:; ptmchcs to eliminate galling (differential

thermal expansion must be provided for in sizing of the

parts). Also, the soft inner surface of the molybdenum (tie

case has shown a tendency to be scratched and rough-

ened during pressing, thus limiting the usefulness of the

case. The possibility of plating the molybdenum with

molyhdemmx disilicidc for both atmosphere protection

and surface hardness is being investigated. Commercial

SiC dies (Carborundum Co., Grade KT) have also been

used for pressmgs with satisfactory results. However,

their failure seems comparable to that of JPL AI:O_ dies.

The JPL AI_() di_,s produced by hot pressing (SPS 37-2(4,

Vol. IV, pp. 6.")--69/ are still the most satisfactory. The

life of these dies has been extended by eliminating hot

ejection (Bef. 1S) of the pressed part and thus reducing
thermal shock.

The results determined from examination of the hot-

pressed Mg() have t)egtm to demonstrate the differences

in t)ehavior at high temperature of various levels of

purity in startil G material. Fig..5 shows the differences in

the strm'tures of as-pressed and reheated materials as

exhibited by a good commercial MgO (Fisher Scientific

Co., Grade M-300! and the high-purity material produced

at JPI_ (described lwietty in the above SPS). Both speci-

mei,s were tm'ssed in air at 1100 C, 15,00(t psi, for 0.5 hr

in AI:O:: dies, and wore reheated in air to 2200:C. The

grain size of the JPL MgO as-pressed specimen is

approximately two _)rders-of-magnitude greater, suggest-

ing that grain growth in the commercial material has

been inhibited by impurities. The grain size for the

JPI, Mg() after reheating to 2200 C, shown in Fi_.

5, is not entirely representative. Several grains were

visible which were as large as the entire figure, whih"

some were smaller. The smaller grains shown appeared

to have bec, limited in growth by the presence of

macrocracks and the edges of the specimen. Note that

the JPI_ M_() in general shows clean, regularly curved,

grain boundaries with very little evidence of second

phase, wlaile the commercial material shows a second

phase, very irregular grain botmdaries, and considerable

reheat porosity. This reheat porosity, first discovered

during thermal cxt)ansion measurements and typical of

refi'actorv oxides (llef. 19), is believed to be the result

of volatilizati(m (_f small quantities of impurities.

Attempts t() analyze the pure JPI_ MgO for the pres-
ence of impmities have necessitated the development of

improved analytical techniques. Some success was

ol)tained by usin_ spark-source mass spectrography;

however, (h,xt.l<)pnwnt of a new specimen preparation

procedure was Ttecessary. MgO is not an electrical con-

ductor; thcretore, the conventional technique of sparking
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JPL MgO: MECHANICALLY POLISHED, ETCHED

WITH 50% HN03 AND OPTICAL MICROGRAPH
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Fig, 5. Microstructures of hot-pressed MgO
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t)etween two chips of tile sample to t)roduce volatile

material for analysis in the mass spectrograph is not

applicable. Previous techniques which have necessitated

powdering of a dense piece and mixing with a metal to

form a conducting matrix are too likely to introduce

impurities to be used with these highly pure materials.

The technique developed may be applied to dense

specimens or compacted powders which have been densi-

fled by hydrostatic pressing. These chips of dense ma-

terial or compacts are then sparked against a conducting

probe of a suitable material. (High-purity silicon has

proved very effective.) Analysis of the sample may be

made for all elements, except that of the probe. This

technique is now being used to study the purity of these

various MgO specimens.

3. Thermal Expansion

The measurement of thermal expansion of pure well-

characterized oxides (SPS 37-23, Vol. IV, pp. 59., 53; SPS

.37-24, Vol. IV, pp. 48--51; Ref. 18) has continued with a

study of NiO. The starting material was analytical

reagent-grade nickel sulphate which was calcined 20 hr

at 900°C in air. The resulting submicron NiO powder

may be hot-pressed, as described in Bef. 20, into dense

polycrystalline bodies. However, attcmpts to hot-press a

0.75-in. D >c 3-in.-long blank rcquircd for a thermal

expansion specimen were unsuccessful. The blank pro-

duced was ,_PO: % of theoretical density at the ends, but

only 80%, in the middle. The failure to attain density is

believed to be a result of poor pressure uniformity,

caused by friction between the walls of the die and the

long blank. By limiting the blank length to 2 in., uniform

pieces were obtained which were greater than 95%

of theoretical density. These shorter pieces were then

welded together by means of an additional hot-pressing,

employing a small quantity of NiO powder between the

two parts. The joint could be detected macroscopically

by variations in color, but it was not detected micro-

scopically.

The pressing parameters used for these three hot-

pressing operations were 10,000 psi at 1000°C (inside die

temperature) for 90 min in O_,. The final density of the

blank was 6.44 g/cm:L Since all of our previous results

have shown that grain size does not affect thermal ex-

pansion (Ref. 19), the specimen was thermally stabilized

with respect to grain growth and density by heating to
1800':C for 1 hr in a 95 wt % O=-5 wt % N_, atmosphere.

After this heat treatment, the weld joint could not be

detected microscopically or macroscopically (Fig. 6).

IARiREFLEGT!0118 _ _ ORIENTED
_Tel)_J_tS

WELD JOINT

0

i ,, I
INCHES

Fig. 6. Hot-pressed and hot-press-welded NiO

specimen showing weld area

Two thermal expansion tests were conducted on this

specimen t() 1800 and 1930°C, respectively; the com-

posite data are shown in Fig. 7. During the second test,

surface melting occurred on the specimen surface at a

local temperature of 1935°C, causing fusion of the speci-

men to the support. The specimen characteristics, as

determined by techniques previously described (Ref. 19),
are listed ira Table 1.
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An attempt was made to determine the thermal ex-

pansion of CeO.., during the same period. The starting

material, reported 99.9%-pure by the Research Chemical

Table 1. Specimen characteristics

Maximum Grain Lattice Den-

test temperature, size, param- sity,

°C # eter, A g/cm:'

As fabricated :_1.5 4.1782 6.44

1800, heattreat 140 4.1779 6.57

1800 145 4.1781 6.56

1930 185 4.1752 --"

Test atmosphere

95wt % O:_Swt % N,.,

95 wt % O:_5 wt % N_

95wt % O..-5wt % N:,

a Specimen reacted with setter.

Corporation, had a particle size of approximately 5 _.

This material, when hot-pressed for 45 min at 10,000 psi

and 1150°C (inside die temperature), was only 75%

dense. A fluid energy mill (Jet Trost Model TX) was used

to reduce the particle size to less than 1 t_. This finer

CeO:, when pressed under the same parameters, resulted

in a specimen having a density of 96.5%. As with the

NiO, the technique of producing two short specimens

and subsequently welding them together was employed.

Fig. 8 shows the weld joint. It can be seen that the CeO:

did not weld as satisfactorily as did the NiO.

This CeO: specimen fractured during its initial heat

treatment, apparently due to a sudden increase in tem-

perature. Data obtained up to 1000°C in the dilatometer

(Ref. 19) are shown in Fig. 9. Because of the limited

interest in CeO:, additional fabrication attempts are not
contemplated.
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Ol Parachute Sterilization and

Vacuum Compatibility

R. G. Nagler

Interest in deceleration devices for Mars entry' led to

a questioning of the sterilization and long-vacuum-

exposure compatibility of available parachute materials.

A contract was let with Cook Electric Company, Tech-

Center Division, Morton Grove, Illinois, to determine

the resistance of available parachute materials to thermal

and chemical sterilization followed by long vacuum ex-

posure (Ref. 21),

1. Test Plan

Specimens of silk, Nylon 66, Daeron, and Nomex, along

with representative pyrotechnic materials, were exposed

to the test sequence shown in Fig. 10. Seventy samples

were removed after each test to measure strength degra-

dation due to exposure to the test conditions. These

samples were composed of ribbon, fabric, and cord in

flat, folded and compacted, and twisted and compacted

configurations. The ribbon was both sewed and unsewed.

Table 2 shows the strength measurements made on each

configuration: tensile tests for the ribbon and cord, and

burst and permeability tests for the fabric. Extra speci-
mens of ribbon, cord, and fabric from each material were

exposed to the entire environmental sequence. These

were then subjected, while still in the vacuum, to a

sudden applied load similar to that expected during Mars

entry. The environmental test conditions are shown in
Table 3.

Weave

form

Ribbon

Fabric

Cord

Table 2. Parachute material test matrix

Material

property

test

Tensile

Burst

Permeability

Tensile

Sample configuration

Flat

Folded Twisted

and and

compacted compacted

5 Unsewed 5 Unsewed 5 Unsewed

5 Sewed 5 Sewed 5 Sewed

S Unsewed .5 Unsewed .5 Unsewed

5 Unsewed 5 Unsewed --

5 Unsewed 5 Unsewed

Samples

subjected

to sudden

applied

load in

vacuum

3 Unsewed

3 Sewed

1 Unsewed

5 Unsewed 3 Unsewed
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TOTAL /

LOT OF--_r-_ 1

SAMPLESII

CONTROL

GROUP

!
NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES REPRESENT _ 5-day VACUUM

THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES --_ TEST (70)
OF EACH MATERIAL

USED IN THAT TEST OR SET OF TESTS

J I tSTERILIZATION / _ STERILIZATION _ TEST 170)

1350) 1 (280)

MATERIAL MATERIAL

DEGRADATION DEGRADATION 30-day VACUUM

TESTS (70) TESTS (70) TESTS (70) TEST (70)

Fig. 10. Flow diagram of environmental and material degradation test sequence

MATERIAL

DEGRADATION

TESTS(70)

MATERIAL

DEGRADATION

TESTS (70)

MATERIAL

DEGRADATION

TESTS(70)

Table 3. Environmental test conditions

Test Conditions

Thermal

sterilization

Chemical

sterilization

5-day Vacuum

exposure

10-day Vacuum

exposure

30-day Vacuum

exposure

Three cycles at 294 _ 3°F for 36 hr/cycle in a

dry nitrogen atmosphere, with return to

approximately 80°F between cycles, per

JPL Specification X50-30275-TST-A

Exposure to mixture of 12% ethylene oxide-

88% freon-12 far two temperalure cycles

of 75 _ 5°Fond 104 -_- 5°F for 24 hr each,

with an ethylene oxide concentration of 550

+ 50 rag/liter and a relative humidity of

40 to 50%

Pressure, 1.0 to3.9 >( 10 ';torr

Temperature, _160 °F

Pressure, 0.8 to 4.0 X 10 "torr

Temperature, _160 °F

Pressure, 0.5 to 4.0 X 10 "torr

Temperature, _160 °F

Table 4. Effects of sterilization and vacuum exposure

on strength of parachute cloths

Cloth

Prelim-

inary

test

Silk Failed

Nylon Border

66

Dacron OK

Nomex OK

5-, 10-,
Sterilization Sudden-

and
shack=

30-day
opening

Thermal Chemical vacuum test

exposure

Fabric and cord

lost 80%,

ribbon lost

20%

I/z lost 20%,

1/z varied

+ 10%

Varied _ 5

to 10%

Gained 1/z

of loss

No further

loss

No

effect

i

Failed

OK

No OK

effect

2. Results

a. Cloth materials. The results obtained for the various

parachute cloth materials are summarized in Table 4.

Silk failed "catastrophically" in preliminary thermal
sterilization tests. Nylon 66 fabric and cord lost 80% of

their strength after thermal sterilization, whereas the

ribbon lost only 20%. The materials were identical,

except that the processing technique used for the ribbon

material produces a more oriented or linearized fiber.

The difference in behavior can be attributed to the fact

that the test temperature is near the knee in the strength-

temperature curve (Fig. 11). Therefore, a 5°F variation

in temperature may cause a similar 80% drop in strength

in the ribbon. The ribbon also failed in a sudden-shock-

opening test in vacuum at a load of 50% of the design

strength. This seems to confirm reports of water-loss

embrittlement reported elsewhere.

Dacron and Nomex both appear to be acceptable ma-

terials, with material variations being less in Nomex.

Fig. 12 shows the averages and maximum variations of

the five-sample groups used in each test situation (see
Table 2). Dacron seems to have a somewhat consistent

gain of strength (and weight) due to chemical steriliza-

tion. The gradual loss of this added strength (and weight)

during vacuum tests, back to the original value prior to
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Fig. 11. Effect of temperature on the strength of

parachute cloths

chemical sterilization may indicate at)sorbed water ef-

fects from the 40 to 50% relative lmmidity of the chem-

ical sterilization.

Folded or twisted and compacted specimens of all of

the materials showed no measurable variation from the

flat specimens. Sewed specimens, on the other hand, lost

10% of their strength, probably due to fiber damage.

The permeability of Dacron increased slightly (maximum

8%), whereas that of Nomex decreased slightly (maxi-

mmn 8%). Neither Nomex nor Dacron failed when

subjected to sudden shock loads in vacuum at 55% of

listed tensile strength. (Normal design strength is .50%

of listed strength.)

b. Pyrotechnic devices. Ten suppliers of pyrotechnic
devices and materials were contacted: five supplied

pressure-generating devices, and two supplied reefing
cutters. All devices operated after exposure to all stand-

ard environments. No problems were expected with the

pressm-e-generating devices, but it was noticed that
thermal sterilization caused some sensitizing, so that they

reached higher peak pressures faster. The seals on some

of the pressure-generating devices were purposely punc-

tured bef()re vacuum exposure. Some of these samples

failed, indicating that vaeumn exposure of sealed devices

for much longer periods than those in this test (i.e., 7 to 9

mo of travel to Mars) may be detrimental. The success

of the reefing cutters was a surprise, but the high-energy

primers used may not be suitable for other constraints in

the parachuh' and vehicle design for Mars entry.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, both Nomex and Dacron appear to be

suitable for sterilizable parachute or deceleration-device

cloths. All that rumains to be done is to perhaps better

define their strength limits to allow lower weight designs

than the safety factor of 2 used in normal parachute

designs alh)ws. Pressure-generating devices arc probably

satisfactory, hut work is needed on the interrelations

between the time of vacuum exposure and the quality of

various seals. Beefing cutters are perhaps less of a prob-

lem than was expected before this study, lint nmch work

is necessary before a reliable device suitable for a Mars

entry retardation system will be ready.
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VI. Applied Mechanics

Ao Feasibility Study of Parachutes
for Use in the Mars

Atmosphere

J. Brayshaw

Mars landing vehicles or atmospheric probes may re-

quire a decelerator system, auxiliary to the basic entry
vehicle, to furnish low impact velocity or extension of

descent time, respectively. The staged parachute system

is a promising candidate decelerator technique because

of its high drag-force-to-weight ratio and extensive expe-
rience with Earth recovery systems. Preliminary results

of a contract with Cook Electric Company, Tech-Center

Division, Morton Grove, Illinois, indicate that such a

system is feasible for the possible range of Mars atmos-

pheric conditions presently thought to exist, although

certain development areas (discussed below) require

early attention.

I. Conditions

Nominal design conditions assumed were: (1) a

JPL Mars 10-mbar surface pressure and lowest density

atmospheric model (no wind), (2) an initial entry velocity

of 26,000 ft/sec at an altitude of 800,000 ft, (3) entry path

angles of -20 to 90 deg (below horizon), (4) an entry
vehicle ballistic coefficient of 0.17 slug/ft :, and (5) a

vehicle Earth weight of 350 lb. Changes in decelerator

system performance resulting from variations of the
above constraints were also considered. All weights are

expressed in Earth units.

2. Recommended System

The two-stage decelerator system described below

with its related performance is the recommended design,

for the abow" nominal conditions, resulting from this

study.

(1) A mortared 12-ft D meter hyperflo parachute is

deployed from the entry vehicle at Mach 3.0 and
a minimum altitude of 32,000 ft. Total weight is

350 lb.

(2) A 59-ft D extended-skirt reefed parachute is ex-

tracted by the first stage at Mach 0.85 and a mini-

mum altitude of 24,000 ft. During this deployment,
a 40-lb aft vehicle cover is removed. Total weight

is :310 lb.

(3) The extended-skirt parachute is disreefed and fully

inflated at an equilibrium descent rate of approxi-
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(4)

(5)

mately 30 ft/sec and a minimum altitude of 22,000

ft. During the disreefing process, the 210-1b front

heat shield is jettisoned. Total weight is now 100
lb.

After a 12.5-rain minimum descent time in condi-

tion (3) above, a payload weighing 75 Earth lb is
deposited on the Mars surface.

Total weight attributable to the decelerator system

is 54 lb (65% parachute, 16.5% explosive discon-

nects, and 18.5% sensors, mortar, and accessories).

3. Design Trends

The study showed that first-stage deployment at higher

Mach numbers and, consequently, at higher vehicle

decelerations (if selected to occur at a higher altitude to

circumvent atmospheric and topographic uncertainties)

incurred considerable first-stage weight penalties because

of increased aerodynamic heating and inertial loads.

Furthermore, this change did not significantly increase
second-stage deployment altitude. Thus, Math 3.0 de-

ployment (for which some successful flight-test experi-

ence has been accumulated) was selected.

4. Work Remaining

Major efforts still to be accomplished in the develop-
ment of this decelerator system are:

(1) The design of a sequencing system to sense maxi-

mum tolerable deployment conditions in order to

initiate stage deployments at maximum practicable

(design) altitudes. Several likely methods proposed

must be analyzed and tested.

(2) A flight-test program conducted at Earth altitudes

greater than 100,000 ft in order to simulate second-

stage parachute deployment mechanics and drag

and stability performance on Mars. This test pro-

gram would check deployment times, transient

loads, and equilibrium performance extrapolated

in the present study from current Earth experience

gained in a much greater density environment at
low altitude.

(3) A wind tunnel test program to check the sensitivity

of a high-speed first-stage parachute in the wake

conditions behind blunt entry vehicle shapes. High-

speed parachutes have been successfully flown
behind rocket-launched test vehicles at the con-

templated Mars density and Mach number, but

only with a pointed slender vehicle shape.

(4) Long-term (hundreds of days) materials tests to

determine the effects of in-transit vacuum exposure

after sterilization. Recent Cook tests over periods

up to 30 days on the proposed Nomex and Dacron

materials have demonstrated insignificant fabric

strength loss, but have been inconclusive in estab-

lishing a rate of strength loss versus time. Pyro-
technic devices also need such a check.
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ENGINEERING FACILITIES DIVISION

VII. Computer Applications Data Systems

A. On a Consistent Ephemeris
B. G. Marsden

Astronomers are often criticized for their continued use

of values of astronomical constants which now appear to

be considerably in error. Disapproval has also been ex-

pressed that some of the values recommended for adop-

tion at the recent General Assembly of the International
Astronomical Union are not the best available; in fact,

the Union has positively rejected any plan to change

certain constants, such as the constant of general preces-

sion in longitude and the mass ratios of the planets to the

Sun, when the adopted values have been in use for more

than sixty years and are known in some cases to be far

from the truth. It has been supposed that lunar and

planetary ephemerides based on these constants will be

entirely useless for the space experiments which JPL and
other organizations have planned.

The point is, many of these quantities depend upon

each other in an extremely intricate manner, and a change
in the value of one can have a profound effect on the

others. If the precession constant is altered, the proper

motions of all the stars are altered, too. Frequent changes

of this constant in the past have made it an extremely

tiresome process to put all the observations of Mars, for

instance, on a basis suitable for comparison with theory.

If the astronomers of two centuries ago had been as fore-

sighted as those who flourished at the beginning of this

century, a formidable amount of unnecessary calculation

would have been avoided. The process of comparison has

been further complicated by inadequacies in the theory

of Mars that is currently in use; empirical terms having

been introduced in an attempt to remedy the situation.

There has been no improvement with the publication

(Ref. 1) of a numerical integration of the motion of Mars,

for the reduction of Earth-bound observations necessarily

requires knowledge of the position of the Earth. In all the
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available ephemerides of the Earth it is supposed that

the Venus-Sun mass ratio is exactly 1:408000; on the

other hand, in the integration of the motion of Mars a
ratio of 0.00000246:1 was used, which differs from the

other value in the third significant figure. Since the per-

turbations by Venus on both Earth and Mars are quite

large, a comparison of the observations with these theories

is impossible.

What is required is a solution of the fifty-fourth order

system of equations that Newton's law of gravitation

provides (relativistic corrections being applied in some

prescribed manner), the constants of integration being

selected so that, for instance, the squares of the residuals

between the observed and computed positions can be

neglected. At JPL, numerical integrations of the orbits

of the nine principal planets have been fitted to so-called

source data, and considerable effort has gone into the

business of making as close a fit as possible. The source

datahave consisted of Newcomb's (Ref. 2) theories of Mer-

cury, Venus and the Earth-Moon barycenter, augmented

by the corrections obtained by Clemenee (Ref. 3) and

Duncombe (Ref. 4), Clemence's (Refs. 5 and 6) theory of

Mars, and the numerical integration (commonly called

the SSEC) by Eckert, Brouwer and Clemence (Ref. 7) of

the motions of the five outer planets, plus the corrections

(Ref. 8) to take into account the effects of the four
inner ones.

There are good reasons why the integrations and the

source data differ in something like the sixth figure.

Newcomb's theories of the inner planets are only of the

first order in the masses of the disturbing planets; con-

sequently, numerous periodic terms, the precise number

of which is hard to estimate, are missing from them. This
is also true of the corrections to allow for the effects of

the inner planets on the outer ones. Clemence's third-

order theory of Mars is the best hitherto devised for any

planet, but there is no guarantee that neglected higher-

order terms are not significant. In any case, residuals

of a periodic nature should not cause much difficulty.
More serious is the fact that the source data contain

secular terms which are inconsistent with the Newtonian

equations.

Newcomb's calculations of the secular motions of the

elements are based only on first-order theories, but, with

one exception to be noted later, they are in tolerable
agreement with the observations. However, Newcomb

used the value p19,,o = 5024"93 for the general precession

in longitude per Julian century at 1900, the currently

accepted value--that used for Clemence's theory of Mars

and for the integrations of the outer planets-being 0"82

larger. Thus, corrections of +0'.'82T (T is measured in

centuries from 1,900.0) should be applied to Newcomb's

values of the longitudes of perihelia (_) of the orbits

of Mercury, Venus and the Earth, and to the longi-

tudes of the ascending nodes (g)) of the orbits of Mer-

cury and Venus. Further, the empirical terms applied

by Newcomb to the longitudes of perihelia (+ 43':37T for

Mercury, +16'.'98T for Venus and +I0"45T for the

Earth) and that applied to the perihelion of the Earth-

Moon barycenter (4-7"68T) to allow for the nonsphericity
of the system, should be removed before the integration

is fitted to the theory.

Further difficulties arise if the corrections found by

Clemence and Duncombe (Refs. 3 and 4) are applied to

the orbital elements of these planets, because Clemence

assumed that pl ..... =5026"50 and Duncombe that

p19,,o =5026"41. Although the empirical terms were
replaced by relativistic corrections, these latter must still

be removed. In addition, Duncombe's secular variation
corrections were derived from different values of the

masses of the planets. If the mean longitude and motion

of the Earth are changed, there are difficulties with

the definition of ephemeris time. In the case of Mars, the

relativistic motion of the perihelion should be removed

from Clemence's theory. For the five outer planets the

comparison with observations was made before the cor-

rections for the effects of the inner planets were applied.
Since these corrections contain secular terms, it would

seem desirable to fit the nine-planet integration to the

SSEC directly, rather than to the SSEC plus inner planet

corrections. Actually, the difference between the two pro-
cedures is negligible. The recommended source data for

all the planets are summarized in Table 1; the correction

to the orbit of Mars must be applied differentially to the

ephemeris provided by the U.S. Naval Observatory.

Table 1. Source data

Mercury

Venus

Earth-Moon

Mars

Jupiter-Pluto

Iqewcomb with A_ _ I42".55T, AoC_ _ +0'_82T

b,lewcomb with _._ _- -- 16'.r16T, A,_ _-- +0':82T

Iqewcomb with _._ ---- -- 17':31T

Clemence with _ _ I 1 "35T

SSEC

After the numerical integrations of the Newtonian

equations have been fitted, corrections for relativity must

be applied. This is best done by moving the perihelion
an amount

12_a 2

c2P "_(1 - e _)
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per revolution period P, where a and e are the semimajor

axis and eccentricity of the orbit. A consistent and con-

venient way of applying the correction is to calculate at

each step (from the position and velocity given by the

integration) the osculating elements, adjust the argument
of perihelion by the relativistic correction and the mean

anomaly by the correction with sign reversed, and then

recalculate the position and velocity. Values of the cor-

rections for all the planets are given in Table 2. At some

future date it may be desirable to integrate instead equa-

tions which take into account general relativity more

rigorously, such as those given by Brouwer and Clemence

(Ref. 9). In this case the fit should be made to source data

increased by the motions of the perihelia given in Table 2.

Table 2. Relativistic motions

Mercury

Venus

Earth-Moon

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

A_ = q-42':981T

A_' = q- 8':625T

A_ = +3"839T

A_"= q- 1':351T

A¢__ -_ 0'/062T

±_- +0"014r
a'_-- +0"002r
a_- +0"oolr
±'_ = o':o0or

It also is necessary to apply corrections to allow for the

departures from sphericity of the planetary systems. The

longitude of perihelion of the Earth-Moon system should

be increased by +7"694T, that of Jupiter by +0':006T

and that of Saturn by +0"00IT.

A consistent numerical integration of the equations of

motion of the nine principal planets, produced according
to the precepts described here, will be a worthwhile

result. If it covers the period 1700-2000, it will permit

observations, both optical and radar, to be compared with

it in a satisfactory manner; then, and only then, one can

think seriously about changing the constants of integra-

tion and planetary masses and produce a new set of more

accurate ephemerides. This integration has the further

advantage of enabling one to investigate the expression

for the obliquity of the ecliptic, for this is the element
mentioned earlier where the observed and computed

motions disagree. Since the ecliptic is defined to be the

mean path of the Earth (or the Earth-Moon system) some

methods of numerical analysis must be applied to the

integration of the motion of the Earth-Moon system in
order to remove the periodic terms. The resulting data

can then be analyzed in the manner given by Newcomb

(Ref. 2) or, better, by Andoyer (Ref. 10) and the theory

of planetary precession revised.

In discussing the observations of the planets an

ephemeris of the Earth, rather than of the Earth-Moon

system, is needed. Consequently, an ephemeris of the
Moon is required. It has been suggested (Ref. 11) that

the terms in Brown's lunar theory containing the factor

1 aE - M

_' 0.9990931420 A E + M'

and A being the mean distance of the Moon and

the astronomical unit, and E and M the masses of the

Earth and the Moon, be adjusted to agree with

more recent values of these quantities. If we take

GE---398603 km :_sec -z (G being the constant of gravi-

tation) A -= 149,600,000 km,/_-_ - E/M = 81.30, we must

add the terms given in Table 3. The resulting expression
for sine parallax must then be multiplied by 0.999927379

(rather than by 0.999953253) in order to be consistent
with an Earth equatorial radius of 6378.160 km. Finally,

the heliocentric position of the Earth (r_:) is obtained from

that of the Earth-Moon barycenter (rR) and the geocentric

position of the Moon (p) by

/z

rE : r, -- 1_+-- P"

Table 3. Corrections to the lunar ephemeris

To the longitude:

To the latitude:

To sine parallax:

+0':168 sin D

--0':001 sin 3D

h-O':Oll sin(/ + D)

--0':025 sin (I -- D)

--0':004 sin (I -- 3D)

--0':024 sin (1' q- D)

--0':001 sin (1' -- D)

q-O':001 sin (21 -I- D)

--0':002 sin (21 -- D)

--0':002 sin (21 -- 3D)

--0':002 sin {I -f- I' -]- D)

+0':001 sin (I -- I' -- D)

--0':001 sin (2F -- D)

-I-0':014 sin D

-f-0"O02 sin (I q- D)

--0"001 sin (I -- 3D)

--0':002 sin (1' q'- D)

+0':0013 cos D

+0':0001 cos (I + D)

-f-0':0001 cos (I -- 3D)

--0':0002 cos (1' + D)

I and I' are the mean anomalies of the Moon and Sun, F the argument of latitude
of the Moon, and D the synodic angle )_ -- X'.
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In the past, two different values of the Earth-Moon mass

ratio have been in official use: t_ 1 - 81.53 for the lunar

theory and _ ' = 81.45 for the ephemeris of the Earth. It

is not difficult, hut very effective, to replace both these

values by _ 1 - 81.30.

There are undoubtedly errors of a periodic nature in

Brown's lunar theory, and the question naturally arises

as to how useful it would be to integrate numerically the

equations of motion of the Moon. This could be desirable

for aiding the reduction of observations of a satellite

orbiting the Moon. It will be necessary either to remove

the secular effects of the figures of the Earth and the

Moon (/x'_ = +6':44T, Ag2 = -6'.'14T) or to allow for

them by including the harmonic terms in the equations

of motion. If they are removed, they must be replaced

after the fit, and one should include relativistic motions

(Ref. 12) of ..X_ = +1':97T, _g2 - +1'.'91T. One should

also remove the tidal term in the mean longitude

/x_, = -11':22T _ and replace it afterwards.

The set of ephemerides would not be complete without

the nutation and aberration day numbers. For the former,

Woolard's theory (Ref. 13) should be used. For the latter,

there should be introduced the value of the constant of

aberration consistent with the astronomical unit and the

velocity of light (c-_ 173.1422 AU per day), namely,

K = 20"4958. They are calculated from

C

I __ re COS _ COS e

D - _' Ke sin T_,
C

e being the obliquity of the ecliptic, the elliptic terms

being necessa D, since they are conventionally included in

the star positions.

A set of ephemerides based on the above precepts will

be of great use to astronomy and will serve as the begin-

ning of any program to improve further any astronomical

constants, the assumed values of which are those recom-

mended by the International Astronomical Union. The

only serious inconsistency remaining is that between the

astronomical unit and the ratio of the mass of the Sun to

that of the Earth plus the Moon (which should be 328912,

rather than 329390).
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VIII. Aerodynamic Facilities

A. Wind Tunnels

J. Minich, V. Johns, R. Hiller, M. Argoud, and B. Dayrnan, Jr.

1. Wind Tunnel Test 20-566, Mauler,

J, Minich and V. Johns

Wind Tunnel Test 20-566 was of the General Dynamics

Corp. (Pomona, California) 0.2-scale Mauler model. The

test was made to determine the aerodynamic cross-control

derivatives and the effect of simulating the rocket exhaust

plume at the model base. The approximate aerodynamic

parameters for the test were Mach numbers 1.65, 2.41,

and 3.26, with corresponding Reynolds numbers/in, of

0.338 X 10% 0.386 X 10", and 0.303 X 10". The test vari-

ables and ranges were angles of attack from -10 to ÷ 20

deg, roll angles from 0 to -90 deg, and tail-deflection

angles from 0 to -20 deg.

The model configuration comprised a cylindrical body
with a modified tangent ogive nose and a 6-deg boattail.

The configurations had four rectangular-planform, un-
cambered tail surfaces. Forces and moments were ob-

tained for the complete configuration.

2. Base Pressure Measurements on a

Two-Dimensional Wedge, R ,m_

Wind Tunnel Test 20-572 was an investigation of

the effects that the aspect ratio, model width (b)/base

height (h), has upon the base pressure of a two-

dimensional wedge.

The models were 6-deg half-angle wedges (whid l

spanned the wind tunnel) with base heights of 0.5, 1.0,

2.0, and 4.0 in., giving a geometric aspect ratio of 36, 18,

19, and 4.5, respectively. At Mach number 4.54, the cor-

responding aspect ratios based upon the distance between
the Math line and model base intersection are 32, 15, 6,

and 2, respectively. The base of the model was instru-

mented with six pressure taps located on one-half of the

span centerline.

Data were taken at Reynolds numbers/in, of 0.03 N 10"

through 0.33 X 10% but only in a limited Reynolds num-
ber,.'in, range of 0.03 X 10" through 0.08 ><,10" is the

Reynolds number based upon a model length (in this

instance the base height) constant for the four models.
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Fig. 1. Base pressure versus Reh for different

aspect ratios

Fig. 1 shows the base pressure plotted versus Reh for
the different aspect ratios. The area indicated as transi-

tion was determined from shadowgraph and spark schlie-

ren photographs. The data show the pressure ratio at
Reh of 0.06 X l0 t is lowest and at Reh of 0.16 X 106 is

highest on the smallest model. This crossover occurs in

the transition range, and it would appear that one of the

more significant effects of varying b/h is to delay or
alleviate transition.

Future investigations will include additional models

with higher aspect ratios to help define the effect of

aspect ratio on base pressure in the laminar region.

3. Wind Tunnel Test 21-168, Nike-lroquois,
M. Argoud and V. Johns

Wind Tunnel Test 21-168 was of the Space General

Corp. (El Monte, California) 0.06-scale Nike-Iroquois

model. The test was performed to investigate the effects

of interactions between stabilizing fin geometry and the

body-shed vortex system in producing vehicle rolling
moments.

The approximate aerodynamic parameters for the test

were Mach numbers 5 to 8 and corresponding Reynolds

numbers/in, of 0.12 X 10" and 0.29 × 106.

The test variables and ranges were angles of attack

from -4 to +16 deg, angles of roll from 0 to 60 deg,

and five different afterbodies differing in the planform

geometry.

The model configuration was made up of a 29.4-in.-long

centerbody with a 20-deg included-angle conical nose

and five different afterbodies differing in the planform

geometry of the attached stabilizing fins; in one case,

the afterbody had only one fin.

Forces and moments were obtained for the complete

configuration.

4. Dynamic Stability Studies, 8. Da r .... Jr.

The effect of several variables (cone angle, nose blunt-

ness, base configuration and Mach number) on the dy-

namic stabi]ity of free-flight cones was investigated

during Wind Tunnel Test 21-171 in the hypersonic tun-

nel and 20-599 in the supersonic tunnel. In all cases the

wire-release (Ref. 1) technique was used to launch the

models. The nomenclature used for these tests is given
in Table 1.

The models (0.5 and 1.0 in. diameter) used were con-

structed of thin plastic or metal (aluminum or magne-

sium) shells which were ballasted with lead spherical

Table 1. Nomenclature

A model reference area, "7;'d"/4, in.:

C/, drag coefficient, C;J -: total drag/qA

C_ pitching moment coefficient, C,, - pitching moment/qAd

C effective linear pitching moment slope per radian

C + C _ dynamic damping-in-pitch coefficient per radian,

[- ?C" 7 ]- _¢" 7

,r " 4 7'

{assumed constant over cycle)

d model base diameter (reference length), in.

L model length {for blunted models, length token as that

for sharp-nose model), in.

M freestream Math number

q freestream dynamic pressure, Ib/in?

rp_ model base radius, in.

r_ radius of blunted nose, in.

V freestream velocity, in./sec

X,,, distance of center of gravity aft of nose (for blunted

models from sharp nose before blunting), in.

angle of attack

_,,,. effective (average) oscillation amplitude over a

complete trajectory,

_-'_,_,- 2 _}", deg

(_ root-meon-squared ongle of attack during a complete

traiectory, deg

o" cone seml-vertex angle, deg

0 model angular velocity, deg/sec
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Fig. 2 Effect of oscillation amplitude on effective cone drag

cores. They were released into free-flight trajectories at

angles of attack from 20 to 40 deg. The model motion was

recorded on high-speed (2(X)0-5000 frames/sec) half-

frame 35-mm motion picture film using conventional

high-speed cameras. Back-light (either silhouette or

schlieren) was used to outline the model. Multi-flash

(500-1000 flashes), short-duration (2 /_sec) strobe light,

synchronized to the camera, was used in order to elimi-

nate model-image motion during film exposure (60 /_sec

or longer). Although the model oscillatory motion was

normally confined to the vertical plane, a second camera

was used to record the motion in the horizontal plane.

Although the purpose of these tests was measurement

of model dynamic stability, pitching moment slope and

drag were obtained during the data reduction. The effect

of oscillation amplitude on drag is shown in Fig. 2. Data

from these tests are compared to the extensive data of

Ref. 2 in which gun-launched tests were run during

April 1964. The comparison is satisfactory for both fiat

and hemispherical afterbodies on the sharp-nose, 10-deg

half-angle cones. Fig. 3 shows the cone pitching moment

slope as a function of Mach number. Contrary to the drag

comparison, the effect of the hemispherical afterbody

affects the pitching moment appreciably. Fig. 4 presents

cone damping through a Mach number range (2 < M < 6)

as a function of oscillation amplitude.

o

--I.4

--I.2

--I.0

--O.E

' I
(r= I0 deg

"_,/'a :o

Xcg/L =O.53 (FROM NOSE)

1
HEMISPHERICAL BASE

(JPL TEST 20-599)

FLAT BASE

(REE 2)

_env = 18 deq

'I aGnv = O deg
L

/
it 4

MACH NUMBER

Fig. 3. Cone effective pitching moment slope

Dynamic stability data from Ref. 2 are transferred to

the conditions of Wind Tunnel Test 20-599 for presenta-

tion in Fig. 5. Here again the recent data compare favor-

ably with the previous data. The hemispherical afterbody

on the cone models does not affect the damping, with or

without boundary layer trip. The trip has been shown

(Ref. 2) to give turbulent cone boundary layer and wake

at zero angles of attack.
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Limited tests were performed at M = 6 in order to

compare the damping of cones with different apex angles.

In Fig. 6 the comparison of trends with Newtonian theory

is shown to be quite good. At M = 2 and 4, several flights
were made with fiat-based cones blunted to a nose radius

to base radius ratio of 0.2. This amount of blunting de-
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Fig. 4. Effect of Mach number on cone

dynamic stability

creased the damping significantly more than predicted

by Newtonian theory (see Fig. 7). The location of the

model center of gravity, in respect to the base, was the

same for the blunted and sharp cones.
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Fig. 6. Effect of apex angle on cone

dynamic stability
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dynamic stability
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B. Hypervelocity Laboratory
F. R. Livingston

1. Shock Tunnel Design and Performance

The Mach-12 shock tunnel has been designed for oper-

ation from the reflected region of a 6760-ft/sec incident

shock propagated into 12.5 cm Hg of air in a 3-in.-
diameter shock tube. Unheated hydogen is used as the

driver gas in the shock tube. Conditions behind the re-
flected shock at the shock tunnel entrance are: tempera-

ture = 6370°R; pressure = 108,000 lb/ft'-'; and enthalpy

= 2000 Btu/'lb.

The nozzle inviscid contour is axisymmetrically shaped

with 12-deg half-angle source flow and contour com-

puted by Cresci (Ref. 3) for frozen flow. The throat radius

has been adjusted to 0.030833 ft to allow a Mach number
12 test section condition for the nonequilibrium flow in
the nozzle. The nozzle has been shortened by not includ-

ing the downstream 40% portion of the theoretical length.
Theoretical exit diameter is 2.5 ft. The inviscid contour

has been corrected for boundary layer displacement thick-

ness by the method of Enkenhus and Maher (Ref. 4) as

applied by R. McKenzie I at the NASA Ames Research
Center. The corrected nozzle is 12.6 ft long and has an

exit diameter of 3.6 ft.

'Personal c¢)mmunieation, July 1964.

Using the vibrational freezing criterion of Stollery and
Park (Ref. 5) and applying the recently measured nitro-

gen vibration relaxation times of Hurle, Russo and Hall
(Ref. 6) in an expanding flow, the vibrational temperature

at freezing was estimated to be 3350°R at the design con-

dition. Knowing the freezing point, other test core param-

eters have been calculated assuming equilibrium flow to

the freezing point and frozen expansion to the test core.

Pertinent shock tunnel parameters are:

Translational-rotational temperature, °R

Static pressure, atria

Velocity, ft sec

Density, slug .ft :'

Mach number

276

3.00 _ 10 '

9460

1.29 X 10 "

12.0

The shock tunnel uses an existing 3-in.-diameter shock

tube for the hot gas supply. Most other components of

the shock tmmel have been designed and are now being
built. The nozzle and test section are being made of resin

impregnated fiberglass by Tolo, Inc., of Fullerton, Cali-
fornia.
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PROPULSION DIVISION

IX. Solid Propellant Engineering

A. Heat-Sterilization Propellants
L. C. Montgomery

Since JPL's adoption of the dry-heat sterilization

approach to producing a sterile landing capsule, the

Propulsion Division has taken three approaches to the

problem. The prime approach is to find an "off-the-shelf-

propellant" that would satisfy the immediate needs of

planetary landing programs initially reported in SPS

37-26, Vol. IV, The second approach is to develop a

"backup" propellant from known heat-resistant ingredi-

ents as reported in SPS 37-27, Vol. IV. The third is to

develop a higher energy heat-sterilizable system to up-

grade the propulsion system for future requirements.

The heat-sterilization requirements state that each

component must reliably operate after being subjected

to sterilization temperatures of 145°C for a period of

86 hr. Three cycles at this temperature are required to

accommodate component changes and subsequent sterili-

zation that may be required at the launch site.

1. Propellants Tested

In response to inquiries from JPL, seven companies

indicated they had candidate propellants capable of

meeting the sterilization requirements indicated in SPS

37-26, Vol. IV. These companies supplied JPL with

samples of propellants for sterilization evaluation. The

propellants are identified as follows: (1) Aerojet-General,

Sacramento propellant 588 AF; (2) Atlantic Research

Corporation propellant 418A; (8) Naval Propellant Plant

propellant PVC-A; (4) Rocketdyne, McGregor propellant

RDS-510-2A; (5) Thiokol Alpha propellant TP-H-8162;

(6) Thiokol Elkton propellant TP-H-3105; and (7) United

Technology Corporation propellant UTX 5113. The pro-

pellants TPH-3105, TPH-8162, RDS-510-2A and UTX-

5118A are based on a polybutadiene binder system; the
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propellants 413A and PVC-A are plasticized polyvinyl-

chloride systems, and the propellant AN 583 AF is a poly-

ester styrene binder system.

The planned test program consisted of initial screening

of the propellants by slump testing of cantilevered speci-

mens. The propellants surviving this test were then sub-

jected to a more comprehensive physical evaluation test

program consisting of heating and testing of tensile

specimens, and 3- X 3- X 6-in. block specimens used for
tensile tests. All the data is referenced to similar data

taken from nonheated specimens.

2. Equipment

The equipment items used in these tests were dispos-

able ovens and an Instron tester. Sterilization heating of

specimens was done in both air and nitrogen atmospheres.

Heating under an atmosphere of nitrogen was accom-

plished by a flow of nitrogen gas through the oven. The

exhaust from the oven was bubbled through water to

assure a slight positive pressure inside the oven. The

disposable ovens were constructed using a cylindrical
commercial metal can wrapped with electrical heating

tape and then well insulated. The temperature of the

oven was controlled by use of a manually adjusted Variac

until precise temperature controllers were obtained.

3. Testing and Results

The initial screening evaluation tests consisted of

heating cantilevered K,- X 1/2- X 4-in. specimens sus-

pended with a 3-in. overhang. The specimens were heated

to 145°C, maintained at that temperature for 36 hr and

then returned to ambient. Those specimens surviving the

first heating cycle were then subjected to a second cycle

at this temperature and then a third cycle. The tests

were performed in atmospheres of both nitrogen and air.

Four propellants from these initial tests qualified for

further evaluation in this program. These were the

polyester styrene-based propellant (AN 583AF) and three

polybutadiene based propellants (RDS-510-2A, TP-H-

3105 and TP-H-8162). The AN-583 AF propellant showed

no change due to heating during any of the temperature

cycles except for a slight discoloration. The RDS-510-2A,
TP-H-B105 and TP-H-8162 all softened on the first heat-

ing and showed a drop of approximately 1 in. at the free

end of the bar. Subsequent cycles showed no further

change except for further darkening of the samples.

Identical tests, except for a nitrogen atmosphere, were

made on identical samples. The results of the nitrogen

atmosphere tests could not be distinguished from those

of the air atmosphere tests.

A carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene propellant

(UTX-5113A) and both plasticized polyvinyl chloride

propellants (413A and PVC-2) did not survive the initial

heating cycle of the slump tests in air or nitrogen gas.

In air the polybutadiene softened to the point that it

dropped off the holder into the bottom of the oven; in

nitrogen it "wilted" and hung straight down. The poly-

vinylchloride propellant broke off at the point of maxi-

mum stress. The break indicated that the propellant had

started to slump; then a '"orittle" fracture occurred.

The next series of tests were for determining more

precisely the effect of the sterilization heat cycles on the

physical properties of the four propellants which survived

the slump test. In these tests precut JANAF tensile spe-

cimens, torsion samples, and 3- X 3- X 6-in. blocks of

propellants were heat cycled and tested.

The tensile samples were heated in atmospheres of both

air and nitrogen. Typical results of the tests of the

propellants are shown in Figs. 1 through 4.

Although the amount of data taken is minimal, some

interesting trends have been noted. In the TP-H-3105

propellant the ultimate tensile strength increases to a

maximum with the first heat cycle in air and shows

no further change in subsequent heating. However, a

slightly higher maximum is reached on the second heat

cycle in the N,, atmosphere, and then the ultimate tensile

strength drops off. The percent elongation at ultimate

strength is approximately the same in both cases.

In the case of the RDS-510-2A propellant there ap-

pears to be no differences in the ultimate tensile strength

if the propellant is heated in air or N..,, and little change

occurs. Even though there is little change in the ulti-

mate tensile strength, a great change occurs in the elon-

gation in the two tests. The elongation drops from the

20 to 30% bracket to around 7.5% on the first heating

cycle and continues a downward trend to under 5% on

the third cycle. Little deviation from these trends occur

with the samples heated in N2.

The ultimate tensile strength data for propellant

TP-N-8162 heated in atmospheres of air and N_ showed
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a slight trend down on the first cycle, an increase to a

maximum tensile strength on the second cycle and a

drop to a minimum just under the tensile strength for

the nonheated specimens on the third cycle. However,

the propellant elongation acted similarly to the RDS

510-2A propellant and dropped drastically from around
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Fig. 3. Elongation percent of propellant TP-H-3105

versus number of sterilization cycles at
294 ----.2°F for 36 hr in air
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Fig. 4. Elongation percent of propellant TP-H-3105

versus number of sterilization cycles at
294 -- 2°F for 36 hr in N2

20% elongation to 5% on the first sterilization cycles in

both atmospheres and continued down with each suc-

cessive heating.

The AN-583-AF propellant indicated even more un-

expected trends. Both the ultimate tensile strength and

the elongation increased. The elongation at ultimate

tensile strength was improved very slightly by steriliza-

tion heating in both atmospheres. The ultimate tensile

strength of the propellant when heated in air increased
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from 250 to 430 psi, to 540 and to 600 psi on the suc-

cessive heatings in air. The nitrogen atmosphere caused

the ultimate tensile strength to level off at just about

500 psi on the second two heating cycles.
%

Since the tensile bars just discussed were precut, a -

large surface area was exposed to the surrounding en- £

vironment. Therefore, to get a better picture of the ,,,z

heating effect on the internal propellant, blocks of pro- ¢_-
(O

propellant 3 X 3 X 6 in. were subjected to sterilization ,,,
.J

heating in an atmosphere, then cut into JANAF tensile
zspecimens and tested. Typical results of these tests are to

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The charts at the bottom indi- _-

cate the position each tensile specimen had occupied
in the 3- × 3- )< 6-in. block. The surface cnlst was left

on specimens numbered 1, 4, 5, and 8. Specimens num-
bered 2, 3, 6 and 7 were out from internal sections of

the block with the test section being no closer than

!i in. from the outside edge of the block. Specimens 9

and 10 were also supposed to be internal specimens.

However in some cases not enough material remained to

allow for the heated crust to be taken off the specimen.

Therefore data from these specimens are shown on the

plots but are not used in the analysis. It should be noted

that the specimens 1, 4, 5 and 8 have only one side of

crust, and therefore the data from these specimens will

not necessarily agree with the data from specimens

heated in the form of precut JANAF specimens. How-

ever, trends from the specimens containing crust should

be similar. Hereafter in this discussion preheated JANAF

tensile bars will be referred to as the "heated specimens" io
and the term "block specimens" refers to those tensile v-

specimens cut from g-)< g-_: 6-in. block after heating, at9
o
_J
to

The ultimate tensile strength data from propellant

TP-H-3105 block specimens show the same trends as

the heated JANAF specimens, but lower values. Sur-

prisingly the specimens having a ernst show a slightly

lower ultimate tensile strength than do the center cut

specimens. The elongation shown by the block specimens

having crust agree with the heated specimens in that a

maximum is reached on the first cycle and then elon-

gation drops off with successive heating cycles. The

elongation of the internal block specimens continues to
increase.

The ultimate tensile strength from the block specimens

of RDS 510-2A propellant does not agree with that from

the heated specimens on the first sterilization heat cycle,

but tests of specimens from the last two heat cycles do

show agreement. This anomaly will be further investi-
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Fig. 5. Tensile strength of propellont TP-H-3]05 versus

number of sterilizotion cycles at 294 -----2°F for
36 hr when heat sterilized in block form
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Fig. 6. Elongation percent of propellant TP-H-3105

versus number of sterilization cycles at
294 + 2°F for 36 hr when heat

sterilized in block form

gated. The internal block specimens show a trend to

decrease in ultimate tensile strength on the first heat

cycle and an increase on subsequent cycles, while ulti-

mate tensile strength of the crust samples decrease with
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each heat cycle. The downward trend in elongation of

the external block specimens agrees with that of the

heated specimens, but the internal block specimens show

an increase in elongation on the first heat cycle and then

drop to just below the initial elongation condition on

cycles 2 and 3.

For the propellant AN-583-AF, the trends indicated by

the heated specimens hold true in the outside block

specimens as well. The ultimate tensile strength at the

internal part of the block shows a slight decrease on the

first two cycles but drops from about 290 to 2,30 psi

on the third cycle. Again the elongation shows a very

slight tendency to increase, which is a very important

factor for this study.

The block of propellant TP-H-8162 cracked internally

when heated, as shown in Fig. 7. No external evidence

gave indication that this was happening although it was
measured, weighed, and examined after each heat cycle.

However when it was cut for fabrication of ]ANAF bars
it was found to be unusable.

Torsion tests were run on each of the four propellants.

These data have been compiled and are now being
evahmted. If this information is found to contribute

significantly to the aims of this study, it will be included

in the final report.

4. Summary

The trends indicated in this report are gleaned from

data on propellants submitted by propellant manufac-
turers as those which can withstand heat sterilization.

The propellants were heat sterilized in small and large

pieces; in aid and N2. Slump, tensile, and torsion tests
were run.

It was found that the polyvinyl chloride propellants

acted alike and broke in the slump test when heat steri-
lized.

Small changes in binder formulation have a profound

effect on the way in which the polybutadiene binder

responds to sterilization heat cycling. Of the two carboxyl-

terminated polybutadiene propellants, one "melted" un-
der the sterilization treatment while the other showed

little change in tensile strength and a drastic decrease

in elongation.

Of the two polybutadiene acrylic acid binder propel-

lants one initially increased in tensile strength and elon-

gation, followed by a decrease in elongation in the

second and third cycles, while the elongation of the

second one was drastically reduced on the first cycle

while showing little change in tensile strength. This

second propellant was found to crack internally when

heated in a large block. These data emphasize the need

for basic studies in the effects of formulation on pro-

pellant characteristics in regard to this problem and the

need for basic studies in understanding the internal

stresses of a grain under various heating conditions.

: : 0 1

Fig. 7. Cut surface of TP-H-8162 propellant after

being heated in block form for three 36-hr

sterilization cycles at 295°F, showing

internal cracking

The polyester styrene propellant showed a large in-

crease in tensile strength from heat sterilization with a

slight tendency to increase in percent elongation.

For this program the propellants which show the least

decay in physical properties both in the internal grain
and the surface are those which can be used in a heat

sterilizable propulsion system. The two propellants

which appear the most promising are TP-H-3105 and
AN 583 AF.

The propellants will be cartridge loaded in the initial

designs to avoid the problem of differential expansion of

case and liner and/or case and propellant. The required

design will allow for expansion of the propellant with-
out interference with the case.
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S. Low-Pressure Combustion
Studies
Leon Strand

1. Influence of Aluminum Coarseness on

Completeness of Low-Pressure Combustion

In SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 49-50, it was reported that
the substitution of coarser aluminum than that usually

used in JPL polyurethane-ammonium perchlorate pro-

pellants resulted in propellant extinction characteristics

which approached those of polyurethane-ammonium

perchlorates containing little or no aluminum in their

formulations. Incomplete low-pressure combustion of

the coarser aluminum in the modified propellant, result-

ing in propellant burning characteristics that approach
those of a nonaluminized propellant, was postulated as

a possible explanation for these results.

The three propellants reported on have since been test

fired in the JPL 3-in.-D, 6-in.-long flanged test motor
in the Edwards Test Station vacuum test system. The

motor chamber lengths and nozzle throat diameters were
similar to those used in transparent motor firings with

these propellants. The purpose of these tests was to ob-

tain comparative' low-pressure c* efficiencies for the three

16% aluminum propellants used in the low-pressure

unstable combustion investigation.

Table 1 gives some of the important results for the

four test firings. The c* values reported are each the

averaged value for the two motor pressure gage digital
records. The c-* value for Run Number 1 has to be dis-

counted as erroneous, because of its unreasonably low

value. The remaining test results are as expected, the _*

efficiencies progressively worsening with increased alu-

minum coarseness. The 31-/` aluminized propellant c'*

efficiency value is 10% less than the value obtained for

JPL-540 propellant, with its 7-/, aluminum particle size.

The value of the c* efficiency for the 15 to 17-/` alumi-

nized propellant is 8% less.

It is not possible from these few tests to draw definite

conclusions concerning the influence of incomplete com-

bustion on low-pressure unstable combustion. However,

the differences in completeness of combustion (c* effi-

ciency) between the unmodified and modified propellants

do appear large enough in magnitude to at least par-

tially account for the different low-pressure extinction
characteristics.

The remaining area of possible influence of aluminum

particle size on low-pressure propellant combustion lies

within the propellant solid phase itself. In a private

communication Dr. Ralph Anderson of the United Tech-

nology Center suggested that the influence of the propel-

lant macroscopic structure, i.e., packing density of various
sized oxidizer and aluminum granules, on propellant

subsurface reactions could be an important consideration

in attempting to explain the different propellant low-

pressure extinction characteristics. Additional tests are

being planned in order to pursue these investigations
further.

Table 1. Test motor firing results

Run No.

200

201

206

222

Propellant

JPL-540

JPL-540

JPL-540

Mad. 1

JPL-540

Mod. 2

AI, %

16

16

16

16

Average AI

particle size,/z

7

7

31

15-17

Initial propellant

Diameter, in. Length, in.

2.501 3.99

2.505 3.99

2.400 4.450

2.503 3.989

Throat

diameter, in.

0.751

0.654

0.679

0.654

Run time,

se¢

1.12

2.96

2.87

3.20

Pces

psia

53.8

48.9

51.5

53.0

C*

ft/sec

986

2539

2278

2338

• Subscript: extinction
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X. Polymer Research

A. Poly(Propylene Oxide),
the Correct Name for

Polypropylene Glycol
R. F. Londel and J. D. Ingham

Inconsistencies have appeared in the naming of poly-

mers (particularly with respect to polyethers) in previous
publications and reports from the Propulsion Division.

This originated in part because these were relatively

new materials when initially employed for propellant

binders and technically incorrect names were adopted.
These have been widely used in the scientific and tech-

nological literature, followed by more correct naming in
some JPL reports.

Specifically, the polymer obtained from propylene oxide

has been most often called polypropylene glycol and

abbreviated as PPG. This terminology persisted until

about 1960, when the name polyoxypropylene glycol

(POPG) began to appear. This is the correct designation
if the emphasis is to be on the fact that the material is a

glycol with a polyether backbone rather than a hydro-
carbon backbone. However this nomenclature is not

widely used nor is it consistent with the general method
applied to most polymers. By convention, an addition

polymer should be named by using the prefix "poly" fol-

lowed by the name of the monomer unit in parentheses,

e.g., poly(styrene), poly(vinyl acetate), poly(methyl

methacrylate). Thus the polymer based on propylene

oxide or ethylene oxide should be called poly(propylene

oxide) and poly(ethylene oxide), which may be abbrevi-

ated as PPO or PEO. Interestingly enough, the standard

method is normally used for PEO. Unless stated other-

wise, it is ordinarily assumed that PPO or PEO are

hydroxy-terminated. If these terminal groups have been

modified, for example to carboxylic acid groups, then

the material should be designated as carboxy-terminated

poly (propylene oxide). Dimers and trimers should be

called di- and tri-propylene oxide instead of di- and tri-

propylene glycol as in the past.
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Since it is formally correct and relatively concise, this

naming method has been adopted by the Propulsion

Division and will be used in all succeeding publications

whenever possible.

S. Hydrolysis of Higher Molecular
Weight Alkoxypropionitriles

S. H. Kalfayan

I. Introduction

Carboxy-terminated polyalkylene oxides can be pre-

pared by the hydrolysis of cyanoethylated polyalkylene

oxides, e.g., PPO-1000, PEO-600,' etc. The cyano group

can be changed to the carboxyl group either by acid or

alkaline hydrolysis. However, for cyanoethylated poly-

alkylene oxides, alkaline hydrolysis is ruled out because,

in the presence of alkalis, such alkoxypropionitriles are

decomposed into the original reactants, aerylonitrile and

glycol, particularly at higher temperatures (Befs. 1, 2).

Hydrolysis with concentrated hydrochloric acid was used

in all the experiments reported below; 40% sulfnric

acid was also tried but extensive discoloration took place

in the reaction mixture, and hydrolysis with this acid was
discontinued.

Analyses of hydrolyzed products indicated less carboxy-

terminated material than expected. At first this was

thought to be due to incomplete hydrolysis of the nitrile

to earboxy acid. However, analysis indicated the pres-

ence of products other than unconverted nitrile or amide
which would be an intermediate in the hydrolysis of

nitrile to acids. A "model" hydrolysis reaction with

_-2-butoxypropionitrile also showed other products

formed in appreciable amounts after hydrolysis with
concentrated HC1. The isolation of pure diearboxylated

polyalkylene oxide from the hydrolysis mixture proved
to be difficult. Several methods of purification were tried,

of which precipitation as an insoluble salt showed the

most promise.

2. Experimental Results and Discussion

a. Hydrolysis of cyanoethylated PPO-IO00. Since

carboxy-terminated PPO-1000 is the compound of greatest

1pPo : poly( propylene oxide ) ; PEO =- poly( ethylene oxide )

interest, most of the hydrolysis experiments were carried

out with cyanoethylated PPO-1000. The hydrolysis proce-

dure consisted of heating the eyanoethylated glycol with
t_vice the amount of concentrated HC1, either in sealed

and agitated ampoules, or in flasks where the mixture was

mechanically stirred. After removing the ammonium

chloride formed by filtration, the reaction mixture was

taken up in ether and washed free of chloride ion. The

product was analyzed for acidity and OH content after
removal of solvent and residual moisture. It was found

that the temperature and time recommended in the

literature (Ref. 2) for the hydrolysis of low molecular

weight alkoxypropionitriles (75 to 80°C for 4 hr and
95 to 100°C for 1:_,hr) was not sufficient to complete the

hydrolysis of the high molecular-weight alkoxypropioni-

trile. IR spectra still showed the presence of CN groups.
Therefore, se\eral combinations of time and temperature

were attempted through the range of 75 to 100°C and

4- to 8-hr reaction time. Longer heating time produced

more earboxv acid, but also led to cleavage of the alkoxy

compound as c_ideneed from the increase of OH content

(Table 1, Experiments 2 and 3). Some of the hydrolyzed

products were also analyzed for chlorine, with positive

results. Highest conversion to acid was obtained when

the cyanoethylated PPO-1000 was heated with hydro-
chloric acid for 6 hr at 70 to 75°C and 2 hr at 95 to

100°C (Experiment 4).

b. Hydrolysis' of fl-2-butoxypropionitrile. In order to

check for side reactions in the hydrolysis reaction,

:t-2-bntoxypropionitri]e was employed as a model com-

pound, since low molecular weight side products would

be more easily identifiable than those from cyanoethylated

PPO-1000. The tmtoxypropionitrile was prepared accord-

ing to methods previously described (Ref. 3) and showed

a single peak when analyzed by gas chromatography.

Like cyanoethy]ated PPO-1000 it is a secondary alkoxy-

propionitrile.

The hydrolysis of /3-2-bntoxypropionitrile was per-

formed as recommended (Ref. 2), except that the

reactions were carried out in sealed ampoules to avoid

the loss of volatile side products. Not all of the side

products from the hydrolysis of /3-2-butoxypropionitrile

were identified: but those that were shed some light on

the hydrolysis of secondary alkoxypropionitriles.

After heating with HCI 4 hr at 70 to 75°C and _."_,hr

at 95 to 100°C, the composition of the hydrolysis prod-

uets, as determined from weights of distillation fractions
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Table 1. Hydrolysis of cyanoethylated PPO-1000

Experiment

No.

OH content

cyanoethlyated

PPO-1000,

meq/g

0.52

0.17

0.17

0.26

0.49

0.40

0.52

0.26

0.26

Cyanoethylated

glycol in

mixture, %

Acidity of

hydrolized

product,

meq/g

73.5 0.74

91 1.17

91 i.21

87 1.36

75 1.02

79.6 1.11

73.5 0.94

87 1.23

87 i.23

OH content
Carboxyllc

of
acid in

hydrolized
hydrolized

product, mixture', %
meq/g

---- 43

0.24 68.4

0.40 71

0.27 79.5

---- 60

0.52 67

---- 55

0.28 72

0.28 72

aObtained from the theoretical acidity of 1.71 meq/g and the experimental acidity, Col. 4
bMethod 1 for purification

CMothod 2 for purification

aMethod 3, aluminum salt prec|pltated

eMothod 3, silver salt precipitated

Hydrolysis Total

temperature, time, Acidity,

°C hr meq/g

76-80 (4 hr) 41/2

95-100 (1/2 hr)

95-1 O0 5

95-100 61/2

70--75 (6 hr) 8

95-100 (2 hr)

85-90 4

70-75 (5 hr) 6

95-100 (1 hr)

95-100 6

70-75 (5 hr) 6

95--100 (1 hr)

70--75 (5 hr} 6

95-100 (1 hr)

Purified product

OH Carboxylic

content, acid,a %

meq/g

1.07 _ 0.26 62.5

1.15 c 0.30 70.7

1.214 0.28 71

! .264 0.21 73.7

1.43 _ ---- 83.6

and gas chromatographic peak areas, whenever these

were obtainable, was roughly as follows:

//-2-butoxypropionic acid 60-61%

t3-2-butoxypropionitrile 3-4%

2-chlorobutane 15--16 %
2-butanol 4-5%

Unidentified 14-15%

For identification, chemical as well as gas chromato-

graphic techniques were used. Fractions distilling above
65°C/0.4 mm of Hg could not be detected with a 20%

Carbowax 20M column on Chromosorb P operated at a

column temperature of 145°C. This included the /3-2-
butoxypropionic acid which distilled at 85-87°C/0.4 mm

of Hg. Two unidentified peaks appeared with the frac-

tion containing fl-2-butoxypropionitrile (40--65°C/0.4 mm

of Hg). The fraction distilling at 90-147°C/0.4 mm (but

mostly at 140-147°C/0.4 mm) reacted vigorously with

10% NaHCO,_. There are, thus, at least four other un-

identified compounds, two of which are, most probably,
polymeric acids.

Presence of 2-butanol and 2-chlorobutane among the

hydrolysis products, indicates the cleavage of the ether

link in the alkoxypropionitrile. The cleavage might have

been brought about thermally, or by the action of the
mineral acid.

Christian and Hixon (Ref. 2) carried out the hydrolysis
of 1,4-di-(2-cyanoethoxy)-pentane, I, with concentrated

HCI and reported that about 1!_of the hydrolyzed product
was 2-chloroamyloxypropionic acid, II.

CH:_ CH CH_. CH_. CH_,O CH, CH..CN
I
OCH., CH..,CN

CH_ CH CH., CH._, CH_,O CH.:CH.: COOH
I

C1

II

The same authors reported yields, as much as 20% lower,

for B-secondary alkoxypropionic acids than for/3-primary

alkoxypropionic acids. For example,/3-1-propoxypropionic
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acid was obtained in 80% yield, whereas /3-2-propoxy-

propionic acid was obtained in 60% yield; fl-2-methyl-1-

butoxypropionic acid could be obtained in 69% yield

and fl-2-amyloxypropionic acid was obtained in only

49% yield.

These findings indicate that secondary alkoxypropioni-

triles are more susceptible to ether cleavage.

c. Purification of dicarboxy polypropylene oxide. Iso-

lation of the desired dicarboxy polyalkylene oxide from

the other components of the reaction mixture was at-

tempted by using the following methods: (1) column

chromatography, (2)extraction of an ethereal solution

with alkali, and (3) precipitation of the carboxylic acid

as an insoluble salt. In method (1) a solution of hydro-

lyzed material in hexane was passed through a column of
Amberlite CG-400 (an anion exchange resin) and further
eluted with hexane. Elution was then continued with

CH_OH/HCI. With method (2) an ethereal solution of

the hydrolyzed product was extracted with 5% NaOH,
the extract acidified with HCI and re-extracted with ether.

After drying and removal of solvent, the acidity and OH
content of the residue were determined. Method (3)

consisted of precipitating the carboxylated material as

an insoluble salt from an aqueous medium, washing the

dried precipitate with petroleum ether or hexane and

reconverting the salt to the carboxy acid by treatment
with a mineral acid. Viscous oils resulted when the pre-

cipitation of cupric, magnesium, manganese, barium and
zinc salts were tried. The silver salt was semisolid, and

the aluminum salt had the consistency of soap. The silver

and aluminum salts could be "washed" by Sohxlet ex-

traction. The others swelled extensively in the extracting

liquid.

Gains were marginal when purification methods (1)

and (2) were employed to obtain dicarboxylated PPO's

(Experiments 4 and 6). The acidities increased only by

2--4%. Using method (3) the acidity could be increased

by as much as 16% (Experiment 7). However, the gain

was still marginal when the acidity of the unpurified

product was relatively high to begin with (Experiment

8). Highest acidity obtained by purification was by pre-

cipitating the silver salt (Experiment 9).

It is concluded that the hydrolysis of alkoxypropioni-

triles is complicated by side reactions, and in the case of

high molecular weight alkoxypropionitriles, such as

cyanoethylated PPO-1000, the side products are not

readily removable. A purification method worth further

investigation is column chromatography.

Ci A Commentary on the Gibbs-
DiMarzio Theory of the

Glass Transition

J. Moacanin and R. Simha_

1. Introduction

The transition from liquid to glass is manifested by

marked changes, within a narrow interval about the glass

transition temperature Tg, in the first derivatives of the

extensive thermodynamic quantities, such as heat capac-

ity, compressibility, and thermal expansivity, as well as

transport coefficients such as viscosity. Gibbs and

DiMarzio (Ref. 4, 5, 6) used a statistical thermodynamic

argument to predict for amorphous polymers the exist-
ence of a second-order transition, as defined by Ehren-

fest, at a uniquely defined temperature T_, at which the

system has only one degree of freedom. This result was

obtained by using the quasicrystalline lattice model to
calculate the number of degrees of freedom for a mixture

of holes and polymer molecules as a function of tempera-

ture. The experimentally observed T, varies with molec-

ular weight, diluents, copolymer composition, etc., in the
same manner as the theory predicts for T:. But the ex-

perimental %; is time dependent, and is usually 30 to

50°K higher than T_, (Ref. 7).

Recently, Simha and Boyer (Ref. 8) proposed for poly-

mers the following relationship between the expansivities

for the liquid ¢_ and glassy a, states and T_;:

(a_ -- a,_)T. = K, (1)

This equation with K, being a constant may be derived

from the postulate that at T_, the free volume fraction
defined as

V-V..L (1 --' cx,,T) /V _ V-V,,.L(1 -_ a,; T) /V,,._.

is the same for all polymers; V is the total volume at

temperature T, and Vo.L the liquid volume extrapolated

to 0°K. This concept of Ta as an iso-free volume state

was first proposed by Fox and Flory (Ref. 9). An exam-

ination of experimental results showed that T,; for a

number of polymers varying widely in structure, inter-

molecular forces, chain flexibility and geometry, ranged

between 140 and about 420°K; whereas K_, although not

constant, varied only between 0.08 to 0.13°K.

.2Consultant, UniversiW of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.
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The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we wish to

explore the relation between the Gibbs-DiMarzio theory

and the Simha-Boyer result. Our second purpose is to

examine the relative importance of the chain flexibility

and intermolecular energy in determining T_;. These two

quantities, although not independent of each other, must

enter any theory of T¢; (or T2). Qualitatively it is clear

that the intermolecular energy plays but a minor role

in the Gibbs-DiMarzio development.

2. Recapitulation of the Gibbs-DiMarzio Theory

The basic postulate of the theory, that the system at

Tz has only one degree of freedom, requires that the

configurational entropy Soo,r vanishes at this temperature.

This condition for a polymer phase consisting of n_ chains

of size x and n,, holes may be expressed in the form

(Ref. 4, Eq. 22):

n_ kT2 _ + )" _ + (l/x) In

l[(z - 2)x + 2] (z - 1)/2 f (2)

where

cvov vo(v0)4 _ In \_,,1 + _ In _- (3)

and

x-3.{ in I1 + (z--2) exp [-,/(kr)]]

(z -- 2)exp [-E/(kT)] }+ k"-T 1 + (_ : _exp U_/_)] (4)

Eo is the energy of interaction for a pair of occupied

nearest-neighbor segments, and gives the energy change

when a contact between two filled sites is broken by

introducing a vacant site. Its magnitnde should be of
the order of van der Waal's interactions. The fraction of

sites which are unoccupied is defined as V, = no/(n,, + xn_)

and was shown to be related to Eo by (Ref. 4, Eq. 11):

Vz/2-1

In --0 z Eo S_
-- T _ T2 (5)

So/2 2 kT

with

So = zno __ Vo

[,z-2)x+2]n_+zno 1_ z_(i_ x2_)

and

S,= I-S,,;V,= l-V0;

z is the coordination number.

The parameter • is the difference between the energy

¢._ for the "flexed" bond orientation and E,, the energy

of the remaining (z 2) possible orientations.

To express the thermal expansivities we use the fol-

lowing relations for the total volume:

Vr>% = C (T) [xn. + no (T)] (6)

Vr<r2 = C (T) [xn, + n,_ (T,)]

where C (T) is the volume of a lattice site at temperature

T. Above T.2, n_, is temperature dependent, whereas for
T < T_ the number of holes remains fixed at the value

reached at T2. It follows therefrom that the difference

between the expansivity for the liquid state aa and that

for the glassy state a_ (i.e., for T > T_ and T < T._, re-

spectively), at the limit T _ T.. is given by:

1 _C 1 _n0 1 _c
(aL -- aa)r:T 2 -- C _T + xn, + n,, ?T C _t

1 _n,,

xn. + no _T

By implicit differentiation of Eq. (5) and rearrangement

of terms one finally arrives at the equation given by

Gibbs and DiMarzio (Ref. 4, Eq. 24):

GL -- 410

z S, z Eo So S_

2 kT2
(z/2 - 1) V_

(7)

3. Discussion

For our purpose the expression for (aL - a.) can be

recast into a form analogous to Eq. (1) by multiplying

Eq. (7) by To, and expressing terms in zE,(kT2) by means

of Eq. (5):

(aL--ao) Tz=
zS, VY _-'

2 2 S0 In Soi_
(z/2 - 1) V_

(8)
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This product, which is to be compared with K1, is a

function of V,, only at fixed z and x, since the other

parameters appearing on the right hand side of the

equation can be expressed in terms of V,,. Moreover, V,,

is then uniquely determined at T=, by the ratio E/E. by

virtue of Eqs. (2) to (5), as will be shown. Hence K1,

will ultimately be related to the intermolecular energy

and chain flexibility.

In order to relate V0 values to the experimental range

of K, we show in Fig. i plots of the product ((_z, - m;) T=.

versus V_, Eq. (7), for x from 10 to infinity, and z = 4,

8 and 12; the values selected for z should adequately

represent lattice geometries of interest. Furthermore, if

T_ lies approximately 30 to 50°K below the experimental

Te, (Ref. 7), then T2 _ 4/5 T,, and the experimental K,

range of 0.08 to 0.13 (Ref. 7) should correspond to that

of 0.064 to 0.104 for the theoretical values of the product.

From Fig. 1, it can be seen that to these "corrected" K,

values there correspond ranges for V_, from 0.017 to

0.029, and 0.018 to 0.032 for x = 10 and _, respectively.

For all practical purposes the asymptotic values are

already reached for x = 100, and hence we shall set this

discussion x - _c. Interestingly enough, the relation

between K, and the range of "experimental" V,, is but

slightly dependent on chainlength, and virtually inde-

pendent of z. Also. the mean value for V,_ for large x is

0.025, which incidentally, is identical to the average frac-

tional free volume of the WLF equation (Ref. 10).

The relationship between V,, at T= and the intermolec-

ular energy E,, is determined by Eq. (5) and is illustrated

in Fig. 2. Although these plots are strongly dependent on

z they nearly superpose if the abscissa is multiplied by z.

This is not surprising, since E,, refers to the energy of

interaction for a nearest-neighbors pair, whereas the total

energy of interaction depends on the total number of

pairs which is proportional to z. Thus we find that at

the transition zE,,/(kT.) values which correspond to the

range of "experimental" V,, are insensitive to z and

cover the fairly narrow range between about 5 and 6,

implying near proportionality between E,, and T=.

i
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the unoccupied volume V0 on

the intermolecular energy E0 (x = _)

So far we have not considered chain stiffness as

measured by E. But it is this quantity together with E0

that determine Tz through Eq. (2). The third term in Eq,
(2) becomes negligible for reasonably large x. Thus the

condition to be satisfied at T = T2 becomes simply

- 4) -- x. Figs. 3 and 4 show plots of the functions

- _ versus E,,/(kT) from Eq. (3) and ;t versus _/(kT)

from Eq. (4). The values for both E,,/(kT) and E/(kT)
which satisfy the desired condition for _ and x are read-

ily obtained by inspection of Figs. 3 and 4. Plots of

_/(kT2) versus E./(kT._,) obtained in this manner are given

in Fig. 5. From the "experimental" E,,/(kT_), as computed

from V,, we get for E/(kT._) about 3.9 to 4.0, for z = 12,
3.3 to 3.4, for z = 8, and 2.1 to 2.2, for z --= 4. Here z is

an important factor, because by assumption only one of
the (z - 1) possible bond orientations is in a different

energy state. Thus its weighting factor on the chain stiff-

ness is strongly dependent on the geometry of the lattice.

From inspection of Fig. 5, the following relations

between T,_ and the parameters E and E. become appar-

ent. In general, T_ is a monotonically increasing function
Itof E at fixed Eo seen as follows. Let T 2 > T'2, then

Eo/(kT_) < Eo/(kT_), and from Fig. 5 it follows that

e"/(kT'.') > e'/(kT" ), hence _" > _'. Also, we note that

for E _ 0, the transition temperature vanishes because

the ratio _/(kT.,) has to remain finite. Turning our atten-

tion to the effect of the intermolecular energy we note

092

088 /

084

0,80

076

0,72

_o 0.68

I

Q64

0.60 l

(256

052

048

0.44
0 04

J

/
fl

\
Z=8

/

1
08 12 16 2 0 24

EoAT

2 8 3.2

Fig. 3. The intermolecular energy dependent term of

the configurational entropy versus Eo/(kT) (x = _)

that for E, --* oo (i.e., Vo --* 0 at all temperatures), T,_ is

finite and is determined by the asymptotic E/(kT,) value.

Furthermore, at the limit of V, _ 0 the change in slope

at T_ in the volume versus temperature relation is given
from Eq. (8).

lim (ctL--ar,)T2 = lim (-V, InV.) =0
Vo-_ o V.-_ o

Since T2 remains finite as long as E is finite, it follows

that at the limit (at, - a_,) must be zero, showing that

for this case there is no discontinuity in the volume

expansivities. More generally (el, - a,) will become

negligible whenever _ < Eo, since V,, (T_) rapidly ap-

proaches zero whenever E/E, < 1, since then V, (T_,)

will virtually vanish (Fig. 6).

Although this is a surprising result, inasmuch as we

are accustomed to associate T,_ (and by inference T.,)
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with a change in volumetric behavior, there is no ther-

modynamic inconsistency in having a discontinuity in

(_S/aT)t, which is not paralleled by one in (_V/_T)p, as

may be seen by considering the relation

T (_S/?T)r. -- (_E/_T)e + P ((_V/_T)I,

In general, as long as E is finite, there will be always

a discontinuity of Te in the derivative of the internal

energy because of freezing-in of bonds in a fixed config-

uration. As a consequence, V. reaches a constant value,

i.e., Vo (T < T_) = V (T.,), and a discontinuity in the
volume derivative ensues. If, however, V,, = 0 for all

temperatures, the discontinuity in the volume term will

disappear, but without removing the one in the energy.
term, and thus the discontinuity in the entropy derivative

is preserved.

Numerical values for e and E,, can be estimated from

experimental volume-temperature data in the following

12 1.6 20 24

Eo/*_

28 32

Fig. 5. Relationships between the transition temperature

T.: and the energy parameters E and E0 (x = oo)

0.04

Q02

0 , i

0 20 40 60 8.0 I0.0 12,0 14.0 16.0 ]80 200

,lEo

Fig. 6. The unoccupied volume at T._versus E/E, (x = _)

manner. The experimental value of K, is used along with

Eq. (8) or Fig. 1 to calculate V,, (Tr,), which in turn is

related to E,,/(kT,;) through Eq. (5), and finally E/(kTc.),

or strictly E/(kT::) is obtained from Fig. 5. Thus Gibbs and

DiMarzio used polystyrene data to calculate E,/(kT,)

-- 1.19 and E/(kT_,) = 2.25 (for z = 4). It is difficult to

assess the physical significance of these numbers, since

results obtained from independent methods are not
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available. In principle the intermolecular parameter E,

should be related to the cohesive energy density CED.

By assuming that (CED) v2 (i.e., heat of vaporization) is

given by the product of the number of contacts and Eo,

one finds that the only way to obtain agreement with

experiment is to assign to a lattice site a volume much
smaller than that of the smallest natural chain segment.

This of course violates the lattice model, but is a well

known result of Eyring (Ref. 11), who deduced that the

volume of a "hole" in a liquid should be about one sixth

that of a molecule or segment. There are data available

on the rotational potentials for gas molecules and these

should be related to e, but one cannot state a priori how

the potential is affected by going to the liquid state,

or by the presence of intersegmental bonds in a polymer.

We have attempted, however, to examine the internal

consistency of the data by comparing dilatometric data

on polystyrene and polydimethylsiloxane. Both polymers
have identical K1 values (Ref. 8), and consequently equal

V,, (T_), E,,/(kT_) and E/(kT,). It follows therefore that

the proportionality constant relating E,, and ¢ values for

polystyrene to those for polydimethylsiloxane is 2.49,

namely the ratio of T,;'s for the two polymers, respec-

tively. We find, however, that the ratio for the (CED) '_

values (Ref. 12) gives 1.18 (i.e., 8.6/7.3), in disagreement

with the assumption of proportionality between E,, and

the heat of vaporization. The value of E for polydimethyl-

siloxane should be about zero according to force-

temperature coefficient measurements (Ref. 13), whereas

polystyrene should have a finite e, aKain in disagreement

with the T,; ratios (see, however, Ref. 14, p. 1364, for

discussion of e for polystyrene).

In conclusion, we have derived an expression for the

Simha-Boyer parameter K, using the Gibbs-DiMarzio

theory of the glass transition. This expression is a func-

tion only of the fractional unoccupied volume at T..

(K, _ -V. In V,,). The analysis of the theory shows that

T., is proportional to the chain stiffness parameter e, and
is zero for a chain of zero stiffness. Wide variations in

the intermolecular energy parameter E,, effect relatively

minor changes in T.., and hence Ta. But for values of Eo

that are large relative to e the theory predicts the ab-

sence of the discontinuity in the volume expansivities,

which is normally observed at T_j. Yet polydimethyl-

siloxane, a polymer of zero chain stiffness, exhibits the

usual change in expansivities about a T_. which is con-

siderably above absolute zero. It is apparent that the
theoretical deductions are inconsistent with observations

for cases where intermolecular forces are significant in

comparison to chain stiffness.

D. Structure and Electrical Proper-
ties of Poly-9-Vinylanthracene

A. Rembaurn and A. Henry

1. Introduction

In 1962 Inoue et al. (Ref. 15) reported in Japan that

poly-9-vinylanthracene (PVAn) forms charge transfer com-

plexes with iodine, at room temperature, which exhibit

low electrical resistivity. Simultaneous investigations of

the same system in our laboratory have established that

PVAn is characterized by a new type of structure sub-

stantially different from the one assumed by the Japanese

workers. Also, the electrical properties of the PVAn-

iodine complexes can be understood in the light of our

results, which were recently confirmed by Michel and

Baker (Ref. 16). Furthermore we have found that the
PVAn-iodine complexes prepared at 1130 to 200°C showed

a higher concentration of free spins and considerably

lower resistivity than those formed at room temperature.

These experimental facts were attributed (Ref. 17) to a

hydrogen abstraction reaction taking place mainly at
elevated temperatures and leading to a conjugated double

bond system, which remains complexed with iodine. In
order to confirm this hypothesis the dehydrogenation of

the polymer by means of sulfur and selenium was studied

and the electrical properties of the dehydrogenated prod-
ucts were examined.

2. Experimental Technique and Results

a. Dehydrogenation. The dehydrogenation runs were

carried out in an evacuated system using 50-50 mixtures
of PVAn and sulfur or PVAn and amorphous selenium.

The apparatus consisted of two glass ampoules connected

via a ground glass joint and vacuum stopcock. The mix-

ture was contained in one of the ampoules, the other

serving as a liquid nitrogen trap. The whole system was
evacuated and the same brought to the desired tempera-

ture by means of a small, electrically heated sand fur-

nace. A mercury manometer measured the buildup of

H..S or H:Se pressure in a section of the apparatus, the
volume of which was calibrated beforehand, and the

pressure measurements were recorded at 25°C. Since it

is possible that some degradation might take place, the

purity of the evolved gas at 150 and 200°C was checked

by mass spectrometry and was found to be 96% pure.
The dehydrogenated solid product was dissolved in car-

bon disulfide, precipitated with methanol and dried in a

vacuum oven at 40°C. Refluxing equal weights of PVAn

and sulfur or selenium in dimethylformamide at 153°C

for 2 hr yielded dark colored products similar to those
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obtained by dehydrogenation with sulfur. Sublimed iodine

was added at room temperature to the dehydrogenated

samples dissolved in benzene. After precipitation with

methanol and drying, the iodine content of the complexes
was of the order of 25%.

b. Electrical measurements. Most resistivity determina-

ions were performed as a function of pressure on dry

samples by means of an apparatus previously described

(Ref. 18). In order to avoid a build-up of static charge

the vanadium steel anvils serving as electrodes were

shorted before every measurement during the pressuriza- -_

tion process. Since an inherent residual voltage of the
d

order of 50 to 200 mv could be observed on samples of
high resistivity, when this voltage exceeded 50 my, the o"

>

resistance was evaluated from a current versus voltage '"

plot. In this case, the circuit consisted of dry batteries _

shielded by means of an aluminum box and connected in

series with a Keithley 600A electrometer, the whole being /

securely grounded.

The Seebeck coeflqcient was obtained using a Cam-

bridge System 112B Thermoelectric probe and a Keithley

610A electrometer. The power probe and the electrom-

eter provided the temperature and voltage change re-

spectively.

c. Physical and chemical analysis. Absorption spectra

were determined on a Cary Model 14 and a 421 Perkin-

Elmer spectrophotometer. Elemental analysis was car-

ried out by the Elek Analytical Laboratory and the

number-average molecular weight was estimated by
means of a Mechrolab osmometer.

d. Results. The rate of gas evolution during the de-

hydrogenation experiments is shown in Fig. 7, in which

the amount of hydrogen sulfide is plotted against time of

heating. The absorptions in the IR, UV, and visible re-

gions of the spectrum are compared in Figs. 8, 9, and

10, respectively. The resistivity of PVAn dehydrogenated

in the presence of sulfur or selenium was independent

of pressure and is recorded in Table 2. The resistivity of

sulfur-dehydrogenated PVAn complexed with iodine at

room temperature was found to be of the same order of

magnitude as of PVAn reacted directly with iodine at

200°C (compare Table 8 with Fig. 11). The resistivity

decreased smoothly and reversibly as the pressure was
increased.

Fig. 11 shows a plot of voltage versus current across

a PVAn-iodine complex. The slope of the curve changes

10-2 -- | ....
/

I

i

" i

4 --- -7" l r --

/
i

I

/

---(!)-

/

I
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I0 -4 I

20 40

TIME, mirl

Fig. 7. Rate of dehydrogenation of PVAn

{2.5 X 10 _ moles) by means of sulfur

__m

/
/

I

100 120

quite markedly, the sample being non-ohmic, since the

resistivity drops by a factor of 6 as the voltage is in-

creased. This effect is not predominant in the pressure

versus resistivity runs. As the potential never exceeded
the value of 1 v, these measurements were well within

the ohmic region of the material. The increase of voltage

was extended to the point where the sample underwent

an irreversible change at about a field strength of 5000

v/cm, yielding a material of very low resistivity (130
ohm-cm).

The Seebeck coefficient determined on a pressed pellet

of PVAn-iodine complex was found to be of the order of

4.0 mv/°C. This is significantly larger than the value

observed for some commercial inorganic semiconductors,
e.g., doped silicon, 0.408 mv/°C. From this value we
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Table 2. Electrical properties of dehydrogenated PVAn

Dehydrogenating

agent

S

S

Se

S

Se

Reaction

temperature, °C

200 (vat}

150 (vac)

220 (vat)

153 (in

dimethyl

formamide)

153 (in

dimethyl

formamide)

128 (vat)

Time,

hr
Color

Brown

Brown

Brown

Brown

Tan

Number-average

molecular weight

M;

1000

1200

1500

1000

1400

Calculated moles

H_S or H:Se/mole

of PVAn

2.87

0.64

0.32

Resistivity, _

p(ohm-cm)

X 10 1°

5.3

7.3

3.8

2.4

1.5

S 2 Yellow 1420 -- 6.6

=The resistivity of unreacted PVAn is > 10 I_ ohm-era and its Mn _ 1800.
The resistivity of PVAn complexed with iodine at room temperature was found to be of the order of 1011 ohm-cm.
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Table 3. Resistivity of PVAn heated with sulfur

and subsequently complexed with iodine

at room temperature

Dehydrogenation

temperature,

*C

150

200

Iodine

content, %

25

28

Resistivity

at 14000 atm

1.85 X 10 7

1.3 X 107

calculate the figure of merit Z defined by

z = s2 _/K (1)

where S is the Seebeek coefficient, and _r and K the elec-

trical and thermal conductivity, respectively. Thus Z of
the PVAn-iodine complex is found to be of the order of

2 X 10 -_ (with K = 10-3 w cm-'deg-'), i.e., a factor of 20

better than Z for doped silicon (Ref. 19).

3. Conclusions

On the basis of these results we may conclude that

PVAn undergoes structural changes during the dehydro-

genation process which yields a product of lower re-

sistivity than the starting material.

These changes became evident on examination of the

absorption spectra in the IR and UV range. Fig. 8 shows

that a PVAn sample dehydrogenated by means of S at

200°C exhibits new absorption peaks at 3.5, 6.18, 7.12

and 7.28 _, all of which may be attributed to formation

of (b) from (a).

col I <bl I
CH CH

cH2 II
I c.I

This is also consistent with the UV spectrum and the
visual observation of color. The amount of H_S evolved

at 200°C is greater than stochiometry requires (Fig. 7

and Table 2). The excess of gas may be due to the occur-

rence of some degradation, and the decrease of the

molecular weight (Table 2) is consistent with this con-

clusion. There is also a possibility of formation of allene

structures contributing to the formation of H_S in greater

amounts than theory predicts, since an allene compound
was recently synthesized from materials similar to PVAn

(Ref. 20).

The results recorded in Table 2 show that similar re-

strictivity values are obtained irrespective of the amount

of hydrogen sulfide evolved and color of the sample.

Although there is little doubt that dehydrogenation de-

creases the resistivity considerably (Table 3) the extent
of dehydrogenation seems to have little effect on the

resistivity values and further study is required to eluci-

date this finding.
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Errata

The following corrections should be noted for SPS 37-27, Vol. IV:

(1) Page 60, the 5th line following Eq. (1) should read:

defined by dr = kp A dt . The condition for first order

(2) Page 60, Eq. (4) should read:

(PN - 4)-'

(3) Page 59, Equations under Propagation should read:

A;+AkP_;+ 1

AT+ A kP AT+ 1
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Xl. Propulsion Research

Ao Ignition and Combustion

in Nitrogen
R. A. Rhein

I. Introduction

Nitrogen is regarded as a major component in the

atmosphere of Mars and a minor but important con-

stituent of the Venusian atmosphere. In order to utilize

these atmospheres for chemical propulsion, a series of

experiments were conducted to find the ignition tem-

perature in nitrogen of various powdered metals which

might be used as possible fuels.

2. Experimental

Attached to a conventional high-vacuum system is the

nitrogen ignition apparatus, Fig. 1, and the sample

holder, Fig. 2. The ignition apparatus and sample holder

are evacuated. The sample holder crucible is filled with

the powdered metal, lowered below the thermocouple,

and then raised until the thermocouple is in the mass

of powdered metal. The system is filled with nitrogen

SAMPLE HOLDER

20 in

I
12 in

WATER OUT

WATER IN

COLD JOINT

COMBUSTION -TUBE

FURNACE

CONNECTING TUBE WITH

$ STOPCOCKAND$
JOINT

t

QUARTZ

f

CHROMEL-ALUMEL
THERMOCOUPLE

CAP-TYPE STOPPER

TO VACUUM

SYSTEM

STOPCOCK

STOPCOCK(3-WAY)

FLOWRATOR METER

INSTALL THERMOCOUPLE

IN STOPPER ' I

CONNECTING TUBE' NITROGEN
SOURCE

Fig. 1. Nitrogen ignition apparatus
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Fig. 2. Sample holder

(Linde Co., extra-dry high-purity grade, 99.995% pure,

point < -73°C, 02 < 30 ppm) and then flow rate of

100 ml/min is established. The furnace is switched on,

and ignition is observed both visually and by an essen-

tially discontinuous temperature increase registered by

the thermocouple. A typical relationship between the

thermocouple temperature in the furnace and the time

interval is shown on Fig. ,3.

3. Results

a. Lithium. The ignition temperature of lithium in

nitrogen has been variously reported at 170°C (Ref. 1),

450°C (Ref. 2), and at dull red heat (Ref. 3). The litera-

ture reports for small pieces or chunks of Li. Here,

powdered lithium (Foote Mineral Co., New Johnsonville

Operations, _< 100-/z particle size, Lot 401-03) was found

in two experiments to ignite at 410 and 388°C, and was

seen to burn vigorously.

b. Beryllium. Beryllium powder is reported to react at

moderate speed with N.. at ll00°C to form Be:,N_. How-

ever, it does not react more readily at 1300°C (Refs. 4, 5).

Here, when a very finely divided Be powder (Ultra Fine

Beryllium Powder; National Research Corp., <0.1-_

particle size) was heated with nitrogen in the reaction

O:

ta/
n

hl

I000

9O0 --

8OO

700

6OO

/
500

40( , -

30( -- 4
i i

20(

I00

0

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

TIME, rain

Fig. 3. Furnace temperature as a function of the time

interval following switching on

tube shown in Fig. 4, ignition occurred at 504 and 527°C

in two experiments.

c. Magnesium. The literature is somewhat contradic-

tory regarding the reaction of magnesium in nitrogen.

Magnesium powder (100% 100 mesh, 80% 270 mesh)

ignited at 5,30°C (Refs. 6, 7) and magnesium reacted

readily when heated (Refs. 7, 8). Elsewhere it is reported

that there is no reaction under 600 ° C( Ref. 9), the reaction

begins at 670°C (Ref. 10), and that a steady reaction

occurs in the region 700 to 800°C.

Here magnesium powder (Reade Mfg. Co., Inc., (-325

mesh, rated 99.9% pure) was heated to 954°C and there

was no indication of ignition. There was a yellowish

powder present after cooling; however, this is presum-

ably Mg._N_. Some magnesium powder was heated

rapidly to 1071°C in the apparatus in Fig. 4, and no

ignition in nitrogen occurred. However, the yellow ma-

terial, presumably Mg:_N__, was noted after the tube

cooled down.

d. Calcium. Ignition of Ca in N, occurs at dull red

heat (Refs. 11-14). Certain alloys of Ca can react faster
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THERMO-ELECTRIC CO.

CERAMO 1/16-in OD CHROMEL-ALUMEL

THERMOCOUPLE; O,OlO-m. D

WIRE - _

SILVER SOLDER -:_-\

,/8-,oKOVA.-PYRE×SEA.  \

._ Lo/3o

_ WESTGLASS

W-1820

4-rnm

S TO PCOC K

/-- 22-mm OD PYREX

powder (National Research Corp. 0.08-/_ average particle

size, 93%. pure, with oxide as the impurity) ignited in N.:
o nup to 1080 C.

g. Cerium. It is found in the literature that cerium

ignited and burned in nitrogen at 780°C (Ref. 26) and
cerium wire will ignite in nitrogen at 850°C (Ref. 27).

Here, cerium powder (VARLACOID Chemical Co., New

York; order BH4-288601: -.325 mesh powder under

kerosene) after having its kerosene removed by extrac-

tion with hexane, was seen to ignite at 216°C in N_, to

produce intense combustion. Treatment of the solid prod-
net with water after it had cooled down produced NH::,

indicating the nitride was, indeed, formed.

h. Mischmetall. Here, powdered Mischmetall (VAR-

LACOID Chemical Co., New York, order BH4-288691:

,325 mesh, packed under kerosene), was treated with
hexane to remove the kerosene it was packed in, and

was found to ignite in nitrogen at 209°C.

COOR CRUCIBLE

SIZE 000 000

Fig. 4. Reaction tube

or slower with N. (Ref. 15). Here, - ,325 mesh calcium

powder (99.9% pure, from the Research Chemicals Div.
of Nuclear Corp. of America) was forum in two experi-

ments to ignite at 827 and ,360°C and observed to burn

vigorously. After cooling and treating the solid product
with water, an NH:, odor was observed, indicating the

presence of Ca:,N_ in the solid.

e. Boron. Amorphous boron does not react with N: at

,900°C; the reaction begins at 12,30°C (Refs. 16-19). Here,

ultrafine boron powder (National Research Corp., 0.02

to 0.06-_, particle size) was heated in N_. to 89,3°C, and

there was no evidence of ignition. A chemical analysis

indicated 0.8% N in the product.

[. Aluminum. In the literature, it was reported that

powdered A1 ignites at 720°C (Ref. 20), or 820°C (Refs.

21, 22). Others state that the reaction is vigorous, but not

self-sustaining at 700-750°C (Ref. 6), a reaction occurs

above 800°C (Refs. 2,3, 24), at 850--,_75°C, and that the

best temperature for AIN preparation is at 900°C (Ref.

25). It was here found that neither powdered AI (Reyn-

olds Aluminum 1-1:31 Atomized Powder, 99.,3% pure,

average particle size 8 to 9 /,) nor ultrafine aluminum

i. Titanium. From the literature, molten titanium burns

in nitrogen (Rcf. 28); highly divided titanium burst into

flame in nitrogen at 800°C (Refs. 29, ,30), and 10.5-/, pow-

der ignited in commercial N: at 760°C (Ref. ,31). Here,

powdered Ti (A. D. Mackay Co., New York, 1 to 5-_,

particle size) ignited in nitrogen at 8.30°C when the

initial nitrogen temperature was 540°C. It was found to

be necessary to begin the experiment with initially hot

nitrogen t)('caus(" when the experiment was begun with

the nitrogen ut aml)ient temperature, there was no igni-
tion observed.

i. Zirconium. The ignition temperature for powdered

Zr in N. is reported from the literature as F,30°C for

325 mesh (Ref. 6), 790°C for 3.3-_ sized particles (Bef.

,313, and no ignition at 820°C for 17.9-_,, sized particles

(Ref. 31). tlere, for ,3-_, Zr powder (Charles Hardy, Inc.,

zirconium powder 120-A grade, Lot 10,3-2, 94-95% pure,

oxide impurity, order BH4-288629) no ignition was ob-

served in the tube furnace apparatus on heating to

970°C, but in the reaction tube (Fig. 4) vigorous ignition

was seen at 490 and 525°C in two experiments. In each

ease, it took approximately 2 rain to heat the zirconium

from roo]n temperature to ignition temperature.

k. Thorium. Reportedly, 7.2-ff sized thorium powder

ignited at 500°C in commercial nitrogen (Ref..31). Here,

-- :325 mesh Th powder (Charles Hardy, Inc., order BH4-

288629) was seen to ignite at 620°C.
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I. Uranium. From the literature it was found that

10.8-_ size uranium powder ignited in commercial nitro-

gen at 410°C (Ref..31). Here, -200 mesh U "_38(depleted

uranium) coated with 2% Viton (The Great Southern

Mfg. and Sales Co.) was found to ignite in nitrogen in

two experiments at 354ac in the reaction tube and 360ac

in the tube furnace apparatus.

m. Chromium. Although it was reported that pyro-

phoric chromium, prepared by distilling its amalgam,

ignites in N_ when warmed (Refs. 28, 32), other references

report a slow reaction on heating (Refs. 14, 16, 33). Here,

-325 mesh Cr powder, 99.85% pure (VARLACOID

Chemical Co., New York, order BH4-288601) was heated

to 1170°C in the reaction tube, Fig. 4, and there was no

evidence of ignition.

n. Manganese. Although it was reported that finely

divided Mn reacted with N_ when heated (Refs. 14, 17,

33, ,34), there was no mention of ignition. Here, -325

mesh Mn powder, 99% pure (Charles Hardy, Inc., order

BH4-288629) was heated to 1316ac in the reaction tube,

and there was no indication of ignition. The results are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Ignition temperatures in nitrogen of

powdered metals

Metal Condition Ignition temperature, oC

Lithium

Beryllium

Magnesium

Calcium

Boron

Aluminum

Cerium

Mischmetall

Titanium

Zirconium

Thorium

Uranium

Chromium

Manganese

100/_

0.1 /_

--325 mesh

--325 mesh

0.02 to 0.06 Iz

8-9 p. size

0.03/_ size

--325 mesh

--325 mesh

1-5-p. size

3-# size

--325 mesh

--200 mesh, Viton coated

--325 mesh

--325 mesh

388,410

504,527

I'qo ignition to 1071 "

327, 360

No ignition to 893

No ignition to 1080

216

209

830

490, 525 a

620

360

No ignition to 1170"

No ignition to 1316"

aHeated in the reaction tube.
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Xll. Liquid Propulsion

A. Advanced Liquid Propulsion
Systems

R. N. Porter, B. H. Johnson, W. H. Tyler, and H. B. Stanford

1. Introduction, R. N. Porter

The Advanced Liquid Propulsion Systems (ALPS) pro-

gram is investigating selected problems generated by

spacecraft operational requirements for propulsion sys-

tems capable of high inherent reliahility, long-term stor-

age in space, multiple start in fi'ee fall (zero gravity), and

engine throttling. The solutions proposed to satisfy these

requirements have been incorporated in the ALPS system.

Recent accomplishments include the testing of several

additives to hydrazine and some indMdual injector ele-

ments. A 315-sec firing test of a boron/pyrolytic thrust

chamber has been made. Some data on the long-term

permeability of Teflon bladders has been obtained.

2. Injector Development, 8. ,. Soh,,o.

a. An investigation of reaction inhibitors. The nitrogen

tetroxide-hydrazine (N_O,-N._,H,) propellant combination

exhibits an extremely rapid liquid phase reaction rate.

This factor requires the utilization of special techniques

to accomplish liquid phase mixing. In conjunction with
the attempts to physically increase the mixing of a doublet

element (SPS 37-22, 24, and 28, Vol. IV), a program was

contracted to the I)ynamic Science Corporation to find a

chemical inhibitor for the N_O_-NsH_ reaction (Ref. i).

Such an inhibitor presumably would allow mixing to be

accomplished before sufficient energy could be released

to disrupt the impingement process. The ignition delay

time was chosen as a convenient parameter to be measured

in testing a variety of chemicals for their effectiveness as
inhibitors.

The apparatus used to measure ignition delay was quite

similar to that developed by Kilpatrick and Baker (Ref. 2).
It consists of a closed bomb of about 450 cm :_volume into

which the propellants are injected as high-velocity jets.

A high-response pressure transducer (flush-mounted

Kistler) and a photocell were used to detect ignition. The,

ignition delay times were recorded by photographing the

screen of an oscilloscope. In operation, a fast-opening

solenoid valve (90% open in 2 msec) allows 1500 psig

nitrogen gas to act against a large driving piston. This

piston first actuates a trigger mechanism for the oscillo-

scope and then moves the smaller fuel and oxidizer pistons,

forcing the propellants to break their respective Teflon

retaining discs and enter the bomb simultaneously through
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short orifices. The jets thus formed have a diameter of

0.060 in. and impinge tangentially in a swirl cup at a

,90 deg angle to each other. The propellant pistons were

sized so as to give a mixture ratio (oxidizer/fuel) of 1.2.

Before each test the bomb was flushed with nitrogen gas

to insure an inert atmosphere.

A number of chemical additives to the N_H_ were

tested in this apparatus with the results shown in Fig. 1.

The ignition delay time was increased to 4.0 msec and

decreased to 1.2 msec from the 3.0 msec measured for the

neat propellants. Several of these more promising addi-

tives were tested in a rocket engine with a single element

doublet injector having an impingement angle of 60 deg

and orifice diameters of 0.236 in. The chamber used had

a characteristic length L* of 170 in. The additives tested

were, by weight, 1 and 2% ethylenediamine tetraacetic

acid, 1 and 2% ethyl bromide, 1% fluorobenzene, 1%

05

I i 7 r__q 1 I -- I

ETHYLBROMIDE (5%)--C_--_

ETHYLBROMIDE {2%)

FLUOROBENZENE (1%)

ETH YLBROMIOE (1%}+
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FLUOROBENZENE (2%)

ETHYLENEDIAMINE TETRAACETIC ACID (1%) O

ETHYLENEDIAMINE TETRAACETIC ACID (2%)--_CF----

TRIETHANOLAMINE BORATE (5%)-_O-----

-O- FREON H4B2 (5%)

-O- N- METHYLANiLINE

THE CIRCLES INDICATE ARITHMETIC _ HYDRAZ INE
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Fig. 1. Ignition delay times of N204-N2H4 with

various fuel additives

triethylborate, and 1, 2, 9.1, 13.0, and 16.7% water.

None of these additives, except high percentages of water,

increased c* at all, or decreased c* by more than 3%

from the nominal efficiency of 66%. Fig. 2 shows the

effect of water concentration on the performance of this

injector. Peak performance measured was 76% of theo-

retical c*, using 16.7% water in the fuel. Theoretical c*

is assumed to be that of N_O,-N_H_ at a mixture ratio

of 1.2 (5810 ft/sec). An increase in combustion roughness

was noted as the water content of the fuel was increased.

Another method tested for using water to study the

combustion effects on the mixing process was to add a

water orifice to the doublet element used above. The

water orifice was located in the plane of the propellant

orifices and midway between them. The three orifices

thus impinge at a common point. The 0.080-in. D for the

water orifice was chosen to satisfy, at a water flow rate

of 0.48 lbm/sec, the criterion presented in Ref. 8 for

optimizing mixing in a triplet element using nonreactive

fluids.

Peak performance with this tripropellant element was

at the design water flow rate of 0.48 lbm/sec where it

reached 4150 ft/sec, or 72% of the theoretical c* for

N.,O_-N.,H_ at a mixture ratio of 1.2. Decreasing the water

flow rate to 0.41 lbm/sec dropped performance to 71%
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Fig. 2. Variation of combustion efficiency with

water concentration in fuel
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and increasing the water flow rate to 0.53 lbm/sec

dropped performance to 67%.

It is encouraging that the addition of water to the fuel

can significantly increase performance. This technique

will not be practical, however, tmtil an additive is found

which will be more effective than water and will be re-

quired in much lower concentrations. Two different

approaches to this problem are being studied at Dynamic

Science Corporation under a new contract.

b. Multielement iniector investigation. The primary

emphasis in the ALPS injector development program has

been on the development of a single-element injector at

the 2000-1b thrust level using the N_O,-N._.tt, propellant

combination. Results from testing a variety of such ele-

ments have shown none to date which seem to offer high

performance. Because of this, much of the ALPS injector

effort has been redirected towards multielement injectors.

The type of element chosen for study was an impinging-

sheet doublet. Each sheet is formed t)v directing a jet

against a suitable solid deflector (Fig. :3). This element

91_-_---0.186 in. __

N

N N

//

///
/ / ,/_

/

0.063-in. OO

0.033-in IO

,970-in. LONG

/ A\ _1

/

,\\'q

90-deg IMPINGEMENT

ANGLE

Fig. 3. Typical impinging sheets element

was chosen over impinging jets in order to avoid prob-

lems of jet misimpingement due to manufacturing toler-

ances and to provide a degree of film cooling to the

injection face.

In order t_) optimize the impinging-sheets doublet ele-

ment for use in multielement injectors, a single-element

injector has been designed and fabricated to be tested in

a small, uncoo]cd thrust chamber at a flow rate of 0.0835

lbm/sec, a mixture ratio of 1.2, and a chamber pressure

of 150 psia. This 25-1b-thrust chamber has a contraction

ratio of 7.11 and an L* of 19 in.

The injector was designed such that the orifices are

parallel and axial and can be located at four discrete

spacings (0.186, 0.372, 0.558, and 0.744 in.). Preliminary

tests have shown that the peak performance was always

measured at the closest (0.186 in.) spacing. In this posi-

tion the e<l_e_ ,_I:the deflectors were spaced approximately

0.08 in. apart. Several different deflector geometries have

been tested and c* rather consistently remained at about

5500 ft/sec, or 95(_ of theoretical (uncorrected for heat

losses), with a 90-deg impingement angle and orifice

diameters of 0.33 in. (L/D- 60), corresponding to an

injector pressure drop, -xPi,_j, of 290 psi. Deereasin_ the

impin_zcmcnt an_le to 60 deg dropped c* to 90% and

increasing the an_le to 120 deg did not seem to affect

performance. Increasing the orifice diameters to 0.043

in. (L/D :: 45, .xP_,,_ - 165 psi) caused unstable com-

bustion at a frequency of about 230 cps and performance

dropped to 899_. The instability was eliminated by in-

creasing the ttow rate to about 0.100 Ibm/see (±P_ .... -

:220 psi).

Tests were also made with impinging jets doublet ele-

ments to _t't comparative data at the same operating

conditions using the same thrust chamber. The injector

was accurately fabricated such that the orifice centerlines

impinged within 0.001 in. The peak performance (95_ of

theoretical c*) using 0.033-in. D jets was at an impinge-

ment angle ¢_f 60 deg. The performance dropped to 86%

at a 45-deg impingement angle and to 84% at a 90-deg

impingement angle. \Vhile the preliminary tests thus indi-

cate that peak p_,rformancc was equal for these two b'pes

of elements, c_m_bustion was considerably smoother with

the impinging-sheets b'pe.

Further tests will be made to optimize the impinging-

sheets element and this optimized element will then be

tested in varic}us mu]tielement injectors.
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3. Thrust Chamber Development, w. ,. tyler

The ALPS program has conducted successful demon-

stration test firings of radiation-cooled, free-standing
pyrolytic graphite (PG) thrust chamber assemblies at
the 100-1b and 200-1b thrust level.

Two long-duration tests have been completed with a

new 10f)-lb thrust injector (Mod IV) and two boron/

pyrolytic graphite alloy (BP) thrust chamber assemblies.

One chamber assembly fractured after 310 sec (SPS
37-28, Vol. IV) and the other after 315 sec of continuous

firing. The exact cause of these chamber failures is un-
known. In each case chamber and throat erosion

appeared minimal until failure with only a 4-psi decrease

of chamber pressure for the 315-sec test. The nominal

chamber pressure was 150 psia at a mixture ratio of 1.2.

Characteristic velocity c*, was approximately 5640
ft/see. The new 100-1b thrust injector design (designated

Mod IV) has demonstrated reduced average erosion

rates compared to previous injector designs (SPS 37-28,
Vol. IV).

During the preparation for the long-duration BP alloy
chamber tests, two 30-sec checkout runs were made with

Fig. 4. Post-test view of thrust chamber showing

cracks and delamination on outer periphery

a cracked PG chamber. This chamber had developed a

localized cracked, delaminated area on the periphery
during the first test but, since limited test hardware was

available for checkout runs, it was decided to use this

chamber for an additional test. Fig. 4 is a post-run

photograph of the chamber. The second test was com-

pleted successfully, although some additional wall crack-

ing occurred. These tests demonstrated encouraging evi-

dence of durability of the pyrolytic graphite material.

4. Bladder Development, ,. B S,oofor_

A basic concept of the ALPS design specifies that the

oxidizer (N,O,) and fuel (N:H,) be stored in bladders in

a single tank for periods in excess of one year. Partial

expulsion may occur at any time throughout the storage

period. During this time, the propellant vapors which
may have diffused through the bladder walls will be

free to migrate throughout the ullage and to mix to-

gether. The results may not be catastrophic (SPS 37-15,
Vol. IV).

To study the problems posed by the above-mentioned

conditions a test facility was constructed at Edwards

Test Station (SPS 37-20, Vol. IV). Here the candidate

propellants may be stored in 18-in.-D hemispherical
bladders placed in stainless steel tanks in combinations

as follows: (1) fuel or oxidizer in one bladder with water

in the other, (2) fuel in both bladders, (3) oxidizer in both

bladders, and (4) fuel in one bladder and oxidizer in the
other. The bladders used to date have been manufac-

tured by Dilectrix, Inc. of Farmingdale, Long Island,
N. Y. These are of current state-of-the-art seamless con-

struction made from tetrafluoroethylene-fluorinated

ethylene propylene (TFE-FEP) sprayed and sintered
Teflon with a nominal wall thickness of 0.010 in. \Vhen

installed in the stainless steel test tank the bladders are

separated by a stainless steel partition which is a physical

support but is not gas tight.

The tests are made at ambient temperature which
ranges from +15 to +l15°F. The test tank is main-

tained at an internal pressure of 250 psi with nitrogen

gas and is protected from overpressurization by a 365-psi

burst diaphragm. In this environment the gases permeat-

ing through either bladder are free to migrate throughout
the ullage space within the tank.

The purpose of a recent test was to determine the

amount of N_O, that would permeate through the ox-

idizer bladder and into the fuel bladder (which in this

case was filled with water) under the above-mentioned
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conditions. The amount of N_O, crossover from oxidizer

to fuel bladder was measured by reinotely monitoring

the pH factor of the water in the fuel bladder and by

analyzing samples of the water for NO_ by titration.

After 12 weeks the indication of NO_ accrual in the

water bladder, based on pH reading, had dropped below

1; readings were discontinued at that time due to the

decreased significance of the readings l)elow that point.
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Measurement of NO_ accrual by weekly sampling and

titration was continued throughout the test. The NO..,

content in the water bladder increased at a nearly con-

stant rate until the 60th week as indicated by the NO._,

accumulation curve (Fig. 5) and the permeation rate

curve (Fig. 6). At that time a sharp increase in rate was
detected, probably due to damage to one of the bladders.

Although it is not possible to ascertain definitely which
one failed, there are indications that the water bladder

may have been cut due to displacement of the divider

panel far enough off center to pinch the water bladder

between the edge of the panel and the tank wall. This

would have been possible because sampling depleted by
some 7200 ml the initial quantity of 25400 ml of water.

Thus the partially emptied water bladder would not

counterbalance the pressure from the NO_ bladder.

Whatever the cause, it is evident from the data that

the NO_ content in the water bladder increased rapidly
at this time, and the permeation rate increased to that

expected for a single layer of 0.010 in. thick, sprayed and
sintered TFE-FEP Teflon material. Both of these condi-

tions would have been apparent with either bladder

broken. However, during the 64th week the burst dia-

phragm rated at 365 psi failed at 250 psi. Saturation with

N_O_ alone had not caused this diaphragm to burst dur-

ing the 60 weeks when both bladders were intact. There-

fore, rupture of the water bladder apparently admitted

water to the diaphragm area, and this, together with the

N...O, already present, formed nitric acid (HNO:,) which

attacked the burst diaphragm and caused it to fail after
4 weeks' exposure.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this experi-
ment are:

(i)N_O, will permeate into the fuel bladder and cer-

tainly saturate the entire ullage in a system of this
kind.

(z) The permeation rate of N_O, through two bladders

walls is less by a factor of 10 than has been meas-

ured through a single membrane of similar material,

and remains at a reasonably constant level as long

as the system remains intact.

More tests will be made in the future.
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XlII. Advanced Propulsion Engineering

A. Liquid MHD Power Conversion
D. Elliott, D. Cerini, R. Eddington

The long lifetimes required of electric-propulsion

powerplants make nonrotating cycles attractive. A non-

rotating powerplant under investigation at JPL is the

liquid magnetohydrodynamie system shown schematically

in Fig. 1. In this cycle a fuid, such as cesium, circulates

in the vapor loop and causes a liquid metal, such as
lithium, to circulate through an MHI) generator in the

liquid loop. The cesium leaves the radiator as condensate,

flows through an EM pump to the mixer, vaporizes on
contact with the lithium, atomizes and accelerates the

lithium in the nozzle, separates from the lithium in the

separator, and returns to the radiator, The lithium leaves

the separator at high velocity (typically 500 ft/see), decel-

erates through the production of electric power in the

MHD generator, and leaves the generator with sufficient

velocity (typically 300 ft/sec) to return through a diffuser
to the reactor where the lithium is reheated.

Results of previous tests were reported in Refs. 1 and 2.

I. Diffuser Performance

In the two-phase diffuser tests it was found that diffuser

efficiencies deewased rapidly with increasing gas-to-liquid

volume ratio. The explanation lies in the supersonic

nature of the inlet flow, as first pointed out in Ref. 3.

The low s(mic velocity, and possibility, of supersonic

phenomena, in two-phase flows has long been known

(Refs. 4, 5). The sonic velocity depends on the pressure

p and density p through the well-known relation

=[dP'_ v= (1)
° \do/
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Fig. 1. Liquid MHD power conversion cycle

For a two-phase mixture with gas-to-liquid mass ratio

r,,, and volume ratio r,. the density is

1 -F r,,,
P = Pll + r,, (2)

where p_ is the liquid density.

For the volume ratios of interest here (r,, < 10), tem-

perature changes are negligible so that

,, p = const. (3)

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), the sonic
velocity is

c = (1 + r,,)[ P 1 '/"p, r,.(1 + rm) (4)

For water at atmospheric pressure and volume ratio

of 1.0 (with any gas, since r,,, can be neglected) the sonic
velocity is only 66 ft/sec.

At velocity V the Mach number is

V
M = -- (5)

C

Since the mixture entering the separator capture slot

and flowing to the generator and diffuser in a liquid

MHD conversion system has vohlme ratios of 1.0-2.0

and velocities of 300-500 ft/sec, the flow is supersonic

and shock waves can theoretically occur. In particular,
a normal shock wave is possible for which the theoretical

pressure rise is obtained as follows:

The continuity equation across the normal shock is

p,v, = p_v,, (6)

The momentum equation is

pl V2 --p2 V_ ---- P2 -- pl (7)

Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), and employing Eqs.

(2) and (3), the pressure downstream of the shock is

p, V_ r,., (1 + rm)

P: = (1 + r,,,) _- (8)

Comparing Eqs. (8) and (4), the pressure ratio is simply

P.__2= M_ (9)
P,

For water at 19 psia, vohnne ratio of 1.5, and velocity
of 250 ft/sec, the Mach number is 3.26 and the normal

shock downstream pressure is p, = 202 psia. The down-

stream volume ratio and velocity are 0.141 and 114 ft/sec,

respectively.

If the mixture can decelerate over a finite distance,

with area change, then the restriction of Eq. (6) does not

apply and the momentum equation at each point is

pVdV = dp (10)

Integrating this equation with the aid of Eqs. (2) and

(3), the pressure attainable with shock-free, isentropic,
flow is

p, : p, t ':-'p,(] q r,.)(V_ V_)-- r,,lP, ln _

(11)

Setting V_ = 0, Eq. (11) gives the isentropie stagna-
tion pressure. For water at 19 psia, volume ratio of 1.5,

and velocity of 250 ft/sec, the isentropic stagnation pres-

sure is 356 psia. If Eq. (11) is applied to the shock down-

stream conditions calculated previously, the additional

recovery obtainable is found to be 79 psi. A subsonic

diffuser, however, is only about 86% efficient so that the

actual recovery downstream of the shock would be 68

psi. The pressure obtainable with a normal shock is,

therefore 202 _ 68 - 270 psi. The corresponding effici-
ency is 270/:356 = 76%.

Fig. 2 presents efficiencies calculated in this way for
pa _ 14 psia and for v_ 200 and 300 ft/sec. It is seen
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that the calculated effieiencies follow the observed down-

ward trend with volume ratio.

The annular diffuser, however, did not have the inlet

normal shock assumed in the curves. It had a convergent

inlet of 0.77 area ratio and a slightly divergent throat of

12:1 length-to-gap ratio in which the normal shock

occurred at a reduced Mach number. Table 1 presents

performances predicted for this geometry. With no fric-

tion in the convergent section and throat, the exit pressure

would be 310 psia, giving an efficiency of 87%. With

friction included, however, the exit pressure is calculated

to be only 248 psia and the efficiency 70%, in good agree-

ment with the measured exit pressures which ranged

Table 1. Diffuser performance with VI= 250ft/sec,

p, = 19psia, r,_ = 1.5, andMt ---- 3.26

Exit pressure, Efficiency,

Type of recovery psia %

Isentropic

Inlet normal shock _L 86*/* recovery

of downstream stagnation pressure

Frictionless supersonic flow to throat

with 0.77 contraction ratio 4,

normal shock -_- 860 recovery

of downstream stagnation

pressure

Same as above with friction added to

supersonic and normal shock

section corresponding to skin fraction

coefficient C; _-- 0.005 and to

wall area of annular diffuser

Measured

356

270

310

248

240-260

100

76

87

70

67-73
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Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated and measured static

pressure profiles in annular diffuser

from 240 psia (the highest exit pressure attainable with

no effect on inlet pressure) to 260 psia (the highest pres-

sure attainable before occurrence of a normal shock at

the inlet).

Fig. 3 compares the measured static pressures in the

annular diffuser with those calc_dated. The agreement

is good except for a premature pressure rise in the con-

vergent section which could be due either to oblique

shocks or to backward slip of the gas.

It appears, then, that the annular diffuser failed to

achieve better than inlet-shock performance because the

length of inlet and throat employed to reduce the Mach

number and achieve the normal-shock rise added friction

losses which exceeded the reduction in shock loss.

2. Supersonic Two-Phase TunneP

To gain a tn_rc detailed understanding of supersonic

phenomena in two-phase flow, a two-phase tunnel has

heen constructed. Figs. 4 and 5 are photographs of the

tunnel, and Table 2 gives dimensions and operating

conditions.

'This work is being performed as a C.I.T. graduate research project

by Capt. R. B. gddington, USAF.
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Fig.4. Supersonictwo-phasetunnel

Fig.5. Tunneltestsection
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Table 2. Two-phase tunnel dimensions and

operating conditions

Upstream height

Upstream width

Upstream cross-section

Water injection area

Volume ratio r r

Test section height

Test section width

Test section length

Water injection pressure

Water flow rate

Gas injection pressure

Gas flow rate

Mixture velocity

Math number at 1.0 arm

Reynolds number (maximum, based on

tunnel height)

Power density

1.956 in.

0.756 in.

1.479 in. 2

0.7396 in. -_

1.0

1.600 in.

0.381 to 0.756 in.

4.00 in.

0-1000 psi

0-100 Ib/sec

0-500 psi

0--300 ft3/min

0--334 ft/sec

0-5.14

2X 10 e

443 hp/in. 2

Fig. 6. Two-phase injector

The tunnel utilizes an 800-hp water pump having a

maximum capacity of 720 gpm at 1100 psi. The tunnel

consists of a rectangular upstream duct which directs a

two-phase jet of r,. = 1.0 across a short gap to an

adjustable-width downstream duct with bleed-off of the

incoming boundary-layer flow. Transparent side walls in

moveable carriages allow the test section width to be

changed for removal of the side boundary layer, and fixed

top and bottom knife edges remove the boundary layers

from the top and bottom surfaces and serve as a holding

point for normal shocks. A probe housing is attached to

the top wall for three-dimensional positioning of a probe

in the flow at pressures up to 1000 psi. One view block is

fitted with static pressure taps along its horizontal center-

line.

The two-phase injector (Fig. 6) is a bundle of 192

0.093-in. OD X 0.070-in. ID tubes which injects water

through the tube holes and nitrogen through the cusp
areas between adjacent hlbes.

Preliminary tunnel operation showed clearly visible

oblique and normal shocks of pressure ratios reaching

40:1. Shock intensity and the positioning of normal shocks

were readily variable through control of water velocity,

gas flow (changing upstream tunnel pressure at constant

r,. = 1.0) and downstream throttling.

Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show flows at 275 ft/sec. In Fig. 7,

shocks from the upper knife, probe body, and probe tip

can be seen where the)' intersect the transparent side

wall. Fig. 8 shows a normal shock positioned at the knife

edges. The static pressure to the right (upstream) of the

shock is near atmospheric and to the left is approximately

300 psig. Fig. 9 shows a normal shock positioned just

downstream (ff the probe tip. The intersection of the
normal shock and the conical shock from the probe tip
is visible.

Fig. 10 is a !5-vsec flash photograph at the same condi-

tions as Fig. S. The detailed flow structure appears to be

that of ligaments of water elongated in the flow direction

giving a striated appearance. In motion pictures at "9,2.5,000

frames/sec, these ligaments could be followed moving

through the shock waves.

Total and static pressure surveys have been taken across
normal shocks at velocities from 155 to 325 ft/see with

good repeatability. Fig. 11 shows agreement within 8%

between experimental and theoretical [Eq. (8)] values

for the downstream static pressure of a normal shock.

The upstream pressure is near atmospheric for the experi-

mental points shown. This data is preliminary pending

refinement of tunnel velocity values.

Flow around wedges and cones has also been investi-

gated in the tunnel. Fig. 12 shows a 20-deg double wedge

mounted in the lest section, and Fig. 13 shows the shock

pattern at a v_:locity of 300 ft/sec. Fig. 14 shows the same

flow at an c!xt)osure of l:-,-_zsee. The flow shows a double

shock pattern which is currently being investigated with

pressllr(, Sllrv(_ys.
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Fig.7. Obliqueshocksfrominletandprobeat 275ft/sec(M = 4.2)

Fig. 8. Normal shock at inlet, 275 ft/sec
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Fig. 9. Intersection of normal and oblique shocks at probe, 275 ft/sec

Fig. 10. Half-microsecond exposure of normal shock at 275 ft/sec
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Fig. 12. 20-deg double wedge model in test section {pressure taps visible in rear transparent wall)
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Fig, 13. Flow around wedge at 300 ft/sec

Fig. 14. Half-microsecond exposure of flow around wedge at 300ft/sec
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SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION

XlV. Lunar and Planetary Instruments

A. A Conductivity Instrument as
Part of a Life Detection System

J. R. Clark

Work continues in the Exobiology Instruments Group

on the development of basic tools for the measurement of

fluorescence, Tyndall effect (light scattering by living

organisms), hydrogen ion concentration, and optical

polarization.

Conductivity measurement is another area currently

under investigation. The measurement applies to exo-
biology in two ways: (1) to determine the physical con-

ductivity of a planetary surface so as to yield some
information about the moisture content of the soil, and

(2) to monitor conductivity of a solution while specific

chemical reactions take place. From the conductivity

changes the presence or absence of such elements as car-
bon, hydrogen, and possibly oxygen and nitrogen can be
detected.

By applying proper techniques (Refs. 1--4) it is possible

to determine the amount of carbon in a 1-mg sample to

an accuracy of -+-0.29 t_g (Ref. 1). Hydrogen content can

be determined to an accuracy of -+-0.19 t_g (Ref. 2). It is

also possible to determine quantities of carbon and hydro-

gen in a given sample simultaneously in a composite

experiment (Ref. 3). If these elements are found to exist

in the soil, then the probability that life exists is increased.
This is basically an experiment to test for a suitable
environment for life as we know it.

The basic procedure of the experiment is to bubble the

products of combustion from a sample (soil) through a
potassium hydroxide solution. Carbon or hydrogen is

detected by noting the conductivity changes throughout

the absorption process. The amount of carbon or hydro-

gen in a given sample is directly proportional to the

conductivity change.

In order to implement the above technique, a conduc-

tivity meter to detect the required small changes was
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developed. In principle, the resistance of solution forms

the resistive arms of a modified Wien bridge oscillator, as

shown in Fig. 1. The two resistive elements of the con-

ventional Wien bridge oscillator are shunted by a third

resistance which has a value about four times the other

two. This has the effect of requiring that the amplifier

gain be increased from the usual value 3 to 13/4. The

resonant frequency as an added effect is also changed

from o_,, = 1/RC to o,0 = 1.5/RC. The oscillator contains

a dc feedback loop for bias stability and an ac feedback

loop for amplitude stabilization. The ac feedback loop

(or AGC loop) contains the peak detector, dc amplifier,

and two field-effect transistors to operate as voltage-

controlled resistors. Two such transistors are used in

parallel to provide the required dynamic range of

control in amplitude. One diflqculty in measuring con-

ductivity by this method is the large load imposed on

the forward amplifier when measuring solutions of very

high conductivity.

The oscillator possesses a frequency stability with

respect to temperature of +0.03_/°C over a frequency
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of 0.1 to 100 kc. The oscillator also possesses amplitude

stability with respect to frequency of less than -+-0.5 db

over the same frequency range. These measurements were
made with fixed resistors substituted for the resistances

of solutions. In Fig. 2, however, a preliminary calibra-

tion curve is shown using standard solutions of known
conductivity.

B. Sample Collection by
Aerosol Method

S. B. Tuffle

The aerosol collection of particulate matter offers

unique characteristics particularly for an exobiological

life detection experiment. The system does not require
gravity orientation providing the spacecraft is within

15 deg of vertical. It permits collection of particulates

from multiple points. It is discriminatory of particle size

and both the maximum and minimum particle can be

adjusted by design. In the absence of particulate matter,

it will deliver atmospheric gases with their entrained

micro-organisms. The only controls needed are a pyro-

technic valve to eject the aspirators and start the process,

and a photo-electric diverter to stop delivery to any
experiment.

A previous feasibility test indicated that the scheme

was workable. During recent months, effort was directed

toward optimum performance. There are two components

which present unique problems, i.e., an aspirator and a

separator. The aspirator must accelerate particulate mat-

ter at ground level to a velocity in excess of its terminal

free-fall velocity using high-pressure gas. The separator

must exhaust a large percentage of the aerosol gas and

deliver an enriched mixture to the experiment.

This article presents the development of an aspirator
suitable for operation at standard atmospheric pressure.

1. Design Factors Affecting Performance
of Aspirator

The functions of the aspirator are divided into four
processes:

(1) Acceleration of particles at ground level.

(2) Entrainment of particles and surrounding gas by

viscous friction at the periphery of the jet.

(3) Over-expansion of the jet to a pressure below that

of the induced gases.

(4) Reconversion of energy in the combined streams to

increased pressure (and reduced velocity), as im-

posed by the aerosol transport and recovery system.

The important aspects in the design of the various parts

of an aspirator are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The cross section of a typical aspirator is shown in Fig. 3.

_RA\ TOR /- ORIFICE

ENTRANCE

THROAT ENTRANCE FLEXIBLE LINE

Fig. 3. Aspirator

a. Aspirator entrance. The entrance shall be as close to

the ground as possible. It should have a limited width

such that it cannot clog with large, low density particles.

An annular slot 0.02 in. wide >( 0.40 in. long has been
adopted.

b. Orifice. The primary jet orifice is a choked nozzle of

0.01 in. diameter. The flow rate at 50 psig is 2000 to

2500 cm'_/min, measured at standard temperature and

pressure. A cartridge of liquid COz (12.5 g COz) gives a
sampling period of about 2 rain for a single aspirator.

c. Throat entrance. The entrance passage is a conical

section with an included angle of 25 deg with edges bell-

mouthed for maximum efficiency.

d. Throat. The mixing chamber may be either a

constant-pressure or a constant-area type. Various experi-

mental works indicate that the constant-area type works

well at subsonic velocities over a wide range of con-
ditions. The throat area is a critical dimension and a

small change in throat area makes a large change in

performance. The throat diameter and length are dimen-
sions to be optimized.

e. Diffuser. A divergent section between the throat and

delivery line is necessary. This will be made conical with

an included angle of 8 deg and a final diameter of 0.12 in.
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2. Method of Development of Aspirator

The small dimensions of these components introduce

size factors for which there is little technical or experi-

mental information. The critical dimensions involved as

design parameters are:

(1) Minimum diameter of hose, at least 10 ft in length,

connecting aspirator and separator.

(2) Minimum flow rate and storage tank capacity for

high-pressure gas.

(3) Dimensions defining size and configuration of

aspirator.

The criteria used to judge the performance capability

of an aspirator are as follows:

(1) The ratio of total to primary volume flow shall be

as high as possible.

(2) This volume ratio shall not be adversely affected

by a large change in pressure ratio.

(3) The volume ratio shall be approximately linear in

relation to head pressure.

(4) The stall pressure shall be at least 200_ of the

normal operating back pressure.

Time and facility has not permitted an exhaustive study

of all parameters affecting performance. Consequently,

only critical parameters were varied over the effective

ranges. Other less critical parameters were arbitrarily

frozen based on linear proportionality or based on per-

formance factors not affected by size.

Tests at atmospheric pressure indicate that optimum

performance is produced at a throat-to-orifice diameter

ratio of approximately 2. As the pressure ratio diminishes,

the volume ratio increases slightly for any diameter ratio
less than 6. The results of these tests are shown graphi-

cally in Fig. 4.

3. Collection Rate

With a copious supply of particulars, this aspirator will

aerosolize and deliver at least 1 g/min of particulate

O

tr

lad

.J
0
> f

f

DIAMETER

RATIO

6

8

4 6 8

f

PRESSURE RATIO

Fig. 4. Aspirator characteristic

having a specific gravity of 2. The Minivator experiment

requires a sample of 0.1 g.

4. Future Test Program

A continuing series of tests is in progress wherein the

aspirator will be optimized for similar characteristics at

reduced pressure. The pressure range simulating the

Martian atmosphere ranges from 5 to 100 mm Hg. The

test to be performed introduces a variable leak rate into

the chamber which complicates the pressure control. A

test set-up which performs in an acceptable manner is

shown in Fig. 5.

The ensuing program involves the following:

(1) Investigate design factors affecting performance of
tile aspirator at reduced pressure.

(2) Investigate the parameters of cyclone separator

design affecting optimum performance on particu-

lates of 5 to 100 t_.

(3) Develop ejection equipment for multiple aerosol

sampling.

(4) Develop pressure transducers for use in this pres-

sure range.
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PRESSURE

PRESSURE
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'VALVE

VACUUM PUMP J

SEPARATOR

Fig. 5. Low-pressure test set-up
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XV. Space Instruments

A. Antenna Pattern Measure-
ments in the 13-mm Band on
the Goldstone 30-ft Antenna

M. L. Kellner and F. T. Barath

1. Introduction

The Goldstone 30-ft precision antenna was used in

June and July 1964 for radiometric observations of Venus
in the 13-ram microwave band. Since the antenna had not

been previously used at this short wavelength, it was felt

desirable to obtain simple elevation and azimuth patterns
to evaluate the feed-antenna combination utilized for

beamwidth, symmetry, and sidelobe structure informa-

tion. In addition, the sidelobe structure is needed if abso-

lute measurements are to be made on an extended target

such as the Moon. This article describes the equipment

and procedures used, and the data obtained.

2. Implementation

The patterns of the 30-ft antenna were obtained by

utilizing a transmitter located at the Tiefort Mountain
collimation site and the radiometer used for the 13-mm

band Venus observations as the receiver on the antenna.

The far field for the antenna in the 13.5-mm (22-Gc)

region is approximately 7.6 mi; therefore, the 13-mi dis-
tance between the Venus site and Tiefort was more than

adequate for the measurements. The flee-space loss over

this path is 146 db at 22 Gc, neglecting atmospherie
attenuation.

Fig. 1 shows the boresighting bench used as the trans-

mitter. A klystron, with a maximum output power of
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Fig. 1. Boresighting bench (over-all view)

approximately 20 mw, was the RF signal source. It was

followed by an isolator, a level-setting attenuator, a wave-

guide switch that permits the power to route into a load

when desired, a directional coupler that feeds a precision

wavemeter and temperature-compensating bolometer for

frequency and power monitoring, two attenuators, and a

standard gain horn. One of the two attenuators before

the horn was a precision attenuator which permits accu-

rate output power level changes for |inearity calibration

purposes. A rotating step-twist was incorporated into the

standard-gain-horn mounting structure to allow rapid

polarization changes of the transmitted signal. Two
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Fig. 2. Boresighting bench block diagram

I WAVEMETER

klystrons were required to cover the 20- to 24-Gc band

over which antenna patterns were run. Fig. 2 shows the

block diagram of the system.

All the components, with the exception of the klystron

power supply and power meter, and an electronic prime

power regulator were mounted on a 1/2-in. aluminum plate

for rigidity. Three leveling screw-jacks on the plate per-
mitted fine adjustment of the output beam position. A

telescope could also be mounted on the plate for visual

collimation of the output beam.

The system performed its function adequately and had

sufficient stability for accurate pattern measurements, the

power output fluctuations not exceeding 0.02 db during

several hours. High leakage of RF power from the klys-

tron was observed, however, and all tests had to be run

with maximum output power to insure that the relative

level of leakage was negligible.

0.004 deg/sec. The radiometer-receiver time constant was

set at 1 sec and the output recorded on a 10-in. chart

recorder. Each 0.01-deg displacement of the antenna was

called out by the antenna operator and marked on the
chart.

Two types of patterns were run in this manner. The

first type was obtained by setting the radiometer gain so
that the peak output on-axis was several db below com-

pression. This allowed the main antenna lobe to be

recorded ill detail, but the dynamic range was insufficient

to see the sidelobe structure. The second type pattern was

run by allowing the radiometer to become saturated on

the main lobe by increasing the gain. The sidelobes were
thus recorded with fair detail.

Fig. 3 shows patterns obtained at 23.0 Ge. The follow-

ing table summarizes the main characteristics at this

frequency:

3. Procedure and Results

The first step in the measurements was to properly
focus the feed horn on the antenna. This was accom-

plished at 21.9 Gc by observing tile on-axis feed position
yielding maximum output from the radiometer when the

antenna was pointed at the boresight bench at Tiefort.

All power levels and the radiometer performance were

carefully monitored during this and subsequent measure-
ments. The optimum point was found to be % in. nearer

to the antenna than the theoretical position.

With the feed locked in proper position, the antenna
was scanned both in elevation and azimuth at a rate of

Scan plane

Azimuth

Elevation

3-db

beamwidth,

deg

0.094

0.128

10-db

beamwidth,

deg

0.148

0.285

1st

sidelobe,
db

Patterns were obtained at 21.5, 21.9, 22.5, 23.0, 23.5,

and 23.9 Gc using the same technique. The patterns

shown in Fig. 3 are representative of all the frequencies,
with the exception that the sidelobes are somewhat lower

near 21.9 Gc, at which frequency the feedhorn was

focused, and also the azimuth and elevation patterns are
more nearly alike.
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B. A 13-mm Band Microwave

Radiometer System for Earth-
Based Venus Observations

E. J. Johnston and F. T. Barath

1. Introduction

The findings of the Mariner 2 microwave radiometer

experiment and of Earth-based radio astronomical meas-
urements (Ref. 1) on Venus at 13.5 mm generated con-
siderable scientific interest in further observations in this

wavelength region. Thus, in early 1964 it was decided

that an Earth-based program of high scientific value could

be implemented in time to take advantage of the Venus

near-conjunction period around June 18, 1964.

The program was to utilize a variable frequency radi-

ometer to accurately measure the integrated Venusian

brightness temperature at the water vapor line (13.5 mm)

and to determine any spectral variations in the brightness

temperature in a region as broad as possible around this

line. A secondary purpose of the experiment was to estab-

lish the parameters of future experiments of this type,

both Earth-based and spacecraft-borne, as well as to gain

experience applicable to such instruments.

The instrumentation was designed, built, and tested

in-house by the Radioscience Group, Space Instruments
Section, and used highly successfully from June 29 to

July 20, 1964, in conjunction with the Goldstone 30-ft

antenna. Installation, calibration, and operation were

done jointly with personnel from the Lunar and Planetary
Sciences Section, the Communications Element Research

Section, and the Communications Engineering and Oper-
ations Section.

This article describes in detail the basic radiometer

system design and performance. A Technical Report,
incorporating this and other aspects of the experiment, is

in preparation.

2. Radiometer System

a. Basic system design and performance. The radiom-

eter system used for the 13-ram band Venus measurements

was a conventional superheterodyne receiver in a switch-

ing or Dicke configuration. The switching was performed

between two primary antenna feed horns, one "signal"

horn positioned at the focal point of the 30-ft antenna,

and one "reference" horn positioned in the focal plane

3 in. below the focal point. In this manner, the sky tem-

perature approximately 1.2 deg above the main beam was
used as a reference source temperature. Since the signal

contribution of Venus is only a few degrees, the require-

ment of nearly equal magnitudes between the signal and
the reference sources was met. The use of two horns

had the additional advantage of effectively cancelling

contributions from varying atmospheric attenuation in as

much as any such variations were observed by both horns

and the radiometer measured only the difference between
them.

Radiometers of this type have a basic sensitivity given

by the equation:

_T = k (FL -- 1) To
(#,)_

where

2xT = rms temperature fluctuation, °K

k --- modulation factor, usually between 3 and 5

F = receiver noise factor

L = RF loss preceding mixer

T,, = ambient temperature, °K

fl = receiver predetection bandwidth, cps

r = integration time, sec

Substitution of the radiometer's parameters in the above

formula indicated a theoretical sensitivity of 0.67°K with

a modulation factor of 4 and 10 sec of integration time.

Subsequent calibrations yielded measured values of
0.49°K at the best and 0.96°K at the worst operating

frequency, with the same integration time.

The radiometer was narrow band (10 Mc), but had the

capability of being electronically and continuously tuned
from 20.6 to 24.0 Gc. During the observation program,

10 discrete frequencies were chosen in the above band,

and daily measurements were performed at as many of

these 10 as possible.

Throughout the observations, calibration signals from

a gas discharge noise source were injected into the sys-

tem. The calibration signal magnitude at each frequency
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was carefully determined in the laboratory, by comparison
with a heated standard load.

The output of the radiometer was recorded in both

digital and analog form. The digital recordings were used

for computer data reduction, while the analog strip-chart

recording was used in real-time for determining proper

antenna pointing and data quality. The analog recording

was integrated for 1 see in an R-C network; the digital

integration was 45 sec.

During the observation period of June 29 to July 20,

1964, the radiometer system performed without any
problems for over 500 hr. Prior and subsequent testing

has increased the total number of operational hours to 814.
It is felt that, with routine maintenance, several thousand

hours of reliable operation is possible with this system

and others of the same general design.

b. Receiver. Fig. 4 shows a simplified block diagram
of the radiometer system. All the RF components of the

receiver were mounted in a cylindrical shielded enclosure

at the apex of the 30-ft antenna, as can be seen in Fig. 5.

This arrangement kept lossy waveguide lengths at a

minimum and aided in effective shielding against nearby

RF sources. Provisions were made to remotely control a
motor-driven wavemeter within the enclosure for fre-

quency determination. Also remotely controlled were the
calibration noise source and local-oscillator backward-

wave-oscillator (BWO) frequency. Signal transmission to

the main receiver console was at 60 Mc IF frequency.
Power and control functions were transmitted to the RF

enclosure via a fully-shielded multiconductor cable. The

enclosure could be temperature-controlled to within I°C

with a transistorized proportional-control heating system.

The main receiver console, shown in the right center

of Fig. 6, contained signal processing components from

Fig. 5. RF components enclosure at apex
of 30-ft antenna

RF COMPONENTS

ENCLOSURE

AT APEX OF

30-fl ANTENNA

POWER

SUPPLY

CONSOLE

MAIN

RECEIVER

CONSOLE

DATA

CONDITIONING

AND

RECORDING

CONSOLE

Fig. 4. Radiometer system simplified block diagram
Fig. 6. Main receiver console, power supply console,

and analog recorder
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IF amplifiers through phase detection and de amplifica-
tion. Also included in this console were the remote con-

trois for calibration noise-source actuation and wavemeter

frequency adjustment. A digital voltmeter and oscillo-

scope were also available in this rack to permit monitoring
various voltages and waveforms.

The power supply console (at the left in Fig. 6) con-

tained slow and fast line regulators, power monitoring

meters, the BWO power supply, digital printer and clock,

running time meters, and an RF enclosure temperature

0

Fig. 7. Radiometer system operating position
(over-all viewl

monitoring recorder. The digital clock and recorder in

this console were not used as primary data handling

equipment but were included for system testing and
back-up purposes. To the far right in Fig. 6 may be seen

the analog recorder used for direct observation of data.
Close examination will reveal a series of four noise-source

calibration pulses near the center of the chart.

An over-aU view of the radiometer operating position

is shown in Fig. 7. From left to right are the power supply

console, main receiver console, analog recorder, W_VV
time standard receiver, TV monitor, and intercom. Not

shown, in an adjoining room, was the data conditioning

and recording console. This latter console was placed

remote from the operating position because of the high
noise level inherent in the paper tape punch used for

digital data recording. The closed-circuit TV monitor dis-

played the information from a camera collimated with

the antenna axis. Venus could be easily observed on the

screen and antenna pointing was considerably eased.
Thereby, correlation between the radio and optical axes

allowed predictable pointing offsets to be computed.

Typically, the radio and optical axes were less than 0.1 deg

apart.

A detailed block diagram of the radiometer is shown

in Fig. 8. The arrows interconnecting the blocks show

signal path routes. Two hundred ft of signal and power

cable connected the RF components enclosure and the

main receiver console. The data conditioning and record-

ing rack was separated from the receiver console by 40 ft
of cable.

_r CS_POND']f__NC_OSur_F
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FEED
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The over-all measured radiometer performance charac-
teristics were:

RF frequency range, Gc

Predetection bandwidth, Mc

Noise figure (single sideband), db

R-C integration times available, sec

Sensitivity with 10-sec integration,
Gc at °K rms

Short-term stability, °K/hr

Available system gain, db

Switching rate, cps

20.6 to 24

10

10.5

0.1,0.3, 1,3,
10, 30, 100

20.6 at 0.71

21.0 at 0.49

21.9 at 0.60

22.5 at 0.96

24.0 at 0.71

_1.0

170

1100

The RF tuning range was primarily limited by the
bandwidth of the ferrite switch used for switching

between the signal and the reference feed horns (Fig. 8).

A somewhat greater range might have been used; how-

ever, increasing insertion loss in the switch would have

severely limited the radiometer sensitivity. Predetection
bandwidth was determined by the post-IF-amplifier

bandwidth. This amplifier was specially designed for

radio astronomy purposes, exhibiting excellent gain sta-

bility characteristics.

System noise temperature was primarily determined by

the noise figure of the mixer-preamplifier. Additional
losses in the ferrite switch, isolator step-twist, and wave-

guides also contributed to the system noise temperature.

Because of varying noise figure as a function of frequency,

sensitivity calibrations were required throughout the band

of interest. System sensitivity characteristics were actually

measured every 500 Mc from 20.6 to 24.0 Gc.

Fig. 9. Close-up of antenna apex structure showing the signal feed horn with the step-twist and the reference horn
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A rather novel arrangement was used for rotating the

polarization of the signal feed horn. A step-twist, consist-
ing of a series of rotatable quarter-wave sections, allowed

0 to 90 deg polarization change. The device can be seen

at the center of Fig. 9, which is a close-up view of the
apex structure.

In addition to providing a convenient means for adjust-
ing the vertical and horizontal polarization position of the

feed horns, the rotation capability could also be used for
polarization studies. These studies were not carried out

during the course of this program, however, due to lack
of time.

Following post-amplification and second detection, a

tuned audio amplifier was used. This amplifier was capa-

ble of having its center frequency, gain, and bandwidth

adjusted. In this case, the center frequency was set to

the ll00-cps switching frequency, while the bandwidth

was adjusted for 20 cps. The audio amplifier was followed
by a phase detector in a balanced configuration for low
offset voltage and minimum drift characteristics. The bal-

anced arrangement was carried on through the integrator

and dc amplifier, and yielded excellent over-all stability.

The low output impedance of the dc amplifier facili-

tated driving the various data recording instruments. A

digital voltmeter, an analog chart recorder, and a voltage-

to-frequency converter were used simultaneously on the

dc amplifier output for data conditioning and recording
purposes.

C. Film Scanner Using GaAs
Light Source

A. Spitzak and J. D. Allen

In this article the characteristics of a particular type of

film scanner system are investigated. The scanner's light

source is GaAs light-emitting P-N junction, and the
light sensor is a silicon planar photosensor.

The GaAs source is a Texas Instrument SNX-100 which

is contained in a TO-18 can. The source radiates in the

near infrared at 890 mg. The sensor, a Texas Instrument

LS 400, has its maximum response at about 980 mtL, and

has about a 95_ response at 890 mt_. A typical output of

the light source is 2 X 10" photons/sec when driven by a

100-ma current source. An expected current out of the
sensor for this amount of light is about 100 ma.

The advantages to be obtained by utilizing the above

devices in a film scanner are many. The source is ex-

tremely efficient and requires no high voltage to drive it.

It is a solid-state device, extremely rugged, stable, and

reliable. The sensor is also solid state, has a high quantum

yield, and also requires no high voltages as do photomul-
tiplier tubes. Both devices are very small and would be

ideal choices for spacecraft-borne systems. The two de-

vices are shown in Fig. 10.

It was necessary to determine what was the smallest

scanning spot size obtainable at the film emulsion which

could be utilized by the sensor and how a conventional
film scanned by infrared compares with the results ob-

tained by scanning with a light source in the visible

range. Also, some of the characteristics of the sensor

were investigated-such as its linearity and frequency
characteristics at low currents.

A table that had been constructed for other scan tests

was used in these tests. This table has two adjustable slits

located at right angles to each other which are illuminated

by a light source. This illuminated rectangle is imaged

by a microscope objective (12.5/0.3) in space (Fig. 11).

The minification of the system is approximately 18:1. The

particular film pattern emulsion to be investigated is ad-
justed relative to this imaged spot until the two are to-

gether. In earlier work when the light was visible this

coincidence could be observed by another microscope

(Fig. 12). How this was done when the spot was not
visible will be discussed later. The microscope views the

emulsion and spot at 90 deg to the normal light path by
the use of a mirror. Nikon microscope attachments allow

a photograph to be taken of the emulsion; Fig. 13 shows

such a photograph. The film is Ansco Super Hyscan, and

the spot is approximately 0.003 in. square at the emulsion.

The light source in this case is a Sylvania arc ]amp. After
set-up the mirror is removed from the light path, and the

light transmitted by the emulsion is read by a photomul-
tiplier tube. The film can be moved at a controlled rate

perpendicular to the light path. This is done by driving

an extremely accurate lead screw table by a hysteresis-

synchronous motor. The speed of the motor can be con-

trolled over a 10:1 range by varying the input frequency
to the motor.
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Fig. 10. Film scanner light source and sensor

I SCAN DIRECTION

FOCUS DIRECTION

FILM

I EMULIION

ADJUSTABLE CAMERA

SLIT

Fig. 11. Optical schematic

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE
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|

Fig. 19. Microscope setup for observing coincidence of emulsion and imaged spot

The two slits were calibrated for the given optics used

in the system by measuring the distance travelled across

a sharp density transition from full-on and full-off of the

light transmitted. This was done with a very low-grain

commercial Air Force test slide (AFTS). The calibration

figure was about 0.0006 in./10 divisions of the slits. The

arc lamp and the photomultiplier were then replaced by
the GaAs source and the photosensor. This arrangement

is shown in Fig. 14,

For these tests the sensor current was read by a Keithly

610A electrometer which was also used as an amplifier

for oscilloscope display. Before display a low-pass filter

was inserted in the system to minimize the high frequency

pick-up problem at low currents. Earlier, without this

filter and using sinusoidal GaAs currents (the GaAs source

is capable of light modulation in the megacycle range),
the frequency response of the sensor was found to be

down 3 db at 8 kc when the amplifier input impedence

was 2 K_. During the course of this investigation, some
work was also done using a modulated light source which

may make the design of an amplifier for the sensor easier.

Future work will concern sensors having higher frequency

response.

The sensor current versus light incident curve (Fig. 15)

is obtained at low currents for two different biasing volt-

ages (1 and 9 v). As the same slope and sensitivity are

obtained in both cases, the lower biasing voltage is used

in all later tests. The calibration is done using the inverse

square law relation of light-incident-to-distance from the

light source. In this test only the illuminated slit is used.

About a 0.010-in? slit is illuminated by the GaAs source

with 140 ma through it. This source current is chosen to

give the initial sensor current at the first point, which

is l/.,-in, from the slit. The maximum output is obtained

at each distance from the slit by sensor alignment.
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Fig.13.PhotographofemulsiontakenusingNikon
microscopeattachments

The sensor calibration for the 1-v bias is shown in

Fig. 16, and a y of 1.18 is indicated [current out = C1

(light incident)V]. A further check on this value was made

by using the known linear relationship between light

output versus current of the GaAs source; the number
obtained was similar.

Some AFTS are reimaged on Kodak-type 4400 aerial

film with various background and bar densities. A typical

bar pattern chosen for investigation is the series of six

three-bar patterns shown in Fig. 17 which range in size
from about 0.0025 to 0.0014 in. (Group 3). The negative

diffuse densities for this print are 1.4 and 0.4 as measured

by a MacBeth densitometer. To focus the infrared spot
on the emulsion, the following technique is used. The

emulsion is placed against a glass slide. A razor edge is

also brought against the glass slide. The imaged spot is

focused until the light-on-to-light-out transfer is made in
the shortest distance. This number also experimentally

reaffirms the earlier slit-calibration figure. The depth of

focus for the particular optics used turned out to be
about 0.001 in. This should be approximately the emul-

sion thickness, but the spot is also moved about the

obtained figure to maximize the response from the actual
emulsion.

When the sensor is used to read the light transmitted

through the film, it reads only a narrow cone of the trans-

mitted light. Since only a small portion of the light

actually transmitted by the film activates the sensor, the

measurement is specular. The MacBeth instrument which

originally measured the density of the films during proc-

essing is a diffuse density-measuring instrument, i.e., it
measures all the transmitted light. To verify that reading
the film with the infrared source and a visible source is

essentially the same, a number of different densities are

read with both types of light, keeping all other compo-

nents and parameters the same.

The readings as measured by the two systems are

plotted against each other (Fig. 18). Similar readings

would give a straight line at 45 deg. This data is not

offered as being conclusive since the arc-lamp experiment
was not as well controlled as the one which used the

GaAs source. However, the lack of any great discrepancy

indicates essentially the same reading between both

systems. A large proportion of the energy from the arc

lamp was in the infrared region, and later tests will have

this component eliminated.

The square-wave modulation of the output signal is

shown in Fig. 19. These are obtained using an AFTS

printed on Type 4400 film whose output signal gives an
effective contrast of 50:1. These contrasts are essentially

specular measurements by the sensor. The spot sizes used
are on the order of 0.00075 and 0.0015 in." The current

through the CaAs is adjusted to obtain approximately
the same change in output current in the sensor. These

currents are 400 ma for the 0.00075-in." spot and 115 ma

for the 0.0015-in2 spot. The current output from the

sensor went l)ctween 6 X 10 -_° and 3 X 10 -s amp. A

Polaroid of the 0.00075-in. a scan between the square-wave

line-pair (lp) numbers of 10.I to 14.3 lp/mm is shown

in Fig. 20.

In Fig. 21 a lower contrast (30:1) AFTS of the same

group of line pairs (8.08 to 14.3 lp/mm) scanned by a

0.0015-in.'-' spot is shown. To be more complete a large

bar pattern (bars 0.010 wide) scanned by a 0.0015-in. 2
spot is shown in Fig. 22; film grain noise is evident here.

With the knowledge gained about the potential of this

system for fihn scanning, an automated system is being

designed. In conjunction with the scanner, a data repro-
duction system is also being constructed. This is neces-

sary because of the extremely low data rates that such a

system will use; 20 cps will probably be the maximum

system bandwidth expected.
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The most immediate requirement is to improve the

light-gathering capability of the sensor. The constant

of the sensor measured over a light-incident range of

100:1 and the expected continuation of this constant _,

for two or three more decades indicates that this system

could have a very large dynamic range. However, unless

the maximum amount of light transmitted by the film is

gathered, higher currents will have to be used in the

GaAs source; and the dynamic range of the electronic

system will have to be large. Better sensors are available

to do this job and will be investigated. These sensors also

have a higher frequency response, and modulation tech-

niques will be studied at the same time. In addition, more

efficient GaAs sources will be investigated.
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D. Grain Noise Measurements of
Pan X 4400

A. Spitzak and J. D. Allen

The use of Pan X 4400 for space reconnaissance is being

considered. Some preliminary work was done using the

optical setup described in the preceding article; the grain

noise of the fihn was measured by the transmitted infra-

red light.

A grey scale is exposed on a piece of film along with

an Air Force test slide for alignment purposes. The devel-

opment is in D-19 for 5 min. The diffuse density measure-

ment of the grey scale as measured by a MacBeth

densitometer is between 0.07 and 1.68. The grey scale is

then used in the specular measuring setup. Two scanning

D Z, amp

0.07 7.0 X 10 -°

0.32 2.1X 10 -e

V =1.0 X 10 -e amp/cm

spot sizes used are square and of sides 0.00075 and

0.0015 in. The focus is adjusted to obtain maximum

response from the system.

The resultant system output is shown in the accom-

panying set of photographs (Figs. 23 and 24). At the

present time preparations are being made to record these

signals on tape and to determine the frequency spectrum

and amplitude distribution. This data wil] be used to pick

the best scanning spot size for highest signal-to-noise

ratio from the film scanner system and to determine the

allowable variation of this spot size.

Using the available data, the value _I./I versus the

previously m_asured diffuse density was plotted with

much smoothing for both spot sizes (Fig. 25). (_I was

obtained at this time with no consideration of the ampli-

D Z, amp

0.82 2.4 X I0 -e

1.09 8.0X I0 -'°

V = 2.63 X I0 -I0 amp/cm

V =2.5X I0 -e amp/cm

0.32 2.1X I0 -8

0.54 7.5X 10 -g

V = 8.7 X I0 -tl amp/cm

1.09 8.0X I0 -I°

1.35 3.7X10-1°

0.54 7.5 X I0-g

0.82 2A X I0-g

D : DENSITY

I : CURRENT

I/ = VERTICAL SENSITIVITY
BANDWIDTH : 35 cps
TABLE SPEED (HORIZONTAL SWEEP ON

SCOPE) : 0.005 in./sec

V = 1.05 X I0 -9 amp/cm

Fig. 23. Pan X 4400 grain measurements (0.00075-in.-' spot size system)
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Fig. 24. Pan X 4400 grain measurements (0.0015-in. 2 spot size system)
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tude distribution by measuring the maximum excursion

limits of the signal.) What is interesting to note is that

the peak of the signal in both cases occurs at a diffuse

density of about 0.6. If it is considered in this preliminary

discussion that the transmitted light gathered specularly

differs only by a constmat ratio trom that gathered dif-

fusely (i.e., is not a function of density), then with

T = K,E-_',

and since

dT
AT, ig_,,, "_ _ _XE,

where

dT aT _T d_,
dE - +

and considering that in the range under investigation at

any time -/ is a constant, then

AT, ig,,aZ_- -_,K,E -_'+ _ AE,

T E

Generally, it is desired that AE/E = K._ over the usable

exposure range of the film. To be able to measure the

signal so obtained, it must exceed the film noise contr/-

bution to the output signal. The film noise AT/T is great-

est at a density of 0.6 and it is advisable that the highest

film -/ occur at this density so that the contribution

ATs_g,,,,/T due to the exposure be the largest where that

due to the film is the largest. Suitably lower -/'s above and
below the density of 0.6 can be used to obtain the desired

exposure range.

Reference

1. Barath, F. T., Symposium on Radar and Rodiometric Observations of Venus during

the 1962 Conjunction, Technical Report No. 32-533, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Pasadena, California, February I964.
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XVI. Chemistry

A. A Soldering Flux Which Leaves
a Protective Film

A.J. Bauman

Electronic components to be exposed to high tempera-

tures, as in spacecraft sterilization procedures, should not

contain corrosive soldering flux residues. Commercial

fluxes based on inorganic acid salts of hydrazine leave no

residues. It occurred to us that such fluxes might be im-
proved to leave a protective film if Schonhorn's method

(Ref. 1) were applicable.

Schonhorn has described a method for bonding poly-

ethylene to aluminum by means of an "oriented mono-

layer adhesive." The adhesive is a condensed monolayer

of stearic acid which bonds chemically to the specially

cleaned surface during application by the Blodgett (Ref. 2)
technique.

It seemed likely that hydrazine salts of long-chain

organic acids might heat-decompose to leave a coat of

bound organic acid on the hydrazine reduced metal sur-

face, and thus be good soldering fluxes.

We therefore made the diacid hydrazine salts (Ref. 3)

of stearic and perfluoro myristic and perfuoro octanoic
acids 1 (Ref. 4). All the salts were excellent fuxes for

lead-tin solder on copper; however, the stearic acid salt

left no film. The perfluoro acids left a residue which was

contrastingly colored against the discolored oxide film

of the copper and which resisted the action of 6N HCI

vapor for about 12 hr. The contact angle of water on this

"protective surface" was about 18 deg, measured by the
tilting slide method. This suggests that the perfluoro acid

coating is not an oriented monolayer and is quite porous.

It may be worthwhile to repeat Schonhorn's work using
a film balance and a perfluoro myristic acid monolayer

on hydrazine to form an "oriented monolayer adhesive"

for a Teflon-FEP protective coating. The new fluxes

appear to be promising for space applications.

1We gratefully acknowledge gifts of perfluoro octanoic and perfluoro
myristic acids from Dr. George Van Dyke Tiers of Minnesota Min-
ing and Manufacturing Company.
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B. The Microwave Spectrum,
Structure, and Dipole Moment
of 2,4-Dicarbaheptaborane (7)

R. A. Beaudet and R, L. Poynter

I. Abstract

The microwave spectra of all mono-substituted carbon

and boron isotopic forms, and one di-substituted boron

isotopic form of 2,4-dicarbaheptaborane (7) have been

analyzed. The skeletal boron and carbon atomic coordi-
nates determined from the rotational constants show that

the molecule is a pentagonal bipyramid. The two carbon

atoms lie in the pentagonal base plane and are separated

by one boron atom. The two apex boron atoms appear

to lie on, or very near the c-axis which is perpendicular to

the pentagonal base. A molecular dipole moment of

1.32 ±0.03 D is oriented along the planar symmetry axis.

2. Introduction

A number of carboranes have recently been prepared

(Ref. 5). The structures of these compounds are poorly

known since no detailed analyses have been made of their
spectra at this time. While the structure of most of the

carborane compounds will probably be determined by

electron diffraction methods, a few of these compounds

appeared to have rotational spectra amenable to micro-

wave analysis. The microwave spectra and final struc-

ture of 2,4-dicarbaheptaborane (7), which belongs to the

latter group, is reported here (Ref. 6). A preliminary
communication of this molecular structure was recently

given (Ref. 7).

Very little preliminary structure information was avail-

able. A molecular weight determination provided an

empirical formula of C_BsH7 (Ref. 5). Infrared and NMR

measurements (Ref. 5) indicated that no bridge hydrogen

atoms occurred and that there were two pairs of non-

equivalent boron atoms in this molecule. A cage structure

was proposed, but the carbon atom positions were

unknown. Three possible structures can occur as shown

in Fig. 1. Lipscomb and Hoffman (Ref. 8) used an ex-

tended Hiickel MO theory to predict electron densities

for these configurations. Their order-of-magnitude results

slightly favored a model in which both carbon atoms were
located in the pentagonal base and were separated by a

boron atom. Each of the three possible structures would

have a dipole moment but, depending upon the exact

molecular configuration, the moment could be oriented

along any of the three molecular principal axes or skewed

with respect to them. Thus, the dipole selection rules
could consist of one or more types which could not be

ascertained beforehand. (See Fig. 1.) The bond lengths

and angles could only be estimated by analogy with sim-

ilar bonds in unrelated molecules. Initial spectral predic-
tions were therefore uncertain, e

3. Experimental Methods

A 10-rag sample of 2,4-dicarbaheptaborane (7) was ob-
tained on loan from Professor T. Onak. After each use

the sample was carefully distilled back into the sample

bulb in order to avoid sample loss. Professor Onak kindly

prepared a similar quantity of the l_C-substituted C_B._H_.

These samples had minor impurities present, primarily

'-'Lipscomb's study of dihydrocarborane had not been published
when this work was started.

HB
"ql'_-- H "q_--- H _-"'-'- H

H B B H H B B H H C C H

H C H H B H H B H

Fig. 1. Structures of carborane
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dihydrocarborane, but were sufficiently pure (95g) that
no serious trouble was encountered in their study.

The microwave spectrometer, which was of the stand-

ard 100-kc Stark modulation type, has been described

previously (Ref. 9). The spectra was studied at dry ice

temperatures, and at pressures of about 10-30/z. Micro-
wave frequencies were measured using interpolation re-

ceiver methods. The microwave frequency markers were

generated by multiplication from a 1-Mc quartz-crystal-

controlled oscillator, HP Model 104 AR, with a stability

of ±5 parts in 10'" and accuracy of the same order, as

determined by comparison with WWV standard signals.

4. Spectra

Considerable trouble was expected in predicting and

interpreting the observed spectra. A cursory examination

of the spectrum showed an extremely large number of

both strong and weak lines throughout the 8- to 40-Gc

region. Spectra were predicted for each of the three pos-
sible structures. The spectra for each of these molecular

models could have different types of spectral patterns,

depending upon the selection rules. (See Fig. 1.) Further-

more, small changes in the assumed structures could

change the rotor from a prolate to an oblate asymmetric

top. Therefore, the predicted spectra could only provide
a crude guide in the initial search.

Boron in natural occurrence consists of two isotopes,

I°B and "B with relative abundance of 19 and 81g, respec-

tively. Thus, a large variety of isotopic species of B._C2H7

will exist in sufficient quantity to be spectroscopically
visible. The normal species, all "B atoms, accounts for

35% of the molecules. The B (1) and B (5) singly-substituted

species each accounts for 16_ of the molecules, while the

B (3) singly-substituted species accounts for only 8g. Be-

cause of the large number of permutations, the B (1)-B (5)

doubly-substituted species also makes up 8_gof the mole-

cules. The abundances of all other doubly- and more

highly-substituted species are below 2g. Each of the five

boron isotopic species mentioned above and one 13C

species was studied.

In addition, both boron isotopes have small nuclear

quadrupole moments. As a consequence, the lower

J-transitions will be broadened by an amount which

depends upon the magnitude of the quadrupolar coupling

in this molecule. Although such a broadening was ob-

served, it was not large enough to give trouble except
with the J = 2 <---1 transitions whose line widths were

1 Mc. The J = 3 <---2 transitions were used to calculate
the molecular rotational constants.

Bearing in mind the above problems, the spectrum was

scanned for strong low J lines with resolvable Stark
effects. A number of these lines were located and tenta-

tive J assignments made. Sets of these lines were used

to calculate rotational constants, which were then used to

predict the low J transition frequencies. This process was

repeated until an assignment was obtained which ac-

counted for all transitions. The final assignment was made
by selecting the three 3 <---2 transitions which were most

sensitive to the three moments of inertia. This assign-
ment indicated that the molecule was an oblate rotor

(_ = +0.54) with a-type selection rules. A zero b-dipole
was confirmed by Stark-effect measurements. Based on
this structure and crude estimates of the bond distances

and angles, prediction of the moments and frequencies

of the single-substituted '°B species could be obtained.

The transitions of the isotopically-substituted species were

located from these estimates and by comparing their
Stark effects to those of the normal species. The rotational
constants and moments of inertia determined from these

assignments are given in Tables 1 and 2.

Table I. 2,4-dicarbaheptaborane (7) rotational constants

Species

"Normal" (oil "B]

B (5)

B(3)

S(1)

c (2)

S (1]--B (5)

Rotational constants, Mc/sec

4820.610

4860.584

4820.685

4884.066

4760.124

4925.179

4586.817

4632.607

4670.139

4644.363

4578.088

4691.303

3799.808

3856.411

3856.725

3799.609

3756.122

3856.241

Table 2. 2,4-dicarbaheptaborane (7}

Species

"Normal" (all I'B)

s(5)

s (3)

B(1)

C (2)

S(1)-B(5)

Moments of inertia, amu-A"

104.8687

104.0062

104.8671

103.5062

106.2012

102.6422

110.2139

109.1245

108.2475

108.8483

110.4241

107.7592

133.0412

131.0885

131.0778

133.0482

134.5886

131.0942

One doubly-substituted '"B species was also studied
and assigned. This molecule, the most abundant of the

doubly-substituted species, has transitions which are

about the same intensity as the weakest singly-substituted

species. Stark effects were resolvable for this species

although they were quite weak. It was not practical to
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study the other doubly-substituted species which have
much weaker intensities.

The assignment was verified by predicting the J = 4 _-- 3

transitions. A number of other moderately strong transi-

tions were observed in addition to those belonging to this
carborane. It is believed that these transitions are due to

either another carborane, dihydrocarborane, present as an

impurity, or to high J Q-branch transitions. No attempt

was made to analyze these lines. Further purification was

impractical without risking possible loss of the already
small sample.

5. Structure

The spectra of 6 isotopic carborane molecules have

been assigned. By using Kraitchman's equations (Ref. 10),

as recommended by Costain (Ref. 11), the coordinates of
each substituted atom were determined. These results are

given in Table 3. The bond distances and angles derived

from these coordinates are given in Table 4.

Table 3. Atomic coordinates in C2BsH7

Atom Coordinates, A

No. Type a b c

1 B 0 0 1.1647

2 C 0.4009 1.1828 0

3 B 1.3956 0 0

S B 1.1204 0.8254 0

Table 4. Bond lengths and angles in C2B_H7

Bond Length, A Angles

C {2)-B (6)

C (2)-s (3)

C (2)-B (1)

B(S}-S (6)

S (1)-B (S)

B(1)-B (3)

1.5627

1.5455

1.7077

1.6508

1.8146

1.8177

C {2)-B (3)-.C {4) = 99052 , +--30'

B (3)--C (4)-B (5) _- 116"51'

C (4)-S (5)-B (6) = 103 ° 13'

B (1).-B (3)-B (7) = 79042 ,

BOND DISTANCES f"_H [I)

ARE GIVEN T
H(2) _1) H(3)

B(O)_ \ -'-__" / %\\c(4)

H(5)_ B(7)

DOTTED ARROWS I

SHOW ORIENTATION OF .,,,.,[

PRINCIPAL AXES :_' H (7)

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of 2,4-dicarbaheptaborane,
CzBsH7

The doubly-substituted I°B-I°B species was studied and

assigned in the hope that Pierce's (Refs. 12 and 13) second

difference method could be used to give a more accurate

value for the B (1) coordinates. Unfortunately, the moment

second differences were too small to give an improved set

of coordinates: the magnitudes of the differences were of

the same order as the experimental errors. A careful check

of the rotational constants of all species showed that the

assignment procedure had differed slightly for this iso-

topic molecular species. The use of an a-sensitive transi-

tion had been omitted. Re-examination of the spectrum

showed that this was indeed an important consideration,

for the discrepancy between the B (1) and the B (1)-B (5)

isomeric carborane rotational constants and their pre-

dicted values for the c-coordinate of the B (1) atom could

be removed. Using the new set of rotational constants for

this species, the B (1) atom c-coordinate calculated from
either of these isomers was 1.1647 A. In addition, the

a-coordinate for this atom was now reduced to practically

zero, as calculated from either isomer. To the accuracy of

our results, then, the B (1) and B (7) atoms are within
-+-0.01 A of the c-axis.

The structure corresponds to a pentagonal bipyramid,

with the two carbon atoms separated by a boron atom

and located in the pentagonal base plane. The skeletal

structure is shown in Fig. 2, where the principal axes are

denoted by arrows. As can be seen from Table 3, the B (1)

and B (7) atoms appear to lie on the c-axis. From the

symmetry of this molecule, there is no a priori reason for
these atoms to be located on this axis. In earlier results

(Ref. 7), they were reported as being off axis by ±0.1346 A.

6. Dipole Moment

The molecular dipole moment was determined by
observing the Stark effect of several J = 3 _-- 2 transitions.

The only effect of the weak boron nuclear quadrupole

moments was to produce a slight broadening of the low

J transitions, an effect which rapidly decreased with in-

creasing J, and was only barely noticeable for the

J = 3 _-- 2 transitions. The linearity of the plots of v vs _2
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for the Stark effect confirmed that the quadrupole coupling
effect was negligible.

All measurements were made at dry ice temperatures.

The absorption cell was calibrated with OCS immediately
before and after the Stark measurements were made on

the carborane. No b- or c-dipole component was observed,

thus the dipole moment appears to be directed along the
a-axis. These measurements are believed to be accurate

within ±3_. The results are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Stark effect and dipole moment

Transition Frequency,
Mc/sec

322 _'- 22_ 25159.93

312 _ 211 25647.34

3o3 <-- 202 23716.31

M _#/._ /_ (Debyes)

0 2.40 X 10 -e

! 5.44 X 10 -6

2 9.30 X I0 -e

mean

1.30

1.34

1.33

1.32 --+0.03

7. Discussion

This is the largest molecule for which a skeletal struc-
ture has been determined by microwave spectroscopy.

While heavier molecules have been studied by microwave

spectroscopy, very few structures have been determined

for these molecules. Preliminary bond distar, ces and

angles which were determined by other methods were

available to assist in the spectral analysis of these other

molecules. For dicarbaheptaborane, such preliminary in-
formation was not available, a fact which, while it caused

considerable experimental trouble, provided a challenge

to test the utility and power of microwave spectroscopy
for the study of relatively large unknown molecules.

Co Induced Infrared Absorption
of Solutions of H2 and D2

in Liquid Neon

G. E. Ewing3 and $. Trajrnar

1. Introduction

The induced infrared absorption spectra of liquid

hydrogen (Ref. 14) and its solutions (Refs. 15-17) provide

a means for studying molecular rotational energy levels

SDepartrnent of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomington,

Indiana.

and to a certain extent translational energy in the liquid

state. A knowledge of these energy levels is important
for the determination of molecular motion and inter-

molecular potential functions. It is also helpful to the

understanding of quantum effects which have been shown

to influence the thermodynamic properties of these sys-

tems (Refs. 18-22).

A study of H2 and D= in solution with liquid neon

provides a particularly interesting system for a test of the

cell model interpretation of vibration-translation absorp-

tion features. The Lennard-Jones and Devonshire (here-

after called LJD) model of the liquid state which was

originally derived for pure liquids (Ref. 23) can be

applied, to a good approximation, to the binary H2-neon

(or D2-neon) solutions because of the similarity in the

solute and solvent Lennard-Jones 6-12 interaction param-

eters (Ref. 20). A direct comparison of the LJD potential

with the spectroscopically-determined solute-solvent inter-

action potential can therefore be made. Furthermore,

since the large quantum effects discussed for H2-neon

and D_-neon solutions (Refs. 20 and 21) are related to

the solute translational and rotational quantum levels, a

spectroscopic determination of these quantities is there-
fore of interest.

2. Experimental

The 0.5-m low temperature absorption cell was similar
to the one previously described (Ref. 17). In cases where

phase separations occurred in the neon solution the use

of a partition and mask eliminated possible error due to

the superposition of spectra of two different phases. A

number of holes were drilled in the partition so that

equilibrium between the separated portions could be

more easily achieved. In thermal contact with the sample

tube was a compartment filled with liquid neon (27.2°K),

which served as the primary coolant. A copper radiation

shield cooled by liquid nitrogen surrounded the coolant

compartment. The dewar vacuum and sample filling lines
were flexible so that the cell could be rocked to hasten

mixing of the H2-neon (or D2-neon) solution.

Spectra were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer Model 210

monochromator equipped with a PbS detector and a

640 line/mm grating for the H_-neon experiments, and a

thermocouple and a 240 line/mm grating for the D2-neon
experiments. Both gratings were used in first order and
interference filters were used to eliminate unwanted

orders. The light source, a tungsten lamp, was collimated

through the absorption cell and focused onto the mono-
chromator entrance slit. The chopper was placed just in
front of the entrance window of the cell.
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The region of the hydrogen absorption where spectral

slit widths were about 1 cm -1 was calibrated using the

overtone of CO, a mercury emission line (Ref. 24); and

the absorption features of 1,2,4-triehlorobenzene (Ref. 25).
The v3 fundamental of CH, and the vl fundamental of

HCN were used to calibrate the D2 region (Ref. 24) where

spectral slits were about 5 cm-L Frequency accuracy was

limited by the uncertainty in determining peak maxima
of the Hz and D2 features.

Z
O

Q_
tY
O
Co
03

A BACKGROUND

B DILUTE SOLUTION

C SATURATED SOLUTION

3000 3200 3400

v I crn -f

Fig. 3. Absorption spectrum of D2 in liquid neon

3. Results and Observations

a. D_ in neon. Neon gas was condensed into the cold

absorption cell until the liquid just covered the metal

partition. The background spectrum (Fig. 3, Curve A)
revealed no absorptions in the neon. A weak feature at

3280 cm -1 is due to the absorption of the sapphire cell

windows, and the features in the 3300--3500 cm -_ region

are attributed to atmospheric water vapor absorptions.

Deuterium was admitted under a pressure of about 3 atm

until a small quantity of liquid D2 had condensed over
the neon. After an hour an interface was observed in the

neon below the partition. This interface, which moved

very slowly down into the neon, presumably represents
the boundary between neon and neon saturated with D2.

A similar interface has recently been observed for H2-

argon and H_.-nitrogen solutions. 4 After rocking the cell

a number of times to achieve better mixing, the interface

and all Schlieren patterns disappeared. The spectrum of

this saturated solution is shown in Fig. 3, Curve C. A

dilute solution of D=,-neon which was obtained by pump-

ing out some D_ is shown in Fig. 3, Curve B. With an

increase in solute concentration there is a general increase
in intensity of all absorptions and a broadening of the

3278.6 cm -1 feature. The frequency error in determining

the sharp absorptions, (v_ _ 10 cm 1) denoted S (0), S (1),

and Qo, is -+-2 cm -_. The weak broad feature labeled Qp

is determined to within ±5 cm -1, and strong broad absorp-

tion Qn is uncertain to about -4-10 cm -_. The poorly

defined SR (0) and Sa (1) absorptions are identified only

as shoulders. These frequencies are listed in Table 6.

b. H._ in neon. The background spectrum of pure liquid

neon which was used for H2 solution experiments is shown

in Fig. 4, Curve A. Hydrogen under a pressure of 3 atm

'Holleman, G., unpublished results.

Table 6. Infrared absorption of Dz in liquid neon _

D: in neon D2*goseous _ Assignment

3340

3278.6

3230

3167.3

3078

2992.8

3278.4

3166.2

2993.5

2991.4

SR (11

$_ (1)

Sx (0)

S_(0)

QR

Q, (0)

Q_ (1)

Qe

Qq

2948

"All frequencies are in cm L

_Calculoted from Roman data on Iow-preilore goseoul D2, Stoichoff, B., Canadian
Journal of Physics, Vat. 35, p. 730, 1957.
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Fig. 4. Absorption spectrum of H= in liquid neon

was admitted to the pure liquid neon. Although Schlieren

patterns indicated that the solution was not at equilib-

rium, no interface was observed. After rocking the cell a

number of times, the spectrum shown in Fig. 4, Curve C

was recorded. A more dilute solution of H_ in neon was

obtained by pumping out some of the dissolved Hz. This
is shown in Fig. 4, Curve B. Two features, 4746.8 cm -1

and 4507.4 cm -1, are very concentration dependent. In
the dilute solution 4746.8 cna i is a shoulder of 4719.1 cm -1.

In Curve C 4746.8 cm 1 is well resolved, and 4507.4 cm -_

can be distinguished. A spectrum taken of a neon solu-

tion saturated with H2 at 5 atm shows 4746.8 cm -1 and

4719.1 cm-' of about equal intensity. A listing of all the

observed absorptions is collected in Table 7. All features

except the broad absorptions, Se (1), SR (0), Qe, and Qe,
are estimated to be accurate to +2 cm. The weak but

fairly well resolved SR (1) and Qe features can be deter-

mined to -+-5 cm -1. Determination of peak maxima of the

weak Se (0) and very strong QR is difficult and the uncer-

tainty is probably _+10 cm -1.

Table 7. Infrared absorption of H2 in liquid neon a

H2 in neon H:-gaseous b Assignment

4823

4746.8

4719.1

4598

4507.4

4499.2

4280

4160.2

4154.8

4107

4748.2

4742.3

4712.7

4515.5

4509.6

4498.7

4161.1

4155.2

SH (1]

Q, (0} + S0(1)

Q, (1) + So(1)

S, (1)

Sx[0)
Qt (0) 4- So(0)

Q1(1) + So(0)

s, (0)
Q.

Q, (0)

Q, (1)

Qe

eAll frequencies are in cm -1.

_Calculated from Raman data on low-pressure gaseous H2, Stolcheff, B., Canadian
Journal of Physics, Vol. 35, p. 730, 1957.

c. Rotational energy levels. Sharp absorption features

(vv__ 10 cm -_) similar to the ones observed in H_-argon

(and D_-argon) solution studies (Ref. 17) can be assigned

to vibration-rotation transitions. A comparison of the

solution phase absorptions with the calculated transitions

based on gas-phase vibration-rotation energy levels and

Raman selection rules (AI = 0, + 2) shows differences of

2 cm -1 or less (see Tables 6 and 7). In H_-neon solutions

even the Q_ (0) and Qx (1) transitions are distinguished.

Thus, within experimental error the rotatory energy levels

for neon solution and gas-phase H_ and D._ are the same.

The two concentration dependent absorptions in the

H_-neon solution spectra are assigned to double transi-

tions. One type of transition which occurs in the S (1)

region is Q, (0) + S,, (1). The suffix added to the usual

spectroscopic notation indicates the change in vibra-
tional level, _v, of the molecule. The double transition

Q1 (1) + So (1) overlaps the Q, (0) + So (1) absorption. The

assignment of simultaneous transitions in the S (0) region
is shown in Table 7.
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No structure is observed in the S (0) and S (1) regions
for D_-neon solutions which could be assigned to double

transitions. A broadening of S (1) with increasing D_ con-

centration suggests, however, that this absorption is a

blend of S, (1) and Q] (0) + So (1) and Q, (1) + So (1) tran-

sitions. The difference in frequency between single and

double transitions in the S (0) region for D_ is smaller

than in the S (1) region, and thus they are more difficult
to distinguish.

d. Translational energy levels. It is convenient to dis-

cuss the vibration-translation changes in Hz-neon (or

D_-neon) in terms of a simple model of the liquid state.

The cell model which has been used recently to interpret

the infrared spectra of dilute H_-argon (and D2-argon)

solutions (Ref. 17) will now be applied to the neon solu-
tions. The motion of the light solute molecule which is
confined to a cell of molecular dimensions is best con-

sidered quantized, and its translational energy levels will

be identified by the quantum number n. The second type

of motion involves translation of the relatively heavy

solvent molecules which make up the walls of the cell.

As He (or De) moves toward the walls of its cell, overlap

interactions cause a small dipole moment to be set up in

the system. Motion of the solvent which results in an

aspherical cell also produces a dipole moment. The com-
bination of the fundamental molecular vibration of Hz

with the changing dipole caused by its translation or the

motion of the solvent (cell) is therefore infrared-active.

On the basis of these liquid-state interactions broad fea-

tures observed in H2-neon may be assigned to vibration-

translation transitions involving changes in translation

energy of either the solute or solvent.

Since previous studies of Hz-solution systems (Refs. 17

and 19) indicate that translational energy level spacing

of the solute is of the order of 100 cm -1, the feature Q_

will be assigned to the vibration-translation transition

(v' = 1, n' = 1 *---v" = 0, n" = 0). Thus, the H., molecule

on absorption of a photon increases its internal vibration

and also increases its translational quantum level within

its cell. An estimate of the translational energy level

spacing is provided by subtracting the vibrational funda-
mental from the vibration-translation combination band:

Q_(v'= 1, n'= 1 <---v" =0, n"= 0) - Q0(v '= 1 _v"=

0) - El - E,,, where El and E_, are the energy of the first

excited and the zero translational energy level, respec-

tively. This value, E, - Eo, is found to be 122 cm -_, which

is in order of magnitude agreement with previous deter-

minations of translational energy level spacing of the
solute. The selection rules for a vibration-translation com-

bination: _v = +1, _n = +1, _1 = 0 are consistent with

this assignment (Ref. 17). Weaker absorptions which may

be assigned to transitions involving both translational and

rotational changes of the solute are also observed in H_-

and D_-neon sohltions: SR(O), where (v'= 1, ] '= 2,

n'= l<---v" ::==0, I"-=-0, n" =0); and Sn(1), where

(v'=l,J'- 3, n' : l_v"-0,]"=l, n"=0). To the

approximation that the solute-solvent overlap interactions

are independent of the angular orientation of H_ about

its center of mass, these transitions are forbidden (Ref. 17).

However, it has been shown theoretically (Ref. 26) that

there is a small angular dependent contribution to the

induced dipole moment from overlap interactions, and

this relaxes the selection rule for the translating molecule.

A summary of translational energy level spacing is col-
lected in Table 8.

Table 8. Translational energy levels of

He and D2 in neon _

Qv ....Qr,

S,,(0) - S{01

S,_(11 S(1}

H=in neon D:in neon

122

50

99

104

85

45

60

60

aAII fr_uencies are in cm I

There is a large change of Qe - QQ from 122 cm -' for
H_-neon to 85 cm _ for D_-neon. There is also a shift of

SR (0) and SR (i), but these features are so poorly defined

in D2-neon that a quantitative evaluation is not possible.
These shifts are further evidence that the translational

levels observed spectroscopically as the broad combina-
tion bands QR, S_ (0), and S_ (1) are related chiefly to the

motion of the solute. The magnitude of the Qn isotope

shift makes possible an examination of suitable potential
functions which could describe the solute-solvent inter-

action. A number of intermolecular interaction potentials

have been suggested for the liquid state. The simple har-

monic oscillator and hard sphere box potentials have been

used (Ref. 27), as well as more detailed descriptions like

those of Lennard-Jones and Devonshire (Ref. 23).

The harmonic oscillator potential, V = _,/zkr", where r
is the distance of the solute from the center of its cell

and k is the interaction force constant, appears to describe

the solute-solvent interaction satisfactorily. The energy

of the nth translational level is given by (Ref. 28)

( _3 lf±pE,,:::n + 212" kM/
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The translational energy level spacing for D_ in neon is

predicted by this potential to be (_&)_ less than that of

H= in neon. The value of (Q,t - Qq)D_, which is calculated

to be (1fi2)1/2 (Qj, -- Q?),2 = (1/2)'_(122) = 86 cm ', is in good
agreement with the experimentally determined quantity:

(Qe - f?),,_ = 85 cm%

It is interesting to compare the harmonic oscillator

potential which was found consistent with the spectro-

scopic data with the potential derived from the LJD

model of the liquid state. This model was devised for

the determination of thermodynamic properties of pure

liquids. It is assumed that each molecule moves in a cell

which consists of z nearest neighbors. The erratic posi-

tions of these neighbors is accounted for by assuming

that they are smeared out over a sphere. The radius of

the sphere a is determined from the average distance

between nearest neighbors in the liquid. This potential is

given as a function of the displacement r of the molecule

from the center of the sphere:

_ 2; " _.*_; r-/1 t,,<r,---
+ '"-(1 '"})

The quantities _* and r* are the interaction parameters
which appear in the 6-12 potential of the gaseous mole-

cules. The parameters for the H:-Ne interaction were cal-

culated in the usual way by taking the geometric mean of

the pure gas quantities for e* and the arithmetic mean

for r*. The values for H_-Ne seem close enough to those

for Ne-Ne to expect the It_ molecules to fit into liquid

neon cells without great distortion. It is reasonable there-

fore to apply the LJD model to the binary neon solutions.

It is customary to choose the number of nearest neigh-

bors in the liquid to be the same as in the crystal; for
face-centered cubic neon this is z = 12. The nearest

neighbor distance is given by a = (2)'f"v'/:', where v is

the molecular volume calculated from the density of the

liquid, and (2)'/" is the geometric factor consistent with

assuming the packing arrangement in the liquid is that of
the solid. The value of a for neon is calculated to be

3.40 A. The LJD potential determined using these values

of e*, r*, and a is presented in Fig. 5. For the purposes of
this calculation, the interaction force constant k for the

harmonic oscillator potential is determined from

Q,< -- Q? E, - E, = 122 cm' = -_-_._ct-_/

and yields for H_-Ne, k = 1.8 3< 10:' dyneslcm.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of harmonic oscillator and

Lennard-Jones-Devonshire potentials
for H, in solution

This potential is also presented in Fig. 4. There is order

of magnitude agreement between the two potentials
which lends consistency to the interpretation of the trans-

lational energy levels which are observed in the infrared

absorption band Q_ as arising from oscillations of H.. in
a cavity in the liquid.

A comparison of the spectroscopically-determined H_-

Ar quadratic potential with the LJD potential can be
made. The value of the interaction force constant was

found to be k = 3.0 X 10:' dynes/cm (Ref. 17). Using the

value a = 4.06A, the LJD potential is evaluated and

compared to the spectroscopically-determined potential

in Fig. 5. There is a large discrepancy. There is a con-
siderable difference between the H_-Ar and Ar-Ar inter-

action parameters. This suggests that there may be a

change in the structure of the liquid when an Ha is

exchanged for an Ar. In order to understand the solu-

bility difference between Ha-Ar and D_-Ar in terms of a

translational quantum effect, Volk and Halsey (Ref. 19)

also found that the LJD potential was a poor approxima-

tion. They found that the quadratic potential shown by

the dot-dash curve in Fig. 5 was consistent with their

data. The approximate agreement between the Volk-

Halsey potential and the one derived from infrared

studies has already been mentioned (Ref. 17)..
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Since the features $1¢(1) and SH (0) are well defined in

the H,_,-neon system, they provide additional sources for

the determination of the solute-solvent interaction poten-

tial. The translational energy level spacings for H_ in neon

are calculated to be SR(1) $1(1)-: 100±5 em ',

SH(0)- S,(0)=99±10 era', and Qj_ Qv=122÷10

cm '. Within experimental error, tile spacings determined

from Su (1) and SR (0) are less than those determined from

Qe. This has also been observed in the spectrum of solid

He (1). From theoretical studies of the induced infrared

absorption of compressed H_, [(u) l _' has been shown to
have different dependence on cluster configuration for

AJ- 0 and A]- 2 transitions (Ref. 07). In the liquid

phase this implies that tile peak maximmn of N,, ] (u>/_e(k)
will therefore be different for Qe and S_e absorptions.
Unfortunately, the difference in liquid-state interaction

potential calculated from S_¢ or Qt,, absorptions is signifi-
cant, since k depends on the square of the translational

energy level spacing. The interaction force constant deter-

mined from $1¢(1) is k - 1.:2 )< 10 :_ dynes "era, and from

Q_e it is k = 1.8 )< 10 :' dynes era. The quadratic potential

function calculated from Se (1) is less steep than the one
in Fig. 5, and is in better quantitative agreement with the

LJD potential.

The weak absorption features designated by (_)_,have

been assigned to "hot bands," and they involve transitions

of the type (c' - l, n' = 0 <--v" = 0, n" = 1). A transla-

tionally-excited H_ (or Da) molecule therefore loses a

quantum of translational energy on absorption of a photon.

4. Conclusions

There is little doubt that H_ aud I)_ rotate freely in

liquid neon solution. The near coincidence of 9 H_- and

D_-neon-induced infrared absorptions with vibration-

rotation transitions calculated for the gas-phase molecules

indicate that rotatory levels J = 0, 1, 2, 3 in solution phase

are essentially the same as for the gas-phase molecules.

The rotational partition function for H: or D_ in neon

solution is therefore to a good approximation the same as

in the gas phase.

The assignment of broad absorption features as
vibration-translation combination bands is consistent with

the concept that solute translational energy levels are best

considered quantized. The (2)_._ decrease in translational

energy levels of the solute when D_-neon is compared

to H_-neon makes differences in the thermodynamic prop-

erties of these solutions seem reasonable. It also suggests

that a description of solute-solvent interaction as a hard

sphere box potential is a poor approximation. A harmonic

oscillator potential which is consistent with the solute

isotope shift can be calculated from the spectroscopically-

determined translational levels and is in reasonable agree-
ment with the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire cell model

of the liquid state. Unfortunately, the unique determina-

tion of translational energy level spacing from the broad

absorption features is complicated by lack of information

on transition probability of the Ha-solvent cell system. If
this information becomes available, the construction of

translational partition functions for these solution systems

will be greatly aided by spectroscopic data.

D. Two-Center Coulomb Integrals
M. Geller

A di_eulty that arises in the application of non-

relativistic quantum mechanics to molecular systems is

the evaluation of the integrals originating from the use

of trial waw4unctions. For wavefunctions composed of
Slater-type atomic orbitals, one needs to evaluate one-

and two-electron integrals associated with orbitals on
one, two, three, and four different a'tomic centers.

Although the one-center integrals can he evaluated rather

easily, the evaluation of the two-electron, two-center

integrals is a difficult task. The present investigation is

concerned with a derivation and general expression for

the two-electron, two-center Coulomb integrals based on

the Fourier-convolution method introduced by Prosser

and Blanchard (Ref. 29) for one-electron, two-center

integrals and used by the author for one-electron, two-

center integrals over solid spherical harmonics (Ref..30)
and later extended to two-electron, one and _vo-center

integrals (Ref. 31 and 32).

The Coulomb integral

C._-L._ (P.,, 1,t,; R) =: [NLM]_, I [N'L'M'] b_ dT, dT,

-- [NLM, I N'L'M%], (1)
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where [NLM] is the basic charge distribution defined
by Roothaan (Ref. 33),

[NLM]--=(2 V 1) '/_ 2LPn*'(N+L+I)I

>( r_v-I exp ( -- pr) SL, u (O, 4'), (2)

and

Sr"±'u'(0'¢)=(2"L_ 1" (L--!MI[II')'/2(L+IM

X -LPrUf(c°s0)_c°slMl_},sin I M (3)

is equivalent, by the convolution theorem, to

T

[ N'L'M'][., e _"_ dff,,

(4)

where the superscript refers to the Fourier transform, i.e.,

¢(.)'=fe*ff7[ r) (5)

The transform of the basic charge distribution, [NLM] r,

has been given by the author (Ref. 30) and the trans-

form of r)_ is simply given by 47r k--'. Integrating over

the angular coordinates of k and simplifying the resulting

expression, we have for the general Coulomb integral

?¢' L ' M '

C,,-_,_ ( p,, pb; R) =

[,/2 (_V-L) ] ['/2 (_',-L,) ]

8=0 t_o

(-- 1)"' S,._. (s)Tv.,..(t)

L<

X y' (-- 1) _ (2L + 2L' -- 4r + 1) C "÷_''-_-"(LM; L'M)
r=0

X W _'÷'' .v,., (pa, pb; R)
L¢IJ 2r, s+t+t (6)

where

Q?;',L, __ 22L+2L'+lN,/, p;L p_L,

X [(2L + 1) (2L' +1)]'/'/(2L + 1)! (2L' + 1)!,

S_.L(s) = (N-L-2s+ 1),., (s+ 1)L
' (2L + 2),, pj' '

T_., L' (t) = (N' -- U -- 2t + 1)._t (t + 1)L.
' (2L' + 2)_t p_'

and

(7)

[X] means the largest integer in X,

(x + 1). = (x + n)!/X!,

L< is the lesser of L and L',

C t (LM; L'M) are the Condon-Shortley coefficients
(Ref. 34)

and

p? p_ f _ k"_:" i_ (kR) dk
Wp._ (po, P_; R) I

111, n "IT J 0

(8)

(k"+ p_).(k.+ p_)",

(9)

where j,,, (kR) are the spherical Bessel functions (Ref. 35).

The expression for the general Coulomb integral [Eq.
(6)] involves a triple summation which is over a limited
number of terms; as for example, for N = N' = 5, the

maximum number of terms arising is 18 (when L =L'= 1).

Often, the number of terms can be further reduced by

the use of the recurrence relations for the spherical

Bessel functions. We also note that the Coulomb integral
vanishes if M and M' are different and further, that the

integral is independent o[ M (Ref. 33).

The final difficulty is the one-dimensional infinite in-

tegral over k [Eq. (9)]. Although this integral can be
evaluated analytically, the result is rather cumbersome;

in fact, the integration can be carried out simply and

rapidly numerically. Moreover, retaining the integral and

evaluating it numerically allows one to either let the

charges be equal (p_ = pb) or the distance R go to zero

or to do both without additional complications.

A JPL technical report will shortly be available with

complete details as to the derivation of Eq. (6), recur-

rence relations for the W, and tables of the transforms

of the [NLM] and of the 83 Coulomb integrals (through

N -- 4) in terms of the attxiliary function W.
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E.Sigma-Bonded Alkyl Compounds
of Niobium and Tantalum, and

Applications to Vapor Phase
Plating
G. L. Juvinall

I. Chemistry

Recent developments in the organo-metallic chemistry

of the elements of Group VA have been confined mainly

to arene complexes. To this date, there have been no re-

ports of sigma-bonded alkyl compounds of these metals,

although many attempts to prepare them have been

described (Ref. 36). Accordingly, we wish to report the

first successful syntheses of alkyl derivatives of niobium

and tantalum. Trimethyldichloroniobium, (CH_)aNbClz,

and trimethyldichlorotantalum, (CH:0:_TaCI_, have been
prepared by the low-temperature exchange of methyl

groups and chlorine between dimethylzinc and the penta-

chlorides of niobium and tantalum, respectively.

In a typical experiment, 7.45 millimoles of NbCI5 were
sublimed in vacuo and treated with 18.26 millimoles of

(CH:0:Zn in 15 ml of pentane. The vessel containing the
NbCI._ and pentane was cooled to -78°C and the

(CH_)_Zn was admitted in small portions because of the

exothermic character of the reaction. A precipitate (prob-

ably ZnCI..,) was observed immediately following addition
of the first portion of (CH:0_Zn. After each addition, the

reaction mixture was warmed nearly to room tempera-

ture and agitated. After the final addition of (CH3):Zn,

all volatiles were removed at room temperature; the

(CHa):_NbCI_ was trapped at -36°C. The yield was
12.7% based on NbCb.. Trimethyldichlorotantalum was

prepared in an identical manner. All manipulations were

carried out in the high-vacuum system.

Trimethyldichloroniobium forms golden yellow crystals

which sublime readily in vacumn at room temperature.

However, the compound will darken and release methane

when left at room temperature for several hours. It ap-

pears to be stable indefinitely at -78°C.

Trimethyldichlorotantalum forms pale yellow crystals

of similar volatility. This compound, however, appears
to be much more thermally unstable than the niobium

analogue. The thermal stability of both compounds was

found to be adversely affected by small quantities of

impurities, Both compounds are highly reactive toward
water and air.

The formulae of the new compounds were established

by hydrolyzing freshly prepared samples in vacuo with

aqueous KOH, measuring the resultant CH, directly by

means of a Sprengel pump, and determining niobium
and tantahun gravimetrically as the pentoxides. The

chloride was also determined gravimetrically. The CH,

was subsequently shown to be quantitatively pure by

means of infrared and mass spectroscopy. For each com-

pound, all analytical data were determined independently

on the same weighed sample.

(CH:,):_NbCI_
Calculated

Found

(CH:&TaC1._,
Calculated

Found

CHa, 21.59; Nb, 44.47; C1, 33.94

CH:_, 21.6; Nb, 44.6; CI, 34.0

CH:,, 15.19; Ta, 60.93; C1, 23.88

CH:_, 14.8; Ta, 63.0; CI, 23.6

In addition, samples of the new compounds were sub-

jected to slow hydrolysis by exposure to the air, and the

residues were analyzed spectrographically. No signifi-

cant quantities of zinc or other extraneous metals were

found to be present.

Attempts to obtain the molecular weights by gas

density and vapor pressure depression measurements have

not thus far been successful because of the instability of

these compounds under the experimental conditions used.

The mass spectrum of the niobium compound is indica-

tive of (CtI:,):_NI)CI: monomer, although parent peaks

(mass 208, 210(212) were not observable at an ionizing

voltage of ,0 ev. Major fragments are the [(CH:,),,NbCI_]
ions at masses 193, 195, and 197 (relative abundances of

57, 37, and 6_4, respectively).

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were ob-
tained for (CH,)::NbCI., at -10°C in CC1, containing a

trace of (C[t:)_Si. All spectra were obtained with a

Varian A-60 spectrometer. Trimethyldiehloroniobimn ex-

hibits a peak (line width 0.6 cps) 29.8 cps upfield from

(CH: 0_Si which is characteristic for protons on a carbon

atom directly bonded to a metal atom. For purposes of

comparison, (Ctt::)_Zn gives a peak (line width 0.6 cps)

28.6 cps opfield from (CH:0._Si. A sample containing both
(CH:0::NbCI_, and (CIt:_).,Zn, and (CI-I:,),Si in CCI, was

also examined. Only one peak (line width 0.9 cps) 29.6 cps

upfield from the internal standard was observed. The

merging of the two peaks and the slight broadening are

suggestive of methyl group exchange between (CH;).,Zn
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and (CH._)3NbCI__. No nuclear magnetic resonance spectra

were obtained for (CH:_):_TaCI_ because of the rapid

decomposition of this material in CCI_ at -10°C.

2. Metal Film Deposition

Attempts to produce metallic films by the thermal de-

composition of (CH3)3NbC12 and (CH:_)3TaC12 were suc-

cessful. Under controlled conditions, it was possible

to deposit metallic films evenly in the hot zone of the

apparatus. The films shown were produced by passin_

(CH3)3NbC12 and (CH3)3TaC12 through quartz tubes with
an annular area heated to 700°C. Pressures did not ex-

ceed i mm; similar experiments at higher pressures yielded

films which did not adhere well to the quartz wall. Vola-

tile pyrolysis products include methane and a presently

unidentified halogenated hydrocarbon.

Fig. 6. Niobium film deposited in quartz tube

Fig. 7. Tantalum film deposited in quartz tube
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At present, only the niobium film, shown in Fig. 6, has

been found to be a superconductor. The tantalum film is

shown in Fig. 7.

Pyrolysis of these new organometallic compounds ap-

pears to have great promise as a technique for vapor

phase deposition of niobium and tantalum films under

milder conditions than required by other processes.

Studies of these compounds are continuing, as well as

the search for other new organometallic compounds of
the transition metals.

the analysis of the C1X-Alr system (Ref. 42), since the

linear dispersion on the plate was about four times larger

than on the recently-taken second order plates.

3. The D' &-A' 7r System

a. Rotational analysis. A series of intense Q band

heads and the (0-0) R branch are easily recognized in

the 3798-3830 A region and are characteristic of singlet

electronic transitions with aA = 1. The broadening and
splitting of the lines at high ] values, the double band

head formation in the R branches, and the observation

that the R (0) line is missing but the R (1) line is present

show that the lower electronic state is lrr and the upper
one is 1A.

F. The Near Ultraviolet Bands of

MgO; Analysis of the D
and  Systems

S. Trajmar and G. E. Ewing_

I. Introduction

The near ultraviolet spectrum of magnesium oxide

(3600--3900 A) has been extensively studied (Refs. 37-42)
but only the (0-0) and part of the (1-1) band of the

C_E-AI_ system have been analyzed (Ref. 42).

A reinvestigation of the isotope shift and the vibra-

tional and rotational analysis of the bands in the 3766-

3830 A region are discussed here. A preliminary report

on the assignment of these bands has been published

recently (Ref. 43).

2. Experimental

The controlled atmosphere arc spectrum of Mg160 and

Mg180 has been photographed in the 3766-3830 A region
with a 21-ft concave grating spectrograph in the second

order. The line and band head frequencies were mea-

sured on a semiautomatic measuring machine of the

Tomkins and Fred type. A thorium microwave discharge

tube supplied the wavelength standards. The spectral

features are designated by wavelength in air or by vac-

uum wave numbers. The Mg160 frequencies were taken

from the plate used and described in connection with

5Department of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomington,

Indiana.

The preliminary analysis followed the usual procedure

(Ref. 44). It has been found that the second combination
differences for the lower electronic state are within the

limits of experimental error identical with the A1_- state,

which is known from the analysis of two other systems

(Refs. 42 and 45). This fortunate situation confirmed the

assignment of the electronic states and served for further

cross checking in the analysis.

The final values of the rotational constants and band

origins have been obtained from curve fitting of the

measured line frequencies to a fourth-order polynomial

by the methods of least squares; the values are given in

Table 9. The values of ae and Be have been obtained by

linear extrapolation from Bo and B,. The constants rep-

resent the average values of the A-doublet components.

Table 9. The rotational and vibrational constants for

the Al_r, D1Lx,and C_y- states of Mg_60 (in cm-q

IR o

Do

Ho

B_

D_

B,

IXe

OJe

(o-0)

0-11

A_r D_ Ca_ -

0.5030

1.17 X 10 -e

0.59 X 10 -u

0,4990

1.18 X 10 e

0.5050

0,0040

664.4

3.9

0.4990

1.26 X 10 -6

0.4942

1.29 X 10 -6

0.5014

0.0048

632.5

5.3

26,272.04

26,237.41

0.4984

1.27 X 10 -e

0.48 X 10 -1_

0.4936

1.30 X 10 -'s

632.4

5.2

26,500.94

26,466.26
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Lines corresponding to ] > 30 are broad and at ] = 45

the A-doubling is resolved. Double R band head forma-

tion is clearly observed in the (0-0) and (1-1) bands;

unfortunately the former, which is free of spectral over-

lap, is obscured in large part by the plate holder, and

the lines in the head region and the head itself cannot be

measured with the same accuracy as the rest of the

system. From the measured splitting 8 one obtains the

values of q = B o - B_ --- 6 _+ 2 × 10-5 and p =-

D o - D0d = 8 _ 3 )< 10 -9 cm -1, where q and p are

coefficients in the equation

= q](l + 1) +p [1(1 + 1)] 2

Here the assumption is made that the A-doubling is
negligible in the D1A state compared to the one in the
A_Tr state.

b. Vibrational analysis and isotope shift. The small

separation of the consecutive Q band heads (40 cm -_)

and the smooth increase of the isotope shift with the

vibrational quantum number indicate that the bands

form a sequence. The identification of the A_,r state as
the lower electronic state leaves no doubt that the bands

analyzed are the (0-0) and (1-1) bands. The vibrational
frequency and anharmonicity constant for the DaA state

were obtained from the (0-0), (1-1), and (2-2) band

origins and from the known vibrational frequency and

anharmonicity of the Al_r state (Ref. 45).

It has been found that the band origins obtained from
the curve fitting differ sometimes as much as 0.2 cm -_
from the measured ones. This is understandable con-

sidering the difficulty of measuring intense band heads
accurately, and considering that the measurement is done

at the maximum density point, which is not at Q(0).

In certain cases interference from an overlapping strong

line can contribute to this discrepancy. In calculating

the vibrational constants the values of the band origins

obtained froin the curve fitting were used except for the

(2-2) band where no extrapolated value was available.

Table 10 summarizes the calculated and measured

isotope shifts for the different band heads. The shifts

have been calculated from the equations

= - '=(1 (l-p,)AYv Vv V v -- • -- PP --

× x, -  -xT) (v +

- ,=(l-p2)(v, v0)AVr _ Yr V r

Table 10. Isotope shifts for the D1_-AI_

system (in cm-_}

Band

head

O(0-0)
Q{1-1)
Q{2-2)
Q(3-3)
R'(0-0)
R'_(1-1)

Calculated

Vibra- Rata-

tional tional Total

--0.56 -- --0.56

--I.83 -- --I .83

-3.28 -- --3.28

--4.91 -- --4.91

--0.56 3.25 2.69

--1.83 2.84 1.01

Measured total

26,271.9 -- 26,272.3 _ --0.4

26,237.2 -- 26,238.8 ---- --1.6

26,200.1 -- 26,203.0 ---- --2.9

26,160.1 -- 26,164.8 ---- --4.7

26,320.6 -- 26,318.2 ---- 2.4

26,279.7 -- 26,278.7 -- 1.0

In obtaining the measured isotope shifts the actually-

measured not the extrapolated head positions were used.

4. The C 1 _,--A 1 _ System

The 3766--3800 A region has previously been assigned

to the C_Y,+-A_Tr transition (Ref. 42). The branches of

the (0-0) band have been identified but the complete

assignment of the (1-1) band was not achieved be-

cause of the difficulties caused by the serious overlap

of the rotational structure. With the help of the Mg_80
spectrum and the well established A_Tr state constants a

reinvestigation of this system was undertaken.

In assigning the (1-1) band lines it has been found that

the symmetry of the Ct_ state was minus and not plus as

it had previously been believed. Unambiguous symmetry

assignment is not possible from the (0-0) band alone. By
accident the wave number difference between consecu-

tive Q branch lines in the (0-0) band is approximately

equal to the corresponding combination defects defined by

• (1) =- JR(J) -Q(] + 1)] -- If(])- P(] + 1)]

therefore, lowering of the I numbering of the Q lines by

one will just change the sign of the combination defect

and the symmetry of the C*Y. state. The ] numbering of
the R and P lines is not affected.

It has been found that an excellent reproduction of

the measured rotational lines and band head positions

is possible with constants obtained from least squares

fitting of the experimental data to sixth-order polynomials.
For the R and P branches,

pp • ppv (m) vo + (B'_ + B_ )m + (B, -- B_:- D_ + E.)m

+ (-2D'-2D_ +n" +H")m *

- - D" - 3 n" + 3 nT)m'

+ 3 (n'_ - H_)m _ + (H'_ - n;')m 6
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and for the Q branches,

v(m) -- v0 + (B" - B')J(] + 1) -(O_-- O_')

X 1' (1 +1) 2 + (n" - n') ]'_ (1 + 1) 3

The inclusion of the HI3(] + 1) 3 term in the rotational

term value is needed to fit the high ] value lines well. A

similar treatment of the .(1-1) band or the bands of the

D'A-A'_r system would not be meaningful because the

accuracy of the line measurements in those cases is in-

ferior to the (0-0) band of the C'_--A'_r system.

All three branches of the (1-1) band have been identi-

fied as well as the R and Q band heads of the (0-0), (1-1),

(2-2), and (3-3) bands. The calculated and experimental

isotope shifts are in good agreement. The band head

positions and isotope shifts are listed in Table 11, and

the constants of the C'_,--A'_r system are given in Table 9.

Table 1 1. Isotope shifts for the Ci_---AI_r

system (in cm-1)

Calculated
Band

head Vlbra- Rata-

tional tional
Total

Q(O--O) -0.55 - -0.55

Q(I-1) -1.83 - -1.83

Q(2-2) -3.26 - -3.26

Q(3-3) -4.89 -- --4.89

R(O-O) --0.55 2.95 2.40

R(1-1) --1.83 2.57 0.74

R(2-2) --3.26 2.29 --0.97

R(3.-3) --4.89 1.99 --2.90

Measured total

26,500.7 -- 26,501.1 ---- --0.4

26,466.2 -- 26,467.7 _ --1.5

26,429.0 -- 26,431.8 = --2.8

26,388.5 -- 26,393.4 ---- --4.9

26,545.1 -- 26,543.0 z 2.1

26,504.8 -- 26,504.4 ---- 0.4

26,463.3 -- 26,464.1 _ --0.8

26,418.2 -- 26,421.5 --_ --3.3

5. Discussion

It seems difficult to extend the rotational analysis into

the (2-2), (3-3), etc., band regions but one can conclude

that the spectral features in the 3766--3830 A region are

accounted for by the CI_--A'_r and D'_-A'_r systems.

The irregularity in the isotope shift observed earlier
was caused by the lack of sufficient resolution in the

Mg_O spectrum. The complexity of the spectrum is the

consequence of excessive overlapping of the rotational

structure of the highly excited MgO emitter.

The vibrational and rotational constants of the C1E -

and D_ states are disturbingly similar. One could con-

sider that we are dealing here with Hund's case c cou-

pling where C'Z- and D*a correspond to the 0- and 2

components of a Hund's case a (or b) _r3 state. (The 1

component has not been observed.) Hund's coupling case
c or transition from case a or b to case c occurs for small

intermolecular distances (hydrides) or for the less stable
states of molecules containing heavy atoms (Ref. 44). It

would be quite unusual, therefore, to expect strong spin

orbit coupling and large multiplet splitting for MgO,

which is a light molecule, and the electronic states in

question are quite stable (De _ (_e)2/4_Xe = 19,000

cm-1).

No perturbation has been found in the spectrum.

G. A Purine Derivitive of

Aminoethylcellulose and Its
Possible Use for the Detection,

Isolation, and Study of
Desoxyribonucleic Acid

H. H. Weetall and N. Weliky

Nucleic acids being universal constituent_ of terres-

trial life, antibodies to these substances are of particular

interest as specific reagents for detecting desoxyribonu-
cleic acids or ribonucleic acids on Mars.

There have been many attempts to induce formation

of antibodies specific to desoxyribonucleic acid (Refs.

46 and 47), but in only one instance have antibodies

toward purified desoxyribonucleic acid been demon-

strated (Ref. 48). In this case, the desoxyribonucleic acid
was obtained from T4 bacteriophage and was partially

denatured. This virus nucleic acid uniquely contains

a glucosylated pyrimidine, and the antibodies produced
were found to be specific to this particular portion of
the molecule.

Substances which have the ability to react with de-

soxyribonucleic acid are frequently found in the sera of

patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (Refs. 49

and 50). These substances are produced spontaneously;
however, the stimulus for their production is unknown.

Since the recent synthesis of 6-halomethylpurines and

pyrimidines (Ref. 51), it has become a simple matter to

couple these bases to carrier proteins and obtain anti-

bodies specific to these haptenic groups.
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Using antisera containing anti-purine antibodies, But-

ler, Beiser, Erlanger, Tanenbaum, Cohen, and Bendich

(Ref. 52) have found that these antibodies will react

with desoxyribonucleic acids.

Because the anti-purine antibodies are capable of react-

ing with nucleic acids, it appears feasible to use them
for the detection of nucleic acids.

We have developed a simple technique for isolating

anti-purine antibody through the use of 6-trihalomethyl-
purines and related compounds. Aminoethylcellulose was

coupled to 6-trichloromethylpurine in tetrahydrofuran-

water, maintaining the pH alkaline. The quantity of

purine coupled was dependent upon the percentage of

tetrahydrofuran; the less water present, the greater the

coupling (Table 12).

Table 12. Coupling of 6-trichloromethylpurine

to aminoethylcellulose

Column

designation

Ratio of

THF' to

water, v/v

Purlne

coupled,

mg

Free

aminoethyl

groups

coupled, %

Non-specific

protein

released, mg

A 4:96 1.5 1.6 0.21

B 50:50 12.2 12.8 0.14

C 75:25 54.6 57.4 0.10

'Tetra hydrofuran

The anti-purine antisera was prepared by first coup-

ling freshly prepared 6-trichloromethylpurine to keyhole

limpet hemocyanin (Ref. 52). Six New Zealand white

rabbits received weekly injections of this antigen in com-
plete Freund's adjuvant for three consecutive weeks. The

rabbits were bled six days after the last injection.

A column containing 1 g of the purine-cellulose derivi-

tive was prepared and tested first for the retention and

release of nonspecific protein. Two ml of normal rabbit

sera were passed through the column at neutral pH, and

the column was washed with 1% NaC1 until no absorp-

tion could be detected spectrophotometrically at 220 m_,

in a flow-through cell. The column was then eluted with

0.1 molar phosphate buffered at pH 2.3. As increased

coupling occurred, the non-specific protein released by

the columns at pH 2.3 decreased (Table 12). By further

increasing the quantity of antigen coupled, the non-
specific protein may be lowered even more.

For isolating the antibody, the column releasing the

least nonspecific protein (Column C) was chosen. Since

the antiserum used for the experiment contained 0.52

mg of anti-purine antibody per ml of serum, the highest

theoretical purity obtainable was 80% as determined

by precipitability with an antigen made by coupling the
purine to bovine serum albumin.

Two ml of anti-purine sera were passed through the
column and the column washed as described above. For

determining purity (Ref. 53), the antibody was eluted

with 1% NaC1 adjusted to pH 2.3 with hydrochloric

acid. Of the 1.04 mg of specific antibody passed through

the column, 95% was retained. The isolated protein

amounted to 1.24 mg of which 74% was precipitable

with the purine coupled to bovine serum albumin. The

data show conclusively that anti-purine antibody can be

purified by this technique. By using column materials

which release less non-specific protein, the purity of the

isolated antibody should be increased further.

The isolation of anti-purine and anti-pyrimidine anti-

bodies should also enable studies of their physical and

chemical properties to be made and comparisons made

both with anti-desoxyribonucleic acid antibodies pro-

duced against T4 bacteriophage and autoantibodies

found in lupus erythematosus sera. These studies could

lead not only to a significant increase in the understand-

ing of antibody synthesis but to contributions to the

knowledge of the etiology of lupus erythematosus.
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XVll. Fluid Physics

A. A Proposal Concerning Viscous
Flow Past Bluff Obstacles

S. Childress

We have previously (SPS 37-23, Vol. IV) described the

branching of solutions of Euler's equations representing

flow past a finite symmetric eddy, with respect to the

vortieity (assumed constant) over the interior of the eddy.

In the present note this branching is made the basis

for a new proposal concerning stationary solutions of

the Navier-Stokes equations which represent uniform

flows past a finite two-dimensional obstacle, e.g., a cir-

cular cylinder.

Experience has shown that the stationary viscous flow

past a circular cylinder cannot be maintained up to

arbitrarily large Reynolds number Re. Regardless of

how the experiment is performed, fluctuations which are

periodic or almost periodic in time are eventually ob-

served. In the range of Re where these are not present,
the evolution of the flow with Re is marked by the

growth of a pair of attached, elongated rotational eddies

downstream of the obstacle, with the result that the

wetted surface of the obstacle upstream of the eddy

becomes a progressively smaller fraction of the bounding
zero streamline. (Some recent observations of this evolu-

tion are given in Ref. 1.) Mathematically, it is known

that the flow is uniquely determined by the usual condi-

tions if Re is suflqciently small.

Because of these facts, we are led to the conjecture

that the stability of the system under consideration is a
function of Re. This is, of course, true of most viscous

flows (a notable exception being Poiseuille flow). The

stability which we refer to here may be decided in

principle as follows: We deal with a set F of twice con-

tinuously differentiable solenoidal vector fields t which

satisfy the boundary conditions on velocity in the sta-

tionary problem. We associate with any I a norm N(f),
and consider a non-stationary process with initial values

from F. A given stationary solution q is then said to be

stable ff we can choose an E so that the non-stationary

solution tends for large time to q, provided that

N(q - 1) _ E. Otherwise q is unstable. It is this kind of

stability that one hopes to settle by linearization of the

equations about q.
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In the theory of stationary solutions of the Navier-

Stokes equations, instability reappears in the phenome-

non of branching. We here refer to branching with

respect to a positive parameter, namely Re. If the num-

ber of solutions changes at a branch point Rec, we call (2)

this a bifurcation point. In linear stability analyses bi-
furcation is associated with the neutral disturbances of

the stability boundary. An important case is where the

analytic continuation of the stable flow with respect to
the parameter past the point Re = Rec is unstable, with

new stable stationary flows branching away from Rec. (3)
An example of this kind of branching occurs at the

Taylor boundary in circular Couette flow. The point to

bear in mind is that the real stable solution in Re < Rec

is here continued analytically in Re through Rec to a (4)
new real solution, and the fact that the continuation is

unstable is of no importance to the theory of stationary
solutions.

Not all bifurcation points at Rec need be of the above

type. The analytic continuation of the real stable solution

may not be real, in which case for some Re < Re_ there

is a second, unstable branch. We can diagram these two

possibilities by assigning to any stationary solution a
number i, and assume for simplicity that i is not the

same for any two of the solutions considered. The first

and second possibilities may then be represented as

shown in Figs. l(a) and l(b), respectively, the solid lines
denoting stable and the dotted unstable solutions.

J

(o)

Rec

Re

Fig. 1. Branching of stationary solutions

(b)

\

Re c

Re

The conjecture we now adopt is that branching of

the second kind occurs in the problem of flow past

an obstacle. Some immediate consequences are now
summarized:

(1) Since the solution is known to be unique for Re

sufficiently small, there is a second critical point
marking the termination of the unstable branch

which, if not a singular point, is necessarily a bifur-

cation point, so that a second stable branch exists

[see Fig. l(b)].

At Re _ Re,. the flow is neutrally stable according

to the linear stability theory. However, for Re > Re,.
the analytic continuation, which is not real, can

never be observed. Thus, if Re > Re_, we cannot

expect a stationary solution to be "near" (in the
sense of i) to the solution at Rec.

For some Re < Rec there is a branch of stationary

solutions which, because they are unstable, cannot
in practice be maintained.

Interpreted dynamically, the presence of an un-
stable solution near to the stable one when Re is

only slightly less than Rec means that small pertur-

bations of the system could lead to non-stationary

motions at values of the Reynolds number less than

critical. Thus, in practice a calculated limit Re,
could never be reached.

In connection with (2) we should remark that the idea
that the flow "goes unstable" at Re z Re_ is here re-

jected, since this terminology carries with it the implica-
tion that real flows, stable or unstable, exist on either

side of Re,, which then leads up to the first type of
branching and not the second. At the same time, there-

fore, we reject the idea that careful experimentation can

in any way postpone the bifurcation, except by increas-
ing Rec through a change of the problem itself. Because
of this, our conjecture carries with it a note of caution

concerning interpretation of an inviscid limit in the

Navier-Stokes theory. That is, an observed stationary

flow, irrespective of the Reynolds number, cannot be
close to the limit unless the two flows lie on the same

branch. We return to the question of the inviscid limit
below.

To sum up our position, it is proposed that the con-

tinuation of a given stationary flow past a circular cylin-

der at a Reynolds number where it is uniquely defined
by a boundary value problem for the Navier-Stokes

equations, to arbitrarily large Reynolds numbers, is not

an analytic one in the expansion parameter. In fact, the

continuation is thought to consist of a finite sequence

of continuous branches, and in particular there may

occur points of bifurcation where two branches termin-

ate. If two solutions of the same problem are continua-

tions of one another, lte on the same branch, and occur

at the same Reynolds number, they are identical. A

bifurcation point is believed to mark the theoretical
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limit for stationary experimental continuations of ob-
served flows.

One can attempt to test the above conjectures in two

ways. First, if we start from the alternative proposition,
namely that only one branch of solutions need be con-

sidered, then we are led to the problem of finding large

asymptotic approximations for Re (the problem is a

singular one) guided by experience with the solutions in

the Reynolds number range where the solutions are

stable. In doing so, one looks for approximations which

satisfy certain broad constraints of consistency, for ex-

ample, conservation of mass, momentum, and angular

momentum. However, as yet we are aware of no asymp-

totic solution (other than the one we mention below)
which is free of inconsistency in the conservation laws.

In particular, the existence of an elongated wake bubble

leads to the conjecture that the length of this bubble

grows indefinitely as Re is increased. In fact, in order

that the limiting drag be finite, it is necessary that the
length grow like Re. However, it can be shown that this

wake-bubble model leads to a paradox which is as yet
unresolved.

Several other possible limits have been examined with

a similar result, so that it now appears to be difficult to

find a limit representing flow past an obstacle which has

finite positive drag. Batchelor (Ref. 2) has suggested that

the limiting drag is necessarily zero, and has proposed a

cusped eddy model which is free of the inconsistency of

the wake-bubble model. However, as yet it is not known
whether or not this model is in fact ever a limit in the

sense intended. Our proposal states, of course, that any
consistent model, regardless of its relation to observed

flows, must be considered as a candidate for the limit,

and any asymptotic solution of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions for large Re could be close to, and on the same

branch as, the limit.

A second test is based on the introduction of mathe-

matical models for the Navier-Stokes solutions over a

finite range of Re which includes the first bifurcation,

in the hope that models which are physically close would

display similar behavior. One procedure is to model the

kinematics of distributed vorticity, while neglecting its
diffusion, through the use of rotational solutions of

Euler's equations. Some representative solutions are de-

scribed in a report to be published: The symmetric
eddies which we use here were described in SPS 37-23,

1Childress, S., "'Solutions of Euler's Equations Illustrating Effects
of Finite Eddies."

Vol. IV. If the parameter is taken to be the constant vor-

ticity o, in the eddy, then it can be shown that the pro-
posed bifurcation occurs when

1 (___)2 (___s__)3/_(__)_/_1---6 = ro -- 0.71 (1)

In this expression L is a reference length, L_ is the length
of the eddy, and C, is the drag coefficient. If LJL, Co,

and _oL/U are taken as functions of Re which are such

that the left-hand side of Eq. (1) attains the value to,

then branching of the proposed type will occur in the
model and Rec can be calculated.

A numerical computation of flow around a circular

cylinder at Re -- 40 (usually the highest value that can

be maintained in experiments) was reported in Ref. 3,

and can be used to check the order of magnitude of Rec

as predicted by Eq. (1). If values of LJL and Co are

estimated from this computation, Eq. (1) gives ,oL/U
-- 1.2. The numerical results show a variation of _oL/U

(L being the radius of the cylinder) from 0.25 to about

2 over the eddy region, and a good average value appro-

priate to the model might be 0.75. Note that since Rec

would necessarily be greater than 40, our comparison

must overestimate ,oL/U. Thus, in view of the simplicity

of the model, the agreement is surprisingly close in order

of magnitude. A direct computation of Rec should be

possible if diffusion of vorticity can be modeled in a

sufficiently simple way, a refinement which is now being
studied.

B. Boundary-Layer Tripping in
Super-and Hyper-sonic Flows

F. R. Homo

Artificial tripping of a laminar boundary layer to pro-
duce a turbulent one is often desired in wind-tunnel

model tests in order to simulate full-scale conditions. The

tripping, however, becomes increasingly difficult as the

Mach number increases. The difficulty is twofold. First,

the shear layer, which is formed behind a tripping device,

becomes more stable at high Mach numbers. Therefore,
it becomes difficult to create the discrete vortices which

lead the flow to the inception of turbulence, as the recent
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experimental investigations on the detailed process of

transition have revealed (Ref. 4). Second, as the Mach

number increases, it becomes increasingly difficult in

wind tunnels to obtain a sufficiently large roughness

Reynolds number Rek = uk k/v (uk is the unperturbed

velocity at the top of the roughness element, k the rough-

ness height, and v the kinematic viscosity defined at a

certain height in the boundary layer), because of the

following reasons:

(1) The boundary-layer thickness increases so that

uk/U_ for a given roughness height decreases, U_

being the free-stream velocity.

(2) The temperature ratio increases and hence the

kinematic viscosity increases.

Fig. 2. Triangular-patch stimulators as mounted at

2 in. from the leading edge of a flat plate

(3) An attempt to increase Re_, by increasing the rough-

ness height k results in the formation of a shock

wave in fi'ont of the roughness element, thus de-

creasing the effective u_/v.

All of these difficulties are of fundamental nature and

do not appear to be easy to avoid. The present investi-

gation is not an attempt to resolve the difficulties but is

an attempt to test whether a particular tripping device,

which has proved to be considerably more efficient than

conventional one,s in low-speed flows, is equally efficient

in supersonic flows.

The type of tripping device investigated is seen in

Fig. 2, mounted on a fiat plate surface. Notice that the

flow direction is from left to right and that, because of

the surface reflection, the thickness of the tripping device

appears to be twice the actual thickness, which was
0.04 in. for the element on the left and 0.02 in. for the

one on the right. The same type of device as mounted on

a cone is shown in Fig. 3.

The use of this device was originally suggested by a

preliminary observation that a hairpin-shaped, highly-

concentrated vortex loop is responsible for the break-

down into turbulence (Ref. 5). This tripping device is

apparently q_ite e_cient in deforming the vorticity field

in the houndary layer into a hairpin shape. Although the

detailed process of the formation of the hairpin vortex in

natural transition was later found to be more complex

than initially supposed, the important role played by the

hairpin vortex has been completely verified (Refs. 4 and 6).

The tests were conducted on a flat plate (Fig. 2) at

Mach numlwr ;tl 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the 20-in. supersonic

wind tnm_e/ and on an 8-deg (included) cone (Fig. 3) at

Fig. 3. Triangular-patch stimulator [O.04-in. thick) as mounted at 2 in. from the tip of a cone
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M -- 6 in the 21-in, hypersonic tunnel. The tripping ele-

ments were in the shape of equilateral triangles and their

thickness was either 0.02 or 0.04 in. For the supersonic

tests, the elements were 0.5 in. on a side, and were glued

to the flat plate at 2 or 6 in. from the leading edge. For

the hypersonic tests, the elements were approximately
0.2 in. on a side, and were fitted to the cone at the loca-

tion 2 in. from the tip. The supersonic tests were made

by the use of a hot-wire anemometer; the transition point

xt was taken to be the location of maximum mean-square

output when the hot wire was traversed in the flow

direction at a fixed height (approximately 0.04 in.). Owing

to the lack of a hot-wire traversing mechanism, the

transition point in the hypersonic tests was determined

from spark-Schlieren pictures, which clearly revealed the

state of the boundary layer. Cross examination with a

fixed hot wire but with varying total pressure of the wind
tunnel, however, indicated close agreement between the

results of the two methods of observation (see also Ref. 7).

All of the raw data obtained in the present tests are

plotted in Figs. 4-7. Included also in Fig. 5 is the transi-

tion point obtained behind a conventional trip wire of

0.02-in. diameter glued at 6 in. from the leading edge

of the fiat plate. In order to demonstrate the advantage of

the present tripping device in comparison with spherical
roughness elements, in particular, the method of analysis

utilized by van Driest and Blnmer (Ref. 8) was adopted.

The variation of the transition location generally follows

0 FLAT PLATE

-- A CONE

x4,=2 in
k = 002 in

_O

4,/=2

0

,o4

3

\

4 6

6 I0 5 2

Re/in.

Fig. 4. Transition point xt vs flow Reynolds number

Re/in. (xk = 2 in., k = 0.02 in.}

3
I 2
I

M°2 _1
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104 2 4 6 105 2

Re/in•

Fig. 5. Transition point xt vs flow Reynolds number

Re/in. (xk = 6 in., k = 0.02 in.)

O FLAT PLATE
-- ,", CONE

xk=2 in
k = 0.04 in

3

M=2

4

\

I
61

0
104 2 4 6 10 5 2 4

Re/i n

Fig. 6. Transition point xt vs flow Reynolds number

Re/in. (xk = 2 in., k = 0.04 in.)

a pattern such as sketched in Fig. 8. As the flow Reynolds

number (Re�in. = U_/v_) is increased from a very low

value, the transition point first moves forward quickly

from the natural transition point. However, after the

transition point reaches the so-called effective point, its
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Fig. 7. Transition point xt vs flow Reynolds number

Re/in. (xk = 6 in., k = 0.04 in.}

further forward advancement is slow. Since the transition

process is in fact a gradual evolution rather than a spon-

taneous explosion and hence takes time and distance, the

transition point will never really reach the trip position

no matter how large the Reynolds number may be, unless

overridden by natural transition. In practice, it suffices to
have a transition point a short distance downstream from

the tripping device.

The effective point was well-defined in all of the results

of Ref. 8. The same was true for most of the present data,
but in some cases it could only be defined somewhat

artificially and in others it was not evident at all, as in

Fig. 7. When the effective point x_H can be defined, the

following two Reynolds numbers may be defined:

Rezk = (U_lv=)ell xk , Retetl = (U_1_=)_II xei1

In general, the transition Reynolds number U= Xt/v_ as-

sumes a minimum value Retet t at the effective point.

From experimental results obtained behind spherical

roughness elements, van Driest and Blumer found that

Rez k is a function of the roughness number xe/k and the

free-stream Mach number hi such that, for a fiat-plate
experiment,

(Re_.k _" = 43.2 1 + M = -- (1)

TRANSITION

BY SPHERE

BY

TRIANGULAR PATCH

\
%

\
,%

\
%

\

.FFECTIVE POINT

-- X k .... _ --

I
(u=/,®)el,

I
Re/in.

Fig. 8. General relationship between transition point
and flow Reynolds number, and definition

of the effective point

A similar correlation is obtained for the present tripping
device. The equation

shown as a solid line in Fig. 9, represents the open-

symbol data reasonably well. Direct comparison with

the spherical roughness elements may be found in Fig.

10 for xk/k := 100. It is clear that a boundary layer can

be tripped by the triangular-patch stimulator at a sub-

stantially lower Reynolds number than by the spherical

roughness. The above equation fails to correlate data

for xk/k as small as 50, because the basic assumption

that the roughness height is small compared with the

boundary-layer thickness is no longer applicable. More-

over, it is seen that the boundary-layer tripping becomes
less effective as well.
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The second correlation obtained by van Driest and

Blumer is that a Reynolds number based upon the dis-

tance between the trip location and the transition point

at the effective-point condition (Fig. 8) is a unique func-

tion of the free-stream Mach number and is independent

of xk/k, except for the extreme values of xk/k.

Within the limited amount of experimental data ob-

tained in the present investigation, a similar correlation

has also been established. This Reynolds number, which

may be called the delayed-transition Reynolds number,

is plotted in Fig. 11 in comparison with van Driest's

curve for the spherical roughness elements. Also shown

is one result for the conventional trip wire obtained dur-

ing the present investigation (Fig. 5). The comparison

shows that the triangular-patch stimulator induces transi-

tion not only at a lower free-stream Reynolds number

but also at a location closer to the trip than other devices,

as schematically shown by the dotted line in Fig. 8.

From these correlations, we may now roughly estimate

the possible effective points for those conditions in which

no effective points were evident, such as in Fig. 7. We

can see that the lowest flow Reynolds numbers used

during the tests were not small enough to reach the

effective points.

We may further predict, by extrapolation, the effective-

point transition Reynolds number at, say, M ---=6 on a

fiat plate. In order to take advantage of the effectiveness

of the trip, xk/k is chosen to be 100. From Fig. 10,

Re, k -= 0.6 × 10", and from Fig. ll, Retell -- Re_ k =

1.25 >( 106; hence Ret,1 t = 1.85 × llY, which will be the
smallest transition Reynolds number attainable with the

present scheme of correlation. There still remains a

choice as to how to attain this minimum transition Rey-

nolds number. If the purpose is to obtain the smallest

4D
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v
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Fig. ! 1. Delayed-transition Reynolds number

(Ret,f t -- Rez_) vs Mach number M
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transition distance from the leading edge, the minimum

transition Reynolds number should be attained at the

maximum flow Reynolds number available in the wind

tunnel. For example, the maximum flow Reynolds num-

ber in the 21-in. hypersonic wind tunnel at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory is about 0.3 × 10"/in. at M = 6.

Therefore, xels = 6 in., xk = 2 in., and k = 0.02 in. On

the other hand, if the purpose is to maintain transition

within a certain range of the flow Reynolds number, say,

above 0.1 × 106/in., then it would be advantageous to

attain the effective transition Reynolds number at this

flow Reynolds number. In this case, we have xe1_= 18.5

in., xk = 6 in., and k = 0.06 in.

It is noted here that the constant factor in Eq. (2)

should probably read about 20 when the triangular-

patch stimulator is applied on a cone. Under conditions

similar to the above example, we obtain Retet! _-1.6
× 106

It was already noted that the correlation equation did

not hold for very small values of the roughness number

x_k. For the experimental results obtained behind the

spherical roughness elements at M --- 2.7, Re_ and Retch

were found to take the forms sketched in Fig. 12(a).

Whereas Re_ k follows the kind of correlation given by

Eq. (1), Ret,11 levels off below a certain critical value
of the roughness number (xk/k)c, which was about 200

for the spherical roughness elements on a cone. There-

fore, there is no advantage in applying a large roughness

near the tip, such that the roughness number becomes
less than 200.

With the triangular-patch stimulator, on the contrary,

Re_ k tends to level off or even slightly increase below a
certain value of the roughness number, but the delayed-

transition Reynolds number (Reter r -Re_k) vastly de-
creases, resu]ting in appreciable reductions in Refer t

[see Fig. 9 and Fig. 12(b)]. Such reductions seem to
become larger as the Mach number increases. There-

fore, we may expect a reduction in the transition Rey-

nolds number by applying a relatively large triangular-

patch stimulator at a location near the leading edge. For

example, the minimum transition Reynolds number ob-
tained at M _- 6 with the 0.04-in. triangular patch on

the cone was about 1.3 X 106, which may be compared

with the natural transition Reynolds number at least

5× I(P.

(O) SPHERICAL ROUGHNESS (b) TRIANGULAR PATCH

r-

k--

Fig. 12. Trends of transition Reynolds numbers Re_k and Rete; ! for (a) spherical roughness and
(b) triangular patch at small values of roughness number xk/k
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C. A Linearized Boundary-Layer
Solution for a Finite-Radius

Rotating Disk
L. M. Mack

The problem usually associated with a finite-radius

disk in a rotating flow, with the flow rotating faster than

the disk, is that of a boundary layer which starts at the
edge of the disk with zero thickness. However, when

/3", the angular velocity of the disk, is equal to _* (r*),

the angular velocity of the outer flow, at r* = r*, and

/3* < _o* for r* < r*, the boundary layer starts at

r* with a non-zero thickness. These two different start-

ing conditions correspond to the two found with the con-

ventional boundary layer. On a fiat plate, the boundary

layer starts at the leading edge with zero thickness; on a

blunt body it starts at the stagnation point with non-zero

thickness. For the rotating boundary layer, Stewartson

(Ref. 9) has given the similarity solution for the zero-

thickness starting condition. With r * the radius of the

disk, this type of solution applies whenever t3" < _*(r* ).

In Ref. 10, the present author gave the similarity starting

solution for the second case. In this solution, the point r *
acts very much as a stagnation point, with the radial

velocity a linear function of a distance from r*, provided

d(o,*r*)/dr*:f:fl* at r*. The latter situation, where the
• is locally solid body withflow in the vicinity of r 1

angular velocity /3", is not considered further here.

With the stagnation point starting condition, r* is the
radius at which the angular velocities are equal and not

necessarily the radius of the disk. However, ff the radius

of the disk is larger than r*, the flow for r* > r* is inde-

pendent of the flow for r* < r* in the sense that there
are no streamlines connecting the two regions. The flow

* will be of the von K_mfin type with the see-for r* > r t

ondary flow outward. If for some r* = r* the angular
velocities are again equal, the similarity solution of Ref.

10 also applies near r*, but the flow will be in the oppo-

site direction from the flow near r*. Therefore, r* is not
comparable to a stagnation point, but to a reverse stag-

nation point, or to the point r* = 0 in the Rogers and

Lance family of rotating-disk similarity solutions (Ref.
11), with the outer flow rotating faster than the disk.

In Ref. 10 mention was made of a momentum-integral

solution which serves to carry the boundary-layer solu-

tion from the region near r* to r* = 0. Near r* = 0, this
momentum-integral solution is identical to the infinite-

radius solution for the ratio of angular velocities _*(0)/fl*
for both starting conditions. This result indicates that the

boundary-layer solution on a disk of finite radius in a

rotating flow, unlike the usual boundary layer, has a pre-

dictable solution at its end point, r* = 0. When the disk

is at rest, the solution at the end point is the BSdewadt

solution; when the disk is rotating, the end-point solution

is one of the Rogers and Lance solutions.

In this note an analytic solution is presented for the
finite-radius disk which reduces to the infinite-radius

solution as r* ---) 0. The solution is a linearized one, and

the linearization is only possible with the stagnation-

point starting condition. A further necessary condition

for the linearization is that near r* the derivative of v* the
0o_

tangential velocity of the outer flow, with respect to r*

must differ from fl* by only a small quantity. It was

shown in Ref. 10 that when this condition is satisfied,

the similarity solution for the stagnation-point starting
condition reduces to a linearized solution. The linearized

solution for an infinite rotating disk in an infinite rotating

flow was given by Squire (Ref. 12). Both of these linear-

ized solutions are of the Ekman type, since they are

linearizations about a solid-body rotation. The solution
to be given here is valid for all r* and includes the solu-

tions of Squire and Ref. 10.

The dimensionless axisymmetric boundary-layer equa-
tions in cylindrical coordinates are

_U _U t_ 2 O z _z u
.... +- O)u_- r + w _z r r _z _

bv by uo _2v

r _z 2 (2)

where r and z are the radial and axial coordinates, and

u, v, w are the radial, tangential, and axial velocities. The

definitions of the dimensionless quantities are

r --

r $ z _'

r "1 z = r----_(ne,) _"

u_
u-- l)--

v*,
1o$ w •

w = ---(Re,)
l) *1 v,

(8)

In these definitions, r* is the radius where v*=/3*r*, v*
is the value of v* at r* , and

/te,- r,,
v* (4)

is the tangential Reynolds number at r*. Since the ref-

erence velocity v* is equal to fl*r*, the dimensionless
tangential velocity of the disk is equal to r.
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With v - r regarded as a small quantity, the linearized

equations for u and v are the well-known Ekrnan equa-
tions

_2u

2 (V_ -- V) -- aZ2 (5)

_212

2u- _z 2 (6)

The boundary conditions for u and v are

atz--0: u=0, v=r

atz_ oo : u_O, v--*v_

atr--l: v=l

(7)

By separation of variables, the solutions of Eqs. (5) and

(6) appropriate to the boundary conditions are easily
found to be

u = - (v., - r) e -z sin z (8)

v --r+(v,_-r)(1-e -zcosz) (9)

The axial velocity is determined from the continuity

equation

(ru) + _ (rw) = 0 (10)Dr

to be

1 F/av,_ )w = TL\-a;- - 1

e -_ cos z - e -_ sin z) (11)

This linearized solution is a special case of the more

general solution obtained by Lewellen (Ref. 13) in a

comprehensive study of linearized vortex flows.

Near the radius r = 1, the velocity components are

u= -(1-v;)(1-r)e-'sinz (12)

v= l+(1-v_)(1-r)(1-e -_cosz) (18)

1 ' v':) (1 r)]w: ---_'[(1-v_)-(1-v, --

× (1 -- e -_ cos z -- e-_ sin z) (14)

where v'l and v'_ are dvJdr and d2vcc/dr 2, respectively,

at r = 1. Eqs. (12) to (14), except for the 1 - r term in

Eq. (14), are the linearized similarity solutions obtained

in Ref. 10. With v_ < 1, the radial velocity increases

linearly away from r -- 1, just as for the ordinary two-
dimensional or axisymmetric stagnation point, and the

axial velocity is negative and directed into the boundary
layer. However, dw/dr is not, in general, equal to zero

at r = 1 as at an ordinary stagnation point because of the

absence of symmetry in the present case.

Since the outer flow must be a solid-body flow near

r -- 0, it is possible to write

v_ = o_r for r--->0 (15)

where _, (> 1) is the ratio of _*(0), the angular velocity
of the outer flow at r = 0, to the angular velocity of the

disk. The three velocity components near r -- 0 are, from

Eqs. (8), (9), (11), and (15),

u=-(,o-1) re -_sinz (16)

v = r + (o, - 1)r(1 -- e-_ cos z) (17)

w = (,o - 1) (1- e -_ cos z - e -z sin z) (18)

The above solution is identical to the solution of Squire

for the rotating disk of infinite radius in a solid-body flow

of infinite extent. This agreement of the finite-radius and

Squire solutions demonstrates that within the framework

of the linearized theory the infinite-radius similarity solu-

tion is attained by the boundary layer on a finite-radius
disk as r --->0.

It can be observed that when o_ is a function of r,

Eqs. (16) and (17) are still valid at all r, but at any r

except near r - 0 the axial velocity must be computed

from the more general Eq. (11) instead of Eq. (18). Con-

sequently, the two velocity components u and v, as well

as the radial mass flow in the boundary layer, are the

same at any radius as the corresponding infinite-radius

solution for the local value of ,_. However, the axial

velocity differs from the axial velocity of the infinite-

radius solution, and must be computed from Eq. (11)

which follows directly from the continuity equation
once u has been obtained. The use of the infinite-radius

solution to establish the relation between the radial mass

flow and the local angular velocity, with the axial veloc-

ity related to the mass flow by the continuity equation,

has been proposed by Turner (Ref. 14). This procedure
is seen to be exact in the limit of the linearized solution.

When the outer flow is such that the linearization does

not apply, even though t* = _o*(r* ), a Blasius type series

expansion about r -- 1 can be used to solve the boundary-
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layer equations, just as the Stewartson series was used for

the flow with /3* < o_*(r*) (Ref. 15). In the latter case,
no matter what the rotation of the disk the boundary

layer starts at a singular point, and the series method has

difficulty in following the solution as it adjusts to the

solid-body outer flow. Consequently, it is not possible to

settle in a definitive manner the question of whether or
not the infinite-radius solution is attained as r _ 0. In the

present problem, the series method can be examined first
for an outer flow where the linearization is valid and the

correct solution is known. Then the outer flow can be

gradually moved away from the linear range to find if
the infinite-radius solution is still attained as r _ 0. The

series method may be more successful in handling this
problem than it was in the Stewartson case.

DI The Inviscid Stability of the
Cooled Laminar Boundary

Layer
t. M. Mack

The material presented in previous volumes of Space

Programs Summaries concerning the stability of the

laminar boundary layer deals exclusively with the bound-

ary layer on an insulated surface. In the present con-

tribution, the inviscid stability of the cooled boundary

layer is considered. It was first brought out by Lees (Ref.
16) that cooling has a stabilizing effect on the boundary

layer, and that over a certain range of Mach numbers

two-dimensional disturbances can be completely stabi-

lized by cooling. Much effort has been devoted to the

computation of the cooling, or surface temperature,

required for complete stability. The stability criterion

used in these, investigations is derived from the asymp-

totic theory. In view of the unreliability of the asymptotic

method for computing neutral-stability curves at Math

numbers above 2, as well as the indirect nature of the

criterion for complete stabilization, and in view of the

recently demonstrated existence of additional instability

regions associated with multiple inviscid solutions (Ref.

17), it is of considerable interest to investigate the effect

of cooling by means of direct numerical methods. The

inviscid stability characteristics of cooled boundary

layers are treated in this article, and the stability char-

acteristics at finite Reynolds numbers will be taken up

in a future Space Programs Summary.

The situation regarding the effect of cooling on the

inviscid stability before the discovery of the multiple

inviscid solutions can be summarized as follows: Ampli-

fied solutions were regarded as near neighbors of neutral

solutions, and in particular of the neutral solution with

the eigenvalues cts, c8, where c, is the dimensionless phase

velocity equal to the mean velocity at ,/8, the point in the

boundary layer where Vo _-_ (u'/T)" is zero (u and T are

the mean velocity and temperature; the primes refer to

derivatives with respect to _?),and a8 is the corresponding

dimensionless wave number. The locus of amplified solu-

tions in an eigenvalue diagram goes from the neutral

subsonic (relative to the free stream) solution (_t,, c,)

to the neutral sonic solution (0, 1 - 1/M_). Supersonic

disturbances were ruled out. As the boundary layer is

cooled, _,, which for an insulated surface is greater than
,/1, the point at which u = 1 - l/M1, moves closer to

and eventually below ,/1 [see Fig. 13 for the distribution
through the boundary layer of Vo for several values of the

boundary-layer cooling parameter defined by Eq. (1)
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Fig. 13. Distribution through boundary layer of

stability function v0 for four values of

8,oat M1 = 5.8
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below]. Consequently, the combination of the require-
ments that the disturbances be subsonic relative to the

free stream, and that the neutral solution (a,, c,) exists,

resulted in the criterion for inviscid instability that vo = 0

and that ,/8> _/1.

When the multiple inviscid solutions are taken into

account, it is immediately seen that this reasoning applies

only to the first mode, because the first mode is the only

one for which the eigenvalues of the amplified solutions

lie between ct,, c8 and 0, 1 - 1/M1. The eigenvalues of

the second and higher modes go from the neutral sub-

sonic solutions (as,, c_), where the subscript n is the

mode number, to the singular neutral solutions (el,, 1).

The important feature of the singular neutral solutions

is that they are present whether the boundary layer is

cooled or not. The only requirement is that the mean

flow relative to cr = 1 must have a supersonic region.

For an insulated surface, the relative Mach number at

the surface is first equal to one at about M1 = 1.1. By

sufficient cooling, it is always possible to create a super-

sonic relative flow region even at much smaller Mach

numbers. For example, with T*/T*, the ratio of the wall

to the _ree-stream temperature, equal to 0.5, the surface

Mach number relative to a wave moving with free-stream

velocity is unity or larger for M, > 0.707. Consequently,

since a neutral inviscid solution is always available with

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

BOUNDARY- LAYER COOLING PARAMETER, 8 w

Fig. 14. Commonly-used temperature ratios as

functions of the boundary-layer cooling

parameter 0,0at Mx = 5.8

r .H [

;t, i

O.g

sufficient cooling, amplified solutions can also be ex-

pected.

A detailed study of the effect of cooling has been made

at Ma = 5.8. The parameter for the cooled boundary-

layer solutions is _, which is defined by

i_* - q*
0_-- i*--i* (1)

where i is the enthalpy, and the subscripts w, 1, and 0

refer to wall, free-stream, and stagnation conditions,

respectively. Fig. 14 gives three of the more commonly

used temperature ratios as functions of 0_: at M_ = 5.8.

The temperature T* is the temperature of the insulated

wall, or recovery temperature. The numerical results are

presented in the form of eigenvalue diagrams in Figs. 15,

16, and 17. Fig. 15 gives a as a function of c_, the imag-

inary part of the wave velocity, for an insulated surface

and four values of 0,_. Figs. 16 and 17 give the correspond-

ing c_ as a function of c_. Only neutral and amplified

solutions are considered. For Ow = 0.50 and 0.10, ,/, is

greater than ,/_. For 0_ = 0.05, _ is almost coincident with

,/_, and for 0_ = - 0.10, Vo has no zero.

0.40

0.:56

0.32 - • e,, --o:o5 _--_

J l /Lo.  o --

i F,RSTMODEJ_/ -- - SECOND MODE

] I li
0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.020 0.024 0-028 0D32 0036

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, ci

Fi9. 15. Eigenvalue diagram c( vs ci for 0_ = 0.847

(insulated), 0.50, 0.10, 0.05, and -- 0.10 at Mx = 5.8
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Fig. 16. Eigenvalue diagram cr vs c_ for #w = 0.847
(insulated), 0.50, and 0.10 at M1 ---- 5.8

The effect of cooling on the first mode is as previously

described. As _, _ _/1, the maximum time rate of amplifi-

cation, (ac_),,_, decreases sharply, and when _/, = ,/1

(8_ = 0.05), the first mode disappears completely. Only

viscous instability could produce unstable first-mode dis-
turbances at finite Reynolds numbers for _._ _< 0.05, but

since the action of viscosity has been found to be only

stabilizing for M_ > 3 for an insulated surface, such a

possibility is not considered likely.

The effect of cooling on the second mode is seen to be

quite different. The wave number of the singular neutral

solution, a_2, increases with increasing cooling, and the
wave number a,2 associated with v0 = 0 first decreases

but then increases. The maximum value of ci, in direct

contrast to the first mode, is affected only a small amount

by cooling. Of particular interest is what happens when

•/, is either below ,/_ or does not exist at all. For P,_ = 0.05,

when the two points almost coincide, there is a neutral

solution (a,z, 1-1/M_) which is an end point of the locus

of amplified solutions starting at the singular neutral

solution. However, there is in addition another locus

of amplified solutions for which (ct,z, 1 - 1/Mr) is an end

point. This family of solutions is characterized by phase

jfe. = -o.,o

_; _- 0.!5

/ J

J

0.80

0.78
0 0.004 0-008 0.012 0.016 0.020 0.024 0,028 0.032 0.036

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, ci

Fig. 17. Eigenvalue diagram c, vs ci for 0,_ = 0.05
and --0.10 at M_ = 5.8

velocities which are supersonic relative to the free stream.

Even though these solutions are supersonic, they still sat-

isfy the boundary condition of zero disturbance ampli-

tude at infinity since c, _ 0 and the computer program

selects the square root of 1 - M_ (1 - c) z with a positive

real part (the solutions for ,7 > _6 are proportional to

exp{ - a [1-M,_(1 - c)2] v',/}). For 8_<0.05, the locus
of amplified solutions that starts at the singular neutral

solution joins up with the supersonic family of solutions

at some c_ > 0 without passing through.a second neutral

point. The junction of the two solutions moves to larger

c_ and a with increasing cooling. The supersonic ampli-

fied solutions extend to values of ct at least as large as

unity and to values of c, as small as 0.4. Apparently an-

other singular neutral point exists near c, = 0.4.

The existence of the supersonic family of amplified

solutions for 8w = 0.05 which joins up with the subsonic

family suggests that these solutions might also exist

for e_ > 0.05, in which case they will be completely sep-

arate from the subsonic solutions. This expectation proved

to be correct for 0,_ -- 0.10 and 0.15, and eigenvalues

for 8w = 0.10 are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The inter-

esting feature of this group of solutions is that the end
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point at c_ = 0 is a supersonic neutral solution. Since _o
the program selects + i as the square root of -1, this x

solution is an undamped outgoing wave. The propagation

of energy to infinity is balanced by a positive Reynolds _¢

stress in the boundary layer which transfers energy from
Z

the mean flow to the disturbance as needed for a neutral __
solution. Supersonic amplified or neutral solutions were

also searched for with 0,_ = 0.25, but none could be found.
,7

Fig. 18 gives the maximum time rate of amplification
of the subsonic solutions as a function of the ratio of the ,.,

F-

wall temperature to the recovery temperature. The sta-

bilizing effect of cooling on the first mode, and the de-
stabilizing effect on the second mode, are clearly shown. _-

It is only for T ,d T ,. ---->0 that a slight destabilizing effect

on the second mode is noted. The effect of cooling on ,_
the third mode is also destabilizing, but even though the =_
third mode is more unstable than the first mode over

most of the range of Tw/T,, it is the second mode which

is dominant at all wall temperatures. Only actual calcula-
tions can determine whether the second mode is also

destabilized at finite Reynolds numbers by cooling.

In view of the fact that cooling can create a supersonic

region of relative flow in the boundary layer at any Mach

number, or enlarge an already existing small supersonic

region, it is of interest to consider the effect of cooling
at Mach numbers where for an insulated surface the in-

stability is dominated by the first mode. The appearance,

or the increased importance, of the second mode as a

result of cooling could possibly be related to such things

as the transition reversal phenomenon or the early transi-

tion of highly cooled, low Mach number boundary layers.

However, at low Mach numbers, the inviseid theory is
less helpful than at high Mach numbers because viscous

instability is still important. For instance, at M1--2.2
and with an insulated surface, the maximum viscous

amplification rate is about 10 times the maximum inviscid

amplification rate.

The effect of cooling on the inviscid stability at M1 = 2.2
is to stabilize the first mode and destabilize the second

9 .......... I

I
8 ....... I

......... !

2 NO MODE

i i i

............. i
I

...... _ _ i ,

0 0.t 0.2 03 04 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

RATIO OF WALL TO RECOVERY TEMPERATURE, Tw/T r

Fig. ] 8. Maximum time rote of amplification of first

three modes at NI, = 5.8 as function of ratio

of wall to recovery temperature

IO

mode, just as at M_ --- 5.8. At T,JT_ = 0.282, the second

mode (aci),_ is 0.00125, or about 60 times the first mode

(aci),_ for the uncooled boundary layer, and about 10

times the uncooled second-mode value. The correspond-

ing a is 1.12, compared to 0.897 for the uncooled second

mode and 0.032 for the uncooled first mode. Although

cooling results in a definite increase in the inviscid insta-

bility of the second mode, the high wave number of the

most amplified disturbance decreases the chance of the

second mode being an important source of instability at

finite Reynolds numbers because of the large viscous

damping associated with high wave numbers. Unfor-
tunately, these same high wave numbers will make the

program for the solution of the complete stability equa-

tions inadequate to investigate this point because at

M_---2.2 the maximum aR at which the program can
operate is about 2_50.
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where E_vp_ is the four-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor,

antisymmetrie on all indices with

_o_23= 1 (10)

In addition to F and G, one can diagonalize M2=_(i+l)

and M3 = m, thus obtaining states Ifgjm> or Ik_rn>.

It is well known that the most general Lorentz trans-

formation may be written in terms of two rotations and
one translation

A -- RZR' (11)

where we have taken the translation in the z direction.

In terms of the Euler angles the unitary operator rep-

resenting A is given by

U(A) = U(R) U(Z) U(R') (12)

where

U(R) = e-_aj', e-_ j" e -_ry3 (13)

U(Z) = e -'*_, (14)

U(R') = e -'_'_, e-il"m (15)

O<a,r,_,'<2_,O<_B, fl'<,r,O<e<oo (16)

and

tanh, = v (17)

(with the velocity of light set equal to unity).

With these operators the spherical functions are de-

fined by

( kvim I U(R) U(Z) U(R')lk'¢i'm'_ /

j" m"

× _£,,,., (0,_,, _,) (IS)

where the _'s are the well-known matrix elements of

finite rotations and

Z k,,,.... (,) = (k,4m"le-'*-_lk_j'm") (19)

Although the matrix elements of Na are well known

(ReI. 3), the corresponding matrix elements for finite

translations have not been obtained. Thus, the problem

of determining the relativistic spherical functions reduces
to an evaluation of 7_,0,"

lj, •

Our derivation of Z_y' is based on the representation
theory of L as given by Naimark (Ref. 4). Let H be the

Hilbert space of all (non-analytic) functions [ (z),

z = x + iy, for which

_li f l l_ = f f dxdy l f ( z ) l_ < oo (20)

The scalar product of two functions _, g in H is

(t, g) = f f ,_,dy f--(_). g (_) (21)

where the bar denotes complex conjugation.

Now, consider the set of all complex 2 >( 2 unimodular
matrices

_, Or21 a22/ (22)

that is, the group SL(2,C). Corresponding to an a in

SL(2,C) we have a unitary transformation on H such that

tl(_)f(z) :

. _-_ . _,.+_-_,t'"_,_ + _'_ (23)
[(_z + _)] (_z + _, '\_--_z + _,_/

This mapping is a unitary representation of SL(2,C)

on H. The set of all such representations for 2k an

integer and v a real number is called the principal series

of representations of SL(2,C). _ For each fixed k and v

these representations are irreducible. However, it is

well known (Ref. 5) that the Lorentz group L is homo-

morphic to SL(2,C). That is, for an arbitrary Lorentz
transformation A one can find an a such that

a= NIA_ + _ (/k_ + A_o-ie°J_'A_)ajlj=x (24)

_The spherical functions for the supplementary series will be given
elsewhere.
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Erratum

The following correction should be noted for SPS 37-28,

Vol. IV: The first equation appearing on p. 19-4 should
read:

Uo - u _ exp (- _2_2)i,, (i_)
U0 - U,.
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XVIII. Physics

A. Effective Resonance Integrals

in Heterogeneous Arrays

H. Ludewig

It is to be expected that flux depressions in hetero-

geneous reactor elements may markedly affect neutron

absorption at resonance energies.1

To begin an investigation of this phenomenon, the frac-

tional change in resonance integral is being computed

for a simple one-dimensional system made up of a slab
of resonance absorber embedded in a neutron source

region. Breit-Wigner resonance line shapes are assumed

for the cross section, and the resonance integral is defined

in the usual way (Ref. 1).

A preliminary calculation with an assumed quadratic

spatial flux distribution in the element demonstrated sig-

nificant variation in resonance integral from that normally

calculated with fiat flux distribution, over certain ranges

of slab size. This preliminary calculation did not include

the effect of a flux depression on the collision density in
the slab.

'Cohen, E. R., Lecture Notes, A.M. 201, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California.

In view of this result, a more accurate model has been

formulated in which the flux variation is contained in the

collision density equation:

['coll. density at du about u,-]

LdFabout T, and df_ about f__]

_'_d _ r-scat" c°ll" density at du'-
= |about u', dP about _',

, Land d(Y about 6'

[-prob. of scat. from 1x Lu, to u5

['prob. of traveling the distance -]

|1_' - _1 and having the first |

|con. in dF about F, du ]
X Labout u, 'and dfi about r_, j

d_'dP du'

[-coll. density due to source of neutron at-]
+ Ldu about u, dr aboutF, and d_ about _ ]

where u2 = In E*/E = lethargy; E* =- reference energy.

Equations of the above type have been previously

treated (Ref. 2); however, in that treatment the assumption

was made that the neutrons lost no energy when colliding

with an absorber nucleus--which is a good approximation

in the case of heavy absorbers. An assumption of this
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nature eliminates the lethargy integral in the above equa-

tion; however, by retaining the integral it is possible to

treat problems in which absorbing material is mixed with
a moderator, i.e., uranium oxide, uranium carbide, or

uranium mixed with zirconium hydride, etc. In these cases

the neutrons will certainly slow down in the absorbing

element and the integral should be included.

The collision density has been expanded in two series

of Legendre polynomials; one for angular variations, and

one for spatial variations. This leads to an integral equa-

tion which determines the lethargy dependent expansion

coefficient. At the present time an attempt is being made

to solve this integral equation by an iteration method;
once this is done and the coefficients are known, the

resonance integral can be computed, and hence the frac-

tional change may be determined.

B. Zero-Order, Degenerate, Time-
Dependent Perturbation Theory-

Modes in Resonantly Driven
Quantum Systems

M. M. Saffren

Von Roos, in his study of the interaction of laser beams

with matter, has examined the interaction of a laser beam

with a hydrogen atom when the beam has a frequency

equal to a level difference in the atom. This necessitates

degenerate time-dependent perturbation theory. Appar-

ently there has been no careful study of such perturba-

tions except perhaps for magnetic resonance phenomena.
In this article we give a general treatment and find zero-

order wave functions that resemble stationary eigenfunc-

tions and that are independent of initial conditions. We

then compare time-dependent degenerate perturbation

theory with time-independent degenerate perturbation

theory.

We start with a Hamiltonian H that has a time-inde-

pendent part, Ho, whose eigenfunctions _ and eigenvalues
h_, we assume to be known, and a time dependent part:

H - H0 = _ H_ exp(/,o_t) + _-':H; exp(-/o,#) (1)
a

(H;
system, ¢, has the equation of motion

i _t q'=(H°-H)¢

In the usual way we expand _ as

and find

4_
__ a., (t) = _ (H_),,_ exp (i(_. -_o, + _,,_)t) am(t)

I
if, m

denotes adjoint of Ha.) The wave function of the

(e)

(3)

+ _2 (H;),. exp (i(-.a --. + .o.)t) ,.(t)
a, tl

(4)

We now split up the two sums into "secular" terms and

ordinary terms. The secular terms are characterized by
the resonance conditions _0a - _,, +,_ =0, or - o_,

-_,, + _, =: 0. We have

__h, (t) =
$

+ (H;),,_8 (_,a -_,, +,o,)} a,(t)

+ E{(Ho),.[1-
a,m

)< exp (_at) + (H; ),,,

× [1 - _(_a-_. +_,)] exp(-/_#)}

>( exp (i(o,_, --o_,)t) a_(t) (5)

Here $ (o_a -,o, +_,m) is a delta function which we here-
after write as 8a,m.

We can eliminate the secular terms by writing for the

a,(t) involved in a resonance,

a_,(t) = _' a,,j ai(t) exp (ifljt) (6)
t

Here f_j and a_,j are constants, and if there are N states in
resonance the sum runs to N. The a,_ are solutions of

Evidently the _j are the eigenvalues of the matrix

(7)

_,,, : _ [(Ha).,, _,,.,,+ (H;),,, Sa.,] (s)
a

Since the matrix {a,j} diagonalizes J_, the matrix is uni-

tary if we can show _( is hermitian. But clearly (H _ ),, =

(Ha) _,, so _q__ : J(_,, and _a4 is indeed hermitian. Thus

the relation _-"a;k a,.j : _k expresses the unitarity of the
matrix a" k. (We note, using the invariance of the trace,
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that since a(.. = 0, )-'_llj = 0.) The as(t ) correspond to

amplitudes of modes ,bs,

4_j = _ a,,t ¢,, (r) exp (/_,t) (9)

which appear in the new expansion of ¢:

¢ = y_ a.(t) ¢., exp (/_,_t)
m_mP

+ __. at(t) _j (r, t) exp (if_it) (10)
J

Now by expressing a. in terms of ai we obtain

_ a,,_ a_(t) exp (if_it)
l t

= _ h_,°_ (t) exp (i(,o., -,_.')t) a.(t)
m_m]

+ E h,'.°_(t) a_.. exp (i(_,..., -_,.)t) _.(t) (11)

Here

a

+ (H_),_,,[1 - 8 .... ] exp (-/_t)} (12)

and

.o(._,,) = o_, + f2, (13)

Using the unitarity of a.j, we find that

4_.
_ ak ---=_ .h.,,,'°'(t) a;,_ exp (i [(_--_o(,.k)] t) am(t)

+ _ h:°L (t)a_,, a;, k
st, rtl_, r

× exp (i(_(,,,,.-.o(.,k.)t) a,(t)

If s =_-g, we also have

"r a, = _ h_ (t) exp (i(_ -(o,)t) a.(t)
ra _ ta,

t",,_ (t) am,,) exp (i(_o(,_,,, -_,)t) a,(t)

The resonance conditions now become

{o(m,r) --_s _- -4-- _Oa

and

(O(m,r) --_(]s') _" -P" _a

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Letting s" denote a state resonant with a mode, and _'de-

note a mode resonant either with a state or another mode,

we introduce amplitudes flj(t) and set

a,,,(t) = _ flj(t) exp (iHtt) b,,,t (lS)
J

a_t) = _ B_(t) exp (i_t) be.t (19)
t

The b,,.¢ and b_j are determined from

_,_(.,,,TbTj = 5_ b.,,t (20)

___qtT.,,, b.,,t + __, _tT,'_b;, = _, bTt (21)
lift _ff,

Here

_q_,.,r = Z [(H.),,_. (1 - 8_,.,.,,) 8.,,,,,_.r,
t/, I_ t

+ (H.)_,,,,, (1 - 8_m,,,,,) 8_(..r,,,,] a.,7 (22)

This secular equation introduces the new modes

(_)

t_ = )--'_bgt q,Texp (i_) + _ b.,._ ¢,,. exp (i,o,,,t) (24)

and a corresponding modified expansion for ¢,

¢ = _ am(t) ¢,,, exp (/¢,,_t) + _a_(t) _b_exp (ia_t)
_ _tt re, It

+ _ fl_ t_ exp (i_t) (25)
J

a_ = _,. bT_ a.7¢, exp (i_,t) exp (i_.-'t) (26)

The equations of motion of the amplitudes a_, a., fit

are rather complicated and will not be given here.

We return now to the case where the fl modes are

absent, and indicate the significance of the a modes. We

now suppose that the system at t = 0 is in a state, s', that

appears in one of the modes. Then to zero order a_(t) =

a.(0), and a.(0) = a,,+r. To zero order the wave function,

¢, is then

__. A.,,. (s') _bm,exp (iOm,t) exp (ifl,t), A,.,.(s') -= a ,+,, am._

"'"_ (27)
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Physical quantities, Q, associated with the system (Q --

dipole moment, or charge, or current, etc.) have the ex-

pectation value

(,,"tQI,P)= E a.+Q.,.,

X exp (i[(o,,, + Qk) -- (_o,,, + fL)]t) (28)

Thus, to zero order the resonant perturbation causes the

system to act as if it now had N,,, stationary levels

4i [_m, + f_,], r = 1, ..., Nm, (N,,, is the number of states

made degenerate with m' by resonance) where it had only

one, 4i o,,,,, when no resonant perturbation was applied.

It is not hard to see that these new levels persist to all

higher orders.

As an application of this equation let Q be the projec-

tion Q,,, on to the state m'. Then we see that the proba-

bility of finding the system in the state m' is

(+IQ-,I+)= q2

= _-'_ A+,,,, a,,,k exp (i[flk -- flit)

= _ a_,,, A,,,_ cos (ft+ - fL) t (29)
r, k

Since at t -- 0 this is 8,,,+,, we see that we have obtained in

zero order the probability of finding the system in the

state m', knowing that at t = 0 it was in the state s'.

Connection with degenerate perturbation theory for

stationary systems. We know that the explicit time depend-
ence of a Hamiltonian reflects the fact that it describes a

subsystem interacting with the larger system of which it

is a part. The Hamiltonian of the entire system is time

independent,however. Thus all time-dependent Hamil-

tonians are approximate, and so the modes found above

are also approximate. In this section we obtain a time-

dependent Hamiltonian from a time-independent one,

and compare the modes derived from each. We find the
modes to be different unless certain care is exercised in

deriving the time-dependent Hamiltonian from the time-

independent one.

We proceed now to derive the time-dependent Hamil-
tonian. Let H = H0 + H_ + H; denote a time-independ-

ent Hamiltonian, where H0 and H'o commute with one

another but not with H,. Now H_-= _i/i(O_/Ot) is the

equation of motion of the wave function ¢, and we ex-

pand _ in eigenfimctions of H_ as

¢.(t) _. exp (uot) (30)
71

where _. and _ ,o_ are the eigenfunetions and eigenvalues

of H_, and ¢-.(t) is a function of the variables of Ho. We

then have as the equation of motion

E H,, _-,,(t) _. exp (Z.t) + E Hi _,(t) _. exp (/o'S.t)
n n

_ ¢, exp (/g,,t) (31)

which becomes

HoT,(t) + _ (H,)_, exp (i[.,. -,o,,]t) _-., - "fi _"i _t
rrl_

(32)

We now turn H into a time-dependent Hamiltonian for

the untilded variable by assuming that

= ¢(t) E a.* _. exp (/g.t) (33)

Physically this ansatz assumes that the part of the system

described by the tilded variables drives the subsystem

described by the untilded variables, there being no reac-
tion back on the driver by the driven system. The wave

function ¢ then satisfies

[_F_.A_A.H_.e _[_'-z'lt ] 41 0¢
H(t) ¢ _ tt,, ¢ +

ZIA"I 2 ¢- i _t

(34)

By ignoring the reaction we are regarding the tilded sub-

system as classical. If we denote the sum,

3 (,o_ + _,_ -- _'.) A,_ a.H.. (35)
mn

by H,, we see H(t) to be the Hamiltonian for _ that we

have been considering all along (we assume also that

H, = 0 when cx -- 0). If we now write

= y_ a.(t) exp (/_,.t) _. (36)

we have in fact

-_-qm(t) = y:. a.(t) A; A+ (Hbc)_,.

× exp (i[(_ + o,.)- (_'b + _._)]t) (37)

E lAblz = 1 (38)
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This makes a connection between the time-independent

Hamiltonian H and the time-dependent Hamihonian

H(t), which we considered before.

Had we not tried to make this connection but instead

written down the precise equation of motion of _, we
would have written, to begin with,

_ -- y_ B_,_(t) _b _m exp (i[_b + ,0,,It) (39)

and we would have obtained at this point,

Bbm(t) = E Ben(t)(Hbc)m,,
i

X exp (if(fie + o,.) -- (=b + _o.)]t)

(40)

instead of the expression obtained for h,_(t).

The secular equation would have been

b_, Clt

(41)

compared to

(42)

The corresponding modes are

6, = E exp (/[COo + o,,_]t)
bm

(43)

in one case, and

_, = (_ a_,q,,e"-') (? A; _'be '_")
(44)

in the other; there is no apparent relation between them.
However, the a,,j are functions of the Ab, and the Ab can

presumably be chosen in some self-consistent fashion,
so as to minimize the difference between the modes. One

such fashion might be to require that

8ab E IWj - fl'l _ = 0 (45)
J

where _'b signifies variation with respect to Ab. If, with

optimum values of Ab, )'_'j [Wj - t2_ [_ is indeed small,
the two sets of modes 4,J, _j are interchangeable, at
least in zero-order calculations.

In any case we see that some care must be used in

replacing H by H(t), and that the modes derived from

H(t) may not correspond to the modes derived from H

unless H(t) is chosen properly. So although energy shifts

can be calculated either way, it would always seem

preferable to calculate them from the time-independent

Hamiltonian H rather than from H(t).

Ce Spherical Functions of the
Lorentz Group

P. Burrand J. S. Zmuidzinas

The determination of spherical functions for the homo-
geneous Lorentz group is of interest in connection with

studies in elementary particle physics. However, the

only cases treated have been for zero spin. In this article

we wish to give a derivation of the relativistic spherical

functions for arbitrary spin. This generality is necessary

for the study of physically realized elementary particle
states.

As the basis element of the Lie algebra of the Lorentz
group L we take

M_ -- (M, N) (1)

M = (M23, M_,, M,2) (2)

N = (Mo,, M0_, Mo3) (3)

M_ = -M_ (4)

The commutation relations of M_ are

[M_, Moo] =

i [gp_ M_o -- gov M#o + goo Mvp - gt'o M_o] (5)

where Greek indices run from 0 to 3 and

g0o = -g,t = -g2s = -gas -- 1 (6)

g,_ -- 0, _ =/=v (7)

Irreducible unitary representations of L are labeled by

the eigenvalues of the two Casimir operators

F=--_-IM_Mv _=,.,N 2-M s,,, =f=l+v 2-k 2

(8)

G = 1 _'_o,, M_,, Moo = 2 ,..,M"_N = g = 2kv (9)
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where e_vP° is the four-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor,

antisymmetrie on all indices with

,o12. = 1 (10)

In addition to F and G, one can diagonalize M2--i(i+ 1)

and M_ - m, thus obtaining states l_gim> or ]kvffn>.

It is well known that the most general Lorentz trans-

formation may be written in terms of two rotations and
one translation

i = RZR' (11)

where we have taken the translation in the z direction.

In terms of the Euler angles the unitary operator rep-

resenting A is given by

tt(A) = U(R) U(Z) U(R') (12)

where

U(R) = e -i"u' e -i_x' e -ir_' (13)

U(Z) = e -'_' (14)

U(R') = e -*t_'*'e -_'*" (15)

O < a, y, y' <_ 2,r, O <_ B, fl' < _- , O < _ < oo (16)

and

tanh E = v (17)

(with the velocity of light set equal to unity).

With these operators the spherical functions are de-

fined by

/ kvjm ] U(R) U(Z) U(R') ] k'¢j'm'_\

((,,

1'× (0,#', r') (18)

where the _'s are the well-known matrix elements of
finite rotations and

Z k,j,.... (_) = (kvim"te-"N_Ikv/'m"_ (19)

Although the matrix elements of Na are well known

(Ref. 3), the corresponding matrix elements for finite
translations have not been obtained. Thus, the problem

of determining the relativistic spherical functions reduces

to an evaluation of Z_., _" .

Our derivation of 7_,.v, is based on the representation

theory of L as given by Naimark (Ref. 4). Let H be the

Hilbert space of all (non-analytic) functions [ (z),

z = x + iy, for which

Illfll _ = ff dxdy]f(z) l_ < oo (20)

The scalar product of two functions _, g in H is

(L g) = If dxdy ]-_). g (z) (21)

where the bar denotes complex conjugation.

Now, consider the set of all complex 2 X 2 unimodular
matrices

kay, a,, /

that is, the group SL(2,C). Corresponding to an a in

SL(2,C) we have a unitary transformation on H such that

tl(.)/(z) =

_iv+k_tt(ctllZ q- ctel)
(23)

This mapping is a unitary representation of SL(2,C)

on H. The set of all such representations for 2k an

integer and v a real number is called the principal series

of representations of SL(2,C). _ For each fixed k and v

these representations are irreducible. However, it is

well known (Ref. 5) that the Lorentz group L is homo-

morphic to SL(2,C). That is, for an arbitrary Lorentz
transformation A one can find an a such that

ct=N[A_ + j__3(A_+A_0-ie°i_A_)qj] (24)

'The spherical functions for the supplementary series will be given

elsewhere.
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where

(25)

and the ¢,j are the Pauli spin matrices. Thus, for our

purposes, the problem of determining the representation

of L reduces to that of finding the principal series of

representations of SL(2C). 2 In particular, for fixed v and k

we look for functions Fk.v (z) such that
Jm

M:, F_ = m F_, (26)

M _ F_,_ = J(i + 1) Fk.v (27)

k,--(N_ Ms) _=(l+_-k)ej.F Fjm- - Fjm z k_
(28)

, k_ . k_ (29)G F j_ = 2M N F j,_ = 2kv F kvjm

These functions may be found by writing the infinitesi-

mal generators as

M+ = M_ + iM._ = -_ -'_"_ + (iv - 1 - k)_ (30)

M_ = Mi -- iM., = z2_ +'g-- (iv-- 1 + k) z (31)

M3 = -z_ +_+k (32)

N+ = Nx + iN._ = i [_ - -_'_'_ + (iv - 1 - k) _] (33)

N_= N_-iN,_ =i[-z z_ +-_+(iv- 1 +k) z] (34)

N_ = i [z_ + _ - i_ + 1] (35)

with

- _z (36)

= --_' (37)

and z and _ are treated as independent variables. With

these generators one can easily verify that Eqs. (28) and

-_This problem has been considered by Joos (Ref. 3); however,
his results are incorrect.

(29) are satisfied identically. Furthermore, letting z = re i°,

Eqs. (26) and (27) are solved by

F_ (r, 0) = N_, e _(k-_,. r_-m(1 + r_) _.....

where

(38)

N_, : e_n__½[.(2i+(iqgk31_.__k)T1)(i+m)l(i- m)!]i

(39)

and 'l = n(J, v) is a real number chosen so that the F_,_,

satisfy the conditions of a canonical basis (Ref. 3).

P_ is a Jacobi polynomial defined by

d"
(-)_ (1 - x) -_(1 + x)-_ dx_

× [(1 - x) "+" (1 + x) "+t3] (40)

The orthogonality relation for the F's is

foZ'fo_kV(r,O) kV(r,O)=Sji,Sdo rdr F j ,_, F jm ....... (41)

TO compute the matrix element Z, we note that the

unitary operator exp(-ieN._) in Eq. (19) is given by U(a),

(eo'_ 0)a = e_/,_ (42)

in the representation given by Eq. (23). Thus, one has

7k_m = e(i_-i)_ dO rdr F_ (r, O) F_,_ (e -_/_ r, 0)
_0

(43)

The evaluation of the integrals in Eq. (43) is straight-

forward. One obtains finally

j+m j,+m

Z_? = fl(ff ;kvm;t) _] __, C(ii';km;p,q)
13 0 q-o

× F(q + 1 - m- iv, k- m + 1; p + q + 2-2m;1 -e -=_)

(44)
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Fig. 19. K-band waveguide components for dc comparator insertion loss test set

B. Optical Communications
Components

W. H. Wells

I. Lasers: Variable Q Optical Resonator Having
Tilted Mirrors for Far Infrared Laser

a. Summary. We previously showed that there is a

strong possibility of laser action in rotational transitions

of polar molecules. To design a suitable resonator for
such a laser, we have extended the theoretical work of

Fox and Li (Refs. 5, 7) by studying the normal modes of

an optical resonator consisting of two tilted plane mirrors.

We considered larger tilt angles in order to use the spill-

over light at the edge of the smaller mirror as the output

coupling of the resonator. This scheme is not suitable

near the visible spectrum, but is especially suited for

determines the mode shape and its threshold gain. We
solved for tile lowest TEMo modes, and found that the

single-pass gain required to oscillate increases almost

linearly from 3% at /3 = 1.0× 10 -2 to 28% at /3=
8.0 × 10 -_.

b. Recent work. Soon after the invention of lasers, a

number of workers studied the modes of optical reson-

ators that are formed by two mirrors facing one another

(Refs. 4, 5, 6, and many others). Fox and Li (Ref. 7)

described the modes of a pair of tilted mirrors, but they

considered only a small amount of tilt that might occur

from imperfect mirror alignment. We are designing a
resonator that employs greater tilt as a means of extract-

ing the output from a far infrared laser (SPS 37-24, Vol.

IV, pp. 140-148; SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, pp. 121-124).

To understand the modes of a pair of tilted mirrors,

first consider the geometric optics approximation. As

shown in Fig. 2(1, a ray tends to "walk out" the more open

side even though the initial direction of the ray was

inward. The geometric approximation breaks down at the

sharp edge of the mirror, and wave effects must be con-
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where

(25)

and the _ are the Pauli spin matrices. Thus, for our

purposes, the problem of determining the representation

of L reduces to that of finding the principal series of

representations of SL(2C). _ In particular, for fixed v and k

we look for functions F_ v (z) such that
)m

M:, F k" = m F_

M 2 F_ = ](j + 1) F_

(26)

(27)

F F_. = (N _ - _F) F k_ = (1 + v'_ - k:)F k_im tm

(28)

G _kv = 2M . N kv = 2kv F k_--ira _ Ftm jm

These flmctions may be found by writing the infinitesi-

mal generators as

M+-- M, + iMz = -_ -T_2-_ + (iv- l-k)

M_= MI - iM.., = z2_ +-_- (iv- 1 + k) z

M _ -- - z_ + [:_ -_ k

N+= Na + iNz = i[0- _2"_ + (iv- 1- k)$]

N_-- N_-iN.2 =i[-z _ +-_ + (iv- 1 + k) z] (34)

N_= i[_ + _- i_ ÷ 1]

_z

with

and z and _ are treated as independent variables. With

these generators one can easily verify that Eqs. (28) and

2This problem has been considered by Joos (Ref. 3), however,
his results are incorrect.

(29) are satisfied identically. Furthermore, letting z = re i_,

Eqs. (26) and (27) are solved by

F_. (r, O) -- N_ e _'k-")° r_-'(1 + r°-)_.....

X t,k-m,-k-,, 1 -- r:

where

(38)

=ei, __F(2i+(jl)+(]k)I_ +m) l(i-ki-_m)!]_N_,_

(39)

and ,/= n(i, v) is a real number chosen so that the F_ _J m

satisfy the conditions of a canonical basis (Ref. 3).

P_O is a Jacobi polynomial defined by

d"
(-)"(i- _)-_(I+ _)-_dx.(29) V_6 (x) - 2"n ]

X [(1 -- x)"" (1 + x)"+"] (40)

The orthogonality relation for the F's is

(30)

fo 2"dOf_rdr Fy,m ,kv(r,O) Fk_j,, (r,O) ----8j_, 8,,,,,,, (41)
(31) .o

(32) To compute the matrix element Z, we note that the

unitary operator exp(-ieN_) in Eq. (19) is given by U(a),

(33)

o)a = e_/_ (42)

(35) in the representation given by Eq. (23). Thus, one has

_0

(36) (43)

The evaluationof the integralsin Eq. (43) isstraight-

(37) forward. One obtains finally

_+m p+m
Z_? = B(i]';kvm;e) _ _ C(if;km;p,q)

p:0 q=o

X F(q + 1 -- m -- iv, k - m + 1; p + q + 2 - 2ra; 1 - e-_)

(44)
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where

B = ,_ N_ N_,_ e" .... k-l,_ 2m-k O+k)!(j' +k)!(k-m-2)l
(j-m)!(j'-m)!

(45)

c :
(i-m+p) I (f'-m+q) l (p+q-m-k) l

p! (j+m-p) ! q 1 (j'+m-q) T(p-k-m) t (q-k-m) l(p+q-2m+ 1)!

(46)

F is a hypergeometric function defined by

F(a,b;c;x) = _ (a+n)! (b+n)! c!
n:o a! b! (c4 n)! xn (47)

Strictly speaking Eq. (44) is valid only for m + k < 1. However, ff this condi-

tion is not satisfied, one can use certain symmetry properties of F _ to obtain
analogous formulas. A more complete discussion will be given elsewhere.
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XlX. Applied Science

A. A Gas Chromatograph for the
Analysis of the Martian

Atmosphere
W. F. Wilhite

I. Introduction

A gas chromatograph was proposed (Ref. 1) for a

possible Mariner 1966 landing capsule mission to provide
an analysis of the Martian atmosphere during descent of

the capsule. The gas chromatography instrumentation

proposed is not limited to the Mariner B 1966 mission but

can be used to provide a descent analysis of the Martian

atmosphere on any Mars landing mission.

A gas chromatograph consists of a column-detector

system, which separates and detects the various com-

ponents in a gaseous mixture and is therefore the heart

of the instrument, the signal processing and associated

electronics, the sampling valve for injecting a sample of

the gaseous mixture into the chromatograph, and the

carrier gas system. The development of the signal pro-

cessing and associated electronics was described in a

previous SPS (Ref. 2). The present article describes

the development of a column-detector system which

demonstrates the scientific feasibility of performing the

mission described in the referenced proposal. The pro-

posal assumed several limitations which ,affect the devel-

opment of the column-detector system. These are:

(1) An analysis of no greater than 50 sec with a desired
time of 30 sec.

(2) The major components to be analyzed were carbon

dioxide, argon, and nitrogen; and the minor com-

ponents were oxygen and water.

It has been decided to consider the analysis of the

major components of primary importance so that engi-

neering data to design future survivable capsules may be
obtained.
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2. Description of Column-Detector System

Carbon dioxide, argon, and nitrogen, although only

three gaseous components, represent a rather difficult

separation in gas chromatography, a separation which at

the present time cannot be adequately performed on one

column. It was decided to utilize a series arrangement

column-detector system so that the inaccuracy of stream-

splitting, necessary for parallel arrangement, would not

be a problem. The column-detector system would then

be arranged in the following order:

(1) A column for separating CO_ from the composite

(argon-nitrogen peak).

(2) A detector for detecting the composite and CO.,

peaks.

(3) A column for separating argon and nitrogen.

(4) A detector for detecting argon and nitrogen.

The problem of separating the composite from COz

was attacked first. Separation of CO.., from an air (com-

posite) peak is a rather fundamental separation in gas

chromatography; however, to perform this separation

very rapidly requires high resolution and very sharp,

narrow peaks. These necessary characteristics are not

provided by the fundamental separation methods. The

achievement of highly resolved narrow peaks was

attempted using various liquid substrates in saturated
concentrations on acid-base washed and silanized diato-

maceous earth supports. Some of the substrates tested

included di(2-ethylhexyl)sebacate, Dow Corning DC 550

silicon oil, didecylphthalate, and dioetylphthalate. These

substrates were tested with column loadings ranging from
30 to 35%. The results were not desirable due to incom-

plete resolution of the composite and COs peak.

Resolution of the composite and CO,_ peak can be

readily achieved using an activated silica gel; however,

the CO_ peak becomes extremely })road and therefore

rapid analysis is difficult. It was decided to try an un-

activated silica gel packing in order to achieve a narrow

CO: peak without losing the desired resolution. This

proved to be successful, but over a period of time the

silica gel column would slowly activate and the CO_

peak would broaden, slowing the analysis time. Success

was finally achieved by activating the silica gel in the

normal way and then deactivating the silica gel with a

low loading of a polar substrate. The best results were

achieved with 0.1% diglycerol on silica gel that had
been activated at 250°C for 1 hr. A further refinement

in this column development for reducing the required

time of resolving the composite-CO_ peaks was the utili-

zation of very short columns of the above prepared

packing material ,tilizing a silica gel particle size of 160

to 170 mesh. With these characteristics, a column length

of only 3 in. was required for excellent separation and

peak shape of the composite and CO2.

The next area of development was a column to sep-

arate argon and nitrogen. This separation was achieved

using molecular sieve 5A activated for 1 hr at 400°C.

As in the case with the silica gel column, in order to

provide as rapid as possible an analysis, a 160- to 170-

mesh particle size molecular sieve 5A was used. A col-

umn of only 9 in. in length of this material was required

to separate argon and nitrogen.

The detectors utilized in the system were provided by

Dr. J. E. Lovelock, an advisor in gas chromatography to

JPL. The detector is a dual-cell cross-section ionization

detector, the dimensions and materials of construction

of which are shown in Fig. 1. The details of the perform-

ance characteristics of this detector were given by Dr.

Lovelock in a recent paper (Ref. 3). The outlet of a gas

chromatograph column containing carrier gas and the

sample is fed into one of the cells, and carrier gas only

is fed into the other cell. The output signal, since one

electrode of both cells is common, is the differential

equivalent to the presence of the sample components.

This mode of detector use cancels effects caused by

fluctuating pressure and temperature.

/_---TRITIUM FOIL

TO ELECTROMETER / \

r3 L _LETJ

STAINLESS STEEL __T__
- I cm

TEFLON

GASINLET

Fig. 1, Cross-sectional view of Lovelock dual-cell
cross-section detector
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The detector that will finally be used in this particular

system is one that was developed by the JPL Space

Instrument Development Section using Dr. Lovelock's

detector as a design guide. A comparison of the two

detectors is shown in Fig. 2. The performance of the

detector developed by the JPL Space Instrument Devel-

opment Section will be described in a future SPS article.

The internal volume of the newer detector is only 60
microliters as compared with 250 microliters in Dr. Love-
lock's dual-cell detector. This reduction in volume im-

proved the performance characteristics of the column

detector system significantly, as will be discussed later.

The system was assembled as shown in Fig. 3. The

order of the components were as shown: the silica gel

column, first detector, molecular sieve column, and sec-

ond detector. Dummy columns approximating the pres-

sure drop through the actual columns were placed in
series with the reference side of each detector so that

the first detector operated with the same pressure on
both cells. This was found to be fairly critical because

of the sensitivity to pressure fluctuations that the cross-
section detector exhibits.

The 15-ft section of 0.050-in.-ID empty tubing was nec-

essary between the first detector and the second column

in order to delay the detection of the argon peak by the

second detector until the CO_ peak has been detected

by the first detector.

The resolution achieved with the Lovelock dual-cell

cross-section detector in the system is shown by chro-

matogram in Fig. 4a. The operating parameters for this
chromatogram are as follows:

LOVELOCK DETECTOR

(b) JR.. DETECTOR

0 i 2

Inlet pressure

Flow rate

Analysis time

Components

Operating

temperature

70 psi

135 cm'Vmin

Approximately 30 sec

Composite, carbon dioxide, argon,
and nitrogen

Room temperature

iNCH_

Fig. 2. Comparison of Lovelock detector with

JPL detector

SAMPLE

iN TOUT SILICA GEL
COLUMN

GAS SAMPLE

VALVE

By using the detectors developed by the JPL Space

Instrument Development Section with one-fourth the

volume of the Lovelock detector, the chromatogram
in Fig. 4b was obtained. Some of the system operating

parameters were changed because of the superior resolu-

Q

FIRST

DETECTOR

MOLECULAR

DELAY SIEVE

TUBING COLUMN

SECOND

DETECTOR p..-

k
V

DUMMY FIRST COLUMN DUMMY SECOND COLUMN

Fig. 3. Schematic of column-detector system
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(o) USING LOVELOCK

DETECTOR

COMPOSITE

C02

N2

Ar

(b) USING JPL

DETECTOR

COMPOSITE

C02

N

30 15 00 30 15

TIME, sec

Fig. 4. Chromatograms from (a) Lovelock detector and
(bl JPL detector

tion that these detectors afford. Also, the delay tubing
between the first detector and second column was re-

duced from 15 to 8 ft in length. The operating param-

eters for this system are as follows:

Inlet pressure

Flow rate

Analysis time

Components

Operating

temperature

70 psi

98 cm'_/min

20 sec

Composite, carbon dioxide, argon,

and nitrogen

Room temperature

The improvement in performance between the two

systems is attributable to less band spreading of the

sample components as they enter the detector in the

smaller detector. The latter system is now being mated

to the signal processing and associated electronics. The

overall performance of this gas chromatograph system

will be studied extensively in the next few months.

Development is now proceeding on column-detector

systems which should provide analysis in one-tenth the
time of the system described in this report with a flow

rate of carrier gas one-hundredth of the amount needed

for the present system. Resolution and sensitivity will

also be greatly improved with the newer system. The

new column-detector will weigh far less than the present

system.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

XX. Communications Elements Research

A. Low-Noise Amplifiers

C. T. Stelzried, W. V. T. Rusch, R. Brantner, and S. Petty

1. 90-Gc Millimeter Wave Work,
C. T. Stelzried and W. V. T. Rusch

a. Introduction. The objective of millimeter wave

work is to investigate millimeter wave components and

techniques for application to antenna and microwave

engineering scale model work applicable to conventional

DSIF frequencies, and to ascertain the future applica-

bility of this frequency range to space communications

and tracking. This involves the development of instru-

mentation for accurate determination of insertion loss,

VSWR, power and equivalent noise temperature of pas-

sive elements, and gain and bandwidth of active elements

at millimeter wavelengths.

In order to bring together state-of-the-art millimeter

wave circuit elements and evaluate their use in a simple

system, a radio telescope consisting of a 60-in. antenna

and a superheterodyne radiometer has been built. The

radio telescope was used to observe the 90-Gc tempera-

ture of the Moon during the December 30, 1963 eclipse

(SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, pp. 113-117 and SPS 37-26, Vol. IV,

pp. 181-189). This experiment was a joint effort by

personnel from JPL and the Electrical Engineering De-

partment of the University of Southern California.

b. Recent work. The 90-Gc radiometer is currently

undergoing improvements and modificatidn (Fig. 1). The

30-Mc IF amplifier is being replaced with a wide-band

(150-Mc bandwidth) transistor commercial amplifier

(Hewlett-Packard Model 461A). The noise figure of the

standard amplifier is about 12 db at 30 Mc fed from
a 5042 source.

Removing the 50-f_ input matching network lowers

the noise figure at 30 Mc to 6 db from a 100-¢_ source.

A wide-band transformer (North Hills Model 1501) is

being modified and adapted to match the push-pull

output from the Raytheon mixer to the single-ended

amplifier input. The following analysis is given to esti-

mate the effect of the change in the IF amplifier on
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WAVEGUIDE - KLYSTRON

SOURCE

/- IF AMPLIFIF.R

MATCHING

Fig. 1. Components of 90-Gc radiometer

system performance. The noise figure F of the mixer and

IF amplifier combination shown in Fig. 2 is (Ref. 1):

F = [(____) input / (NS____) 7 with s°ureeatoutput| temperat-ure (1).

] T. = 290°K

where

-input = signal-to-noise power ratio at the amplifier

output

S
--_-output = signal-to-noise power ratio at the amplifier

input

Define:

L_ = mixer conversion loss ratio

FR, F

f

SOURCE
MIXER

LM_ TM

Fig. 2. Block diagram of mixer and IF amplifier used in

noise temperature derivation

TM z

TI F z

GI F z

_=

Bi F z

k=

F=

mixer equivalent output noise temperature at

the IF amplifier frequency

equivalent input noise temperature of IF am-

plifier

available power gain of IF amplifier at midband

gain at frequency f of IF amplifier

fG,d[ = bandwidth of IF amplifier

Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 X 10-23 joules/°K

noise figure ratio of mixer and IF amplifier com-
bination

TIe = equivalent noise temperature of mixer and IF

amplifier combination

With a relatively narrow-band IF amplifier and the

signal frequency > >IF frequency the conversion loss

of the mixer is equal at the signal and image frequencies.

For a radiometer with an input signal expressed as a

temperature change .x T.,., the available input and output

signal and noise powers are:

S_,,_,,,I :- 2k(±T,_)B,r

S_,,,,,,,, := 2k(±T.,.)BIr G,,,
L.,

(2)

Ni,,p,,, = 2kToB1r

2kT,,BIFGj_,
N o,,,r,,,t -- L,_, + (T_f + T,r)GwkB,,,

The factor of 2 appears due to the mixer response at

both the image and signal frequencies.

Substituting into Eq. (1) and reducing,

L,, (T_, + T,r) (3)
F = 1 + -_T °

Converting to equivalent noise temperature,

L,_t
T,e --::--_--(TM + T,e) (4)

The equivalent noise temperature of the millimeter

radiometer using the Raytheon balanced mixer and

30-Me JPL IF amplifier combination has been approxi-

mately 20,000°K. The conversion loss and noise temper-
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ature of the Raytheon diodes are not known. Assuming
Tlr "_ 300°K and T_ = 20,000°K, then

L_u __ 40,000
TM + 300 (5)

If the reasonable assumption is made that T_ lies between

100 to 500 °K, then L_ is between 100 and 50. With this

assumption there can be determined the effect on system

performance of going from an IF amplifier with 10-Mc

bandwidth and 300°K equivalent noise temperature to an

amplifier with 150-Me bandwidth and 1000°K (F_6 db)
equivalent noise temperature. For the wideband IF

amplifier T_¢ is between:

TR1 _ -_-(100 -f 1000) = 55,000°K

and

T,_,_ = -_(500 + 1000) 75,000°K

The thermal jitter AT of a Dicke radiometer with a per-

fect integrator is given by (Ref. 2)

2 T._

aT _ (_B,_,),----------_ (6)

where

T._ = Te + T_ = total system equivalent noise tem-

perature

T4 = equivalent noise temperature of antenna

r = integrating time

Since Te > > Ta,

AT 2TR
-- (, B,F)v, (7)

The thermal jitter AT for the wide-band IF amplifier is

between 2.9 to 3.9°K for a 10-sec integrating time. For

the original 10-Mc IF amplifier the thermal jitter was

4.0°K. This estimate indicates that the system sensitivity
with the wide-band IF amplifier will be about the same

as with the narrow-band amplifier. If a wide-band low-

noise front end for the IF amplifier can be obtained,

then the performance can be substantially improved.

If a low-noise wide-band IF amplifier of 300°K equiva-

lent noise temperature were obtained, we have, using the

same assumptions for T_. a range for T_¢ of 20,000 to

40,000°K. The thermal jitter would then be between
1 to 2°K.

A significant advantage of the wide-band IF amplifier

should be found in taking RF antenna patterns. Fre-

quency instability in the RF transmitter and receiver

local oscillator has caused the signal to wander out of

the passband of the IF amplifier. Raising the IF fre-

quency from 10 to 150 Mc will reduce this effect.

RG-99/u waveguide calibrated thermal terminations

are under construction (Fig. 3). These terminations have

improvements over previously constructed units. The

waveguide stainless steel sections have been gold plated

with an electroless plating technique (SPS 37-28, Vol. IV,

pp. 147-150) to lower the insertion loss and increase the

calibration accuracy. The heat sink surrounding the ter-

mination is anodized aluminum. Anodizing provides
electrical insulation for the nichrome heater wires. These

terminations will be controlled at 50 and 100°C with

mercury thermostats.

¢/

-;_i,_io_:. ! ::mev_ " J-? --:-- ":U

Fig. 3. RG-99/u waveguide calibrated thermal

termination assemblies

A new 90-Gc transmitter facility has been developed

as an aid to making antenna patterns and general system

evaluation. A large heat sink for the klystron will enable

operation at a temperature low enough to ensure

stable operation of the transmitter without an air blower.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the transmitter, and Fig. 5

shows the transmitter along with the associated power
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HEAT

IIIIIII

KLYSTRON I

RAYTHEON

MODEL 1152

SINK

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
_-- ISOLATOR r

IO db

WAVEMETER

DIODE DETECTOR

METER INDICATOR

PRECESSION ROTARY

VANE ATTENUATOR

WAVEGUIDE

HORN

Fig. 4. Block diagram of 90-Gc transmitter

TEMPERATURE

ATTENUATOR

METER

Fig. 5. The 90-Gc transmitter waveguide components

and electronics

Fig. 6. The 90-Gc searchlight antenna an

mounting pad
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Fig. 7. The 90-Gc searchlight antenna and Contraves phototheodolite pad

supplies and auxiliary equipment. By combining both the

electronic and waveguide components in a single rack, a

portable facility which can be set up easily under vary-
ing conditions of terrain and antenna location has been

developed.

A concrete mounting pad has been fabricated on the

Mesa Antenna Range where the 90-Gc antenna will be

located for field experiments; it is adjacent to a Contraves

phototheodolite installation (Figs. 6 and 7). The photo-
theodolite will be used to support experiments with the

90-Gc radiometer as well as possible future optical fre-

quency component experiments.

2. Microwave Radiometer Bias Supplies, e. Brantner

In microwave radiometry and related space communi-

cation system instrumentation, strip chart recorders are

used in both laboratory tests and in field operations. In

these operations, dc bias sources are used in conjunc-

tion with the recorders. A typical bias source consists of

a mercury cell supplying current to a resistor network.

A disadvantage of this system is the possibility of the

mercury cell failing during a test or field operation, and

because the cell is out of sight, it is easy to forget to

replace it periodically. For these reasons an ac-powered

bias source was constructed and compared to a battery-
powered bias source similar to those now in use. Sche-

matic diagrams of the test bias sources are shown in

Fig. 8. In practice, the 100-f_ resistors, R,_, are replaced

by helipots or Fluke decade potentiometers. The output

voltage is taken from the common to the potentiometer

tap so as to be variable from 0 to 100 my. In the tests,

the current through D_. was set at 7.50 ma, and the output

voltage was set at 100.0 mv using a digital voltmeter.
Results of tests in an environmental test oven were as
follows:

Temperature,
°C

-10

+25

+0o

Output voltage, my

A c-powered

100.0

100.0

100.2

Battery-powered

100.5

100.0

100.3

A precaution to be observed in assembling the ac-
powered bias source is that R_ and R,_ should have simi-

lar temperature coefficients of resistance. It is expected
that ac-powered bias sources will be used in future

radiometry operations.
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Fig. 8. At-powered and battery-powered bias sources

3. Solid State Circuits, R.Brantner

a. Summary. An intermediate frequency amplifier

using field effect transistors (FET) is being studied for

possible application as a low-noise amplifier where space

and power requirements preclude use of vacuum tubes.

Experimental models of a 10-Mc amplifier have been
built and tested.

b. Recent work. A series of tests was made to deter-

mine the necessity of neutralizing the various stages of

the IF amplifier. Results indicated that, with all stages

operating in the common source mode, neutralization of

the input stage was essential for stability, but that all

remaining stages could be unneutralized with little or

no degradation of performance. With the amplifier oper-

ating in this manner, various methods of matching the

signal source to the first stage were tried. Most successful

was an L-network, that gave a bandwidth of about

2.1 Mc and a NF of 5.2 db, using a 200- to 300-t2

source. For all the above tests, type TA-2330 FET's were

used exclusively.

Further tests using FET types TA-2330 (RCA) and

FE-400 (Amelco) resulted in an amplifier consisting of

a common-source input stage and a common-gate second

stage, both using FE-400's, a common-source third stage

using a TA-2330, and an output impedance-matching

stage. None of the stages was neutralized. With this

configuration, power gain = 38 to 39 db, bandwidth =

3.3 Mc, and NF -: 2.8 to 2.9 db, using a source imped-

ance of 200 to 400 f_. A lower noise and higher gain

version of the FE-400, the type U-1166, is now available

from Amelco. Experiments will continue, using these and

other newly-released types of high-transconductance

FET's. Work is also proceeding on modifications of the

output impedance-matching stage. At present, this stage

is quite stable but rather complex. Various modifications

are being inv(_stigated in an attempt to simplify the stage

without degrading its stability.

4. Microwave Noise Source, c. r. $telzriedandS.Petty

a. Introduction. Primary requirements on a gas tube

noise source for calibrating a microwave receiving sys-

tem are: low insertion loss, good short- and long-term

stability of the iniected noise, long life, and ease of oper-

ation. Present techniques used at JPL utilize a noise tube

on the secondary arm of a directional coupler to iniect

a noise pulse of the desired amplitude. The excess noise

added to the system by the unfired source adds a sub-

stantial amount of noise (from 0.75 to 3°K, typically); to

keep the added noise from seriously degrading the per-
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oc VOLi

Fig. 9. H-band (RG-51/u) experiment-,I microwave

noise source

formanee of very low noise systems, very large deeou-

pling factors, up to 26 db are used. The net result is a

noise pulse which is sometimes too small for proper eali-

bration. Short-term instability of the excess noise from

eommereial mierowave noise sourees has been measured

(SPS 37-18, Vol. IV, pp. 188-191). Short-term instability

can be traced to ehanges in environmental temperature,

meehanieal vibration, and voltage supply. Electrieal and

gas impurity and previous history such as eleetrical over-

loads eontribute to long-term instability. In an opera-

tional configuration, long cable runs between the noise

source and its power supply are sometimes necessary.

As a result, difficulty has been experienced with the high

voltage pulsing required to exeite the noise source. Some

noise sources have had a very short life under opera-

tional eonditions. A novel approaeh to solve some of

these problems is described here.

b. Recent work. A commercial neon bulb Type NE-2H

has been used to fabricate an experimental H-band

waveguide (RG-51/u) noise source (SPS 37-18, Vol. IV,

pp. 188-191). This tube with its close electrode spacing

does not require a high voltage firing pulse. The tube is

inserted directly in the waveguide (Figs. 9 and 10) so

that a directional coupler is not required. The two elec-

trodes extend approximately 0.010 and 0.014 in., respec-

tively, below the waveguide surface. Tunin_ screws are

used to provide an impedance match VSWR of 1.02 at

8448 Mc, the operating frequency. The series dropping

carbon resistors with their associated stray capacity are

used to provide RF shielding of the DC voltage lead to

NE-2H
NEON
BULB--

,c-- l-w IOK CARBON

/ _ RESISTORS (2)
F///////_////J////)",//////A-_

H _BNC FEMALE

CONNECTOR

H F//fql-_WAVEGUIDE CROSS

_/////////////_ SECTION

Fig. 10. Experimental RG-51/u waveguide neon bulb

noise source installation

eliminate pickup at the operating frequency. The inser-

tion loss of the noise source guide without the bulb

installed was 0.005 db. With the bulb installed the inser-

tion loss is 0.016 db so that the increase in insertion loss

due to the bulb is 0.011 db. This adds about 0.8°K to the

system temperature. The increase in insertion loss when

the tube is fired as a function of tube current is shown

in Fig. 11 and in SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 150, 151.

0.020

H-BAND NOISE SOURCE 218

I 2

POSITIVE CURRENT, mo

Fig. 11. RG-51/uwaveguidenoise source insertion

loss change with tube fired versus tube current
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LIQUIDTERMICOOLEDNITROGENNAT ION 1 _"_L EXPERIMENTALSOURNOISECE

I

, DIRECTIONAL
COUPLER

l 20 db

r
ATTENUATOR

I0 db

T

8448-Mc MIXER
AND

30-Mc IF AMPLIFIER

DETECTOR

AND

RECORDER

HEWLETT-PACKARD

NOISE SOURCE

MODEL

Fig. 12. Block diagram of 8448-Mc total power radiometer used for evaluation of experimental noise source

The excess noise of the experimental noise source was

evaluated with a "total power" radiometer (Fig. 12)

using the H-band maser monitor receiver (Ref. 3). The

liquid nitrogen cooled input termination lowers the sys-

tem temperature over that obtained with an ambient

termination increasing the measurement accuracy. Fig. 13

shows the radiometer recording for the noise source
excess noise calibration versus positive tube current. The

operating parameters are:

System temperature 650°K

Bandwidth 1 Mc

1

0 I 2

PPROX

--I.0 _[ 7"4°K

3-ma POSITIVE "_
TUBE CURRENT

q I I
3 4 5 6 7

RELATIVE POWER

Fig. 13. 8448-Mc total power radiometer recording of

experimental noise source calibration

Time constant 1 see

Noise source temperature 24.6°K

One unit on the relative power scale is approximately
7.4°K as obtained from calibration with the Hewlett-

Packard noise source. The excess noise versus tube cur-

rent is shown in Fig. 14 for positive, negative 'and ac

current. The electrode excited by the positive current

50

25

20 ....

..-7
I.d

z

15----
hl
O
X
laJ

I.." I0

H-BAND

NOISE SOURCE 218 /

//_N'EGAT IV E

0 I 2 3

CURRENT, ma

Fig. 14. Experimental noise source excess noise versus
tube current for positive, negative and ac current
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projects approximately 0.004 in. lower into the wave- 3o

guide resulting in a higher excess noise. With 3-ma tube

current, l% current change results in approximately 1%
excess noise change, z5

Two stainless steel waveguide sections were fabricated ,_
20

and used to thermally insulate the noise source. Fig. 15 --:
t_

shows the excess noise for various positive currents versus
ambient temperature. With 3-ma tube current the excess z

to 15

noise sensitivity to ambient temperature is approximately totd

0.15°K/°C.
t/d

k,,t, I0

The insertion loss L through a gas relates the equiva-

lent noise temperature Tg of the gas to the equivalent

excess noise temperature Te by

T+ -- Tg (1 - L) _ Tg L (db)
4.343

(1)

With 3-ma tube c_rrent the insertion loss and excess

noise were measured to be 0.0191 db and 28.7°K, respec-

hi
(/3

O
Z

to
to
t,,lJ
,0
x
LLI

l..P

:55

30

25

20

15

I0

H-BAND NOISE SOURCE 218

0-------"-

/015 °K _1

J

I

0 I0 20 50 40

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE,°C

Fig. 15. Experimental noise source versus ambient

temperature for various tube currents

50

MEASURED-/

,Z
___ULATED /

FROM

INSERTION LOSS

0 I 2 5

CURRENT, mo

Fig 16 Experimental noise source measured and
calculated excess noise versus tube current

tively. This indicates an approximate noise temperatur_

for the gas in the NE-2H tube with 3-ma tube current of

4.343
Tg_28.7 0.0191 -6520°K

Eq. (1) can be used to calculate the excess noise from

the measured gas temperature and the insertion change

with the tube fired. Fig. 16 shows the measured and

calculated excess noise versus positive tube current. The
small difference is within measurement accuracies.

5 The 135-mm Thermal Termination, c r st.r=,i.d

a. Introduction. A gas tube noise source was used for

daily noise calibrations of a 13.5-mm radiometer installed

on the 30-ft precision antenna at the Goldstone Venus

Site during the period June 29 to July 30, 1964. The

experiment in cooperation with the Lunar and Planetary

Sciences Section of the Space Science Division of JPL

was performed to: (1) experimentally determine the very

short wavelength performance of the 30-ft antenna for

comparison with calculated performance, and (2) meas-

ure the water content in the atmosphere of Venus with

radio astronomy techniques during the June Venus con-

junction. The measurements were performed at discrete

frequencies, spanning the water vapor line: 20.6, 21.0,
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21.5, 21.9, 22.2, 22.5, 23.0, 23.5, and 24.0 Gc. Techniques

were required to accurately calibrate the gas tube noise

source at these frequencies.

b. Recent work. Calibrated thermal terminations have

been constructed for use in calibrating the radiometer

noise source used with the 13.5-ram radiometer. The

excess noise coupled into the radiometer from the noise

source was approximately 15°K. Tile difference in

temperature between a liquid nitrogen cooled and an

ambient termination is approximately 210°K. For best

accuracy in comparison calibration techniques it is desir-

able to have a difference temperature between the calibra-

tion terminations of approximately the same magnitude

as the temperature to be calibrated. Calibration errors

are due principally to termination calibration accuracy

and the effect of nonlinearity and resolution in the

radiometer system.

The two termination temperatures chosen were ambi-

ent and 50°C. The "ambient" load was obtained with a

commercial K-band termination thermally insulated with

a section of stainless steel transmission line. The "hot"

load was specially fabricated and temperature controlled

(Figs. 17 and 18). A copper block surrounds and heat

sinks the termination. The termination is insulated with

foam plastic and gold plated stainless steel transmission

line. The mercury thermostat _ has a rated absolute accu-

racy and control resolution of 0.05°C. This was found

to be consistent with the measured thermocouple voltage.

The microwave portion (Fig. 19) of the dc comparator

microwave insertion loss test set (Ref. 3) was assembled

and used to measure accurately the loss of the outer cop-

per and inner stainless steel waveguide sections. The Joss

L, of the plated steel waveguide section was 0.0537 db.

The loss L. of the input copper waveguide section was

0.0411 dh. These losses were measured at a frequency f,,

of 21.9 Go. The calibrated difference temperature IT" - T,,)

between the ambient and hot load at a frequency [ is

_Philadelphia Scientific Glass Co., Inc., 9th and Ridge Ave.,
Perkasie, Penn.

ALUMINUM

FACE PLATI

COPPER

WAVEGUIDE

- EQUIVALENT NOISETEMPERATURE T _'

COPPER

BLOCK

TERMINATION
//

RESISTIVE

/  ATE ,ALATooo oooooo TEMPERA,O,E
/N COPPER-

CONSTANTAN

P THERMOCOUPLE

PLATED STAINLESS

STEEL

/

TUNING SCREWS

HEATER LEADS

Fig. 17. K-band waveguide heat-regulated calibrated thermal termination

MERCURY

THERMOSTAT
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related to the actual termination temperature difference

(T - To) by (SPS 37-28, Vol. IV, p. 189)

(T'-To)_(T-T0)[1-.2303(_--2-_ + L2)(_o)½ 1

(1)

Table 1 presents the tabulated difference temperatures

for the discrete frequencies used in the experiment. The

consequence of the lossy waveguide is to decrease the

effect of the actual termination temperature difference

by about 1.6%. A conservative estimate of 10% accuracy

in the calibration indicates an accuracy of approximately

0.16% for the microwave calibration. This represents

about 0.04°K accuracy for a 25°K temperature difference.

Tuning screws were fabricated with soldered nuts so

that the screws bottom out at the required depth for a

good microwave match (VSWR less than 1.02). Separate

screws are used for each discrete frequency. In this way

the termination can be matched in use at any of the

required frequencies by changing the matching screws.
Any loss associated with the matching need not be
accounted for in the calibration since the loss occurs

at the termination temperature T.

Table 1. Equivalent temperature difference ratios for
K-band calibrated thermal termination

f, Gc

20.6

21.0

21.5

21.9

22.5

23.0

23.5

24.0

0.9844

0.9843

0.9841

0.9840

0.9837

0.9836

0.9834

0.9832

K-BAND WAVEGUIDE
CALIBRATED THERMAL

TERMINATIONs7

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

Fig. 18. K-band waveguide temperature-regulated thermal termination and control box
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F SIGNAL SOURCE

APPLIED HERE

INSERTEDHERE

Fig. 19. K-band waveguide components for dc comparator insertion loss test set

B. Optical Communications
Components

W. H. Wells

1. Lasers: Variable Q Optical Resonator Having
Tilted Mirrors for Far Infrared Laser

a. Summary. We previously showed that there is a

strong possibility of laser action in rotational transitions

of polar molecules. To design a suitable resonator for
such a laser, we have extended the theoretical work of

Fox and Li (Refs. 5, 7) by studying the normal modes of

an optical resonator consisting of two tilted plane mirrors.
We considered larger tilt angles in order to use the spill-

over light at the edge of the smaller mirror as the output

coupling of the resonator. This scheme is not suitable

near the visible spectrum, but is especially suited for

intercepting a molecular beam having gain in the far

infrared. Under reasonable conditions a single parameter,

/3 -- (flit angle) (number of waveler_gths
between mirrors ) 'J_,

determines the mode shape and its threshold gain. We
solved for the lowest TEMo modes, and found that the

single-pass gain required to oscillate increases almost

linearly from 3% at /3= 1.0X 10 -2 to 28% at /3=
8.0 × 10 -2.

b. Recent work. Soon after the invention of lasers, a

number of workers studied the modes of optical reson-

ators that are formed by two mirrors facing one another

(Refs. 4, 5, 6, and many others). Fox and Li (Ref. 7)

described the, modes of a pair of tilted mirrors, but they

considered only a small amount of tilt that might occur

from imperfect mirror alignment. We are designing a
resonator that employs greater tilt as a means of extract-

ing the output from a far infrared laser (SPS 37-24, Vol.

IV, pp. 140-148; SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, pp. 121-124).

To understand the modes of a pair of tilted mirrors,

first consider the geometric optics approximation. As

shown in Fig. 20, a ray tends to "walk out" the more open

side even though the initial direction of the ray was

inward. The geometric approximation breaks down at the

sharp edge of the mirror, and wave effects must be con-

sidered. The diffraction pattern from the edge returns

some light to positions back inside the resonator, from

which it proceeds to walk out again. In the case of a

laser oseillation, the medium between mirrors has gain,
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Fig. 20. Ray optics, normal mode, and output of
tilted optical resonator

and the diffraction pattern provides sufficient positive

feedback to maintain oscillation. The portion of the light
pattern that spills over the edge of the shorter mirror

provides the output coupling; the more the tilt, the

greater the coupling, or the lower the Q of the resonator.
When one mirror has adjustable tilt, this scheme allows

one to optimize the output coupling for maximum power
output, the optimum Q depending on the gain of the
medium.

To our knowledge, a tilt output has not been employed

before, certainly not at the short wavelengths of conven-

tional lasers. At these wavelengths the angles would be

very small, and would make adjustment highly critical.

Moreover, it is easy to obtain output coupling at short

wavelength by using partially transparent mirrors and

eliminating "'walk out" altogether by the use of concave
mirrors.

For far infrared the situation changes. Partially trans-
parent mirrors would be too lossy, so holes in mirrors

have been used to extract the output. But spilling the

radiation over the edge of a mirror is effectively the same

as spilling through a hole, and the geometry of a straight-
edge offers special advantages for extracting power from
a molecular beam. The beam would enter the resonator

from the more open side.

To intercept a molecular beam, the mode configura-
tion should be broad in the directions that are trans-

verse to the beam, and as thin as possible in the direction

along the beam. Transverse broadness is desired merely

to intercept a wide beam for maximum power. Longitud-

inal thinness is desired to minimize the doppler effect o_
various transverse velocity components that tend to take
molecules out of resonance with the mode of oscillation.

If a molecule is traveling with a velocity such that it re-

mains in exact resonance with a perturbating oscillation,

then its emission or absorption of power is the same

whether the mode is thin and intense, or wide and weak,

so long as the time integral of oscillation amplitude is
constant for the duration of the interaction. But for

molecules slightly out of resonance, a thick mode allows

time for a phase difference to accumulate between the
internal motion of the molecule and the oscillation of

the field. Beyond 90 deg of phase difference, the mole-

cule begins to reabsorb the energy it was emitting at the

start of the interaction (Ref. 8).

The above argument for a thin mode configuration was

presented in the conventional manner as a doppler effect.

However, in this special case there is a fundamentally
simpler description of the same effect. Consider the
nodal planes of zero electric field in a resonator that con-

sists of two nearly parallel mirrors. Now suppose the

molecules that traverse the oscillation without crossing
a nodal plane are in perfect resonance and finish deliver-

ing their power just as they pass out of the oscillation

region. It follows that a molecule traveling at an angle
sufficient to cross nodal planes will experience a reversal

of the electric field at each crossing. These reversals

change photon emissions into reabsorptions and vice

versa to greatly reduce the efficiency of laser action. The

useful fraction of the beam is on the order of the angular

spread of trajectories that do not cross nodal planes

(except outside the half-power limits of the mode)

divided by the total angular spread of molecular traj-
ectories in the beam. The numerator in this fraction

equals a half-wavelength over the longitudinal (half-
power) thickness of the mode, so that the latter is to be

minimized for maximum efficiency.

Tilted rectangular mirrors meet the mode shape re-

quirements nicely. The transverse breadth is merely the

length of the rectangle. The lowest order mode, i.e.,

the one which first breaks into oscillation as the gain

of the medium increases, is a single thin bright fringe

(with weak satellite fringes) on the spillover (forward)
edge. When a molecular beam enters the resonator at

the forward edge, still further mode narrowing results
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from saturation effects. The tail of the mode that extends

back from the forward edge is suppressed by disappear-

ing gain of the medium beyond the point where the

beam has delivered most of its available power.

The remainder of this report is the mathematical solu-

tion for the lowest order mode configurations and thres-

hold gains in resonators having greater tilt than those

considered by Fox and Li. Interest in these modes extends

somewhat beyond our special applications. The tilt occurs

accidentally in some solid-state lasers that have relatively

poor optical homogeneity, especially the tiny injection

lasers. We shall restrict the problem to two dimensions,

i.e., infinite strip mirrors. In our case, this corresponds to

neglect of edge effects at the extremities of long rectangu-

lar mirrors (where beam density may be below threshold

anyway). In certain cases (Refs. 4 to 7) it is valid to

solve a square mirror by combining the solution for two

strips which intersect to form the square.

For reasonable values of threshold gain, say 3 to 40%,

the mirrors are nearly parallel, and the normal modes

almost exactly plane polarized TEM. Therefore, scalar

diffraction theory suffices, and we need only discuss wave

amplitude without specifying which component of the
E or H field is meant.

Obviously one strip mirror should be considerably

wider than the other so that the power output will not

be divided, but will all appear as spillover at the narrow
mirror. Then we may as well take the wide mirror to be

an infinite plane at distance b from the output edge of
the narrow mirror. In this case the narrow mirror sees an

image of itself at the apparent distance of 2b. Therefore,

let us solve the equivalent problem of identical mirrors

at distance 2b, since mathematical simplicity results from

having the equation for propagating light to the left

identical to the one for propagation to the right.

The basic equation for 2D diffraction is

u o(x,.,) (2/_X)v= exp i_+i-£-o',.(x,,x2)

× u,(xl) dx,, (1)

where x_, x_. are the coordinates along the two mirrors,

ul and u_ the amplitude distributions on the mirrors, p'
is the distance between points (lines) xl and xz, the light

propagates from 1 to 2, G is a phenomenological constant

to account for amplitude gain in one pass, and the width

of the mirror extends from zero to w. The geometry of

Fig. 21 is used to express p' explicitly, and Eq. (1) be-
comes

F- ]expi o,_(x_,x2) u(x_)dxl- (2bx)_
GeJ_ u( x2 )

,do

(2)

where

p,., = 2b -- a(x, + x_) + x, - x_ -

and

2b

(3)

4_b
= T +--x---" (4)

In Eq. (2) the subscripts on u were omitted, because we
wish to find normal modes which (by definition) repro-

duce the same amplitude distribution with each bounce,

i.e., u,,(x) =:: u_(x) = u(x). Now Eq. (2) has the form

of an integral cigenvalue equation where u(x) is the

eigenfunction and (2b ?,) '/=G -_ e-J_ is the complex eigen-
value;

J'/////.//

.............. x2 ,//1 --

,//

/) ,,

/
/

/

/
/
l

/

%//.// ,',_///////////////z _//////////////// /////////AF
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/
/
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/

/

/

_M_G F-

Fig. 21. Notation for diffraction integral
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The solution of Eq. (2) as it stands would be a three

parameter family of curves for various values of a, b/)t,

and w/x. Through good fortune we are able to reduce

the solution to a one parameter family. First we note

that the greatest tilt Fox and Li studied gives very little

light power on the back edge of the strip mirror, and

intuitively we expect this situation to hold or become

more pronounced as tilt increases. Hence, we let w _ oo

and expect little error. In practice we let w be as large

as possible, consistent with a 100 point representation of

the function for computer solution. More points require

a more costly and elaborate computer program. For two
solutions we varied w and confirmed that the results

were insensitive to mirror width, provided the mirror is

wide compared to the main fringe of light. As a further

precaution, we faded out the upper limit by multiplying

the last four points by 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2. This elimi-

nates knife edge diffraction fringes, which would other-

wise be the main error from a short integration range.

After eliminating w, the other parameter reduction

results from expanding p in power series to second order

in a and xlJb. Then a and b/x occur only in the com-
bination

/3= _(b/x) _ (5)

which becomes the single parameter. The expansion is
valid whenever

X' << 10b'_x and X 3 4<xb2, (6)
ft

where X is the maximum value of x on the (practical)
integration range. Since we do not know X at the outset,

we merely used the expansion first, then examined the re-

suits and picked a value for X where the eigenfunction

had decayed to a small value. Then the inequalities (6)
were examined to find the range of b and x for which

the results were valid. Fortunately, over the range of/3
we treated, the lowest order mode TEMo is valid for

b/x > 100, which includes all optical and far infrared

experiments with reasonable laboratory dimensions.

(Eq. 2) is ex-The simplified eigenvalue problem

pressed in the final form

f® I (_.--_s)"_8_3_ _, 8_-3expi -(y ÷ s) + / 'P(s)ds-Gej8 Oz (y)
dO

where ( 7 )

(xY) = u(x)2tax and _I,(y) = uY-- A

This form was solved in the usual way by iteration. One

makes a best guess at ,I,(s), substitutes it in the integrand,
and integrates to find an improved function. Continuing,

one puts xr,(,-ll into the integrand, then integrates to find

,I,("_, G {"_, and 8 ("}, until the process converges to the

highest eigenvalue (lowest G). The iteration corresponds

to the physical process of triggering an oscillation with a

burst of noise when the gain is set where only one mode

can oscillate. Then we allow the other modes to decay

in many bounces (iterations) to find the shape of the
lowest order mode. As a convergence criterion, we re-

quired that the real and imaginary parts of the eigen-

value (8.9/3G -1 e -J6) not change more than 0.001 in
one iteration, about 1.1 X 10-z3-_% accuracy. This was

relaxed a factor of three for the higher values of ft. The

full range of _ was from 10 -2 to 10 -1.

1.6

o.8--

I

G=IA28

B= 5.989

o k/'-"',,,.--
0 0,2 014 0.6 0.8 I lO 1,2 1.4

¥

Fig. 22. Amplitude distribution of TEMo mode with

13 % gain per pass at threshold of oscillation

Fig. 22 shows the magnitude of the eigenfunction, i.e.,

[,I,(y)! when/3 = 3.989 X 10-L This is one of the cases
that was tested for dependence upon the upper limit of

integration. The part. of the curve from y = 0 to 0.95

was obtained with the upper limit Y = 0.95. The re-
mainder was obtained with Y = 1.3. The curves meet

with a barely perceptible discontinuity, and would co-

incide similarly over the range from 0.0 to 0.95. Eigen-

values also match closely:

Y G 8, rad (G-l) 100, %

0.95

1.30

1.1281

1.131

--0.1012

--0,1039

12.81

13.1

Although G was defined as single pass amplitude gain
at the threshold of oscillation through the medium of

the equivalent problem (distance 2b), it also equals
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power gain for a single pass (distance b) in the original

problem, since power ,_ !,l,l_ , and the equivalent reson-
ator is twice as long as the original, which squares the

gain.

Over the range of/3 that we studied, G varied almost

linearly from 3% at _ = 10-2 to 28% at /3=8X 10 -2.

Fig. 23 gives gain in percent as a function of/3. To use

this graph in resonator design, one would estimate the

gain of the laser medium under optimum oscillation con-

ditions. The graph then tells what value of/3 gives this

gain. The wavelength of the spectral line and/3 then give

the combinations of resonator length and tilt angle that

will produce the desired output according to the formula
(from Eq. 5)

We checked the computer program by repeating the

most tilted case treated by Fox and Li (Ref. 7). In
their notation this is N = 2.5 and _ : ,W36, which cor-

responds to our fl = 0.19_42. Agreement was satisfactory

15

0 12
0

Z 8

<Z
?

I

7 8 9 I0

Fig. 23. Single-pass power gain at oscillation threshold

even though our program was not fully convergent at the

time. We found 3.8% gain compared to 3.4. The eigen-

function magnitude !,l,(y)l matched to 3%. The phase of
,I, differed up to 2 deg in the main fringe, and up to 8

deg in satellite fringes in the tail of ,t,. These differences

may be caused by our fading out the upper integration
limit.

In all, we solved 7 values of fl ranging from 1.0 X 10-_

to 7.98 ?< 10 _.The shape of ],I,(y)l for 13 = 0.040, Fig. 22,
is representative, so instead of plotting all 7 functions, let

us extract certain features and plot them versus/3. Fig. 24

gives the eigenphase 3 and gain in a form that graphs

more accurately than Fig. 23. The characteristic features

of the eigenfunctions occur at y values that are nearly

proportional to B '_. The ratios of certain of these y values

to /3"_ are plotted in Figs. 0.5 and 26.
The quantities are:

(1) c, the position of maximum l,I,[ .

(2) a, d/stance (in y units) from c to e -' intensity

point, i.e., ]'.t,(c)/,I,(c + a)12 = e.

(3) Intercept, the place where a straightedge inter-
cepts the y-axis if adjusted to the nearly linear

trailing edge of the graph of !q'(Y)l"

Beyond the intercept, each eigenfunction has little

fringes that lead to an average relative intensity i,I,/

q,(c)]'-" o£ about 0.4% scattered back into the resonator.

Finally, the relative amplitude at the spillover edge

)I,(0)/,l,(c)] is plotted in Fig. 26.

Fox and Li reported convergence diflqculty with the

iteration process because gains of the first two modes
were not sufficiently different to cause the second to

36
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Fig. 24. Gain and phase shift
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Fig. 25. Position of maximum and decay length
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Fig. 26. Relative amplitude at output edge and intercept

of trailing edge of I _ ly} I

decay significantly faster than the first. They disentangled

the two modes from the beats they exhibit in successive
iterations. We were able to isolate the lowest order mode

by a simpler technique, which is the mathematical analog

of a familiar physical process, introduction of additional

loss that discriminates against unwanted modes. A loss

in a mirror corresponds to painting part of it black, or in

the mathematics of diffraction, leaving out part of the

integration range. Of course, the integration range must

be restored during the iteration, but this can be done

gradually so as not to re-excite the suppressed modes
with a large transient. For the lowest order mode, we

started with the range min (0, c - a) < y < c + a and

let it slide out to 0 < y < Y.

We are attempting to isolate the next mode TEM1 by

omitting a part of the integration range near y = c,

which discriminates strongly against the TEM, mode,

since the ]atter's maximum occurs at that point. This is

analogous to touching a harp string in the center to damp
the fundamental and hear the first harmonic. We will

also slide the outer limits of the range to eliminate higher
orders.

The author is grateful to Wiley R. Bunton for pro-

gramming this problem for the IBM 7090 computer.

C. RF Techniques
T. Otoshi

I. Ac Ratio Transformer Technique, Capacitive
Phase Shifter

a. Summary. The development of the ac ratio trans-

former technique for precision insertion loss measure-

ments has been described in previous reports (SPS 37-22,

Vol. IV, pp. 189-196, SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, pp. 128-132,

and SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 165-167). This report pre-

sents a description of the operating principle of the ac

ratio transformer technique and the results of an analysis

made of the error introduced by a necessary adjustment

of the phase shift capacitance of the insertion loss set

during a measurement.

Graphs of insertion loss error and phase shift as a

function of phase shift capacitance and capacitance

change are presented. The error values may be used as a
correction term to the measured insertion loss for im-

proved accuracy or used to determine if a correction

should be made. For the phase shift capacitance and

capacitance change normally used for an insertion loss

measurement with this technique, it has been found from

making many insertion loss measurements that the error

(due to the capacitance change) is typically much less
than 0.001 db.

b. Recent work.

Principle of operation. The ac ratio transformer tech-

nique uses an audio-frequency substitution principle for
insertion loss measurements. An accurate ac ratio trans-

former is used as the audio-frequency attenuation stand-

ard. Fig. 27 is a block diagram of the test setup. The RF
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Fig. 27. Test setup block diagram

signal generator is 100% square-wave modulated at 1000

cps. Detection is accomplished by means of a dual chan-

nel bolometer system. The RF power delivered to the

test bolometer is simultaneously compared to that deliv-

ered to the reference bolometer. Any amplitude changes

in the output of the RF signal generator changes the

power in the respective channels in the same proportion

so that the power ratio remains constant.

If the bolometers for the test set are truly square-law

detectors, comparisons may be made of their detected

ac voltages to give the ratio of the RF power levels at

the reference and test bolometers. Comparison of the

detected ac reference and test signals is accomplished by

a null detection technique. The divided reference signal

voltage which is developed across the output terminals

of the ratio transformer is fed into one of the bridge arms

and is used to buck the test signal voltage being fed into

the opposite arm of the bridge transformer nulling cir-

cuit (Fig. 27).

The operating procedure is to adjust the ratio trans-

former setting and phase shift capacitors until a null

occurs in the bridge transformer output. At this null

condition, the ratio of the test to the reference signal is

equal to the dial setting of the ratio transformer. This
ratio of test to reference signals is determined before and

after insertion of the test item in the RF system. The RF

power ratios indicated on the ratio transformer dial before
and after insertion are each converted to decibels with

the use of conversion tables. The difference of the decibel

values gives the insertion loss of the test item in decibels.

Generally, there exists a small amount of. audio-

frequency phase shift in the system. In order to correct

this to obtain the best null, a set of decade capacitors is

used. The value of phase shift difference will vary when

bo]ometers are changed. During an actual measurement,

when large values of insertion loss are inserted and

removed, the capacitance change required corresponds

to a phase shift of "a small fraction of 1 deg. This capaci-

tance change will produce a small change in the ampli-

tude of the reference signal output and hence, produces
an error.

Error analysis. For a dual channel insertion loss meas-

urement system, it can be shown that the insertion loss of

a test item is given by the expression,

+lO,o,,oF'",',-I (i)

where PRF1 is the RF power into the reference channel

bolometer, and PRr 2 the RF power into the test channel

bolometer. The front superscripts i and _ refer to the
initial value (before insertion) and final value (after

insertion), respectively. The ratios in the parentheses of

Eq. ( 1 ) will remain constant for a dual channel measure-

ment system.
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If the bolometers are truly square-law detectors, then

the amplitudes of their ac output voltages will be directly

proportional to the respective RF input powers. There-
fore,

10 xo[liebl]l + lO]ogloFI1eblll (2)IL = --10 g I'eb2( L I'eb_-lJ

For the ac ratio transformer system, the equivalent

1-kc circuit is shown in Fig. 28. The 20-kf_ minimum

source impedances of the dc bias supplies have been

omitted from the equivalent representation since their

major effect in this analysis is to change the effective

bolometer resistances of 200 t2 by only 1%.

When the phase shifter and ratio transformer are ad-

justed for a null at the output of the bridge transformer,

it may be seen from Fig. 28 that

$el : e_

or (3)

where s is the ratio transformer setting. The transfer
functions of the reference and test channel circuits for

initial and final nulling conditions are given by

and

*el _e2
'K, - _K, -- (4)

igbl ' ieb 2

tK ' _ 'el IK 2 _ Ye: (5)
leb 1 ' _Cb 2

Substitution of Eq. (4) and (5) into Eq. (2) gives

Fl'ell I'_ll , [-l'e,I _'":_l
IL= -101og,o LTTgTTI 'e_ I_1+101°g'° LTT_ ]-_-T.J

(6)

r,'e, II • rl se, Il

:-1Olog,o [.-7b-_j +l°'°g,o Li-_-ij

-l°l°g_° l I'K,I Trk-#_l (7)

Substitution of Eq. (3) into (7) gives

-101°g'° LI'Kll I'K_I] (S)

The sum of the first two terms of Eq. (8) is actually the
measured decibel insertion loss while the last term is the

error term which will be denoted _,.

True IL = measured IL -- _,_ (9)

Since no passive element (capacitance or resistance)

changes are made for the test channel circuit during the

measurement, then

I,K_I = I,K_I

Rbl

,°, (

PHASE

SHIFTER

C,

)

BRIDGE

TRANSFORMER-_

e, _ t _ I
L..... J

SR I

I

I- kc NULL

DETECTOR-AMPLIFIER

_z

I

II
C 2

_L2

Rb2

Rb 2

RATIO

,s TRANSFORMER _,
•_r ,,,r

REFERENCE TEST

CHANNEL CIRCUIT CHANNEL CIRCUIT

Fig. 28. Equivalent 1-kc circuit forthe ac ratio transformer insertion loss set
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and the error term becomes

'db = lOlog_oF1 'K_ 17 (10)

For determining the error term, we are concerned only

with the transfer voltage of the reference channel. Fig. 29

shows a simplified equivalent circuit of the reference

channel when the ratio transformer and capacitive phase

shifter have been adjusted to produce a null at the out-

put of the bridge transformer. The following assumption

has been made in order to simplify analysis:

It has been assumed that the ratio transformer input

impedance may be neglected and varying the ratio trans-

former dial setting will have negligible effect on the

transfer function of the reference circuit. The input

impedance of the ratio transformer used for the insertion

loss set is typically greater than 100 kf_ at 1 kc. A more

detailed preliminary analysis, based on typical operating
conditions and the manufacturer's formulation of the

equivalent circuit of the ratio transformer input imped-

ance as a function of dial setting, shows that the errors

due to the above assumption are negligible.

From Fig. 29, the transfer function is derived as

-- [ .h 1
\

Substitution of Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) gives

(ii)

!_I÷I'°(Rb'?RL')_C_i_I (12)

The corresponding phase in degrees of the transfer func-

tion is given by

180 ° I Irn (K_) 1
4'o - tan -_ (13)

_" Re (K,)

and the phase shift in degrees produced by a capacitance
change is given by

A_o = i_o -- S4'o

-tan-_ " ,_(Rb_ + RL_)IC_

..,(

PHASE

SHIFTER

Ci

O

el

O

Fig. 29. Simplified equivalent 1-kc circuit for the

reference channel at a null setting

For the graphs plotted on Figs. 30 and 31, we have let

.[C1 = if1 + AC 1

in Eqs. (12) and (14) where AC_ is the capacitance

change, and

abl = 200 f_

Rt, -- 10 kf_

and (o = 2 _- X 10 :_rad/sec

The values plotted on Figs. 30 and 31 were obtained

from the output of the IBM 7090 computer. It may be

seen from Fig. 30 that if the initial operating capacitance

is 0.2/,f, then in order to limit the insertion loss measure-

ment error (contributed by the phase shifter) to 0.001-db

maximum, the capacitance change, required for a null

at the output of the bridge transformer after the test de-
vice is inserted into the RF system, should not be greater

than 0.008 _f. The corresponding audio phase shift pro-

duced by this initial operating capacitance and capaci-

tance change is found, from Fig. gl, to be 0.17 deg.

For most commercial bolometers tested in this system,

it was possible to obtain the initial null with a total

phase shift capacitance of 0.4 _f or greater and capaci-
tance changes _f less than 0.02 _f to obtain the null after

insertion of the test item. The corresponding insertion
loss error is about 0.000,3 db. The measured insertion

losses could be improved in accuracy by using the error

term as a correction term in Eq. (9). However, based

on many measurements made with this insertion loss

system, it has been found that a correction has not been

necessary.
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XXl. Communications Systems Research:

Mathematical Research

A. Higher-Order Distributions of
Pseudo-Random Numbers

R. C. Titsworth

I. Introduction

In SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 185--189, the author presented

a construction procedure for a sequence of random num-

bers which were uniformly distributed on the interval

(0, 1) and in which all numbers were uncorrelated, regard-

less of their separation in the sequence. It has since been

found that pairs of these numbers are not independent

but, to the contrary, the two-dimensional distribution is

sometimes extremely pathological. This article shows that

a slight alteration of the generating procedure yields a

sequence of numbers equally as uncorrelated as the first,

with the additional property that any M-tuple of adjacent

numbers lie equally distributed over the unit M-cube,

for any prespecified integer M. With this improvement,

the method can be used to generate a sequence with any

preselected degree of randomness desired.

2. The Result

Let a = {ak} be the sequence of zeros and ones gen-

erated by the linear recursion relation

a_ = clak-1 + c2ak-2 • • • + c,a___ (mod 2)

for any given set of integers ci (i --- 1, 2, • - • , n), each

having the value 0 or 1. We require c, = 1, and say that

the sequence has degree n.

The period p of a linear recurring sequence cannot be

greater than 2" - 1, and the necessary and sufficient con-

dition that p -- 2_ - 1 is that the polynomial

f (x) = l + clx + c=x2 + "'" + x"

be primitive over GF (2) (Refs. 1 and 2).

We shall assume in the remainder of this article that

f (x) is a primitive n t" degree polynomial over GF (2); the

sequence a is then a maximal-length linearly recurring

sequence modulo 2.
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Based on this binary stream of zeros and ones, a se-

quence of random numbers can be generated with the

following properties:

Theorem. Let {ak} be a (0, 1) binary sequence gener-

ated by an n th degree maximal-length linear recursion

relation modulo 2. Let (q, 2" - 1) _ 1, L be a positive

integer, and q _ L; write y_ _ • akq i ak_ - _ • • • akq- L, the

binary expansion of a real positive number in the inter-

val (0,1). Let wk be a real number in the interval

(-1, +1) related to yk by wkzl-2yg-2 -L. Then,

averaged over all possible (assumed equally likely) initial

values yo (or Wo):

(I) The mean value _ of the sequence wk

_2_n(1-- 2-"_
= \1 -- 2 -_ ] _0

and variance ,r_

l Il(!_I--2_L _ --2L) _o_ -_ +2-- (1--T:] 1 -2--

q
\1 - 2-.] d

i

_3

(2) The sample autocorrelation function, defined by

(m) = -- E WkWk
N k: 1 +m

has its mean value R (m), given by

for non-zero integral values of l m[ less than
(p - L)/q. The variance of R (m) about R (m) is

bounded by

var[R(m)] < _ 1+(2 _- I) _ N-

A

(3) The relative number of times T that yk falls in the

interval for which the first d positions of the binary

expansion are fixed [i.e., a neighborhood of length

2 -d in the interval (0,1)], has mean

E '1T :- E [T] = 2-" I + (2 _ _ 1--------_

+ -_ [g (0) - 1]

_2-', Ig(0)l =1

for any number N of points Yk. The variance of

is bounded by

I I 1]I N 2-_11vat [7'] < -_ 1 + (2 _ _ I------_ + (2" 1) _ 4N

fx

(4) The relative number of times T that (yk, Yk-l_, " " " ,
Yk ZU) falls in the interval of the unit M-cube for

which the _rst d_ positions of the binary expansion

of yk÷ __ is fixed (i.e., in a 2 -d, )( 2 _' )<"" )< 2-d_
interval in the unit M-cube) has mean value

( 1)T: E[T]=2-r_ ...... a_,) 1+ 2n--i

_ _ 2_ n )

2-(a,+d: + • ••+dM)

for any number N of points (yk, yk-_,''',yk-_),
provided O < l, < "'" < lu < (n/q) -- 1. The vari-

ance of T is then bounded by

vat IT] < + 2.-----s-T_] 1 + 2- +------7_ 4--K'

The only difference between these numbers and those

of the author's previous article is that here the number of

binary digits in each random number is L, and random

numbers are spaced q bits apart in {ak}. The condition

q _ L is put in to allow no overlap of digits in the random

numbers, and the condition l_ < (n/q) - 1 ensures that

the maximum distance between any two binary digits of

{ak) in the M-tuple (y_, yk_ z2, " • " , yk÷ _) is less than the
degree n of the recursion formula. The former condition

gives an uncorrelated, or white, sequence, and the latter
produces uniform distribution over the M-cube. This

property was called "equidistribution by M's" in Re[. 3.
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Proof. We shall use the same notation and type of

analysis as the previous work (SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp.

185-189). The analysis presented originally is valid for

the modified sequences as well, and the properties (1),

(2), and (3) announced by the theorem follow directly.

Consequently, all that need be investigated more fully

here is the higher-order distribution property of the

sequence. We shall indicate the method which will allow

the proof of (3) above to be altered to fit (4).

Consider the distribution of (yk, yk- 12, ' • " , y_- zu) where
0 = 11 < 12 < • • • < l_. It can be shown that this distri-

bution can be far from uniform if q (lu + 1)> n. For

q (lg + 1) _ n, however, the distribution is uniform over
the unit M-cube. To show this is the case, we shall count

the relative number of times (yk, yk-1_, " • " , y_-_) lies
in an arbitrary given 2 -a, ×. • • × 2 -au interval. Let the

initial positions in the binary expansion of yk+q be zero.

ette!.,''" e i fori=l,2, .-. ,M.

Since we are considering binary expansions of numbers,

intervals of width 2 -a are most conveniently considered,

and these will surely be sufficient to our needs. This is

done efficiently by considering the first d positions of the

vectors representing y_ for k = 1, 2, • • • , N, and count-

ing the number of these having a specified pattern. This

is equivalent to forming a Boolean function on the first d

positions of yk, whose value is, say - 1, ff Yk has this initial

pattern and + 1 otherwise. Now define g (x) as follows:

g(x) =
l, ffxqa+ j = e}

for/= 1,2, • • • ,M
andi=l,2, ... ,d_,

1, otherwise.

Since q(lu + 1)_n, if we let the Boolean function
variables be

xt = aqk+r-t

then the sequence _,k = g(a_k+_-_,'"" ,a_k÷_-_) can be

expressed as

s_0

where G(s) is the Boolean transform of g(x) as in

SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 185-189.

/N

The relative number of times T that the M-tuple

(Y_, Yk÷q, " ' " , yk+ tu) lies in that 2a. × • • • × 2a" inter-

val in M-space where Y_+h is prefixed by e_ e_ • • • e_. for
i=1,2, • • • ,Mis

1

The method in the original work used to prove prop-

erty (3) above is now valid, with d = d_ + d_ + • • -^+ du,
and, therefore, the relative number of times T that

(yk, yk-z,''',Yk-z_) lies in the specified interval has
mean value

T = E (T) = 1 + 2-,a_÷...÷a_,, + _pp[g (0) - 1],

and the variance about this mean is bounded by

_ 1(1_[1+2).vat(T) < _ 1 + p]\N

B. A New Construction for
Hadamard Matrices

L. Baumerf

1. Summary

In this paper a new construction for certain Hadamard

matrices is given. This new construction yields, among
others, an Hadamard matrix of order 156, of which no

previous example was known.

2, Hadamard Matrices and Optimal Codes

The primary problem of space communications is the

transmission of information through a channel perturbed

by stationary white Gaussian noise. For this channel the

optimum receiver uses a correlation detector, and the

optimal codes are related to those whose waveforms are

as mutually uncorrelated as possible. There are three

related classes of codes which most nearly approximate

this situation: the regular simplex codes (trans-orthogonal),

the orthogonal codes, and the bi-orthogonal codes (JPL

TR 32-67, "Coding Theory and Its Applications to Com-

munications Systems"), all of which can be constructed

from Hadamard matrices. That is, given an Hadamard
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matrix there is an associated regular simplex code, an asso-

ciated orthogonal code, and an associated bi-orthogonal

code. Conversely, given a code (simplex, orthogonal, bi-

orthogonal) one can easily derive the associated Hada-
mard matrix. A more detailed discussion of this matter

together with applications and an evaluation of the
efficiency of these codes may be found in JPL Technical

Report No. 32-67.

3. Hadamard Matrices

An Hadamard matrix H is a square matrix of ones and

minus ones whose row (and hence column) vectors are

orthogonal. The order n of an Hadamard matrix is neces-

sarily 1, 2, or 4t with t = 1,2,3, - • • . It has been con-

jectured that this condition (n = 1, 2, or 4t) also ensures
the existence of an Hadamard matrix. Constructions have

been given for particular values of n (n = 92 was done in

a previous article in Ref. 4 and RS 36-11, p. 31), and even
for various infinite classes of values. While other con-

structions exist, those given by RS 36-11 and Refs. 4

through 10 exhaust the previously known values of n. This

paper gives a new construction which yields, among

others, the previously unknown value n = 156, leaving

only two undecided values of n = 4t _ 200 (these are

116 and 188).

4. Williamson Type

An Hadamard matrix is said to be of the Williamson

type if it has the structure imposed by Williamson (Ref. 9):

n .__

A B C D

--B A --D C

-C D A -B

-D -C B A

where each of A, B, C, D is a symmetric circulatory

t × t matrix. Marshall Hall, Jr. noticed (in connection with

the work of RS 36-11 and Ref. 4) that if a Williamson
type matrix exists for n = 4t, then an Hadamard matrix

(not obviously Williamson) of order n = 12t would exist
provided one could find a 12 × 12 matrix with the fol-

lowing properties: Each row and column must contain

precisely three _A's, three ±B's, three ±C's, three

±D's and the rows must be formally orthogonal (i.e.,

A, B, C, D are to be considered as independent quantities).

5. The 12 X 12 Matrix

Fig. 1 displays a 12 X 12 matrix with the special prop-

erties necessary for the multiplication by 3.

H

A A A B --B C --C --D B C --D --D

A --A B --A --B --O D --C --B --D --C --C

A --B --A A --D O --B B --C --D C --C

B A --A --A D D D C C --B --B --C

B -O D O A A A C --C B --C B

B C --O D A --A C --A --D C B --B

D --C B --B ,4 --C --A A B C D --D

--C --D -_C --D C A --A --A --O B --B --B

D --C LB --B --B C C --D A A A D

--D - B C C C /_ B --D A --A O --A

C --B --C C D --B --D --B A --D --A A

--C --D --D C --C --B B B D A --A --A

Fig. 1. The 12 X 12 Williamson extension matrix

Among the known orders of Williamson type matrices
(Refs. 4, 9), only the value 52 yields a new value of n by

this construction. This gives an Hadamard matrix of order
156. For definiteness the first rows of A, B, C, D for one

of the Williamson Hs_'s are given in Fig. 2.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

n ÷ + + -- + + -- + +

B + + + + + + +

C + + ÷ -- + + + + -- + +

D + + -- + -- + + + + -- + -- +

Fig. 2. The Williamson H52 matrix generators

C. Some Comments Concerning
the Integral Equations for

Maximum Entropy
A. M. Gorsia

1. Introduction

In a recent work (SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, pp. 186-194; also
to appear in Annals o[ Mathematical Statistics in Feb-

ruary 1965), Posner and Rumsey introduced the following
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problem. Let p (x) and q (y) be two non-negative func-

tions integrable in (-oo, +o c) such that

f: [;p (x) dx = q (y) dy = 1.

A non-negative integrable function f (x, y) is sought which
satisfies

f _ [ (x, y) dg = p (x), (1)

f_; f(x,u) dx=q (u), (2)

and in addition, f (x, y) is required to have the special
form

f (x,u) = a (x)b (u)e_r(_'',, (a)

where r (x, y) is a given non-negative measurable func-

tion which is almost everywhere finite and a (x), b (y) are

unknown, also non-negative functions; a is a constant.

Posner and Rumsey prove that, tinder certain condi-

tions, this problem admits one and only one solution.

In the present note we shall be concerned with the

uniqueness part of the proof. We shall obtain some sim-

plifications in the treatment and a sharpening of their
results.

2. Fixing

The problem can be formulated in a different manner.

Find two non-negative measurable functions a (x) and

b (y) and a constant a such that

f;a(_) b (y) e "_'_,_) dy = p (x)

a (x) e"r_,u) dx = q (y)

(4)

(5)

when r (x, y), p (x), q (y) _ 0 are given functions such
that

f_oo f+_
79(x) dx = q (y) dy = 1.

The question of uniqueness has two different aspects.

First of all, we do not expect that Eqs. (4) and (5) are

sufficient to determine a (x) and b (y) without some fur-

ther condition. The cited work suggests that there are
two sets of natural side conditions:

(1) To fix the value of a.

(2) To fix the value of the integral

=f =f2 a (x) b (y) e_r(', v) r (x, y) dx dy.

The first of these conditions is the simplest one, and in

this case we shall be able to show uniqueness without

further assumptions. The second is clearly more complex,

for in order to formulate it we have to require the exist-

ence of the integral in question. To prove uniqueness in

this case we shall need further assumptions. It would be

interesting to see if our assumptions can be further
reduced.

We shall proceed to work under Condition (1). To this

end we shall need the following:

Lemma. Two distribution densities f (x, y) and g (x, y)

which have the same marginals and a degenerate ratio

(function of x times Junction of y) are identical.

Proof. We are assuming that for almost all x and y,

_[¢(x,u)-g(x,u)]dy= If (x,y) - g (x,y)] d_ = o,

(6)

and in addition, that for some almost everywhere positive

functions a (x),/3 (y) we have

(u)f (x,y) = ,_(_)g (x,y) a.e. (7)

Let then 0 (u) denote a function which increases strictly
from 0 to 1 as u varies from - oc to + _. Note for almost

all x and y that f > g if and only if a (x) > p (y). Conse-

quently, we shall have

[f (x,y) - g (x,u)] [0(_ (x)) - 0 (_ (u))]_- 0.

On the other hand, by Eq. (6), we obtain

If(x,u) - g (x,y)] 0 (_(x))dx dU=
oo o_
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Thus, the assertion necessarily follows.

We therefore obtain:

Theorem b.1. The integral equations (4) and (5) for

fixed a have a unique solution.

Proof. Supp._se that f(x,y) -- a(x)b(y)e _r_,v_ and
g(x,y) = a(x)b(y)e "r_',y_ are both solutions of Eqs. (4)

and (5); we can suppose without loss that r (x, y) is every-

where finite. This implies that the set on which f > 0 is a

product set P = E × F, where

E={x:a(x)>0) and F={y:b(y)>0).

For almost all x e E, we have

f (x, y) dy = a (x) b (y) e_r'_,v' dy > O.

In fact, if it were zero, we would obtain b (y) _- 0 almost

everywhere, and we could not have

f+" dxdy = 1.
oo oo

Thus, for almost all x _ E we have _ (x) > 0 as well. We

can thus suppose without loss that

E = {x: a(x) > 0} = {x:ff(x) > 0},

F = {y: b (v) > 0} = {y: b (y) >0}.

Now define

ta(x)f_(x) forx _E,
_(x) = {otherwise 1;

#(y) =
(y)/b (y) for y, V,

otherwise 1.

We then clearly have Eq. (7); thus, the hypotheses of
the lemma are fulfilled and we must have

f (x, y) = g (x, y) a.e.

However, this implies that for almost all x _ E and almost

all y _ F

a (x) = _ (x),

b (y/=_ (y).

3. Fixing the r Ix, y)-Integral

To formulate the second uniqueness theorem, we shall

assume that e _,c_,v_ itself is not degenerate (i.e., the prod-

uct of a function of x by a function of y), and in addition

require that the integrals

f+_ f+_f (x, y) r (x, y) dx dy, (8)
oo

f +_f _ f (x,y) Ilog a (x) Idx dy,
co

(9)

'_f +_f (x,y) Ilog b (y) Idx dy, (10)

when f (x, y) -- a (x) b (y) e_'(*,'> are all finite. The result
can be stated as follows.

Theorem 2. If the integral 67 is to take a specified value,

there is at most one couple a (x), b (y) and only one a

for which the integrals in Eqs. (8), (9), and (I0) are

finite and Eqs. (4) and (5) are satisfied.

Proof. Let then (if possible) a (x), b (y); a (x), b (y) be

two such couples and let the functions

f (x,y) = a (x) b (y) e_'_',",

g (_,y) = 7(x)_ (y) e_'_',,',

be solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2). Note then that the mixed

integrals

+_f+_ f (x,y) Ilog_ (x) Idx dy,
_o oo

® g(x'y)ll°ga(x)[dxdy'

f +r_ f +_0 g.o
f (x,y) Ilog b (y) Idx dy,

f+o, f +®g (x, y) Ilog b (y) ldx dy,
oo oo

are also finite. It will be sufficient to show this fact only

for the first of these integrals.
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By our assumptions we have

f +_f +*_'(x,y)ll°g_d(x)ldxdy_

= f_,log'a(x), f: f(x,y)dydx

g(x,y) dydx.

Thus, the assertion follows from Fubini's theorem. The

consequences are then that the integrals

ff® f+®fll°ggldxdy,_

are both finite. Now note that

f log f dx dy = f log a (x) dx dy

+ [ log b (y) dx dy
oo ¢0

+o0 +o0

However, by our assumptions we get

f+** f+:, log a f+'f+®(x) dx dy = g log a (x) dx dy,

r [ ff_+_ +_ log b (y) dx dy = g log b (y) dx dy,
J -o0 J -oo oO cO

f 'f7 L' f3,fr (x,v) dxdv = (x,v) dxdr.

Consequently, we shall have

f f ff.... ] log _ dx dy = g log f dx dy

and similarly

f.-f+- f-f.°f log g dx dy = g log g dx dy.

Subtracting we then get

f+= g) log(f/g)dxdy = O. (11)

Since the integrand in the equation is non-negative and

vanishes only when f = g, we must then have f =g

almost everywhere. By an argument similar to that car-

ried out in the proof of Theorem 1 (and using the assump-

tion that ea'(*,v) is not degenerate), we obtain that

and a = W.

a(x)=_ (x) a.e.

b (V)=b (V) a.e.,

Remark. Since the equality in Eq. (11) implies f = g,

one would expect that when the integral in Eq. (11) is
small, in some sense f must be close to g. In fact, we can

estimate the L1 norm of f-g in terms of the integral

equation (11). We have indeed

_2"{f:f:(f-g)log(f/g)d, xdy] _.

Proof. We start by observing that for Ixl_ 1

I, l+xllogy-s-__x I _ Ixl.

Thus, setting w = f - g, v = f + g, we get

/.

f-[",w,

f ÷=lwl'axdv dv
-- _ j_ v --2 ,,a4 a-®

the last step following from Sehwartz's inequality. This

establishes Eq. (12).
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D. Asymptotic Behavior of

Stirling Numbers

L. Harper

1. Summary

The Stirling Numbers {_} of the Second Kind are

asymptotically normal. This result is similar to results

achieved by Feller (Ref. 11) and Gonc_rov (Ref. 12) for
other combinatorial distributions. Here the technique of

proof is different; one of the most general forms of the
Central Limit Theorem is used.

Interesting qualitative information about the Stifling

Numbers is also obtained from this result. Asymptotic

estimates on the value of max {_r_} are given.
J

2. Introduction

Mathematicians have been aware for quite awhile that

probability theory has combinatorial applications. The

classical De Moivre-La Place theorem, for example, can

be interpreted as a theorem about binomial coefficients,

the binomial coefficients being the solution to the dif-

ference equation

A_j = A_-I,j + A_-I,j-1

with the boundary conditions

Aoj = f 1' i=O

¢0, i:#0.

Feller (Ref. 11, p. 241) uses more general versions of
the Central Limit Theorem to show that the distributions

B_j, the number of permutations of n elements with J

inversions, and Cni, the number of permutations of n ele-

ments with j cycles, are asymptotically normal. There he
defines random variables on the set of all permutations

to count either inversions or cycles. He shows that these

random variables are independent and satisfy a condi-

tion known as the "Lindeberg Condition" (Ref. 13, p. 239),

and thus have asymptotically normal distributions.

It can be verified that B_,s and C_, s are the solutions

of the difference equations

J
B,,s = Y, B_-l.k, M=max(O,i-n+ l),

k=M

and

C.,i = (n- 1)C.-1,s + C.-_,s-,

respectively, with boundary conditions

Bo_= l 1' i =0o, i_o

and

1, ]=0
Co, i =

o, i_o.

In view of the similarity of these three results, it seems

appropriate to call any "generalized Pascal's triangle" on

the lattice points of the positive quadrant, defined by a

difference equation with the common boundary condi-
tion above, a combinatorial distribution.

V. Gonc'_rov (Ref. 12) has shown asymptotic normality,

for B_j, C,4 and other combinatorial distributions by a

different and less elegant method. By brute force he
tortuously manipulates the characteristic functions of the

distributions until they approach exp (-x_'/c), c a posi-

tive constant, llis attack is certainly the most general

conceptually, but hardly the most efficient, and not even

feasible in cases where there is lack of knowledge about
the characteristic functions involved.

This paper presents a program for showing asymptotic

normality of combinatorial distributions, much like

Feller's in that it gives the problem a probabilistic inter-
pretation, and uses the Central Limit Theorem in an

essential way.

3. The Stirling Numbers of the Second Kind

The St&ling Numbers of the Second Kind are combi-

natorially distributed by the following difference equa-
tion:

o'_= jo'S 1 + S-,O';<l 1 "

Several prelinainary lemmas are needed.

Lemma I. I[

j=0

then the roots o[ P,, are real, distinct and non-positive [or

all n -_ I, 2, • - • .
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Proof. By induction: Po (x)= 1, so the statement is

vacuously true for n -- 0; for other values of n,

j:o j=o j=o

÷,. 1
Therefore, P_ (x) = x, and P_ (x) = x (1 + x) = x + x 2, so

the statement still holds for n = 1, 2. Now suppose n _ 2.

By hypothesis, P_ has n distinct real roots. Let xl,x2 be

two of them which are consecutive: that is, P_ (x_) = 0,

P, (xz) = O, and P_ (x) :/: 0 if X 1 < X < X 2. Since the roots

are distinct, dP, (Xl)/dx, dP. (x_)/dx must be of opposite

signs. Assume, without loss in generality, that

den (x,) . de. (x_)
T >0' dx < O.

Now since f (x)= P_ (x) + dP_ (x)/dx is continuous on

the interval [x_,x..,], and f(xl)>0, f(x2)<0, then by

Bolzano's theorem there then exists xo, x_ < xo < x2 such

that f (xo) = 0. Therefore, P,÷I (x0) = x0f (Xo) = 0.

Thus, between any consecutive pair of roots of P,, we

have found a root of P,+_. This gives us n - 1 distinct,

negative roots for P,._. The number zero is obviously
another root.

Now note that if H, = Pne _, then

dH_ (x)
n,_+l (x) = x dx "

and furthermore, the zeros of H_ are exactly those of P,.

But H, (- oo) = 0, so there must be a turning point xt to

the left of the most negative zero x0 of H_. Thus,

H_ (x0) = 0,

H_ (x) :/: 0 if x < x0;

dH_ (xt)
dx - O,xt < Xo.

Therefore,

H.÷I (x,) = 0 : e_+_(x,).

Consequently, we have found (n + 1) real, distinct, non-

positive roots for P_._, n > 2. Since the degree of Pn+l iS

exactly n ÷ 1, we have found all the roots and completed
the proof of Lemma 1.

4. Bell Numbers

The sum

j=o

is called the Bell Number of order n. We now show

Lemma 2.

Bn _ oo asr_---_ oo.

Proof. By the classical formula of Dobinski (Ref. 14),

so that the sequences

j k_'[ _
, n = 0,1,2, • • • ,

can be considered as density functions of the random

variables T_; viz.,

k"

Pr [T. = k] - B,,kI "

Then

k_ B_. 1
E(T.)= _. k_--_.kl= B. '

k=o

Var z (r.) = E (T_) - E _ (T.)

= _k_-
_=o B,,kl

Bn

One way to assure that the variance of a sequence of

random variables approaches infinity is to show that the

density functions of the random variables uniformly ap-

proach zero. To prove this, we will use the relation

(Ref. 11, p. 52)

( 1)mT> (2_)_m'_÷_exp m + 12m +-------i"
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Also, from Ref. 15, we have

B_ ,_ (R + 1)-_ exp [n (R + R -1 - 1) - 1]

× [ 1 -- Rz(2R2 +--7__R+__10)_,
\ Can(B + 1)8 /

where R is the unique real solution of the transcendental

equation Be R = n.

Using the inequality above, we have

jn jn

( 1 )=,,,/say(27r)_j j÷_ exp -- J + 12j +------_

Then if we take logarithms and replace j by the con-
tinuous variable x,

In f (x) = n In (x) - _ In (2rr) - (x + ½) In (x)

1
+ x for x > 0.

12x + 1 '

Therefore,

1

f (x) f' (x) -
n x+ ½ 12

Inx+l+
X X (12x + 1) _

n 1 12
lnx +

x _c 02x + 1)_"

It is clear then that as no oo the solutions _ of the

equation f" (x)/f (x) = 0 go to infinity. Thus, x', - x. _ 0
where x, In x, = n. Consequently,

in in
-- sup

___< j (2,0_/S+_exp -(i+ [1/(12/+ 1)])
eBn eB.

"_ (27r)_xf"÷_ e-" ÷_B.

x: (rt + 1)_
"" (2,0_x_.+_ e -',÷_ exp [n (B + R -1 - 1) - 1]

=/B+ 1_
\ 2,_x,i _0.

Lemma 2 is proved.

5. Main Theorem

We are now in a position to prove the main theorem.

Theorem. The StirUng Numbers of the Second Kind are

asymptotically normal in the sense that

• B. [*_ _ e -_'/" dx,

where

xn:JB_+, JB__, 1}

Proo[. The result is an application of the "Bounded Vari-

ance Normal Convergence Criterion" in Ref. 14, p. 295.

It is stated: "Let the independent summands {X_,}___'a,
centered at expectations, be such that X Var 2 (Xnk) = 1 for
all n. Let F_k be the distribution function of X_. Then

S, = Y_ X,k
k

converges normally with mean zero, unit variance and

o,
if and only if: for all e > O,

In order to use this theorem, we need a "hat" from

which to pull a double sequence of independent (for

fixed n) random variables. The hat is Lemma 1. That

the roots of the polynomial Pn are real and non-positive

is equivalent to the fact that P, can be factored into

linear terms with real non-negative coefficients. If we

normalize each of these terms suitably, we see that the
1 ndistribution whose density function is {c,;,/Bn}_-=0 is

the distribution of a sum of independent random vari-

ables taking on only the values zero and one. If -x.j is

a root of P,, then define the random variable X_ by

XP =Pr [ n_, y] =

xn_, ff y = 0;
1 + x.k '

1
ify = 1.

1 + x.k '

Letting

we have

s'_= X x;_,
k

E(s-)= _ i B-_= B.
j=o
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and

• oJ (B_÷,_ )2Var (S') = ,=o_ _ B---_- \ B_ 1

B_ - 1.

Thus, by Lemma 2, Var (S'_)_ o0 as n _ oo.

Now we normalize and let

-- P -- E ¢ --s_ - s- - E (S') E X., (X_) _ E x_,.
Var (St) k Var S_

Since L ' _ 1 - X'0--X,k and -l_X'_k E( _)L1, and

since given e > 0 there exists N such that IX,k[ < _ for
all n_ N, we conclude:

timg.(O= lim f_ x_Y. _. dF_ = O, for all n _ N.
n-_oo n_oo /¢ I--e

Thus, the hypotheses of the Normal Convergence Cri-

terion are fulfilled. This finally proves the main theorem.

6. Corollaries

The theorem gives us interesting qualitative informa-

tion about the Stirling Numbers of the Second Kind

which we state here as corollaries, but will not prove.

Corollary I.

where

nn

S_. _ _ e-,V2,

[-'e]' )"B,= Zal,x,_ =X\ B, - --1

Corollary 2. Given _ : O, there exists an N such that

n _-- N implies

/Bn+l -- • (B,,÷21)1<\ B, -- [_]' --1)" .

where 1_ is defined as that integer i such that

_ = max _. Thus,
1

J

E. Optimal Communication Nets
R. J. McEliece

1. Summary

Recently Kleinrock (Ref. 16) has investigated the prob-

lem of finding an optimal (with respect to certain rea-

sonable criteria) configuration of communication levels

between a given set of terminals. In this paper, a graph-

theoretic quantity related to Kleinrock's problem is intro-

duced and studied. In the first part of the discussion, this

quantity is minimized under certain conditions. In the

second part, certain estimates on the quantity are derived

under much more general circumstances. Throughout

the paper, it is seen that the "star" configuration (Fig. 3)

is either optimal or very close to optimal.

V2

e L

¢,

Fig. 3. The star S.-

2. Introduction

In a recent article (Ref. 16), Kleinrock has considered

the following problem: given a set of n terminals, and

a pattern of the communication traffic between them

(and certain other constraints), what is the best possible

configuration of communication links between the termi-

nals? Here "best possible" has been interpreted to mean

the configuration which minimizes the mean time a mes-

sage is in the communication net. Kleinrock's discussion

has suggested the following graph-theoretic investiga-
tions.
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If we define, as is customary, the distance _t(a, b) be-

tween two vertices a and b of a graph as the minimum

number of edges in a path which joins the two vertices,

then we may speak of the average separation in a finite

undirected connected graph; this is naturally defined by

__, _(a,b)

-_ (a, b) (1)

The summation is taken over all unordered pairs of

vertices (a, b) where a _: b, and n = IGI is the number
of vertices of G (frequently called the order of G). In

this discussion, we shall always assume that G is con-

nected and undirected. The problem of finding the mini-

mum of this quantity with respect to all graphs on n
vertices is a trivial one; _ - 1 when and only when G is

the complete graph U, on n vertices. (The problem of

maximizing _ is less easy, but the answer is that

_,.a_ = (n + 1)/2, attained by the chain Ln to be defined

below.) But we get the feeling that U, "uses too many

edges" in attaining the minimum, and is therefore in some
sense inefficient. This leads us to consider the quantity

m_, where m is the number of edges in G. Here we will

consider the problem of minimizing the quantity m_

(for a fixed n) under various circumstances.

First note that in Ref. 16, _ was computed with the

assumption that all paths were to be given equal weight

(in this case that weight was 2/n(n- 1). In the first

path of this discussion we will retain that assumption; we
will relax it later.

It now seems appropriate to compute the quantity rnA

for several of the simplest graphs:

(1) The complete graph U,, on n vertices:

n (n - 1) n_
2 '-" 2 "

(2) The chain L_ (the graph formed by joining the

vertices V_ to Vj if and only if li - J[ = 1):

2

--rnX = (n- 1) _J-_ (i-- J) n

n n2 - 1 nz
x-_(n_- l)- 3 _-_-"

(3) The ring R,, (here the edges are V_Vz, V_V3, • • • ,
Vn y,,V,Yx): Here it can be shown that

n3

4(n--l) ' neven n _

m_ = n (n + 1) n odd "" --_-"
4 '

(4) The star S.__ (Fig. 3):

(n- 1) + 2(n(n-- 1)/2 - (n - 1))
m_ = (n -- 1)

n (n -- 1)/2

_ 2(n- 1) _ _2n.
n

In the above examples, we see that only for the star

S,_ does the quantity m_. behave linearly in n; for the

rest it grows as n_. (In fact, we see that while the com-

plete graph U, minimizes ], it exhibits the maximum m-X
of all the examples we have given.) We now proceed to

prove that S_ , does, in fact, minimize the quantity m_,

and that no other graph on n vertices does as well.

3. Results in the Case of Equal Weights

Theorem 1. If G has n vertices and m edges,

( m)m-_2m I n(n-- I) "

Proof. For a graph with m edges, exactly m of the
distances between vertices will be 1. Hence, the

remaining

paths must each be of length 2 or greater. Thus,

mY__ m ( m ))=2m 1 n(n---1 "

This completes the proof.

In order to now obtain a lower bound on rn_ which

is independent of m (depends only on n), we need to

examine the expression 2m [1 -m/n (n- 1)] as a func-

tion of m. The graph of this can be seen to be a parabola
with maximum at m = n (n - 1)/2, (the maximum is also

n(n-1)/2) and since m_-n(n-1)/'2, the quantity

2m(1 - m/n(n-- 1)) will be minimized if m is as small
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as possible. But it can be shown (e.g., Ref. 17, p. 152)

that m_n-1 if the graph G is connected. Conse-

quently, we have proved:

Theorem 2. If G has n vertices, then

m_ _ - 2 (n -- 1) _
n

This theorem, coupled with Example (4), shows that

the star Sn _ minimizes the quantity rnX. Now let us

suppose that for some graph G, rr_ = 2 (n - 1)e/n. Then
it is clear from what has been said above that G has

n - I edges, and furthermore that all distances are either

1 or 2. In Ref. 17, p. 153, it is shown that a graph on n

vertices with n- 1 edges has at least two "pendant"

vertices. (A pendant vertex is one which has only one

edge incident to it.) Let one of these vertices he denoted

by A, and let the other endpoint of the edge incident to A

be denoted by K. Now let B be any other vertex of the

graph. Then B must be connected to K with an edge,

since otherwise the distance from A to B would be greater

than 2. But the choice of B was arbitrary. Therefore, all

vertices of G are joined to K, and since G has only n - 1

edges, all edges are of the form ViK. We have therefore

proved:

Theorem 3. The bound of the Theorem 2 is attained if

and only if G :- S ....

In view of this result, it might be expected that a
similar result would be true for the bound of Theorem 1:

if m _ n- 1 + v, v > 0, then the bound of Theroem 1 is

attained only for graphs G which have been obtained by

adding v arbitrary edges to S.... But although the bound

of theorem is attained for all such graphs, the bound can

also be attaitmd by others, as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5

for the case n : 5, v = 1. Clearly the graph in Fig. 5 can-

not be transformed into S, by the removal of an edge.

But there is a "partial uniqueness theorem" analogous
to Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. If for a graph G we write v = m - n + 1,

and if n > 2v + 3, then the bound of Theorem 1 is at-

tained only for graphs G which have been obtained from

Sn_, by the addition of v (arbitrary) edges. (The number

v = v(G) is sometimes called the cyclomatic number

of c.)

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to see

that the bound is attained only if all distances in the

graph are either 1 or 2.

Fig. 4. A "star-like" graph attaining the
bound of Theorem 1

Fig. 5. A graph attaining the bound of Theorem 1
which is not "star-like"

Following the notation of Berge (Ref. 17), let IrA I
represent the number of edges incident to the vertex A.
Then

:X IrAI :2m:2(n- 1 + v),
AeO

since an edge incident to A1 and A._ is counted in

I rA_ I and IrA_ I. Consequently, the average number of

edges incident to a vertex is 2 + (2(v- 1)/n). When

2(v-1)/n<l, i.e., when n>2v-2, the average is
less than 3, and so there is at least one vertex A such

that [rA I _'_ 2. If [ FA I = 1, A is a pendant vertex, and

we may then conclude that G is of the required type by

a modification of the proof given for Theorem 3.

If, now I rAI : 2, let B and C be the (distinct) vertices
of G which are joined to A by an edge. If K is any

other vertex of the graph (which is of course not joined
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to A by an edge) then K must be joined to either B or

C by an edge (or both), since otherwise the distance

from A to K would be greater than 2. This shows

IrAI + Irnl + IrCI _- n + 1, and so the average number

of vertices incident to the remaining (we assume n > 3)

vertices is (1 + 2v)/(n - 3). When this is less than 2, i.e.,

when n > 2v + 3, there must be at least one vertex K

such that IrKI-- 1. But we have seen that this implies

that G is of the required type. Theorem 4 is proved.
Note here that if v--0, Theorem 4 tells us that for

n > 3, S,_ i is the only graph which attains the minimum

value of Theorem 2. The cases n =- 1, 2, 3 are easily dis-

posed of, so that Theorem 4 gives an alternate proof of
Theorem 3. With v = 1, Theorem 4 also shows that no

graph "larger" than that of Fig. 5 can attain the bound

of Theorem 2 unless it has a star subgraph.

4. Arbitrory Weights

We now proceed to the more general case, where in

Ref. 16 we assign a weight w_j > 0 to each path:

_--- "_, Wij/tij.

Here we normalize _wls = 1 (summations are taken over

all unordered pairs (i,]) where i:7_¢), and _j denotes
the distance between the i th and it_ vertices. Here the

problem becomes a more realistic one; the wli may be

considered as measures of the traffic between terminals,

and in general the traffic is not the same between each

pair of terminals. In our previous discussion, of course,

we set w_s = 2in(n-1) for all i,]. To facilitate the
discussion which is to follow, let us now renumber

the w_'s (and the _i's correspondingly) with a single

subscript so that wl_w_--_ • • • -_W__l_--wr (here

N = n (n- 1)/2). This renumbering may often be ac-

complished in several ways, in the general case.

Theorem 5. If the connected graph G has n vertices and

m edges, then

m_--m(l + _, w_).

This bound is a minimum for m = n - I. Consequently,

for a given set of weights {wt},

mh_--(n-1)(l + _=_ w_)"

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, notice that in G

there are exactly m_'s equal to 1, and so the N- X re--

maining/t's must be 2 or greater. To minimize _, we can

do no better than to have the m greatest w's correspond

to the //s which are 1, and the N-m remaining w's
correspond to the _'s which are 2. Thus,

")m_--m Y, we+2 _ w_ =m 1+

Let us now attempt to find the minimum of the

expression

F (m) = m 1 + w_

with respect to m. We have

F (m --1) = (m --1) ( l + k=,__ wk)

N hr

=m+m _, wk--1-- _, wk,
I¢=m k=_

( N)F(m--1)=m 1+ _ w_
k=_+l

0
=F(m)+ mw,,,-1- E wk .

k=m /

But since w I -t- w 2 --_ , • • -_- Wrn -1- ' " • _- Wj_r ---- 1,

Wl _ W 2 _ " " ' _-- W N _-- O, we have mw,_ _ 1 and so

mwm

N

-1- Y_wk -_ O.
k=ra

Actually, this is a strict inequality, since ff mw,_ = 1,
w,, > 0 and so

N

:E ,o_> 0.
k=m

Consequently, F (m) is a decreasing function of m, thus

minimized when m is as small as possible. But we have
seen that if G is connected, m_n- 1. Theorem 5 is

proved.
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Let us now define e, (G) to be the minimum of mX

taken over all connected graphs G with respect to a given
set S -- {wsj) of weights. Although for wij -- 2/n (n -- 1)

we have seen that the bound of Theorem 5 is always

attained, this is not the case generally. In fact, it is easy

to see that the second (m-independent) bound of The-

orem 5 is only attained by a star if the n-1 pairs

(il, ¢1), " " • , (i,_ _, i_ 1) corresponding to the n - 1 largest

weights all share a common coordinate. Here, of course,

if we make this common point the center of a star Sn-x, the
bound is attained.

For example, in Fig. 6 if we assign the weight

AB = CD = 0.4, AC = BD = 0.1, AD = BC = O, the

bound of Theorem 3 gives e, (G) _ 3.3; but it is relatively

easy to see that the best possible configuration gives

e_ (G) = 4.5 (choose the star formed by AB, AC, AD).

Next, we might be tempted to conjecture that although
the bound of Theorem 5 is not always attained, the best

possible graph is always a star; but this is not true: for
let AB = AC = BD = CD = O.1, AD = BC = 0.03 in

Fig. 6. Here the bound of Theorem 5 is 3.9, all stars
have the same value of rn_ -- 4.5, but the graph formed

by the edges AD, AB, and BC has mX --- 4.2.

Finally, we might hope that the best configuration

always is attained by a graph with n - 1 edges, but even

this is not the case. Let AB --- BC = CD = AD = 0.23,

AC = BD---0.04 in Fig. 6. Here the graph formed by

AB, BC, DC, AD has rn_ = 4.32, but the best graph with

three edges has rn_ = 4.5 (any star has rn_ = 4.5).

A

C' D

Fig. 6. Graph of order 4

In the previous examples (n = 4), we have seen that the

minimum of mX for the best star was always 4.5, even

though the weights assigned to the various pairs of ver-
tices were different in the three cases considered. Fur-

ther, 4.5 is the bound of Theorem 2 for n--4. This

behavior can be explained by the following result:

Theorem 6. For a given set of weights S -- (w_j} on a

set of n vertices, let e_ (C) represent the minimum value
of rn_ attained by any star Sn-,. Then it is always the

case that e*(G) _ 2 (n - 1)'/n.

Remark. Compare this result to that of Theorem 2; it

states that any deviation from a fiat distribution of

weights can only result in a decrease in the minimum
value of reX.

Proof. Denote the n vertices by V1, V_, • • • , V,, and

with each vertex Vs associate a positive number us as
follows:

US _ _ Wij.

J

If we form the star with V_ as center, it has

m_ =- (n - 1) (us + 2 (1 - ui)) = (n - 1) (2 - u0,

and so the best star corresponds to the vertex Vs for
which us is a minimum.

But

_,, Ut = 2,

i=l

since in this sum each wsj occurs exactly twice, i.e., once

in us and once in us, and _wsj = 1. Hence,

u,_ = max (u_) _ 2,
i

II

and

e*_(G)_(n-1)(2-2) = 2(n - 1)/n.

Comparing the results of Theorems 5 and 6, we see

that the best S,_1 has mX < 2 (n- 1), while the best

possible m_ is _'n- 1. So although a star may not

always be optimal, we see that the best star is never
worse than a factor of 2 from optimal. An extreme case

of the relationship of e*,(G) and e, (G) is given by the

following example:

Let the vertices of G be denoted by V1, V2, • • • , V_,

and let w_j = 1/(n-1) if i = i + 1, and 0 otherwise.
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Here the bound of Theorem 3 is attained by the chain

Ln from V1 to V,, while the best star has

n 1 '

here the ratio

2
e* (G)/e (G) = 2 - _ --_ 2

as n _o0, and we have seen that 2 is the largest ratio

possible.

But in a statistical sense, this is a pessimistic example,

as the following section will help to show.

5. Probabilistic Weights

Lemma. Let F be a distribution function with F (x) = 0

for x _ O. Suppose F has (finite) mean it and (finite) vari-

ance _". Let X,, Xe, • " • , X_ be n independent variables

with identical distribution functions F, and let X(,) rep-

resent the largest of X1, X_, • • • , X.. Let Y,_ be the ran-
dom variable defined by Y,=X(_/(XI + Xe + • " • + X,).

Then for every e > O, Pr{N_'_Y,, > c) --->0 as n_ oo.

Proof. To find the distribution of X(,,), note that

n

Pr (X,_) < x} = II Pr {Xi < x} = F "(x),
i =1

since the random variables X_ are independent.

Write

S_ I -- Xl .._ X2 .ql- . . . "_ X_I,

and

G, (y) = Pr (n_X(,) _ yS,).

Then

I_G"(Y)_Pr IX(") _ Y--_'S" In_

15 l<.l,.tl I<.//1, /_

By the Chebyschev inequality

l_G.(y)_PrIX(_)_-_(n_--n_)l(1--S_--jz I,

and by substitution,

t G. F,,(yn - 1 - ,

We now compute

lira F _ (yn_ (t_ - e)).

F has finite variance, so

f (x)dx = <oo,

where F'= f. Consequently,

lim x_f (x) dx = 0,

which means that

lim y2 f (x) dx = O.

But now

F_(yn_ (l_ - e))= (fu-_(_-_)

where

f (x) dx)"

/

oo
A (n) = n f (x) dx.

n½(lt-_)

But from the fact that

lim y2 [ _
J_

we see that

and so

f (x) dx = 0

oolira yen (_ - e)_ f (x) dx = O,
n ,_ J I/n½ (/t- _)

lim A (n) = 0
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as well. Hence,

lim Fn(yn_(l_-e))=(1- _A(n)) n = 1
"a.--+ _ _'_

from elementary limit considerations. So from Eq. (3)
we see that

lira G. (U)= 1.
n --+ o9

But Pr {nv*Y, > _} = 1 - G,(e), and so

lira Pr {nv, Y_ > _} = O.
n-+0o

This proves the lemma.

Now in Theorem 5, the bound can be rewritten as
follows:

e.(C)_--(n-1) 2- _wk ,
k=l

Hence,

e, (G) _ (n - 1) (2 - (n - 1) wt),

and so

e**(G) .12 (n - 1)/n (2 - (n - 1) wl)
e, (G) --

2/(2 - (n - 1)wl).

If now, for example, the weights are considered to be

n (n - 1)/2 random samples from a distribution function

with finite mean and variance (normalized so that their

sum is 1), then an easy conclusion of the lemma shows

that Pr {(n - 1) w_ > E} --+ 0. Consequently,

Pr{e*(G)/e(G) > 1 + e}_ 0as n-+ oo

for every e > 0. In a meaningful sense, therefore, the

star "asymptotically minimizes" m_.

Remark. The lemma can be modified to show the stated
result when the traffic between two terminals is assumed

to be proportional to the sum or product of the "sizes" of

the vertices, where now the "sizes" are assumed to be

distributed according to some distribution with finite
mean and variance.
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XXll. Communications Systems Research:

Radar Astronomy

A. Radar Occultations

P. Reichley and D. O. Muhleman

I. Summary

Radar observations of Venus can be successfully ob-

tained over the entire orbit of the planet, including the
time of superior conjunction. During the time of superior

conjunction the radar beam must twice traverse the solar

corona; this traverse affects the ray path, signal loss, and

polarization of the signal through the magneto-ionic ef-

fects of the electron plasma in the corona. These effects

become more pronounced at the longer wavelengths but

are present, of course, in the centimeter range utilized

in the JPL Radar Astronomy Program. The effects of the

plasma on the ray path are observable in terms of a

spurious doppler shift and a delay in range measurements.
This article discusses these effects, from the point of

view of measuring them experimentally.

2. Introduction

We wish to investigate the magnitude of the corona

effects on radar beams at a wavelength of 12.5 cm. It is

necessary to observe Venus when it is very close to the

Sun in angle in order to obtain measurable effects at this

wavelength. In carrying out this analysis, we have the

use of a 210-ft antenna in mind which, according to pre-

liminary design studies, will have a half-power beam

width of about 0.1 deg with its side lobes suppressed by

from 50 to 60 db. With this system it should be possible

to observe Venus to within a fraction of a degree from
the Sun without a serious degradation in the system

noise temperature. Although the calculations presented
below refer to occultations of Venus by the Sun, we are

considering the equally interesting problem of the radar

occuhations of the moons of Jupiter by the atmosphere
of the planet. It should be noted that the radar detect-

ability of Jupiter's two large satellites is comparable to

the detectability of Jupiter itself due to differences in
their rotations.

The calculations of interest here can best be carried

out using the index of refraction of the corona which,

from magneto-ionic theory, is approximately a linear
function of the electron density Ne, a fairly well-known
function of the distance from the center of the Sun. This

electron density is given by

N_ (r) = 108 + r--_-J cm-S'
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where r is expressed in solar radii. This relationship is
discussed in detail below.

The electron density in terms of the index of refraction

has been programmed for a digital computer for exact

calculations. However, in this preliminary paper we have

analyzed the problem by using an r -_ approximation to

the solar density, since the entire problem can then be

analyzed in closed form. In the absence of a magnetic

field, the index of refraction of an electron plasma

(neglecting collisions) is given by

Ne

n'2_1

N%(_)'

where N¢¢ (v) is the critical electron density for a fre-

quency v and is given by

N_,, (v) = 1.24 X 10-% _.

For v = 2.388 >( 10 '_ cps, the above equation becomes

N% = 7.1 X 101° electrons cm "_.

It should be noticed that the actual solar electron density

does not become critical (at ?, = 12.5 cm) even at r = 1
solar radius.

We wish to approximate the electron density in the
forIu

¢E 2

r 2

where we need the value of a'-' in the region of interest.

If we aim a ray from the Earth at an angle of 0.4 deg

from the center of the Sun, it will approach no nearer

than 1.5 solar radii. Therefore, we wish to approximate
the index of refraction in the region from r = 1.5 out

to the Earth, r = 215. This yields a'-'- 2 × 10 -*. As a

preliminary' check on this figure, we can compare the

integrated electron density over the path between

the Earth and r = 1.5 from our approximation to the

same integral for the true density. Most of the refraction

effects are essentially dependent of such an integration

(not, however, the absorption). This yields 6.6 X 10_;

electrons/cm _ for a = 2 X 10 _ and 2.9 X 10_:cm -_for the

true density, which is more than satisfactory agreement.

Further justification for our choice of a'-' will be found
below.

"We assmne that a measurement of Earth-Venus range

is accomplished with a group-_elocity ranging device.
Furthermore, measurements of the doppler shift in the

radar echo are measured with a phase-velocity device.

Define a group index of refraction ng, such that

C

l],g

analogous to the phase velocity

C

n

c is the vacuum speed of light and vg is the group ve-

locity. Then the group index is related to the natural

index of refraction by

dn
n_= n + v-_v .

The later formula can be shown to be correct except

in the region of anomalous dispersion which occurs near

the critical electron density. The group index must then
be used in range equations and the natural index in the

doppler equations.

3. Ray Paths In An Inhomogeneous Medium

a. Fermat's principle and the ray equation. In consid-

ering the path a radar beam takes as it passes through

an inhomogeneous medium such as a planetary atmos-

phere or the Sun's corona, we shall use the principles

of geometrical optics. From Fermat's principle, the path

of least time of a ray through a medium from Point P,

to Point P: is given by the minimum of the line integral

_1f/ "_n ds, (1)
C Jl'x

where n is the index of refraction of the medium and c

is the speed of light.

Since we will be considering media bounding plane-

tary bodies, we shall assume that n is a function of alti-

tude alone. We shall also work in only two dimensions,

since the coordinate system may always be taken in the

plane of the ray. Hence, writing Eq. (1) in polar coordi-
nates we have

- n (r) (dr: + r: dO2) w.
C

The variati()nal problem is then given by

'": r2 ( dO "_ '
3 f. n(r)[l+ \drj2]'dr=O,
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where we choose the integration to be with respect to r

for convenience. From Euler's equation, we then have

or

dr )F1 + r_(d0_ =7_ i'-°'
tL \_/ J )

I kd_/ J+

=b,

where b is a constant of integration. Solving for dO�dr,
we have

do b

d---r= r [r_n 2 (r) -- b_]_ " (2)

We shall refer to this equation as the ray equation•

In working with the ray equation, we shall use a co-

ordinate system in which 0 = 0 when r is minimal. We

see from Eq. (2) that this requires that

r=n2 (r) - b 2 = O.

b. Ray bending. If we observe that

d F 1 b I -bn' (r)
_L sin- _-_J = n(r)[r2n_(r)- bO

b

r [F'n _ (r) - b2]_

then from Eq. (4), we have

• b [ "¢ ff bn'(r)dr0(_) = -sm-'_-_ r- . n(r)[r_n2(r) - b_l _

Hence,

0(_)=2-- sin -_-_+b ¢ bn' (r) dr . }. n (r) [r2n _ (r) - bz]_

(6)

The angle between the tangent vector to the ray at r,,

and the tangent vector to the ray at r, which we shall

call the "one-way bending" B (_), is given by

ff bn" (r) drB(7) -- - . _(r)[_) - bO' (7)

(3) since sin -_ [ b/_n (_)] is simply i (_) from Bouger's Theorem.

Let us call the r which satisfies this equation r,,. A point

on the ray path (0",'_) is then given by

; b dr0 (_) = , r [r2n 2 (r) - b2]_ (4)

Before we are able to evaluate Eq. (4), we must deter-

mine b. Let i be defined as the angle between the ray

tangent vector and the radius vector from the planet at

any point on the ray path. Then from vector calculus

T

,sin i =

But from Eq. (2), this yields

rn (r) sin i = b, (5)

a result known as Bouger's Theorem. We shall call b the

impact parameter of the ray. If we construct a line parallel

to the asymptote of the ray and passing through the

origin of our coordinate system, then b is simply the dis-

tance between the asymptote and the line (Fig. 1).

• A

If a ray travels from a point at r to a point in a different

direction at _, then the "two-way bending" is simply
B 0) + B (?). When the ray is considered as approaching

and leaving from points at infinite distances, we call this

the total bending B, which is given by

2 f_ bn' (r) drB = - (8)
Jr. n (r) IrOn _(r) - b_]_

We consider two examples of the total bending both

of which were handled numerically:

Example 1: The Earth. An acceptable model of the

index of refraction of the Earth's atmosphere is given by

n2 (r) = 1 + ae -_ .... _, (9)

where

,_ -- ng- 1, n,, the index of refraction at sea level,

B = 1/h, h the scale height of the atmosphere, (9a)

r0 = 1 Earth radius.
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We chose to use a scale height of 10 kin, and to use

Earth radii as units of measurement. The constants (9a)
are then

a = 6.0009 >( 10 L

fl = 600,

T"o _ 1,

To handle Eq. (8) numerically, we first made the

change of variable s = 1/n (r), which yielded

where

' ds
B = 2b

._ [f_ (s) - b_]_

and from Eq. (9)

f(s)=_-ln _ +1.

To remove the singularity at s = sin, we use the method

of subtraction of the singularity, which leads to

B = 2b 1 k
...... [i2 (s) - b_s2]'_ (s ---s,o)_. ds

4bk (1 - s,,)v_, (10)

where

k

[2f (s,_) f' (s,,) -- 2b_s_] _

Using the constants (9a), we programmed Eq. (10) with

the results as shown in Fig. 2. With the impact parameter

b = 1.0003, i.e., a grazing ray, we see that the ray is
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Fig. 2. Total bending versus impact parameter
for the Earth

bent 1.14 deg and as b increases, B falls off exponentially

as should be expected.

Example 2: The Sun. An acceptable model of the re-

fractive index of the Sun's corona is given by

e"-T_N(r)

_om(0,_+ v2)

where

e=

m=

Te =

N (r) =

OJ

V

If we assume v < < .), then we have

n2(r) = 1 -- 80.45 X 106-

charge of electron = 1.6 X 1@ TM coulombs

mass of electron = 9.11 X 10 TM kgs

kinetic temperature of electrons _ 106°K

permittivity of free space = 8.85 X 10 -12 F/m

electron density/m :_depending on r

angular frequency of ray, cps

collisions/sec of N electrons

N(r)

f2

For N(r) we shall use Allen's (Ref. 1) revision of

Baumbach's formula, which is given by

N(r)=l@ 1 5 + r_" ]' em -s

where r is measured in solar radii. The frequency of

interest is the frequency of the Coldstone radar, i.e.,
2388 Mc. Hence, we have

nZ(r) = l - l.4108 X lO-S(}-_ + _), (I1)

and for brevity we shall use

To handle Eq. (8)numerically, we first make the (change

of) variable s = r -_, which yields

where

f _" n' (s-g dsB = -2b sn (s-') [n 2(s -1) - b_s2]_'

Sm = rm 1 ,

and

n(s -_) = [1 - a(fls _ + _,s_)]%

a (3fls r + 8"/S 17)

n' (s ') = n(_ 1)

We then remove the singularity at s = sm by the method

of subtraction of the singularity, which yields

f_- { n' (s-_)B --- -2b , sn (s-') [n _ (s -_) - b2s2]_

(s,, - s)_ ds - 4bk (sin)%
(12)

where

k
n'(s2)

, 1 P °s_n(sd) [--2n(s,,)n (s,d) + 2b:s,,]_

We then programmed Eq. (12) using (11) with the

results as shown in Fig. 3. With the impact parameter

O,8

0.7

O_

"_ 0.4

0._

O.E

0.1

0

_n ( 1.55 . 299

2{r):1-1.4108 X 10-3 k-_ -- -w _rT6)

I.I 1.2 I.'3 1.4 1.5

b (IN SOLAR RADII)

1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9

Fig. 3. Total bending versus impact parameter
for the Sun
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b = 0.9986, i.e., a grazing ray, we get a maximum bend-

ing of 0.784 deg, with B falling off as the index (11) with

increasing b.

4. Range Differences Due to Refraction

If Venus is occulted by the Sun, then by tracking

Venus by radar prior to occultation, we may compare

the optical range to the true range. This difference, as a

function of the angular separation of Venus and Earth

with respect to the Sun, would then give us a measure-
ment of the size and nature of the Sun's corona. In our

analysis, we shall assume that both Venus and Earth
have circular orbits, and that their orbits are eoplanar.

Since the optical path length of the ray is given by

cTo, where To is the time the ray takes on its minimal

path with respect to group velocity, then from Eq. (1),

the optical path length for a round-trip path is given by

_o- nuds=- 2 l +rZ_-_r ) ]dr

+2 ng(r) l + r 2 dr,

where dO�dr is simply the ray equation (2) and ng (r) is

the group index of refraction as opposed to the phase

index n (r) in the ray equation. Hence,

f_erno(r)n(r)dr _ f"_ rng(r)n(r)dr

03)

Since we have neglected terms of order higher than

the second in the model of the phase index we have
chosen as acceptable, i.e.,

n _ (r) = 1 - 80.45 × 10_ N.!r),
t _

and since the group index is given by

N (r)
,_ (r) __ 1 + 80.45 × 106 f_

then we may take ng(r)n(r)= 1, neglecting terms of

order higher than the second, and Eq. (13) becomes

f_e r dr f r_ r dr?_o= 2 , -[r.,n_(-_ -- b'-']_ + 2 ,, [r_n_(_) -- b2]_.

(14)

Since the only known quantities are re, r9, and 0d,
the angular separation, we have to determine b and rm.

Once we have b, we simply solve Eq. (3) for r,,. Hence,

our problem is then to find a way to determine b.

From Eq. (4), we have

'e b drO,=O(r+) + O(rg) = , r[r2n2(r )_b2]_

+ J,f [r2n2 bdr (15)

In general, using accepted models of the index of refrac-

tion of the corona, Eq. (15) will be unintegrable in closed

form. We therefore will have to invert Eq. (15) numeri-

cally, so that we may express b as a function of On. Let

us first find a set of points, (0al, C_), i = 1, n, by numeri-

cally integrating Eq. (15) for b = bi.

We then make a least squares fit to (O_,bi), using Od
as the abscissa and b as the ordinate. We then obtain a

polynomial, P (Od), which expresses b as a function of
0d, i.e.,

b = e (16)

If Eq. (15) is integrable in closed form, as it would be
for certain simplified n (r), we then obtain

Oa=F(b).

We may then solve this equation either analytically or

numerically to obtain

b = c (0,) = (17)

Once we have obtained either Eq. (16) or (17), we can
then find r,,, and hence solve (14) to obtain range b,, as

a function of 0d. Since the straight line or true round-

trip range is given by

#, := 2 [r_ + r½ - 2%r_ cos Oa]_, (18)

then the round-trip range difference due to refraction is

8{, = p,, - _, = 2 , -[r2n _ (-_) -- b_]_

'_ r dr+ , [r_n _(r)- b_]_

- [r_+ r½ - 2ror , cos 0a]_ }

where b is obtained either from Eq. (16) or (17).

, (19)
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We are now writing a program to find 8_ as a function

of Od using the index (11), and this report will follow in

a subsequent SPS article. Presently, however, we will

consider the simplified model of the index, such that

Eq. (19) is easily found analytically.

Let us take

o_2

n_(r) = 1 - r--z (_2 = 2 × 10-') (20)

as our simplified model of the index. As a comparison

of Eq. (20) with Eq. (11), let us find the total bending B

yielded by Eq. (20). We have from Eq. (8)

2 f _o ba z drB=- , r(r2_a2 )jr 2_(a 2+b2)] _,

which yields

E b lB: (62+b2)_ 1 _r. (21)

We have plotted Eq. (21) in Fig. 3. We notice that the

index (11) and the index (20) yield results that disagree

badly for b _ 1.3. But for B _-_ 1.3, they yield results that

are very dose, with the index (20) yielding a result that is

slightly larger than the index (11) for b _ 1.7 and slightly

smaller for b _ 1.7. Since small values of b are of no

interest, due to physical limitations of the Goldstone an-

tennas, we may conclude that we have chosen a suitable

model.

We shall now proceed with the solution of Eq. (19)

using Eq. (20). Solving Eq. (15) using Eq. (20), we have
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f re b dr0a = , r [r -°- (a _ + b_)]_

r. = [_s + b']_.

+ { "Q bdr
L ,,, r [r e -- (a _ + bs)]_ '

which yields

b[Od-- (a 2+b2 ),_
('_ + b_)_ + cos-_ ("_COS 1

/

r0 r_ ]
(22)

We may now solve Eq. (22) to get a numerical solution

of the form (17), i.e., b = G (0d).

We now wish to solve Eq. (14) for _,, using Eq. (20).
We have

ro rdrb0=2 . ir s_(a s+bs)] s

r,, = (a s + bz) w,

r_ rdr+2 , [r s_(a s+bz)] _ ,

which yields

_o= 2 {[,% - (,5 + bs)]_ + [_ _ (_ + b_.)]_). (23)

Hence, from Eq. (19), we have

-- [r_i. + r_ - 2for 9 cos 0_]_}, (24)

where b = G (0_) from Eq. (22).

Using r:_ = 215r,_:, r, = 151r_5 , and ,,_ = 2 X 10-4,
b = G (0d) is shown in _Fig. 4. Using the same constants,

the result (24) for 3_ is shown in Fig. 5. We see that we

get a significant range difference with an angular sepa-

ration as small as 174 deg. These results are encouraging,
as the 210-ft radar antenna ceases to have sidelobe inter-

ference of significance at approximately 179 deg of angu-

lar separation (b - 1.5 from Fig. 4).
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5. Doppler Shift Due to Refraction

If we are measuring the doppler shift as we track

Venus prior to occultation by the Sun, then by remov-

ing the doppler shift contributed by the motion of Venus,

we obtain the doppler shift due to refraction by the

corona. This information, like the range difference 3_,

would then be useful in determining the size and nature

of the corona. As in our analysis of 3_, we shall assume
that Venus and Earth have circular orbits and that their

orbits are coplanar.

We shall consider the doppler shift in terms of the

range rate. As a result, the range we shall consider shall

be in terms of the phase index of refraction rather than

the group index. Our range equation is then

fl2e = n ds. (25)

The doppler shift of Venus as it moves away from the

Earth is given by

2L,f,,
fd --

C

where t;. is the range rate of the optical path length,/to

is the transmitter frequency, and c is the speed of light.

The doppler shift of Venus due to its motion alone as it

moves away from the Earth is given by

2_,f,,
f _tt --

0

where ¢;t is the range rate of the true path length. Hence,

the doppler shift due to refraction is given by

f. _ -2t. (bo - p,). (26)
C

To find b we must solve Eq. (25) considering b to be
a function of time. This follows since if we consider aa

to be a function of t, as given by the ephemeris, then

upon solving Eq. (15), we obtain b as a function of 0a,

i.e., t. We have from Eq. (25)

p (t) = (r) + dr
J rra

dO" _-_'_.

where dO�dr is simply the ray equation (2). Hence,

_=/_ 0 rn 2 (r) dr f rrt 2_
+ _ (r) dr

e (t) [r"n _ (r) --- b-_ (t)]_ [r_-n _"(r) b _ (t)]_"
re(t) re(t)

(27)

We shall now modify Eq. (27) so that differentiation will
be easier. We have

f _e rn _"(r) drp (t) = [r2n 2 -_) ----_-(t>]_
_(t)

- b (t) f'° b (t) dr,(_) r [r2n2(r) - b2 (t)]_

_ • b (t) dr+ b (t) IrOn2 (r) b _ (t)]_
_n(t) r

"_ rn "_(r) dr+ [r2n '' (r) -- b _"(t)]_
=(t)

- b (t) [r_'n '_(r) b 2 (t)]_
t) r

f% b (t) dr+ b (t)
,,,,t,r [r'_n z (r) -- b 2 (t)]_ '

and

f'_ [rZn 2 (r) -- b 2 (t)ls(t)
a_.(,) r drp

f_ b (t) dr+ b (t)
.(t, r [r2n _ (r) -- b: (t)]_

_, [r_'n_(r) - b_"(t)]_+ dr
m r

__ b (t) dr+ b (t) [r°-n2 (r) b 2..) _ - (t)]_

which yields upon differentiation,

(t) = b(t) dr {_e b(t) dr
dt Lib,(t) r [r'_n _"(r) - b 2 (t)]_

f_ b(t)dr ]
_(t) f"

But from Eq. (15), the quantity in brackets is simply 0d (t).
Hence,

/) (t) = b (t) O, (t),

and since we are considering circular orbits, then

0a (t) = o,,t where _,_ is the synodic angular rate of Venus,
which leads to

b (t) = ,o.b (t). (28)
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Since the impact parameter bt (t) of the true path is

given by elementary trigonometry as

rq7 _ sin ((0st)

bt (t) - [r_ + r=9- 2rer _ cos (_o,t)]_

then from Eq. (26), we have

r q_r9 sin (,o,t)
f,(t) -- -2f°_'rb(t)c_ [r_+ r=£ - 2rer £ cos(_,,t)]_.l'

where b (t) is obtained by inverting Eq. (15).

We are now writing a program to evaluate f, (t) for

variable parameter t using the index (11). This report
will follow in a subsequent SPS article. We shall again

consider the simplified index (20) in (29) as we did for

the range difference 8_.

We recall that to solve for b (t) using the simplified

index, we had to solve Eq. (22) numerically to find b (t),

given Oa(t). Using the following constants:

a = 2 X 10 -_,

fo = 2.388 X 109 cps,

c -- 0.43092r_D/sec,

(o_= 1.24311 )< 10 -7 rad/sec,

re = 215r_,

rq = 151r o,

the result (29) shown in Fig. 6 is obtained. As in the case

of the range difference, we see that at 174 deg of angular
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separation we have a doppler shift of approximately

0.5 cps; at 179 deg we have approximately 17 cps. This

again is an encouraging result.

The reliability of the numerical results in terms of

range differences and doppler differences is difficult to

assess even though we have been careful in formulating

the index of refraction approximation. It appears, how-

ever, that numerical calculations utilizing the more exact

model of coronal electron density will yield similar results.

In such a circumstance highly meaningful experiments

can be carried out at such times when Venus (or possibly

even Mercury) is in the correct celestial position. Future

studies will include an investigation of the Jupiter at-

mosphere about which very little is known. Detailed

polarization and absorption effects remain to be investi-
gated.

B. Effects of General Relativity
on Planetary Radar Distance

Measurements

D. O. Muhleman and P. Reichley

1. Summary

The Earth-Venus distance has been measured with

the Goldstone Venus site radar over a 3-mo period cen-

tered around the 1964 inferior conjunction of Venus

with an apparent accuracy of about 5 t_sec in round-

trip propagation time. These measurements, in conjunc-

tion with previous observations, are being utilized to

redetermine the Astronomical Unit and the elliptical

parameters of the orbits of the two planets. The com-

putational procedure is to compare the measurements

to theoretical observables computed from the ephe-
merides and its associated a priori constants. For the

most part, the ephemerides have been formulated from

the Newtonian theory of gravitation, and the observables

have been computed with regard to the special theory

of relativity. However, Einstein's Theory of Gravitation

predicts a direct effect on the time-of-propagation mea-
surements due to the mass of the Sun. These effects are

separate from the secular motions of the planets them-

selves arising from Einstein's theory. In this report we
estimate the magnitude of the former effect.

2. Introduction

It is well-known from classical physics that the wave

front of an electromagnetic wave will propagate in free

space according to the eikonal equation

1 {b,_'_ 2
-_ \-_-] - (grad _)e = 0, (1)

where _I, is the phase and c the velocity of light in a

vacuum. If the wave is propagating in a medium of index

of refraction n, Eq. (1) holds with c replaced by the phase
velocity in the medium, or

\ Ot ] - (grad ,I,) z = 0. (2)

A modem discussion with the pertinent formulas for

the treatment of the problem of propagation in vacuum

in the presence of a gravitational field (in our case the

Sun) is presented by Fock in Ref. 2. The mechanism for

solving our particular problem arises from the solution

of Einstein's gravitational equations for a light ray in

the presence of a single, concentrated mass which leads
to the well-known Schwarzschild metric. The relativistic

aspects of this metric are contained in a single parameter,
a, called the "gravitation radius of the mass M," and are

given by the expression

_ _,M
a c2 , (3)

where _, is the Newtonian gravitational constant. The

parameter a is equal to 1.48 km for the Sun and 0.433 cm

for the Earth, which justifies neglecting the masses of
the Earth and Venus. From the Schwarzschild metric

and the differential equation for the null geodesic

(Ref. 2), it can be shown that to first order in a/r (where

r is the distance from the center of the Sun to any point

of interest) the eikonal equation (1) becomes

(a ,y
c 2 \ 0t ] - (grad,I,) 2 = 0, (2)'

where

4_

n 2(r) = 1 +--. (4)
r

Thus, to first order in a/r, the propagation of a wave

front in vacuum in the presence of a concentrated mass

M is mathematically equivalent to the propagation of

the wave in a medium of index of refraction n given by

Eq. (4). Consequently, the ray trajectory and propaga-

tion time can be obtained in the same way as we have

done in the study o[ radar rays in the solar corona as
reported in Sect. XXII-A.
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We will make no attempt to give a "deep" physical

argument as to the reality of this effect. It is sufficient
here to say that it is a mathematical consequence of

Einstein's equations. From the point of view of classical

physics, one can say that from the spherical symmetry

of the gravitational index of refraction which is every-

where greater than unity a light ray will be bent toward

the Sun and, that propagation between two points in the

solar system will "take longer" than one would expect.

The theory that has been developed has been applied

to the angular bending of light rays as they pass near

the Sun. Our application and treatment, however, is

apparently new.

3. Propagation Times

Specifically, our problem is to compute the propaga-
tion time between the Earth and Venus in the presence

of a medium of index of refraction n (r) [Eq. (4)]. The

propagation time is given by the line integral along

the ray trajectory between the two bodies,

1f_ n (r) as, (5)_t= c

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

I
EARTH

b IS THE IMPACTPARAMETER OF THE
ASYMPTOTE TO THE RAYAT THE
EARTH

Fig. 7. Geometry of the heliocentric

Earth-Venus system

where ds is the "Euclidian" line element given by the

following expression in cylindrical coordinates:

as'-' = dr 2 + r2dO 2. (6)

The angle 0 is measured in the plane containing the
Sun, Earth, and Venus at the Sun. The ray will remain

in this plane due to the dependence on r alone in n (r).

The two-dimensional geometry is shown in Fig. 7, where

b is the impact parameter of the asymptotic to the ray
at the Earth.

The differential equation of the ray trajectory can be
obtained from Fermat's principle as shown in Sect. XXII-A

and in Ref. 3. In terms of a general n(r) one obtains

(Joy
dr] = r4n '' (r) - r_b " ' (7)

where b is a constant of integration which may be taken

as the impact parameter of the ray whose definition is

given in Fig. 7. From Eq. (6)

_[ (s)

which when inserted into Eq. (5) yields, after the sub-

stitution of Eqs. (4) and (7),

1 f _: (r + 4a) dr
:t -c jr, [r 2+4_r-b2]_ " (9)

Eq. (9) is now a simple integral between r: and r._and

can be carried out in closed form to yield

_t = l[r_ _ 4(_r_ - b_] y; - 1 [r_ + 4(_r_ - b_]'_
C " C

o_ (2 [r?,+ 4ocr_ -- b'_]_ + 2r_ + 4a l

+ _-ln_[r_+4ar, b _]_+ 2r' +-_af " (10)

The first two terms essentially represent the geometrical
distance between the two planets and the third term

a relativistic correction. Eq. (10) is exact to first order

in a/r and is the solution of the problem if b is known.

One can obtain b by finding the ray trajectory that passes

through both the position of the Earth and that of Venus

and satisfies Eq. (7). At any given instant of time, the

angle 0,, between the Earth and Venus is known from

the planetary ephemerides, and we can integrate Eq. (7)

after inserting the index of refraction, Eq. (4)

_ b dr0. = - (11)
r [r '_+ 4_r - b_] v.

or

_ b e r=,:

O,,=[--sin-_{r 2"r(2a__ _2-')_} 1_-,,
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Eq. (12) is a rather difficult transcendental equation for b

which is best solved numerically for particular values
of 0,,, rl, and r..,.

4. Example

As a numerical example, we will take rl = 1.00AU,

r_ : 0.72AU, and 0,, : 30 deg (about 50 days on both

sides of inferior conjunction). Then from Eq. (12):

b "_ 0.69; 2At (the round-trip propagation time) is, from

Eq. (10), given by

2/xt = 521 + 12.6 × 10 _ sec.

The first term of the above equation represents the geo-
metrical distance, and the second term represents the

relativistic correction. At an ideal inferior conjunction

b : 0 and Eq. (10) yields

2At : 290 + 6.0 X 10 _sec.

If indeed our Venus range measurements are accurate

to 5.0 /zsec, the relativistic effect should be observable.

However, the difficulty of separating this effect from the

other errors in the planetary theory and ephemerides

should not be underestimated. It is quite possible that
the data on hand is sufficient for this check on Einstein's

Theory of Gravitation, but an exhaustive analysis will

be required to accomplish this goal.

Doppler measurements of the range change will also

be affected by the gravitational index of refraction due

to changes with time of the integral contained in Eq. (9).

However, this effect is smaller than our present capability
of measurement.
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XXlII. Communications Systems Research:

Detection and Filter Theory

A. Asymptotic Results for Opti-
mum Equally Spaced Quan-
tization of Gaussian Data

R. C. Titsworth

1. Introduction

In many data-transmission systems, analog input sig-
nals are first converted to discrete form at the transmitter,

transmitted digitally over a channel, and reconstructed

at the receiver as analog signals. The resulting output

normally resembles the input process but is not precisely

the same, since the quantization process at the transmitter

introduces infidelity, and noise in the channel causes

further corruption. Quantization for minimum distortion

has been treated by the author (SPS 37-24, Vol. IV,

pp. 196-200) and by Max (Ref. 1) assuming no noise in
the channel. The former article indicated that uniform

quantization of Gaussian data using a large number
of quantization levels causes little extra distortion in the

output. Based on the largest interval obtained for opti-

mum quantization, the author placed a rather crude

bound on performance.

The work of Max gives tables of optimum equally

spaced quantization parameters for Gaussian data, up

to 36 levels. This article gives an asymptotic treatment

for these parameters when the number of levels is very
large.

2. Quantization Distortion

Let x(t) be a stationary, normally distributed, unit-

variance random process, and for any value of x (t), say x,

we shall quantize as follows: For any preassigned even

number L of levels, define quantization threshold qk by

for k = 1, 2, • • . , L - 1 and reconstruction values v_ by
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The spacing between levels, and between finite thresh-

olds is ix. The final finite threshold qz-a we denote by q,
given by

The final value vL we denote by v,

v= /x_-q+ 2"

The error between x and v (x) is

, = x - v (x)

whose mean-squared-value is a measure of the distortion

or quantization noise present

N = _ = (x - v_)' p (x) dx.
i = l i-I

We have, for convenience, set p(x)= [1/(27r)_] e-_.

When L is large, we see that approximately

N = x_p (v,) dx + 2 (x - v) 2p (x) dx
i = 2 A/'J

N---i_ E p(v,)Zx+2Sq (x-v)_p(x)dx
i=2

= --6 p (x) dx + 2 (x - v)_V (x) dx.

By introducing M = (L/2) - 1, the expression for N is

(N = -ff-_jo p (x) ax + 2 x - q 1 + _ p (x) dx.

3. Minimization of Distortion

By choosing q properly, we can minimize N. This value

of q is the solution to

ON q q'_p(q) 4(1+ 1 )_q -- 6M z aM _ _ P(q)

[(+ 4 1+ 3_1_ q p(x) dx---O.

The integral in the expression above is approximately

an approximation slightly underestimating the integral.

The condition on q is then

q {q2 2(1)6M----_--p(q) 3M _ _ 1+

+ 1+_+_

or equivalently, q is the solution to the transcendental

equation

q3 - 2p(q) {q4 _ (6M + 2) q2 + (12M z + 12M + 2)}.

Solution of this equation for q using Newton's method

on a digital computer is very easy, and yields the results
in Table 1. When M is very large, the transcendental

equation is approximately

qa - 24p (q) M z

or, for a given value of q, L is approximately

L = 0.646q 3/2 e_/'/4 q- 1.

In the formula for N, the tail-quantization error is out-

weighed by the remainder of the terms, and can be

omitted whenever L is large. Also,

,q p(x)dx_½.

This and the approximation above yield

N _ 2p (q)
q

Max's table gives q--3.065 for L--36. The formula

above gives L -- 37, and the value in Table 1 is L -- 36

for q -- 2.98.

The quantization error in Max's table for L--36 is

0.002843. The corresponding value of 0.00203 in Table 1

is only a slight underestimation of the error, and the

value using the approximation above for N yields a value

of 0.00315. The asymptotic values thus agree very well

with the actual ones-certainly accurate enough for most

engineering applications.
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Table 1. Optimum uniform quantization

L A v Error

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

66

68

70

72

74

76

78

80

82

84

86

88

90

92

94

96

98

100

6.74 X I0 -_

5.45 X 10-'

4.61 X" 10-'

4.01 x 10-'

3.56 x 10 -1

3.21 x 10 -1

2.92 × 10-'

2.69 x 10 '

2.49 x 10 -I

2,32 x 10-'

2.18 x 10 1

2.05 x 10 '

1.94 × 10 1

1.84 x 10-'

1.75 X 10-'

1.67 × 10-'

1.59 × 10-'

1.53 x 101

1.47 x 10 '

1.41 x 10 1

1.36 x 10 -1

1.31 x 10 -1

1.27 x 10 -1

1.23 x 10 -I

1.19 x 10-'

1.15 x 10 '

1.12 x 10 l

1.09 x 10 '

1.06 × 10 -1

1.03 X 10 -1

1.00 X 10 -1

9.80 X 10 -2

9.57 X 10

9.34 X 10 -=

9.12 X 10 -2

8.92 X 10:

8.72 X 10 2

8.53 X 10 2

8.35 × 10

8.18 X 10 _

8.02 X 10-'

7.86 X 10 -:

7.71 X 10 -'

7.56 x 10 2

7.43 X 10 -5

7.29 × 10-:

7.16 × 10 -2

2.3622

2.4549

2.5373

2,6098

2.6739

2.7311

2.7825

2.8290

2.8716

2.9108

2.9470

2.9806

3.0120

3.0414

3.0691

3.0951

3.1198

3.1432

3.1655

3.1867

3.2070

3.2264

3.2450

3.2629

3.2800

3.2965

3.3125

3.3278

3.3427

3,3570

3.3709

3.3844

3.3975

3.4101

3.4224

3.4344

3.4461

3.4574

3.4684

3.4792

3.4897

3.5000

3.5101

3.5198

3.5294

3.5388

3.5479

1.15 X 10 -_

1.05 X 10-:

9.04 X 10 -3

7.67 X 10-'

6.53 × 10-'

5.61 X 10 -3

4.87 X 10 -_

4.26 X 10 -3

3.76 × 10 -3

3,34 X 10 -_

2.99 X 10 -3

2.70 X 10 -3

2.44 x 10 -3

2.22 × 10 -3

2.03 × 10 -3

1.87 X 10 -_

1.72 × 10 -3

1.59 X 10 -3

1.48 x 10 3

1.38 x 10 _

1.28 × 10 3

1.20 x 10 _

1.13 X 10 -_

1.06 x 10 -3

1.00 X 10 -_

9.47 X 10-'

8.95 × 10-'

8.48 × 10'

8.05 × 10 -_

7.65 X 10 '

7.28 × 10 '

6.93 × I0 -4

6.61 X 10-'

6.32 X 10-'

6.04 × 10 '

5.78 × 10 _

5.54 x 10'

5.32 X 10'

5.10 × 10-'

4.90 x 10-'

4.72 x 10 -_

4,54 X 10 4

4.38 x 10 _

4.22 × 10 -4

4.07 X 10 4

3.93 X 10 4

3.80 x 10 _

B. Optimum Quantization
Through Noisy Channel

T. Nieh

1. Summary

When a band-limited analog signal from a stationary

stochastic process is quantized, coded, and then trans-
mitted over a noisy channel, it is perturbed both by the
quantization process and the noise in the channel. The
ioint effect of these two sources of disturbance can be

minimized by picking the parameters of the quantizer
judiciously according to some prescribed criterion. Using
either the criterion of: (1) maximizing the output signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) or (2) minimizing the mean-squared-

difference between the input signal to the quantizer and

the output of the optimum receiver when constant-

distance codes are employed, it is found that the param-

eters for the respective optimum quantizers must satisfy

the same basic set of recursive equations. The latter

criterion, however, is a stronger one than the former.

By means of a computer program, explicit numerical

results have been obtained for two particular input proc-

esses: uniform and Gaussian statistics. It is noted that

with increasing channel noise (or, what is the same thing,

decreasing SNR in the channel), the quantization levels

of the optimum quantizer tend to cluster rapidly around

the mean of the input process. This fact indicates the

strong dependence of the quantization process on the

channel noise. A performance comparison is made be-

tween optimum quantizers and the ones obtained without

taking into account the effect of channel noise. The opti-

mum number of quantization levels is also obtained as a

function of the channel SNR.

2. Introduction

The problem of optimally selecting the parameters of
a quantizer under the assumption of errorless transmis-

sion of the quantized data has been analyzed by Max

(Ref. i), and asymptotic results are given by Titsworth

in Sect. XXIII-A of this volume, This article treats essen-

tially the same problem but with noise in the channel

taken into account.

Fig. 1 represents the system under study. An analog

stationary signal x (t) with known amplitude statistics is

uniformly sampled at the Nyquist rate, T seconds/sample.

The sampled data at time ti (i.e., x (ti)) is fed into the

L-level qnantizer which sends out vi if x (tj) lies between

the threshold settings q___ < v i and qi > vj. The quan-

tized output vj is then coded and transmitted through
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ANALOG SIGNAL_ SAMPLER x(_
P(x) 7"

QUANTIZER _ CODER s_2(

{,,,}" {,.}J [{',.} / GUASSIAN
CHANNEL

n(t)

OPTIMUM
RECEIVER

Fig. 1. Communication system under study

_ DECODER

a Gaussian channel whose effect on the L coded signals

can be described by a L X L matrix P (ili), where P (ili)
denotes the probability of receiving the i th signal when

the jth signal was actually transmitted. Both the codes

and the receiver are tacitly assumed to be optimum under

either coherent or noncoherent environment, whichever

the case may be.

If the quantizer is constrained to have L levels, the

problem is then to choose the L quantizing levels {vl}

and (L + 1) threshold settings {qi} in such a way so as

to satisfy some prescribed optimality criterion. Notice

that in the error-free transmission case, the system per-

formance (under any reasonable definition) is a strictly

increasing function of the number of quantization

levels L. However, with channel noise taken to be non-

zero, the error rate in the channel increases with the

number of signals used, and hence the over-all system

performance is no longer a monotonic function of L.

In fact, with a given noise level in the channel there

exists an optimum number of quantization levels Lot_t

with which the system achieves its best performance.

Quantitative results of the above discussion will now

follow.

3. Performance Criteria and the Derivation of

Necessary Conditions For Optimality

Two performance criteria are chosen for this study:

(1) Minimization of mean-squared-difference between

the quantizer input x and the receiver output y.

(2) Maximization of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the

output.

It will be seen shortly that, with SNR properly defined,

the former criterion for optimality implies the latter.

a. Minimization of the mean-square-error. Without any

loss of generality, the mean and variance of the input

process are taken to be zero and one, respectively. Fur-

thermore, for purpose of analysis, it is also assumed

that the input process is symmetric [i.e., p (x) = p (-x)

where p (x) denotes the amplitude probability density

function of x (t)].

The mean-squared-error between x and y can thus be

written as:

,_ = £ [(x - y)2]

= E Ix2] - 2_ [xN + E [y_]

= 1 -2 v,e(ili) p(x)dx
j i

(1)

By differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to both q,.,

k = 1, 2, • - • , L- 1 (note that q,, and qs are always set equal

to x,,_, and x .... respectively), and vk (k = 1, 2, ' • - , L),

and then by setting derivatives equal to zero, the fol-

lowing necessary conditions for optimality are obtained:

/,

E o,_(e(ilk) - e(ilk + ]))
i::l

q_ = (2)

2[ _ v'(e(ilk)-e(ilk + i)) 1,
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for (k=1,2, • • • ,L-1),and

L

P(k[i)m,
i=l

l)k-- L

E P (k Ii) P,
i=1

for (k = 1,2, • • • ,L), where

q_
ml ---- xp (x) dx

q_
P_ _- p (x) dx.

(3)

4. Constant-Distance Coding

If a constant-distance coding scheme (such as a regu-

lar simplex code or an orthogonal code for coherent
and noncoherent reception, respectively) is employed,

the conditional probabilities P (i] k) (i -- 1,2, • • • , L;
k=l,2,''' ,L) characterizing the Gaussian channel

are given by the following expressions:

For coherent reception using a Regular Simplex Code

(Ref. 2):

p (ili) ____--p = -- -- e-_,' dy(2-_)_ e-_t2 dt (2rr)_

(4)

for i=1,2, - • • ,L, where

I 2STL l XA = N:_L--- 1)

S

N--/-- SNR per cycle bandwidth in the channel

T = sampling rate or duration of the coded signal

1-P

For noncoherent reception (using orthogonal signals)

(Ref. 3):

e(ili)--e = 1 e-St/N° _(-1)r(L)e -sr/_'°" (5)
L r=l

and P(ilk)=--q = (1 - P)/(1 - L) for i:]_:k.

With this set of signals, Eqs. (2) and (3) can be simpli-

fied to the following:

(P - q) (vt - v_÷l) vk + vk+l

qk= 2(P--q)(vk--Vk_) = 2
(6)

mkP + q _ mj
,,k mk (P - q) (7)

vk ::- PkP + q _, P_ = Pk (P-- q) + q
j:_k

where Q --- q/P - q.

Eqs. (6) and (7) constitute the necessary recursive

relations between the qk's and vk's which must be satis-

fied in order to achieve optimality. With the optimum

quantizer, it can easily be shown that the mean-squared-

error is given by:

L L m_

_,,t = l -- (P -- q) Z v,m, = l -- (P -- q) _,: p, + Q .
i=l

(8)

The method of obtaining optimum parameters from

Eqs. (6) and (7) will be elucidated later.

5. Maximization of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Since the noise of the over-all system consists of the

joint effect of the quantization process and the noisy

channel, a meaningful definition of system noise N in this

case is: that part of the output y which is uncorrelated

to the input x. The output y can thus be expressed as:

y = px + N (9)

where p = E [xy]E [x2]. The signal-to-noise ratio of the

system is then equal to:

SNR - p2E [x2] -- p_E [x 2]
[N_] F.[yq - p_E [xq (m)

The necessary conditions for the maximization of SNR
will now be derived under the same set of assumptions

used for the previous criterion of minimizing the mean-

squared-error. Differentiating Eq. (10) with respect to
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the qk's and vk's and setting the derivatives equal to zero,
the following expressions are obtained:

(11)

The necessary conditions for optimality follow after
straightforward (but lengthy) substitution:

I,

E v_,(e, + Q)
E [y_]. = _=, vk + v_÷,

1, 2q_ = m---_
P _ t)iml

i=l

for all k (12)

Notice E [y2]/p is a number (i.e., dimensionless); let it

be denoted by 'k. Eq. (12) can be equivalently rewritten

as the following system of two equations:

mk mk ÷,
2qk + (13)ek + Q +--------0

mk

vk - Pk + Q 4' (14)

It is easy to see from Eqs. (14) and (10) that the output

SNR is independent of q_. Hence, the value for cb can
be arbitrary if only the SNR is to be maximized. How-

ever, if the criterion of minimizing the mean-squared-error

is also imposed, Eq. (13) is still necessary [Eqs. (6) and

(7)], and in addition, ¢_ is constrained to be exactly equal

to one. This shows that: maximizing SNR is a necessary
condition for minimizing the mean-squared-error, or

equivalently, the minimization of mean-squared-error im-
plies the maximization of output SNR.

The output SNR using this optimum quantizer can be
easily verified to be

L

(P-q) E vim_

_ po,,t _ i=, (15)(SNR)opt 1 -- Pol, t I,

1 - (P - q) Y, vimi
i=l

A comparison with Eq. (8) yields the following simple

relationship between (SNR)opt and eopt:

1

(SNR)o_,t- dpt 1. (16)

6. Numerical Solutions of Necessary

Conditions for Optimality

Having shown that the minimization of mean-squared-
error implies the maximization of SNR, the former cri-

terion is thus suttqcient to obtain quantizers optimum

with respect to both criteria. Hence, only the mean-
squared-error criterion need be considered.

Owing to the fact that Eqs. (13) and (14) are not

easily accessible by any analytical means, they must be

treated numerically. A computer algorithm thus becomes

necessary to solve for the optimum parameters. A brief

description of an algorithm developed for the purpose

of this study is outlined below for the case of L even;
the procedure for L odd is similar.

For L even, the three initial conditions available to the

set of recursive equations are: q,. = Xmin, qL/2 = 0, and

qL = x_o_,, respectively. With regard to Eq. (13), any

given p (x) is an implicit function of qk z, qk, and qk,_.
Any third variable can be found if the other two are

given. It is clear that since the input distribution is as-

sumed to be symmetrical, the parameters should likewise

be symmetrically located. Hence, only half of them need

to be found. One way of solving Eq. (13) successively
is to first pick q/, _ arbitrarily, and with qc = Xm_ then

given, q___ can be obtained. Each succeeding qi is then
obtained from the previous qi_l and q_+_ until qL/_ is

reached. By comparing qt,/._, with 0, the initial choice of

qr,, can then be readjusted systematically since all sub-

sequent qi's (i=L-2, L-3, • • • ,L/2) are mono-

tonically increasing functions of q,_ _. This process is

iterated until the difference between the computed qL/':

and 0 is less than some preset tolerance. Having obtained
tho optimum q/s, it is a simple matter to calculate the

optimum vi's by means of Eq. (14) with 'b = 1.

7. Summary of Results and Conclusions

Parameters of optimum quantizers have been obtained

as a function of q with various numbers of output levels
L for two particular input signals of interest, viz., the

uniform and Gaussian processes. Optimum quantizers
for the uniform case are tabulated in Table 2 for

L = 2 (2)10, and various q. The results have also been

obtained for L = 20(10)70, but are not shown. Table 3
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Fig. 2. Mean-square-error versus number of quantization

levels with uniform input distribution
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Fig. 3. Mean-square-error versus number of quantization

levels with Gaussian input distribution

gives similar results for the Gaussian case L =- 4, 6, 8,

12, 16. Calculations for L = 2D and 26 have also been

made but are not shown here. For purpose of compari-

son, the results obtained by Max and Titsworth without

taking the channel noise into account are also shown.

Take particular note on the "clustered in" phenomenon

on the parameter settings when the effect of the channel

noise becomes large (i.e., for large L's and q's). Both

(SNR) and (e2) have been calculated using the optimum

quantizers and are plotted as functions of L with q as a

parameter (Figs. 2 through 5). It is seen that the degrada-

tion in performance due to non-optimal quantization is

relatively small at reasonable channel noise levels for L

less than Lo_t [the point at which (SNR) and _2 reach

their respective maximum and minimum]. The degrada-

tion, however, increases rapidly with increasing L. Thus,

if the system is designed to operate with the optimum
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Fig. 4. Output signal-to-noise ratio versus number of

quantization levels with uniform input distribution
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Fig. 5. Output signal-to-noise ratio versus number of

quantization levels with Gaussian input distribution

number of quantization levels L,,,, it is actually of sec-

ondary importance in obtaining the exact optimum

parameters. Figs. 6 and 7 show L,, H as a fimction of the

physical parameter 2TB/N,,, using the following upper

bound for both Eqs. (4) and (5) (Refs. ,3 and 4):

q < e .,'r,_,o. (17)

Notice for the uniform statistics case, where the perform-

ance gained by using an optimum quantizer is extremely

small over that of a uniform quantizer (for L _ L,,;,,),

,.,j
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6

4 "
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i01 - _
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I0 o

ii i : jr / :i

i , ;J
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Fig. 6. Optimum number of quontization levels

with uniform input distribution
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Fig. 7. Optimum number of quantization levels

with Gaussian input distribution

L,,,, is essentially the same using either quantizers. IIow-

ever, in the case of a Gaussian signal where the improve-

ment due to optimal selection of parameters is more

prominent, the optimum quantizer yields a higher value

of L,, v, than any other quantizer (Figs. 3 and 5). This

observation is essentially attributed to the fact that with

an optimum quantizer, more noise in the channel can be
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7o

tolerated. Corresponding plots (Figs. 8 and 9) of (SNR),,_

as a function of 2ST�No for both input processes are
also included.

C. Effect of Bandwidth Constraints

and Quantization on Coding
for the Gaussian Channel

A. J. Viterbi

I. Introduction

It is well-known (Ref. 5) that, for a coherent white
Gaussian channel without bandwidth constraints, it is

possible to transmit a k bit sequence at rate R bits/sec

by sending one of 2_ signals in such a way that the error

probability for a k bit sequence is bounded by

K'2-k"% "/R' < P_ < K2-k"_ °/', (])

where

1 R for0_ R L 1
2 Co_ ' C_ -- 4

I-- _ , for4--C, <1

S

C. No In 2

and where S is the received signal power and No is one-

sided noise density. Also K < 2, while K' is a slowly

varying function of R/C_. If the signals have n degrees

of freedom, the bandwidth occupancy of the channel is

n

w = _ a. (9)

This result is attained by using one of 2k orthogonal

signals to transmit a k bit sequence. This requires that

the signals have n --- 2k degrees of freedom which means

that W--(2k-:/k) R. Such signals can be generated as

sequences of n = 2k binary signals so that the transmitted

signal may be quantized to two levels. We note in par-

ticular that as k approaches infinity so does W in this case.
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In the following parts of this article, we shah consider

first the effect on the error probability of limiting the

bandwidth. We shall also treat the effect of using two-

level transmitted signals for a bandwidth constrained
channel and the effect of quantizing the corresponding

received signals to two levels, thus reducing the channel

to a binary symmetric channel.

The effect of bandwidth constraints on the Gaussian

channel has been studied by Shannon (Ref. 6) and the

effect of quantization by Ziv (Ref. 7). However, the analy-

sis was severely complicated by the restriction that all

signals have exactly the same energy. By removing this

restriction and imposing only an average power restric-
tion, we shall obtain results much more readily.

2. Error Bounds for the Bandwidth-Constrained

Gaussian Channel

Fano has shown (Ref. 5) that for very general time-

discrete (sampled) channels, for a transmitted signal x and

a received signal y, the error probability is bounded by

PE < Ke -''_, (3)

where K < 2, and

q (x,y)
f2 f2 q (x,u)ln['v(,Ov(ul,,)l axau -' c,

1

+Re-'R for 0 _g_Rc

/_ f_ q (x'y)ln[ q(_y-)']dxdy'p(x)J

for_./_ ' O_s_l
-- -- 2

Here p(x) and p (g[x) are the transmitted signal proba-

bility density and the received signal conditional probabil-

ity density, respectively, and

q (u) =

Also, R",:= [R],_, "8'_= ['_'],=s, and R is the rate in natural

units (nats/symbol). Thus, to convert to the parameters

of (1) for the continuous bandwidth-constrained channel,
we must use

R(bits_ ~/ nats\ ( symbols___{bits_\sec/=R_)2W see ]In$knat]

2W _ (bits)
= In'--2 \s'-_e/" (4)

Eq. (4) is based on the fact that, by transmitting a

constant-amplitude sinusoidal pulse every 1/2W sec, it

is possible to maintain the bandwidth occupancy (the

minimum separation between similarly modulated chan-

nels) equal to W.

Also using Eqs. (2) and (4), we may rewrite Eq. (3) as

P._ < K2-7,_c_"/")

where

m2\ R /
2NoW ,_

S

(5)

If there are no amplitude constraints on the transmitted

signals other than that the ensemble average of the power

be S watts, then we may generate the signals of band-

width occupancy W by selecting from a Gaussian distri-
bution of variance S the amplitudes of the pulses of

duration of 1/2W. Thus,

e-zV28

p (x) : (6)

If the channel is Gaussian, the optimum receiver consists

of a set of correlators. For the signals generated as de-

scribed above, the equivalent of the correlation operation

is to integrate over each pulse of duration 1/2W and

then combine the successive integrations linearly. Thus,

if we let y be the integrator output over a pulse duration,

we have the conditional probability

_-(yl-Ue)2/2NoW

p (ylx) - (2 N0w) ' (7)

and thus we have reduced the continuous channel to

the time-discrete amplitude-continuous case whose per-

formance is bounded by Eq. (3).
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Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) in the various expressions
involved in Eq. (3), after considerable computation, we
obtain

S s z
_'= 2N_,W 1 + (1 - s) S/NoW'

_ac+Rc =R

,,, 1
R = -_ In [1 + (1 - s)(S/NoW)]

tRc_R 1

for _0._s_ _-

for

and

S s(1 - s) 1
for0 _ s _ -

- 2NoW 1 + (1 - s)(S/NoW) 2

.,, S 1/4
trc = "_18=_ = 2NoW S

I+--
2NoW

Rc
"" 1 (2N_) S 1/4= R[,=_ = -_ In 1 + - 2NoW 1 + S

2NoW

(s)

Thus, from Eqs. (4), (5), and (8) we obtain

PE < K2 -k_'/R' (9)

where

and

S 2

1 + (1 - s) S/NoW

In 1 + 2--_-jW Coo'

C=- S In l+(1-s)

s(] - s)
1 + (1 - s) (S/NoW)

In 1 + 2---_o_0W 1 -_ 2-NOW

Thus, a is implicitly related to R by the parameter s.

Note that the expressions of Eq. (9) approach the corre-

sponding expressions of (1) in the limit at W---_ oo.

This a is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of R/Coo for

NoW/S = 1,2,3,5, 10, and oo. It appears that the per-

formance for finite bandwidth rapidly approaches the

mo w/s =c

BINARY 5

INPUT 3

AND 2

OUTPUT I

I

UNQUANTIZED

INPUT AND OUTPUT

_W/S=_
I0

5
I

3
I

2
I

I

0.4 0.5 0.6

R/C co

Fig. 10. Error-bound exponents
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limiting case of Eq. (1). However, while for the limiting

case of unconstrained bandwidth the coding procedure

(for orthogonal signals) is well-known, for finite band-

width limitations no deterministic coding procedure ex-

ists, although by random selection it is possible to generate

rapidly a code which is nearly as good as the bound.

Also of interest are the intercepts of the curves with

the a and R axes. These are, from Eq. (9):

a (R = 0) = _ In [1 + TNTS_-_] (10)

and

R(a=O,s=O)c_o _ N.WIS In 1+_1

Wl°g_(l+_)_ C

S "N ln2 C_
(11)

where C is the capacity of the bandwidth constrained

channel. In Figs. 11 and 12, a(R-: 0)and C/C_ are

plotted as a function of N,'W/S. Note that as I,V--+ oo

(R = O) _ 1/2 and C/C_--_ 1,

3. Effect of Ouantizing the Input to Two Levels

For purposes of generation it is often c_)nvenient to

restrict the input to two levels, S _c'and - S'-;, for example.

This also serves the purpose of maintaining a constant

transmitter power, It is well-known that orthogonal sig-

nals can be generated as sequences of such binary signals,

010-1 4 6 I0 ° 2 4 6 I0 ]

NoW/S

Fig. 11. Zero-rate exponents

4 6 I0 z

UNQUANTIZED_ ! / ' ' i J

0.81 - + INPUT AND -_--_ [ i ___1 [___L ±_

J I .+¢r _

NoW/S

Fig. 12. Zero exponent rates (channel capacities)

normalized by C® = S/No In

and thus for the bandwidth-unconstrained channel quan-

tizing the input has no effect.

If the bandwidth is constrained, we may randomly

generate signals consisting of sequences of binar T signals
by flipping an unbiased coin. Then

1

v (x) : _ [a (x - s_) + a (x + s'_q] (12)

and since the channel is Gaussian, p (ylx) is given by

Eq. (7). While, in principle, we could compute the

bound (5) as before by substituting Eqs. (7) and (12) in

the expressions of (3), the result can not be obtained

in closed form for this case. However, it is possible to

evaluate the intercepts of the curves as was done in the

previous case in Eqs. (10) and (11). We have from Eq. (3)

--o):- ._. + R,, = ['a'+ .,=_

]n f_ @[f_P(X)[P(glx)]"dx]_ " (13)

Substituting Eqs. (7) and (12) in Eq. (13) yields

"_(R :- 0) = ln2 - ln(1 + e-*/('-'Y"w)).

Thus, from Eq. (5), we have

2N,3V
,,(R = O) S [ln2 - ln(1 + e .s/<_-0w,)]. (14)

This function is also plotted in Fig. 11.
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To obtain the intercept of the R-axis, we have from

Eq. (3)

i= f ,. p(xlv).R(a = O,s = O) = p(x,y)m_ axdy

(15)

= f_ f_ lnP(YlX) dxdy_P(x'Y) p(v)

= - fS P(v)lnp(v)du

+ f p(x,u)lnp(ulx)dxdy

where

e-LV- (s) ,s, ]V2,vow _{_ ely÷ (s) ,,_]VeNoW

P (Y) = 2 (27rNoW)'_

Then, integrating and using Eq. (4), we have

a = 0) _ 2NoW (. = 0)
C_ S

e-_a In (1 + e -4{s/:r°w)'_ t,,+ (s/_,,,,ow),_j} du.

(16)

The integral in Eq. (16) was first computed by Bloom,

Chang, et al. (Ref. 8), and we have used their numerical

results to obtain the plot in Fig. 12.

It is rather surprising that for NoW/S > 1A, the zero

rate exponent _ is greater for the quantized case than

for the amplitude-unconstrained case. This may be ex-

plained by the fact that these results represent merely

upper bounds on P_:. In any case, it appears again that
for NoW/S > 1/4 there is very little loss in performance

due to quantization of the input signals.

4. Effect of Ouantizing the Output

Suppose now that in addition to quantizing the input

signal, the output is integrated over each symbol dura-

tion 1/2W seconds and is then quantized into the same

two levels. This reduces the Gaussian channel to a binary

symmetric channel. For this channel Fano (Ref. 5) has

shown that the error probability of the optimum code is
bounded by PL, < Ke -'v where K < 2, and

sin + (1 - s) ln , p < s < sc

In2- 2ln(p + 1 - p) - R, so- s

(17)

a

ln2 + sins + (1- s)ln(1- s),

In 2 + s In Sc + (1 - s) In (1 - so),

p _-s <so

1
sc _ s "_ -_

where

p½

sc = p_ + (1 - p)_

and p is the probability that x = +S_4 and y = -S_ (or
vice-versa). Thus,

Lp = e-fV- (s)',_,/_N0e = erfc , (18)

erfc the error-function complement. Then using Eqs. (4)

and (5), we have

P_ < K2 -_(%"/_' (19)

where

2NoWV 1 - s

for _R_ < R
(p<s<s_

2_W { ln2 - 21n [p_ + (1- p)_] -- _-_-_} ,

for 0 < R < R_

R 2NoW

C_ S
[ln2 + sins + (1- s)ln(1- s)],

for S R_ < R
},p _s < s_

Thus, a and R are related by the parameter s and the

transition probability p. Fig. 10 shows a as a function of

R/C_ for NoW/S = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and o0.
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The intercepts of the a and R axes are

2NoW
,, (R -- o) = s (ln - 2 In + (1 - (20)

a(. = 0,s -- p)
Coo

2NoW

- S

X [ln2 + phap + (1 - p)ln(1 - p)]

(21)

2w[1
=_-_- + plog_p + (1 - p)log2(1 - p)]

2WCb

Coo

where C0 is the capacity of the binary channel in

bits/symbol. Eqs. (20) and ('21) are plotted in Figs. 11

and 12. Note from Eq. (18) that the asymptotic expression

p -g-

holds as W_, so that Eqs. (20) and (21) become,

respectively,

1
tim a(R=0)=-,

W--* oo 7/"

limR(a=0) 2
W--* t_ C_o 71"

which are exactly 2/_r times the limiting values for the

cases of unquantized output. Furthermore, it appears

from Figs. 10, 11, and 12 that for all W quantization

of the output causes a loss of approximately 2/_r (or ap-

proximately 2 db) in the signal power to restore the

performance to that without quantization.

D. Accuracy of an Angle-
Measuring System

W. B. Kendall

1. Introduction

If two separate antennas are illuminated by radiation

with plane wave fronts, such as RF energy from a space-

craft, then the phase difference between their outputs

provides a measure of the direction from which the

energy is arriving. This basic notion can be (and has

been) used to construct various systems for angle-tracking

satellites which radiate an RF carrier. An important prob-

lem with such interferometer systems is that when the

two antennas are more than half a wavelength apart,

the resulting angle information is ambiguous. The sim-

plest way to resolve this ambiguity is to simply make

another measurement with a different antenna spacing

(and thus different ambiguities) and combine the two

ambiguous measurements into a single unambiguous

measurement. In this paper we examine the effect of

receiver noise on such a system. The optimum way to

process the required waveforms is determined, as well

as the optimum spacings derived for the antennas. Fur-

thermore, the requirements on signal-to-noise ratio are
found; these requirements must be met to insure that

with a given probability the final unambiguous measure-

ment is not in error by more than some specified amount.

Though the results and discussions are couched in the

terminology of angle measurements made with an inter-

ferometer, tbev are applicable to any ambiguous measure-

ments for which the number of ambiguities is inversely
proportional to the (ambiguous) accuracy. For example,

they can be used to study the unambiguous range accu-

racy of a pulsed radar in which the number of ambiguities

is directly proportional to the PRF and the energy in

each pulse (and thus the ambiguous range accuracy) is

(in order to maintain fixed power) inversely proportional
to the PRF.

2. Maximum-Likelihood Estimation

of Arrival Angle

The basic: interferometer we wish to consider is shown

schematically in Fig. 13, which is drawn in the plane

containing the signal source and the two antennas. (Two

such systems are required to determine the line of sight

in three-dimensional space.) The two signals are effec-

tively received at the phase centers of their respective

antennas. Though the position of these phase centers

\ TO SIGNAL SOURCE

_,,_. ,rb_ _- _ _-LINE BETWEEN PHASE

_-_/" "_,_/_l_ \ \ CENTERS IS PARALLEL TO

\\ \THEG ooNo

c--PHASE CENTER I "----PHASE CENTER P

Fig. 13. Basic interferometer
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relative to the antennas is, in general, a function of the

angle of arrival of the wave fronts, the slope of the line
between them and the distance between them is inde-

pendent of this if the two antennas are identical.

If we denote the signals received at the two antennas

by sl (t) and s2 (t), then

sl (t) = a sin (o_t + 4' - N_r sin 0)

and

sz (t) --- a sin (cot + 4' + Nrr sin 0)

where a is an unknown amplitude, _o is the RF angular

frequency, 4' is the unknown RF phase (at a reference

position taken arbitrarily midway between the two an-

tennas), N is the distance between the two antennas

measured in wavelengths, and 0 is the angle of arrival

of the received wave fronts. After amplification, these

signals become

xl (t) = nl (t) + al sin (o_t + 4' - y/2)

and

x2 (t) = n, (t) + a2 sin (o_t + 4' + y/2)

where y = 2Nrr sin 0, and nl (t) and n2 (t) represent wide-

band Gaussian noise sample functions added by the re-

ceivers. The amplitudes a_ and a2 are now possibly

different due to different amplifier gains, but the phase

4' is taken to be the same since we assume identical phase

shifts through the two amplifiers.

The problem now is to form a maximum-likelihood

estimate of the quantity y by processing the available

waveforms Xl (t) and x_ (t). We assume that the two re-

ceiver noises are independent and Gaussian and have

(one-sided) noise spectral densities No (w/cps). The joint

conditional probability-density function of the waveforms

x_ (t) and x_ (t), given 4' and y, is

v(x. xsl4',y) =

k exp - Noo Ix1 (t) - al sin (_ot + 4, - y/2)]'

+ [x_ (t) - as sin (_,t + 4' + y/2)]sdt)

where k is a constant and the observation period is (0, T).

This can be simplified to

p (x, x_ 14', Y) = k exp -_o M cos (4' + _) 2No

/V0 [x, (t) s + x2 (t)'] dt

where

M _ = X z + y2

_I, = tan -_ (Y/X)

X = (alXx + a2X2) cos (y/2) - (aiY, - a2Y2) sin (y/2)

Y = (a,Y_ + azY2) cos (y/2) + (axX, -- azX2) sin (y/2)

fo T
Xi = xi (t) sin o_tdt

Yi = xi (t) cos o,t dt

Now, since

p<xl,xslu)= fS

l i= 1,2

v (4')v (xl, xsI_, y) d4',

(a_ + a_) T

and since 4' is equally likely to be any value between

(a_l+ a_) T

2No

[x_ (t) _ + xs(t)2]dt} Io(-_o ) "

0 and 2r, we have

p (x_, xs ]y) = k exp {

x0f:
where Io is the modified Bessel function of the first kind

and order zero, and we have made use of the relation

1 f2_
1o (X) = -_'_ Jo exp (x cos (4' + q/)} d4'.

The maximum-likelihood estimate of y is obtained by

choosing the value of y which maximizes p (x_, x21Y). This

is equivalent to maximizing M (or MS).

M s = X z + ys = [(a_X_ + a2Xs) 2 + (a_Y_ + asYz) 2] cos_ -_

- 2 [(aiX_ + a_X_) (a_Y_ - a_Y_)

Y Y
-- (a_X_ -- a:Xs) (alY1 + azY2)] sin-_-cos--_-

+ [(a_X, - a2Xs) 2 + (a,Y_ - a2Y._)s] sin __
2"
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The derivative of this with respect to y can be set equal

to zero to yield the estimate

X,Yz - X_Y_ )Y = tan-1 XIX., +_,Y.,j.J"

Note that this is independent of a, and a._., so it is not

necessary to know the signal strength or amplifier gains.

Furthermore, the quantities X., X2, Y,, and Y_ are simply

the result of detecting the quadrature components of

x, (t) and x: (t). We must, however, accurately know the

RF frequency _,. It is assumed that this is either already

known or is determined by locking onto the signal from

one of the antennas with a phase-locked loop before the

determination of the quadrature components of x, (t) and

x_, (t) is begun.

3. Phase-Difference Measurements

The maximum-likelihood estimate of the phase of a

sine wave in Gaussian noise is obtained by first getting

the quadrature components X and Y where

X = x (t) sin .,t dt

Y = x (t) cos o,t dt

and then using as the estimate

,I, = tan -_ (Y/X).

Thus, if we estimate the phases of the two received sig-

nals x, (t) and x: (t) and then take the difference, we
obtain

tall _: - tan q,_
tan ('I'2 -- ,I,,) = 1 + tan ,/% tan ,I,_

(r.,/X_) - (r,/x,)

1 + Y_Y.,/XxX_

X,Y._ - X__Y1

X,X.., + Y_Y_

Thus, as might be expected, the maximum-likelihood

estimate of y is simply

y = ,I%-- _,

where ff'l and _/,,_are maximum-likelihood estimates of

the phase of s_ (t) and s,, (t).

4. Ambiguous Accuracy

For moderately high signal-to-noise ratios the errors

in the estimates of q,, and _z_ are nearly Gaussian with

zero means and variance given by No/(2Ei), i= 1,2,
where

E_ = si (t) 2dt = --_

is the energy in the received signal s,. Here we assume

equal signal strengths in the two channels, so E_ = E: = E.

The error in the phase-difference measurement thus has

a variance of N,,/E, and the standard deviation of the

angular error in the (still ambiguous) estimate of

8 = sin-' (y, 2N_) = sin -_ [(_2 - _Iq)/2N_r] is approxi-

mately

see 0

_ro 2Nrr (E/No) v* "

Since see 0 --* _ as 0---__ ±90 deg, it is evident that this

system will fail when the signal source lies near the line

through the two antennas. This can be prevented by

using three antennas arranged in an equilateral triangle.

Then a source will never be within 30 deg of the line

through more than one pair of antennas, and angle infor-

mation can be obtained from the other two pairs. We
then have

1

"" -I" Nrr (E/No)_ "

5. Ambiguity Resolution

Since the phase difference _I,_ -- ,t'z can only be mea-

sured modulo 2_, it follows that sin 0 = (,I,, -_&)/2N_

can only be measured modulo I/N. Thus, for N > ½,

i.e., for antennas spaced more than half a wavelength

apart, the determination of sin 0, and thus of 0, is am-

biguous. Let t: denote the primary measured value of

sin 0, i.e.,

with

l)-
2Nr_

O_v < 1/N.

Then all that is known about the actual value of sin 0

is that

sin0 = v + i/N
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for some integer j satisfying

--l_v + i/N_l

or

-N(1 + v)_--i_N(1 - v).

Thus, if no information about the true value of 0 (except

that from this measurement) is available, then sin 8 is

known only to be one of about' 2N values. In many cases,

however, some a priori information about 0 is available
and can be used to a number less than this.

The correct value of j can be determined by duplicat-

ing the measurement of sin 0 with a different antenna

spacing. Denote by u the (ambiguous) value of sin 0

measured with antennas spaced M wavelengths apart.
Then, in addition to the above, we have

sin0 = u + i/M; O_u < 1/M

for some integer i satisfying

-M(1 + u)-_i_M(1 - u).

This is shown schematically in Fig. 14, where the small

open arrows indicate which points along a line form -1

'If 2N is an integer, this is exact. Otherwise, sin S is known only to
be one of [2N] or [2N] + 1 values (depending on the value of v),
where [2N] denotes the integer part of 2N.

to 4-1 are possible values of sin 0 for a given v and for

a given u. For a properly chosen M/N there is only one

pair of values i, j consistent with the requirement

v + j/N = sin0 = u + i/M;

so in the absence of noise, ambiguity resolution is a

simple matter.

When the measurements u and v are corrupted by

noise there will not, in general, be any solution to the

equation

-l _v + i/N = u + i/M _ l.

This situation is shown schematically in Fig. 15. How-

ever, the ambiguities can still be resolved from the two

measurements u and v by choosing the i and j which mini-

mize the magnitude of the difference v + j/N - u = i/M,

i.e., by choosing the two arrows in Fig. 15 which most

nearly oppose each other. Then the probability of correct

ambiguity resolution can be maximized by choosing the

antenna spacings M and N which minimize the proba-

bility that Iv + (j/N) - u - (i/M) I has its minimum for

any but the correct values of i and j. If we denote by ]

the correct value of j, this is equivalent to maximizing the

ratio of the minimum over i and j:¢:] of the expected

0

/14 A/

sin 0

Fig. 14. Possible values of sin 0 in the absence of noise

u
...11

v J//v

Fig. 15. Possible values of sin 0 in the presence of noise
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value of Iv + (i/N) - y -- (i/M) I divided by the stand-
ard deviation of (v - u).

The expected value of Iv + (i/N) - u = (i/M) I is just
its value in the absence of noise, and its minimum over i,

i.e., the distance between nearest pairs of opposite arrows

in Fig. 14, is simply

1

where we assume M < N, and Su (x) is the saw-tooth

function which, along with some of its properties, is

shown in Fig. 16. From the properties of S_ (x) it follows
that

,[,,_,,1
Next we let K denote the maximum possible value of

(1 - i l. of course, this maximum value depends on both

the a priori uncertainty about 0, i.e., on the range of

values j may take on, and also it depends on the true value

of 8, i.e., on 1. In most system design problems, however,

it is the probability of incorrect ambiguity resolution in

the most ambiguous case which must be minimized. Thus,

in this situation, K is given its maximum possible value.

As noted above, in the absence of a priori information

about 0, this maximum possible value of K is 2N- 1

if 2N is an integer, and is 2N otherwise. Now, if we let x

correspond to either M/N or 1 - M/N, then the numera-

tor of the function we wish to maximize depends on the
function

Drain (K, x) = 1 _ min _ K s'(k*)
k

0<x<½

SM(X)

-2 -I 0 I I 2 x

M M 2M M M

SM(-X): = SM(x)

SM(OX) = OSoM(X) O > 0

SM(X+k/M ) : SM{x) k : INTEGER

SM(kx) : SM[kSM(x)] k= INTEGER

Fig. 16. The saw-tooth function and some

of its properties

In general, this is a complicated function. For example,

D,,, (8,x) and Dmi, (9, x) are shown in Figs. 17 and 18.

Fortunately, however, we will need only the following

simple properties, which are illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18.

(1) Din,, (K, x) = O,_,, (K, 1 -- x)

(2) Dm_. (K, x) = x, for0_x__
K+I

x l-1

(3) o,.,. (K,x) -7 (K + 1)/2

l
<x<_

K+I

(4) D..,, (K, x) <
1 l

K+I K+I

l

<x< (K+1)/2

l=1,2,... ,L

K
-_-, K even

L=

0, fflandK+lhaveany

common factor((5)
Dz'"\K' K + I] = ] l_,iflandK+ lhaveno

{ K + 1 common factor

(6) Dmi, (K, x) = 1 - 2x L _ x _____1_1
2L+l 2

For our purposes these properties can be summarized as

follows. The function Dmi. (K, x) increases linearly from

zero at x=0 to a maximum value of 1/(K+I) at

x = 1/(K + 1). Also, it decreases linearly to zero at x = ½

from a peak value of 1/(K + 1) at x = K/2(K + 1) if K

is even, or from a peak value of 1/(K+2) at x=

(K + 1)/2(K + 2) if K is odd.

The other quantity we must have, in order to maximize

the probability of correct ambiguity resolution, is the

variance of the difference (v - u). This variance equals

No [1 - 2p (N/M) + (N/M) _]

4r2N=E

wbere p is the correlation coefficient between u and v.

If u and v are obtained from separate pairs of antennas,

then p is zero. If u and v are obtained from three colinear

antennas, then p is -_& if the common antenna is between
the other two, and is +½ otherwise.
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,h
_/o

Dml _ (8, x) /('+1=9 L=4

IVY V V
121

9178

\ FX ^

I / I 2 4 I __ t 6 _3 2 3
r 6 _ 9 17 4 3 _7 8 _ ;"

Fig. 17. The function Dmi,(B,x} as a function of x

l-2x

4 I

9 7-

I/I I

Omln(9, X)

10194 8 7 6

K+I=I0 L:5

I

i v v v i i v v ,._' iv !
4 2 ( 2 3 6

19 9 4 7 10 i9

2X

i \-2
( 3 8 3 4 .5 I

3 8- 197 9 II "2

Fig. 18. The function D,,i, (9, x) as o function of x

Now the ratio we wish to maximize is

R

!E FNo z-2o_ +
4_,-,N._E

M i] '_

The denominator is shown as a function of M/N in

Fig. 19. From the properties of D,,i,,(K,x) and the fact

that the denominator ahvays increases less than linearly

with M/N, it is evident that for p=-lJ§ or p=0

we should choose 2 M/N = 1/(K + 1), and for p = 1/z

and K even we should choose = M/N = L/(2L + 1)=

K/[2(K + 1)]. For /, = l& and K odd it is not immedi-

ately evident whether the maximum of R occurs when

M/N = L/(gL + 1) = {K + 1)/[2(K + 2)]

and D,,_,(K,M/N)= 1/(K+ 1). However, from the

properties of Dmi. (K,x) it follows that for odd K the

maximum value of x for which D,,i_ (K, x) = 1/(K + 1) is

LL- 1 1 1 for L K + L

T1- 2 K+L' - 2 even

X=

2 1 2 for L odd
-_1 2 K+I'

_This assumes that our only interest is in minimizing the probability

of incorrect ambiguity resolution. When one wishes to minimize

the overall probability that the angle error exceeds some threshold

value, the resuhs are slightly different. This is considered in the

next part of this article.
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Calculation of R at these alternate values of M/N shows

that for p--_ and K odd we should choose M/N

equal to this maximum value of x for which D,,_ (K, x) --

1/(K + 1). The resulting values of the ratio R are

a

(K 2 + 3K + 3)_

(K' + 2K + 2)_

2vr (_--'o) _i

(3L 2 + aL + 1)_' K even

2rr K odd

(3L 2 + 2)_ " L even

2_ K odd

(3L 2 + 4)_' L odd

1

P 2

p=0

1

P=_

where, as before,

L

K
_, K even

K+I
----_-, K odd

Since the inequalities

K 2 + 3K + 3 > 3L 2 + 4 > 3L 2 + 2

are satisfied for all K > 1, it follows that as far as am-

biguity resolution is concerned, when three colinear
antennas are used, p -- _/_should be chosen. This is done

by obtaining v from the phase difference between the
two end antennas, and obtaining u from the phase dif-
ference between the center antenna and one end antenna.

It can be shown that this procedure yields a maximum-

likelihood resolution of the ambiguity.

Finally, the probability that the ambiguities are incor-

rectly resolved, which we will denote by PA, is simply

the probability that a Gaussian random variable differs

from its mean by more than B/2 standard deviations.

+

¢q

I

t_

2.0

1.5

7

,_:t/2

T
0 O.S

Fig. 19. The denominator of the expression for R
as a function of the antenna spacing ratio M/N

Thus, we have

PA:X- ® {I2-_2)_I}

where 0 (x) is the error integral (Ref. 9) defined by

® (x) = _ e-" dt.

This gives the values shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The probability of incorrect ambiguity
resolution as a function of the ratio R

1.0

P_t R

0.1

0.03

0.01

0.003

0.001

3.29

4.34

5.16

5.94

6.58
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6. Unambiguous Accuracy

Since the resolution of ambiguities requires that two
measurements of sin a be made, both of these measure-

ments should be used not only to resolve the ambiguity,

but also to provide the final estimate of sin 0. After the

two measurements have been made and the ambiguity has

been resolved, we have the two estimates sin a = u + i/M

and sin 0 -= v + i/N which have a joint probability den-

sity function which is proportional to

I ' ; "[ ' ]v+-_--sin0 --20-_- v+_--sin0
exp --

20"_(1 - p2)

where

' ](")'E '
u+-_--sin0 _ u+-_--sin0

2,,_(1 - p_)

0"_= No/4Nzr?E

and, as before, o is the correlation coefficient between

u and v. (Here we have again approximated the true

probability distributions of u and v by Gaussian distri-

butions, and thus tacitly assume a moderate to high

signal-to-noise ratio.) Setting the derivative of this with

respect to sin 0 equal to zero yields the maximum-
likelihood estimate

sin0 =

(o + i/N) (1 - pM/N) + (u + i/M) {(M/N) 2 - pM/N}

1 -- 20 (M/N) + (M/N) z

The standard deviation of this estimate is

1 ( ?0"""" - 2N,r (E/No)_ 1 - 2O (M_i-+(M/N) _

In terms of the ratio R, which, as was seen above, deter-

mines the probability of incorrect ambiguity resolution,
this is

-- °

_r,i,e - 4N,r _ (E/No) D,,,i,, (K, M/N)

The quantity which is really of interest in most angle

measuring systems is the probability PE that the magni-

tude of the angle error exceeds some threshold value 80.

This value can be exceeded in either of two ways: either

by the ambiguities being incorrectly resolved, or by the

final unambiguous estimate being in error by more than

80. Note that, for the system we are considering, am-

biguity resolution depends only on the difference v - u,
while the error in the estimate of sin 0, and thus of 0

itself, depends only on the error in the linear combination

v (1 - oM/N) + u [(M/N) 2 - oM/N].

Furthermore, it can be shown that these quantities are

uncorrelated, and thus, since they have Gaussian distri-

butions, the events "correct ambiguity resolution" and

"angle error magnitude less than 8o" are statistically inde-

pendent. We have then simply

P_=I-O O

]["]- o 2 (9_)_

where 8 = 8, cos 0 is the maximum allowable error in

sin O, and ® (x) is the error integral. This can also be
written

i._ = 1 - o o. 2.2,__,

where

A = 4NrF (E/No) D,,.. (K, M/N)
(1 -- p_)_

We would now like to choose A and 0"sl_, so that PE is

minimized. It can be shown that for x > 0 the function

o (x) o (a/x) has a unique maximum at x = a_. Thus, PE
is minimized when

or

Its value is then

0"81110

PE = 1 - O

Next we must maximize, as far as is possible, the term

A8

4 (i- _)_
8Nr _ (E/No) D,,,,, (K, M/N)

This means first of all that the antenna spacing ratio M/N

should be chosen to maximize D,,,i,, (K, M/N), which we
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have already seen can always be done by choosing, among

other possible values, M/N = 1/(K + 1), so that

and

Din,, (K, M/N) = 1/(K + 1)

A8 8,r" (E/N.) N

4 (1 - p'-')w K + l

Now if we assume that all existing ambiguities must be

resolved, i.e., that a priori information about 0 is not

used for ambiguity resolution, then, as noted in the last

section, the maximum number of ambiguities to be re-

solved is 3

2N -- 1, 2N is an integerK ---- [2N], otherwise

This yields K ÷ 1 -- 2N with equality only when 2N is

an integer. Therefore, 2N should be an integer' and

we have

As s__(E/N,)
4 2 (1 -- pz)_

and

/ i['87r2(E/No)-]_)\ "-'

The values of the parameter AS�4 which are required

for various values of PE are shown in Table 5. Note

:_Even ff a priori information/s used to reduce the number of am-

biguities which must be resolved, the folh)wing results are sub-

stantially the same, since in any event the maximum number of

arnbiguities to be resolved is approximately proportional to N.

'Note that this gives N - (K + 1)/2, so that the antenna spacing

MisM = (M/N)(K + 1)/2= V.,ffM/N- I/(K + l). Since inde-

pendent antennas only one-half wavelength apart are difllcult to

obtain in practice, usually one would use one of the larger values
of M/N which giw's D._. (K, &I/N) : 1/(K + 1).

Table 5. Probability of error for various values

of the parameter A_/4

P_ A_/4

0.1

0.03

0.01

0.003

0.001

1.9

3.0

3.9

5.0

6.1

that they suggest the very convenient approximation

A8/4 _ 2log,, (1, PE), which allows us to write

P_: ,._ ]-0 {(_rV4)6(E/_'o)/(l-p=)'_}.

Alternatively, the signal-to-noise ratio required for a

given accuracy and probability of error can be expressed

approximately as

._E_E_ 4 (i - p_)_ log,,, (1/P_.)

N. _ 7T2_

7. Comparison of Two Ambiguous Measurements

to One Unambiguous Measurement

An interesting result of the above analysis is that, for

a given probability of error, the unambiguous accuracy

does not depend on the antenna spacing as long as the

antennas are spaced an integer number of half wave-

lengths apart. This suggests that the simplest system might

consist of antennas spaced only one-half wavelength

apart. Then N- b'.,=M and K= 0;i.e.,then there are

no ambiguities to be resolved. These parameter values

yield

O'_in O

r (E/N,,)'_
and

(')
-- 1 - (,_ (1 4 p)',_

N=M=F.,

Two measurements

Since in this case the second measurement is not needed

for ambiguity resolution (it serves only to reduce the

variance of the estimate), it can be eliminated with

the result that

and

1

a_i,, 0 _ (E/N,,)_

P,: = 1 .... ('_ 2_ J

N=½

One measurement

In some cases this is an improvement over the per-

formance obtained with two ambiguous measurements,
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and in some cases it is not. In order to make the com-

parison on the basis of the same total received signal
energy, we define Er as

Er = E × (number of independent receiving antennas)

= E(4 - 21pI)

where, as before, p is -+-% when three colinear antennas

are used, and is zero when two pairs of independent

antennas are used. When only one measurement is made,

e is effectively unity. The comparison to be made is now
between the two values

PE--1-@

and

P_=I-{

[_rS(E2/No)W.l_ One unambiguousmeasurement

[_28 (Er/No)-]_ -' Two ambiguous
" L i measurements

p = __+l&,0

One unambiguous measurement is superior if

Whether or not this is satisfied depends on P_ and the

parameter A = 8 (1- p0 '_/z. This dependence is shown
in Table 6, where values of Acr_t are shown for several

values of Pp,. The significance of Aerit is that for At,it < A

one unambiguous measurement is superior, and for

m < Acrit tWO ambiguous measurements are superior.

In most cases of interest A satisfies

= (i- p2y/2

= _. (1 - p_).v2 cos 0 _: 8_ < 0.35 -- 20 deg

so usually two ambiguous measurements will be superior

to one unambiguous measurement.

Table 6. Critical values of A for several values of P_:

_l_B Acr¢t

0.1
0.03
0.01
0.003
0.001

0.36
0.4O
0.42
0.44
0.45

8. Conclusion

We have examined the use of two and three colinear

antennas to make unambiguous interferometrie estimates

of the direction of arrival of RF energy with plane wave

fronts, and have seen that the maximum-likelihood pro-

cedure for this consists of first estimating the phase of

the signal received at each antenna with respect to an

arbitrary reference phase, and then processing the dif-

ferences between these estimates to obtain an unambigu-
ous estimate of the direction from which the wave fronts

are arriving. Furthermore, we have seen that when an

accuracy of better than 20 deg is desired, it is better to

make two ambiguous measurements and then resolve the

ambiguity, than it is to make one unambiguous measure-

ment. Also, we determined the best antenna spacing ratio

M/N for two ambiguous measurements, and noted that

the probability that the error in the direction estimate

exceeds some threshold value depends on the antenna

spacing ratio only, not on the absolute distance between
the antennas.

E. Frequency Demodulation as
an Estimation Problem

J. K. Holmes

1. Summary

This article treats the demodulation of frequency-

modulated Gaussian signals in the presence of Gaussian

noise as a problem in Estimation Theory. The approach

is to maximize the a posteriori probability density of the
modulation vector m given the data vector y. Two inte-

gral equations are developed that specify the best esti-

mate of m (t). The important case of white, additive noise

is then considered. A system for estimating m (t) is then

developed along with a simpler approximate system that

closely resembles the phase-locked loop.

2. Introduction

The first approach to estimation of a non-linear function

of a random process was done by Lehan and Parks

(Ref. 10). Youla followed with a more rigorous formu-

lation (Ref. 11). Later, other works have generalized and

extended their work (Refs. 12 and 13) in terms of fading
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channels, multidimensional channels, etc. All these pre-

vious derivations, however, used eigenfunction expansions

to represent the modulating process. This article uses a

sampled data approach suggested by Viterbi.

3. Formulation

The transmitted signal is assumed to be of the form

[ f,' ]x(t)=2_Asin o,ot + m (a) h (t - _) do ,
o

t,, _ a _tu (1)

where h (t) is the impulse response of H (_,), the pre-

emphasis and integration filter (Fig. 20), and m (t) is the

modulation, assumed to be a stationary Gaussian process

with zero mean and covariance fimction R,_ (r).

¢n (t)

' rI H(_)

L

v

PHASE

MODULATOR

Fig. 20. Modulation system

The received waveform is assumed to be of the fol-

lowing form

[ f' ]y(t)=2_A'sin _ot+ m(a) h(t-_,)da +n(t), (2)
o

where the observation interval is (t,,, tu) and n (t), the

noise, is a stationary Gausian process with zero mean and

covariance function Rn (r).

Consider forming an estimate of the modulation proc-

ess m (t) based on samples of the received waveform

taken at At seconds apart so that

y (tk)= 2_A' sin [ _,,,tk + ,,_-_,, m(rl)h(t_- ri) Arl]

+ n (t_), (3)

where

tk = to + kat. (4)

We define

f(m) = ([(t_,m,),f(t=,rat=),''',[(tu, mtu) ) (5)

y -- (v,,, y,._,, _,.) (6)

m--(ml_,me._,'.',ratu). (7)

Since we desire the maximum a posteriori probability

estimate of m. we have, from Bayes' rule

P(ylm)
p(mly) - e(y) P(m). (8)

Now since the noise is independent of the modulation,

the probability p (Ylm) is just p (y = f (m, t)), since

n (t) = y (t) -- f(t, m,) and given mr, n(t) is the only ran-

dom term. Thus, p (y}m) is characterized by the multi-

variate normal probability density

1

p(yJm)- (2_,).Ur,=,lR,[ _

X: exp {--V2 [y - f(m,t)] [R,]-' [y - [(m,t)]r}

(9)

where [R,,] is the covariance matrix of the noise samples

whose components are

R,(tj - tk) .... E {ntjntk}, i,k = 1,2, " " • ,M. (10)

Since In (x) is a continuous monotonic function of x, we

can just as well maximize In [p (rely) ]. Now

lnp(mly ) ---: lnp(ylm ) - lnp (y) + In p (m). (11)

The M necessary conditions for a maximum to exist are

obtained by differentiating Eq. (11) in conjunction with

Eq. (9)

_p(_nly)
0- era,. -_._,.lnp(Pn)

[y -- f(_)l [R.]-, F _(C_) 7 '
L _m,. j (12)

n= 1,2, • - . ,M

so if we define the M dimensional vector g (_n) as

[g (_n)l* at = [B,]-, [y - f(m)] r, (la)
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then Eq. (12) becomes

In p (_) + [g (_ at = 0.

From Eq. (13),we find that

M

y(ti) - f(ts,_) = Y_ R.(ts - t_)g(tk,_a)at
tr l

i=1.2, - • • ,M;

and from Eq. (14), we have

/N

0_------_lnp(_n) =- _ g(tk, m) _¢(_,m)I_. 1 _mtn At.

Taking the limit as At _ 0 while M tends to infinity such
that

(14) MAt = t_ -- t,,, (22)

we have from Eq. (21)

y(t)-f(t,_) = R.(t- o)g [_,g [Pn(_)]l d_,
o(151

(16)

Employing our assumption that re(t) is a stationary

Gaussian random process with eovariance function

R,. (t- s), the probability density function of m is

1

p(m) = (2rr)./21R,.iv _

,, . )}×exp --% Z E mgmt kFm(t s-tk (17)
j=l k.1

where IR.,I is the determinate of [R,.] and p,. (tj- tk)

is the ik th element of the inverse of [R._]. Combining
Eqs. (16) and (17), we have

(18). _)_Y_mt_r_(t. - t_) = _g(tk, At,
r=l k:l

Since [F,.] = [R.,] -_, Eq. (19) may be inverted to give

_t,

(19)

t ^!^ 0[ (tk, m)

m,.= .:,Y_R._(t.-t.) k:,g(tk'm) 0_,.

while Eq. (14) may be inverted to yield

(20)

Or

[R.] [g(_)]rAt = [y- f (_a)] r

(21)

M

t ^ ^Y_ R. (t i - tk) g ( 4,m) _Xt= y (tj) - f (ts, m).
k i

(23)

where K [Qn (a)] is a functional of Qn. Using Eq. (3) with

(19) we have

_n,, : ,,_:_ Rm(t_- t.){k _,_ g(tk._n) 2_A'

× COSlo_,,tk + _ rn(r,)h(ti - 7,)_xr]

× h (t_ - _)} _At. (24)

In the limit as 2_r and Lxt_ 0 and M _ _ such that M_x_

and M_t = t_ - t,,, we have

_n(t)_ .fi"R,,, (t- .)f" {g(t',K[Qn(t')])2_A'

[ f' ]}× cos .,,,t' + m (a) h (t' - a) da
Q

× h (t' - r) dr' d_. (_)

Hence. the basic integral equations to be solved are

(23) and (25).

The case of greatest interest occurs when the noise is

white with a covariance function given by

N,,
n. (_ - _) = -T _ (_ - _) (26)

Then Eq. (23) becomes

ft t_ N,,y(t) - f(t,_n) = --ff'8(r- o)g {a,K[_n(e)]} do
• o

(27)

or

2
(28)
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and Eq. (25) using Eq. (28) becomes

N,, a ,0 - (t') - 2'*A'

[ ft'_n h a) d_])
X sin _o(,t' + (a) (t'-

,/to

Xcos[_.t'+/i'm(cr, h(t'-a) do]h(t'-r, dt' }

(29)

4. Mechanizations of the Solution

Eq. (29) may be solved by the system depicted in

Fig. 21. We point out that this mechanization is unrealiz-

able due to two considerations. One is the fact that H,, (o),

the Fourier transform of R,, (r), is, in general, non-zero on

the real line, and hence is not realizable without infinite

delay. The second consideration is that the conjugate

filter h* (t) required to produce the following input-

output relation

e,,(t) = e, (_)h(_, -- t)do. (30)
ji

(Hence, the output e,,(t) is determined by integrating

from the present into the future to give a present output

value.) One is faced with a highly unrealizable situation.

By making the assumption that the second harmonic of

the signal is greatly attenuated in passing through the

filter H,, (,,,), we may however write

= R,,, (t - r) y (t')?_(t) _ ,o

[ /' ]_, cos .... t' + _n (0) h (t' - o) dcr

o

>( h (_ - t') dt'_( dr. (31)

The corresponding system realization is depicted in

Fig. 22.

J
r (t) .-_\

PHASE ISHIFT

PHASE IMODULATOR ¢

h* (t)

-L>/

h (t3

Fig. 21. Optimum FM demodulator (unrealizable)

_-- 2nCt)

y (t) Hm (oJl

PHASE
MODULATOR

h (t)

Fig. 22. Optimum FM demodulator (realizable)
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y (t)

vco

Fig, 23. Phase-locked loop as a frequency discriminator

G Cs) = _(/)

If we now consider the phase-locked loop as a fre-

quency demodulator (discriminator), we usually use tile

structure shown in Fig. 9,9,3.The integral equation for

which this mechanization is given by

[o°m<"l"']

x e(,- ,),t,,}_(t- T)dT. (32)

Comparing Figs. 22 and 23, we see that the optimum

demodulator and the phase-locked loop have practically

the same structure. If we took the "structure preserving"

approach to synthesize a realizable system from Fig. 22,

we would combine h*(t) and H,,, (0,) as one realizable
filter F' (s) and add an additional exterior filter to the

loop G'(s) and then adjust the filter parameters to give

the least mean-squared-frequency error. It is interesting

to note that in the practical design of phase-locked loops

employed as frequency discriminators, the system (Fig. 23)

excluding G (s) is first chosen so that the mean-squared-
phase error is a minimum, and then the total transfer

function H (s) is selected to minimize the mean-squared-

frequency error from which G (s) is then specified. Hence,

it appears that in the structure-preserving sense, the

present day phase-locked loop demodulators are near
the realizable optimum.

Open problems include comparison of the variances

of m(t) for the realizable PLL discriminator and the

optimum FM demodulator specified by Eq. (29). Another

interesting study is the realization of these systems in
some optimal way.

F. Conditional Frequency Uncer-
tainty, Final Report

E, A. Yerman and E. C. Posner

!. Summary

This article completes work reported on in tile last issue

of this Summary as a preliminary report. Contimfing

previous work on spacecraft frequency acquisition, we

considered the problem of acquiring a spacecraft in fre-

quency, when the original dynamic coordinates were not

known precisely, but were instead subject to some speci-

fied probability distribution. This report completes ex-

amination of the problem of acquisition at times later

than injection.

The idea has been to produce a saving in frequency

search time by conditioning the distribution of dynamic

coordinates hy the values of the look angles of the search

antenna, since these angles are known quantities at all

times. The resulting conditional distribution must have
a distribution of frequencies with smaller variance. This
variance reduction results in a shorter time to search the

shorter frequency uncertainty interval thus obtained.

Previous work reported indicated a saving in frequency

search time by this method of a factor of two for a slow

lunar trajectory, if the search is begun just at injection

into the final orbit. In the preliminary report, we an-

nounced that if the search is begun as soon as 10 min

after injection, the saving jumped to a factor of more

than ten. In this report, savings are found for other post-

injection times.
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2. Review

Previous JPL work on the subject of speeding frequency

acquisition by the use of conditional distributions ap-

peared even before the preliminary results announced in

Ref. 14 (Refs. 15, 16, 17). The model that has been con-

sidered is of the following type. Consider a Newtonian

orbit, such as would be obtained on the last phase of a

slow, nearly parabolic, but elliptical, lunar trajectory.

At the instant of injection of the spacecraft into this

Newtonian orbit, our knowledge of the six dynamical

parameters determining its orbit is not precise, due, for

example, to slight uncertainties in the guidance system,
as well as other uncertainties of burn time, atmospheric

drag, etc. However, such knowledge is sufficiently pre-
cise so that the location of the spacecraft in dynamic

coordinate-space at injection can be described by a par-

ticular kind of probability distribution: a multivariate

normal distribution on the six dynamical parameters, with

a known covariance matrix. This assumption of joint

normality is possible because the uncertainties involved

are extremely small relative to the parameters themselves.

Linear techniques coupled with the Central Limit The-
orem then lead to a multivariate normal distribution.

In Ref. 16, this saving was found to be a factor of almost

two for a typical slow lunar trajectory, if one is searching

right at injection.

However, the spacecraft may not have been visible at

injection, or the spacecraft may not have been yet found
for some other reason. It thus becomes relevant to ask

what tile frequency search time saving would be if the

search is carried out after injection. The preliminary

report (Ref. 14) initiated such a task. A saving at 10 rain

after injection of a factor of more than ten was found

for a particular slow lunar trajectory. The saving at later

times is still large, but this saving decreases after 10 or

12 rain. Consideration of the geometry involved in a

nearly parabolic orbit shows that this increase and then

decrease is expected to occur. Far out on the nearly

parabolic ellipse, conditioning the look angles has hardly

any effect on toward-Earth doppler, since the spacecraft

velocity vector becomes almost pointed directly at Earth

at such orbital positions. The rest of this article indicates

the methods and results used for finding the saving

in expected search time for searches carried out after

injection.

One searches for the spacecraft by moving the antenna;

then with the antenna then stopped (relative to the nomi-

nal trajectory),one searches for the spacecraft transponder
frequency by moving the receiver VCO. (Frequency un-

certainty arises from spacecraft velocity uncertainty via

the doppler effect acting on the radial component of

spacecraft velocity.) One searches the more likely antenna

look angle first, but the frequency search then proceeds

with a stopped antenna. Thus, two dynamical parameters

are known during the time in which the frequency search

is being carried out: the two look angles of the antenna

are known. So the original distribution of six dynamic
parameters is conditioned by the knowledge of these

two parameters. The resulting four-dimensional condi-
tional distribution resuhs in a distribution of returning

transponder frequency more tightly concentrated about

its mean for the simple reason that the unconditioned
six-dimensional distribution has to take into account all

possible positions of the spacecraft on the celestial sphere.

But the conditional four-dimensional distribution has only

one unique position on the celestial sphere to take into
account.

Consequently, one expects a reduction in the average

time necessary to acquire the spacecraft in frequency.

3. Coordinate Systems

Since methods of matrix theory are to be used in this

work, we start by redefining the coordinate systems anti

transfcrmatiorts to be used shortly.

The geocentric coordinates (Sx, 8r, 8v, 8r, 8_., 8") as

well as the station-centered spherical coordinates (Sp, 80,

8., 8f;, 8 (Od sin ,1,), 8 (p_)) used in this shJdy are defined

in Refs. 14, 15, and 16. Since the multivariate normal

error distribution in station-centered spherical coordi-

nates is known at injection, the covariance matrix in

station-centered spherical coordinates could, if one

wished, be obtained directly by "mapping ahead" along

the post-injection trajectory, staying in station-centered

spherical coordinates. Approximating linear transforma-

tions, however, already exist by which multinormal error

distribution in the geocentric coordinates are mapped
ahead. Then the linear transformations derived in Ref. 16

will be used to determine the station-centered covariance

matrix obtained for that time by the mapping-ahead pro-

cedure. The methods thus make use of the post-iniection

equations of motion for the two-body problem (Ref. 18) 5

to obtain the approximate linear mapping of spacecraft

station-centered dynamical coordinates into the future.

_See also "Guidance for Space Missions," JPL External Publicatiolb
No, 656, June 1959.
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From this approximate linear mapping, the covariance

matrix can then be mapped into the future by standard

statistical theory as in Chapt. 9 of Ref. 19.

4. Matrices

Consider the motion of the spacecraft after injection

under the assumption that only one attracting body

(Earth) is present. This assumption is reasonable for our

purposes since we wish to consider relatively small post-

injection times, i.e., in the vicinity of 10 or 20 min. The

post-injection plane of motion is called the thrust plane,

the plane of the spacecraft velocity vector. We then map

ahead along the trajectory in the familiar geocentric
coordinates to obtain the covariance matrix of errors at

the time in question and then utilize the approximating
linear transformation mentioned above to obtain the cor-

responding covariance matrix in station-centered spheri-
cal coordinates (Ref. 16).

The geocentric phase of a lunar trajectory is comprised

of two parts. One is the pre-injection portion which con-

tains the parking orbit, and the second part is an ellipse

with an eccentricity that is related to the time required

to reach the Moon; the eccentricity is close to 1 but less

than i for the nearly parabolic orbits used in the example.

It should be mentioned, however, that the results pre-

sented below are general in the sense that they hold (with
minor differences) for either elliptical, parabolic, or

hyperbolic post-injection-trajectories with arbitrary ec-
centric/ties.

5. Mapping Error Distributions Along an Ellipse

We take over some results from Ref. 18 in proceeding

to determine the transformation matrix U(t, tl)= (u_s)

by which an error vector in geometric coordinate

8Zr_ : (8xl, 8rl, 8v,, 87-1, 8zl, 8k,1) at injection time tl can

be transformed into an error vector 8Z r : (Sx, 8r, 8v, 8r,

8z, 8_) at post-injection time t, i.e., 8Z : U (t, tl) 8Z1. Once

this has been done, it is a simple matter to obtain the

geocentric covariance matrix of the multinormal error
distribution at time t.

We first define dynamical quantities in the equations

of motion, for those unfamiliar with celestial mechanics.

The equation of an ellipse (in fact, any conic, if e is

allowed to vary) in polar coordinates, with center of the

Earth at the right-hand focus, is given by

r = p/1 + e cos O = r (01, C_, C:_) say, where:

z

r z

Cl z

p

C3

e

the so-called true anomaly (the angle from peri-
apsis of the spacecraft at a particular time;

periapsis of an orbit is the nearest Earth point
of the spacecraft orbit);

the magnitude of the thrust plane velocity vec-

tor 6;

the angle between this _ and the local horizon

(local horizon is the direction parallel to the

Earth in the thrust plane at the point of intersec-
tion of the radius vector from the center of the

Earth to the spacecraft and the Earth's surface);

the distance of the spacecraft from the center
of the Earth;

the radius of the Earth;

the gravitational constant of the Earth (the mass

of the Earth times the universal constant of gravi-

tation);

the angular momentum of the motion - rv cos 7",

a constant;

the semi-latus rectum of the ellipse = C'I/t_ (the

half-length of the chord of the ellipse through a

focus and perpendicular to the axis);

Vis-viva (definition) = v 2 - 21_/r (a negative con-

stant for elliptical orbits);

[1 + (C_C:,/_')]_, the eccentricity, which is less

than 1 when C:, is negative (as it is for elliptical

orbits).

As an example, the elements of the matrix U(t,t,)

appear in Eq. (2), using the matrix M of Appendix A of

Ref. 18 (M is shown in Fig. 24):

-0 (. -- sin _l )erl (. -- 2 sin Ol)evl

C1 Ci
0

t" 1 V_

0 2vl
rl

e + e cos #_)J

(-C1 tan rl)

0

Fig. 24. The matrix M
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(|t]l, U]2, U13_ U14

U41, U42_ tl4a, U44)

(U55_ U56)

(/d65_ U66)

u_ = 0 for

= (1,o,o,o) + r,,

X --1, _C, ' DC3 M;

=D_ _,' _-6, _ ?-F _,'

_r _r _0 \

Dc---5_+ Do _,-) M,

=(0, _ _ ,o)t)r_ ' 0

/z (uz,, uz2, u.,._, u2_);
1) r'-' ""

COS:: _" I(l+ecos0) _ e(e+cos0)

X . 00, ' DC_ ' DC3/

(_) (1 1)]+ sinO O,C, '2C M;

-_, [v_cos (o - 0, + _,),

X r_sin(0 - G)];

!)

[va sin(O -- Ot + "r, -- r),

X r, sin(0 - G)];

}=5,6 and j=1,2,3,4 "

At the time t_ of injection, the angle turned from

periapsis for the partieular slow lunar trajectory to be

used as an example is +3°19 ' (periapsis would occur

before injection). The values of the angle 0 for the post-
injection times of 5, 10, 20, and 30 rain are: 30 °, 52°43 ',

80°31 ', and 96'_'2 ', respectively, for the orbit considered.

Let the geocentric eovarianee matrix at post-injection

time t be denoted by V. Recall that the transformation

matrices U(t,h) denote the linear transformation re-

quired to map ahead the error distributions to t the

orbital positions corresponding to t. Thus, one obtains

the vector and matrix equations

sz = u(t, tJ sz_ )

and ! (3)V = U (t, t,) V_U r (t, t,).

The transformation matrix U (t, h) for t = 10 min is given

in Fig. 0-,5, while the corresponding eovariance matrix V

for the same t is given in Fig. 26.

Also, one finds that for the post-injection ellipse under

consideration, e :- 0.97, C, = 71,813 kmZ/sec, Ca = -- 1.75

km2/sec 2, p - 12.94 X 10 :_kin. These four orbital param-

eters are determined by the initial values of the spaee-

craft's position and velocity at time t,, the time of injection
into the final Newtonian orbit.

1

0

0

0

0

0

--0.0187

1.444

0.0001 sec-'

0.0003 km-'

0

0

1195 sec

1005 sec

0.5013

0.3276 sec/km

0

0

--4144 km 0 0

499.9 km 0 0

-- 3.064 km/sec 0 0

0.6688 0 0

0 0.7639 566 sec

0 0.0004 sec a 0.8184

Fig. 25. The matrix U(t, tJ

_1626km 2

_Symmetric

--374.1 km2

210.8km 2

466.3 X 10 -_ km2/sec

--131.7 X 10 -'_km2/sec

1.392 >( 10 -_krn2/sec"

17.32 X lOSkm 0

19.3 X lO-Skm 0

51.13 X 10 Skm/sec 0

4.546 X 10-_ 0

233.7km _

Fig. 26. The geocentric covariance matrix V

0

0

0

0

25.1 X 10-z kmZ/sec

289.6 X 10 -_ km"/sec 2
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The four post-injection orbital positions at t = 5, 10,

20, 30 rain and their angular relationship to the DSIF

Station zenith are depicted in Fig. 27. These angles are of

interest since they play an important role in determining

qualitative properties of the linear transformations used
in the next section to obtain the station-centered covari-

anee matrices corresponding to the orbital positions con-

sidered. It was of interest to note after the necessary
calculations were made that the variances in the position

coordinates x, r, r, and z increased with time. From a

heuristic point of view, this is plausible, since the posi-
tion coordinates increase with time and it is reasonable

to expect their dispersions to become larger. On the other

/

I_,'

CENTER OF_L

SPHERICAL_

EARTH ",,

\
'\

lI_ _ INJECTIONi \

5 min

AFTER

INJECTION

30 °

47 ° II

30 min

AFTER

INJECTION

I0 min

AFTER INJECTION

20 rain DSIF _
AFTER

INJECTION STATION ZENITH

Fig. 27. Post-injection orbital positions

hand, the spacecraft is slowing down after injection and

it is to be expected, and was indeed verified, that the

dispersions in the velocity coordinates actually decrease
with time.

6. Error Distributions in Spherical Coordinates

The transformation matrices D by which a geocentric

error vector 8Z r = (8x, 8r, 8v, 8r, 8z, 8_) at post-injection
time t is transformed into an error vector in station-

centered spherical coordinates _S r = (80, 80, 8_, 8[_,
8 (O_ (I,sin 4,), 8 (O,_) was obtained by us in the previous

article (Ref. 14) by using the previously mentioned linear

transformations. This transformation matrix is given in

Fig. 28 for t = 10 rain. Since 8S = D 3Z, it follows that
the station-centered covariance matrices V are deter-

minable: the one for t = 10 min is given in Fig. 29. (The

spherical covariance matrix and the transformation

matrix for injection appeared in Ref. 16.)

The unconditional standard deviations of St; were then

computed, and are graphed in Fig. 30. One sees that the

dispersion in t; increases and then decreases. This seems

reasonable, since 6 increases, reaches a maximum directly

over the DSIF Station, and then decreases with time.

Thus, the uncertainty in t; should become larger as t;

increases, then decrease when t; decreases.

We now condition the six-dimensional error distribu-

tion by assuming the look angles 0, q_ to be known. This

yields a four-dimensional error distribution in the remain-

ing variables. Let the 4 X 4 covariance matrices for

the (conditioned) random variables (80, 8b, 8 (p0 sin q_),

8 (p$)) be denoted by B. This matrix is given for t = 10

min in Fig. 31. The conditional standard deviations of

8_ are also plotted in Fig. 30 for this example. This means

that the reduction, due to conditioning, in the standard

deviation of 8_ is by the factors given in Fig. 32. The
maximum reduction of the factor of 11.7 occurs at about

10 min post-injection. As was observed in Part 2 of this

- 0.8895

0

0.0003 km -_

0.0005 sec-_

0

--0.0481 sec

0.6599 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0.0004 km 1 0

--0.0002 km a 0 0 0 0

-- 0.0006 sec-1 0.9215 2.809 kin/see 0 0

0 0 0 -- 0.0036 sec-_ 1 sec-_

--0.0134 sec z 1.615 -- 1.5 km/sec 0 0

Fig. 28. The transformation matrix D
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- 963km 2

Symmetric

0 40.4 X 10 :km 1.11 km2/sec 2 0

3.74 X 10 -_ 0 0 2.36 X 10 -4 km/sec

2 X 10 _ 5.31 X 10-4 km/sec 0

1.42 X 10 -3 km_/sec 2 0

1.51 _ 10 _3 km2/sec 2

Fig. 29. The station-centered covariance matrix V

--55.3 km2/sec:

0

--2.47 X 10 -2 km/sec

--6.71 X lO-Zkm2/sec z

0

3.25 km:/sec z

0.4

"_ 0.5

Z
0

_>
t..d
a

rr 0.2
,,:I
C_
Z

0.1

/

/
\

Z

UNCONDITIONED ¢n

CONDIT

0 5 I0 20 50

TIME, rnin ---I_

Fig. 30. Standard deviation of _f; versus t

12

IC

/
I

4 -4

\

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 55

TIME, rain

Fig. 32. Savings in expected search time

article, it is to be expected that the reductions should

increase and then decrease, since the unconditional vari-

ance of i', a, and _I, do likewise.

7. The Conditional Expected Values of b

Let the unconditioned expected values of P, O, and

be denoted hy _o, Oo, and CI,o for some arbitrary time t

136 km:

Symmetric

3.52 X 10 -_ km2/sec

1.04 X 10 -5 kmZ/sec z

0

0

2 X 10-" km2/sec z

Fig. 31. The conditioned covariance matrix B

--4.95 km=/sec 1

-- 1.28 X 100-3 kmZ/sec_ /

0.18 km2/sec 2 _]
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under consideration. Denote the conditional expected

value of b by t_o+ m, where m is the offset in the mean

of _ due to conditioning. Using the statistical techniques
of linear regression used in Ref. 16, it follows that m is

given for the example as in Fig. 33. For t = 10 min, then:

m = - (,_ - _I,0)((3.522 X 10-z km2/sec)(11.362780 km-')

+ (1.0402501 X 10-5 km2/secq

X (-3.2635394 X l0 s sec/km)

+ (0 km2/sec 2) (0 sec/krn)

+ ( - 1.2808709 X 10 -3 km2/sec z)

X (3.09793 X l0 s sec/km)}.

Then at t = 10 min, m = (,t, - _o) (2.624 km/sec). The

factor 2.624 km/sec is called the offset factor.

Thus, just as in Refs. 16 and 17, the required offset

can be accomplished by a simple linear operation on only

one of the look angles, a very desirable result. In par-

ticular, the conditional expected value of f_is independent

f

5 l0 15 z0 25 30 35

TIME, min------IP-

Fig. 33. Offset in mean of/;

of the conditioning value of a. This fact is predictable
without calculation, since variations about 00 = 0 have

second-order effect on the value of b, whereas the motion

of the spacecraft nominally takes place in the thrust plane,

i.e., the plane for which 0,7 = 0. Also observe that for

each time considered here, -rn always has approximately
the value of one unconditioned standard deviation unit

of t_, if the deviation ,I_- q'o is equal to one uncondi-

tional standard deviation unit of the angle _. This fact

is also predictable in advance from the general form of
the regression equation.

8. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that large savings in

expected frequency search time can be obtained in space-

craft acquisition by using the theory of conditional dis-

tributions. By using the known values of the antenna

look angles at a given time, the standard deviation in

returning transponder frequency can be reduced by fac-

tors of more than ten for times shortly after injection,
typical of times when the spacecraft is first visible over

the South Africa DSIF Station after injection. Since it

was shown previously (Refs. 16 and 17) that expected
frequency search time is directly proportional to this

standard deviation, a reduction in the average search
time by the same factors of more than ten is likewise

realizable. Typically a "5a" search is used. That is, the

half-width of the frequency uncertainty interval is five
standard deviation units, conditioned or unconditioned,

resulting in extremely high probability of acquiring the

correct frequency (when the spacecraft is at the given

look angles).

To realize this saving, however, it was shown in Ref. 17

that the center of the frequency uncertainty interval is

changed by the conditioning even though the length of

this search interval does indeed decrease by factors
of more than ten. But since the necessary offset is a linear

function of the offset of only one of the look angles from

its nominal value, it is especially easy to accomplish this

offset: merely read the difference between actual angle

and nominal angle from the antenna coordinate con-

verter, and then multiply by a number depending on

the orbit and the time. Knowing both the width and

center of the frequency uncertainty interval, one knows

the frequency uncertainty interval itself, and the search

can then proceed.

Because of the simplicity of the implementation of

this system, it is therefore a good one to adopt for space-

craft frequency acquisition.
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G. Optimum Coherent Amplitude
Demodulation

W. C. Lindsey

1. Introduction

The process of optimum demodulation of an analog

signal has recently been receiving a great deal of atten-
tion. In particular, the process of computing the set of a

posteriori probabilities for a given set of deterministic

signals in noise is well-known for a rather broad class of

fixed and linear time-varying charmels. On the other

hand, the performance of a large subclass of these detec-

tors has been analyzed in detail and talmlated.

The specifications of a posteriori probability-computing

processors for detecting analog signals are not so well-

known, and certainly the performance of these processors

is less organized than in the case of detecting determin-

istic signals in noise. Particularly, the a posteriori prob-

ability-computing processors for frequency and phase

modulation turn out to be unrealizable, and it seems that a

set of integral equations particularly difficult to solve lies
at the heart of the problem.

For linear amplitude modulation-demodulation sys-

tems, the realizable and unrealizable a posteriori prob-

ability-computing processors have been specified by

Thomas and Wong and more recently by Van Trees in a

more general formulation of the problem (Refs. 20 and

21). In this article we characterize tile performance of a

broad class of amplitude demodulation processors in

Fig. 34. Communication link--DSB

which the random modulating signals may be selected

from two broad classes of modulating spectra. This is
done for both the realizable and unrealizable forms of the

receiver structure. In the amplitude demodulation case,

that signaling processor which computes the a posteriori

probability that the modulation takes on a certain wave-

shape is identical with that processor which minimizes

the mean-squared-error. This identity is, of course, a re-

sult of linearity of the modulation process.

2. Modulation and Spectra

A problem of current interest in the area of space com-

munications is that of utilizing one of the neighboring

planets as a parasitic antenna for reflecting an analog

signal between two widely separated (or the same) points

on the Earth, and then detecting the transmitted signal.

The problem that the system-design engineer must face

is that of selecting the modulation--demodulation tech-

nique which allows for the most unambiguous detection

procedure at the receiver. In this paper we consider four

types of amplitude modulation-clemodulation techniques

and compare each technique based on two classes of mod-

ulating spectra. These are:

(1) Amplitude-modulated, double-sideband (AM-DSB).

(2) Amplitude-modulated, double-sideband, suppressed

carrier (AM-DSB/SC).

(3) Amplitude-modulated, single-sideband (AM-SSB).

(4) Amplitude-modulated, single-sideband, suppressed

carrier (AM-SSB/SC).

The results obtained, however, may be applied to a wide

class of problems which requires the transmission of

analog information to a distant point.

The communication links under consideration are de-

picted in Figs. 34 and 35. At the transmitter the k _h ran-

dom process of the i_l_message class {mki (t)}; i= 1, 2;
k = 1, 2, oc, is used to modulate the transmitter. The out-

put waveform, say _h-i (t), is transmitted into the channel

-'f --tTRANSM'TTERJ
/

Fig. 35. Communication link--SSB
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where additive white Gaussian noise of single-sided spec-

tral density No w/cps corrupts the transmitted equation

display waveform resulting in the received waveform

Ck, (t) = fk, (t) + v (t).

The detection procedure is carried out as follows: The

observed data Pkl (t) is multiplied by a noisy copy, say

r (t), of the transmitted carrier and the resulting wave-

form vk_(t) is filtered (after an appropriate transformation

in the SSB systems) by one of the two types of Wiener

filters, i.e., the appropriate linear filter which minimizes

the mean-square-error (Ref. 22). A filter of Type I works

as follows: The input function _ki (t) (or xki (t)) is re-

corded for a certain interval of time (theoretically for

- ¢_ < t < oo) and is then processed. For Type II fil-

tering we assume that the filter is physically realizable

and can be constructed by a circuit containing resistances,

inductances, and capacitances. In certain applications,

e.g., reflection of the analog signal from a neighboring

planet where delay in the demodulation procedure is of

no importance, Type I filtering may be practical.

The advantages of Type II filters are the simplicity

with which they may be implemented and the rapidity

with which the output data is delivered. The advantage
of Type I filters is the more complete use they make of

the input signal; consequently, the additive noise can be

suppressed more effectively. A comparison of both types

of filtering action will be given (for two classes of mes-

sage spectra) on the basis of a "signal-to-noise ratio" re-

lated to the Wiener error versus a"signal-to-noise ratio"

determined by initial design parameters.

At the transmitter we presume we have available two

classes of stationary time series with spectral densities de-

noted by $1 (_; k) and S_ (,,,; k), (k = 1, 2, . • ', oo). Class 1

is taken to be of the "maximally fiat" form, i.e.,

(o,;k) = K, (k) [1 + k = 1,2, • • • ,oo

(1)

where Kl(k) is a constant which is chosen such that the

time series which it represents has unit variance. For the

class of "maximally fiat" spectra K_(k) is given by

Kt (k) =- (r/a) sine (rr/2k). (2)

(We have adopted the notation that sine x = sin x/x.)

This process is both physically reasonable and mathe-

matically convenient; the integer k is a measure of the

rate of spectrum cutoff. For example, k = 1 corresponds

to a dropoff of 6 db per octave, k = 2 corresponds to 12

db per octave, etc. Further, a/2rr may be considered to be

the half-power frequency of the time series mki (t). If

k = 1, S, (o_;1) is the spectral density occurring at the out-
put of an RC circuit whose input is white Gaussian noise.

For k = o¢, we have

I l>a

which is the impulse power response of an ideal low-pass

filter of bandwidth a/2, cps.

Class 2 processes are taken to be the stationary "As-

ymptotically Gaussian" processes with a spectral density

given by

(< k) = K2(k){1 + [,ola k = 1,2, • • •,
(3)

and K2 (k) is adjusted such that the k th member of the

process has unit variance. For this class K2 (k) turns out
to be

K_ (k) -- 4_ [a (k)_ B ('_, k - '/_)]-1 (4)

where B (_, v) is the well-known Beta function. If k = 1,

S_ (_; 1) = $2 (0,; 1) while k approaches infinity in Eq. (3),
we have

S..(o,;k)___K,_(k)exp[_kt((o_)'-'. (o,/a)'2k.,.+ " " " };

or

lira S_ (o_;k) = 2 (rr/a)_ exp [ - (o,/a) 2] (5)
k--+_

which is the Gaussian spectrum. This unit variance proc-
ess is rather interesting from the physical standpoint in

that it can be generated by passing white Gaussian noise

through k isolated-cascaded RC networks.

Note that the two random processes possess radically

different frequency components as k becomes large. For

k = o¢, the parameter a/2_ may be considered to be that

frequency at which the spectrum has decayed to 1/e
times the value at o, = 0. These two classes of random

processes are sufficiently general in that they include a

broad class of signaling spectra encountered in com-

munication engineering.

3. The Transmitted Signals

A representation of these signals which is most con-

venient for our purposes is to represent the transmitted

waveforms as the product of a real low-pass waveform,
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which depends on the modulating signal m_i (t), and a

complex cisoidal carrier. For comparison purposes we

normalize the transmitted signals such that the average

transmitted power is P watts regardless of the type of

modulation employed. The set of transmitted signals

which possess an average power of P watts are for the

double-sideband systems

&_ (t) = (2e/1 + rn_)_i [1 + m,,mki (t)] exp (i_t);
AM-SSB

&i (t) = (2P)_ mkl (t) exp (io,t);

AM-SSB/SC
(6)

where we have assumed we are transmitting the k th

member of the ith message class. In Eq. (6), _ois a suitably
defined carrier frequency and lOOm,, is a measure of the

percent of amplitude modulation. It should be noted that

the real parts of Eq. (6) represent the physical signal
emitted by the transmitter.

The AM-SSB (Type-III) and AM-SSB/SC (Type-IV)

signals are a bit more difficult to generate. For these

systems we transmit the real parts of, respectively

&, (t) = (2P/1 + 2rr_)_i [1 + m_sk_ (t)] exp (i,,t);

AM-SSB I(7)
&i (t) = P_sk_ (t) exp (jo,t); AM-SSB/SC

The process sk_ (t) is generated at the transmitter in the

following manner. Assume that the k t" member of the i"'

process is being transmitted. The time series mki (t) is

passed through a Hilbert Transforming, ("/x"), filter

whose output has been phase-shifted by 90 deg and

represented by the waveform jmki (t). This process is

added to produce the signal (with one-sided frequency

components)

A

ski (t) = mki (t) + lmki (t), (8)

(See Fig. 35 and Ref. 23.) Eqs, (6) and (7) characterize

the set of"normalized" transmitted signals {_Gi (t); i = 1, 2;

k=1,2, ''' ,o_} using complex carriers. In physical

situations the suppressed carrier signals may be generated

by means of balanced modulators.

4. Characterization of the Additive Noise

We presume that the coInplex additive noise v (t) is

given by

(t) = [n (t) + ]_ (t)] exp fro,t) (9)

and n (t) and its Hilbert Transform _ (t) are white Gauss-

Jan noise processes possessing single-sided spectral den-

sities of N,, w/cps. The physical additive noise process

is the "real part" of the complex Gaussian process

v (t), i.e.,

no (t) =- Re [v (t)] = n (t) cos_t - _ (t) sin _t. (10)

In car_'ing out the frequency-translation operation at

the receiver, we use the real part of the received signal

_k_ (t). If we multiply the noise process _(t) by the

noisy stored carrier reference r (t) and neglect the double

frequency terms (the Wiener filter will not respond to

them), we obtain

1
n' (t) =_ _ In (t) cos q, + _ (t) sin e/,]. (11)

We have assumed that the stored reference r (t) = 2'a cos

(,,t + ct,) and ,1, is a slowly-varying random phase varia-

tion. For example, ,1) may well represent the phase error

of a phased-locked loop which is tracking the sinusoid

sin o,t in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise.

Several probability distributions have been derived in

Refs, 23 and 24 which govern the statistics of this phase

error.

Further, using Eq. (11) and the facts that n and _ have

zero mean and are uncorrelated, it is easily shown that

the noise process n' (t) at the multiplier output is white

with a single-sided spectral density of No w/cps.

For reasons which will become obvious later, we com-

pute the multiplier outputs ,/_ (t) for all four types of

modulation. To accomplish frequency-translation in the

physical sense, we use the physical waveforms received,

i.e., Re{6k, (t)}, where Re denotes "real part." For the

DSB systems we have, using Eqs. (6), (7) and (11) and
a little labor/;

,Tk_(t) = rn_ [(P/1 + m_)_l mk_ (t) + n' (t);
AM-DSB

,_, (t) = l)_m_, (t) + n' (t);
AM-DSB/SC

(]2)

(We have neglected the double-frequency and de terms.)

In the SSB cases we have for the muhiplier ' outputs

_At this point we have assumed perfect coherence at the receiver.
The noisy phase reference ease will be considered later.
'We have assumed that r(t)= Re [2 ;_ (I + jl)exp(i,ot)] in the
SSB s)'stem_. This serves to iJlustrate how either _ or m may be
recovered at the receiver. If _n is desired one must form _ + '_
instead of the difference.
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(neglecting the double-frequency and de terms)

tN

_lkl (t) = m_ (P/1 + 2m_)_ [mk_ (t) + mk, (t)]

n" (t)
+ 2------_--_ ; AM-SSB

,, n" (t)
,lk, (t) = (P/2) '_ [mk,(t) + mk, (t)] + 2_;

AM-SSB/SC

where n" n + ^= n. The input to the Wiener filter for

the SSB systems is xk, (t)= _ki (t)- ,/k_(t) or

(13)

xk_ (t) = 2_ [m_ (2P/1 + 2m_)_ mk_ (t) + n (t)];
AM-SSB

xk_ (t) = 2'_ [P_mk_ (t) + n (t)]; AM-SSB/SC

(14)

where n (t) is white Gauss]an noise of single-sided spec-

tral density N,, w/cps. Eqs. (13) and (14) represent, re-

spectively, the inputs (signal plus noise) to the Wiener

filters of Figs. 34 and 35. Note that, for the AM-DSB/SC

and AM-SSB/SC systems, the signals to be filtered are

essentially the same since the square root of two in

Eq. (14) may be neglected because it effects both the
signal and noise.

The spectral density of the input process for the four

types of modulation may be written from Eqs. (1), (3),

(13) and (14). Neglecting this square root of two in

Eq. (14), they are

s;, (_; k) = ess_ (_; k) (15)

for i = 1, 2 and all k. The P_ factors are defined as

P_ = mg (1 + m_) -_ P = g_P; P,_ = g_P = P

iP:, = 2nt_ (1 + 2m_) -1P = g,_P; P_ = g,P = P
(16)

which represents the average input signal power at the

receiver, i.e.,

ei = --_- S_, (,o; k) do; ]=1,2,3,4.

5. The Wiener Error for the Two Classes of

Signaling Spectra

The instantaneous value of the Wiener error may be

written assuming the k 'h member of the i th stochastic class

is being transmitted using the ]th modulation technique

as (Figs. 34 and 35)

e_ (t) = yk_ - (Pj)_mk, (t); i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

where the P/s are defined in Eq. (16). Since the modu-

lating signal and the noise vary randomly with time, it

is natural to characterize the "output noise" by its mean-

square intensity

(_,)_ = [y_, (t) - (Pj)_m,, (t)] 2 = _,J, (k).

The Wiener filter (Types I and II) which minimizes

the mean-square-error for all members of the two classes

of stochastic processes is the filter which we use at the

receiver for smoothing the observed data _Tk_(t) and xki (t).

The filter functions (impulse responses) are formally de-

termined from the spectral densities of the signal and

noise; however, we are not interested here in the fre-

quency responses of the individual filters. Instead we

shall be concerned primarily with determining the fil-

tering action, i.e., computation of the Wiener error cr}i (k).

For Type II filters (non-realizable) it can be shown

that the mean-square-error occurring when one transmits

the k _hmember of the i" signal class using the fh modu-

lation technique is given by Ref. 23 as

,r_ (k) = 2_ S_, (o,; k) [1 + 2Ss_ (0,; k)/No] -_ do.

(17)

We have assumed the input noise is white and S_i (,o; k)

are the spectral densities given by Eq. (15).

On the other hand, for Type I filters (realizable), the

mean-square-error encountered (when the k th member of

the i" signal class is transmitted and the fh modulation

technique employed at the transmitter) is for white noise.

In [1 + 2S i, (,0; k)/No] do. (18)

This is the Wiener error obtained by Yovits and Jackson

(Ref. 0_,5). Eqs. (17) and (18) are remarkable in that the

Wiener error may be evaluated without having to com-
pute the individual filter functions.
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6. Performance of Type I and II Filters Using

"Maximally Flat" Spectra

The Wiener error for all four types of modulation

and all members of both signaling classes may be com-

puted from Eqs. (15) and (17). Letting i = 1 and sub-

stituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (17), it may be shown that

(k) = ej [1 + 2esK1(k)/N0l"J2 '-l, (19)

where K] (k) is given by Eq. (2). Defining the signal-to-

noise ratio p as the ratio of the mean-squared-value of the
signal power Ps [Eq. (16)] to the Wiener error, we have

p_l (k; I) -= [1 + 2rrgsR sine (r/2k)]'- {1/zk), (20)

where R = P/aNo and the g/s are given by Eq. (16). The

notation pji (k; I) signifies the signal-to-noise ratio when

the k th member of the i (h stochastic process is being

transmitted using the fb modulation technique and

Type I filtering at the receiver. For the "Maximally Flat"
case, we have for k = oo

oil (_; I) = 1 + 2,rgjR; (21)

while for large values of the parameter R, Eq. (20)
becomes

ei_ (k; I) N [2rrgjR sine (rr/2k)] _- _/_k). (22)

The Wiener error for Type II filters operating on sig-
nal Class 1 may be shown to be

kNo

(,_, (k) = K1 (k---_([1 + 2P,KI (k)/No] _-('/2k, - 1},

The signal-to-noise ratio p becomes

:g jR sine (rr/2k) (23)
p)_ (k; II) = k {[1 + 2rrgjRsine (_/2k)] _/_ - i} '

For large B, this is asymptotic to

p,, H) ~ 2 gjn [ln (I + (26)

Comparison of Eq. (27) with Eq. (24) shows that, for

large R and small k, Type I filters have a signal-to-noise

ratio of approximately 2k times the signal-to-noise ratio

of Type II filters. As k approaches infinity, Eqs. (22) and

(26) show that the performance of Type II filtering be-

comes inferior to Type I filtering by a factor of In (27rgjR).

For k - 1, and large R, Type I filters outperform Type II

filters by a factor of approximately 3 db.

7. Performance of Type I and II Filters Using
"Asymptotically Gaussian" Spectra

Eq. (3) may be substituted into Eq. (15) yielding the
spectra for the four types of modulation. This result

when used in Eqs. (17) and (18) gives the required

Wiener error. Due to the lengthy details and integration

procedure required for general k, we evaluate the signal-

to-noise ratio p for the special case k = o_.

For Type I[ filtering the Wiener error for the /._h

modulation teclmique is given by

_i_,2(_) = _.aN_' f_" In [1 + 4 (Tr)_g_R exp (- xZ)] dx

and the signal-to-noise ratio p becomes

o,2(oo;II) = 2_giR In [1 + 4(r)SgjRexp(-x_)dx .

(27)

For Type I filtering the signal-to-noise ratio for the i t',

type of modulation is easily shown to be

which for large R is asymptotic to

7rgsR sine (_r/2k)

OJ_(k; I[) _ k [(27rgsa sine (,r/2k) _/zk - 1] " (24)

Of special interest is the case where k = oo. It may be
shown that

o_l(oo; II)= 2,_gjR [ln(1 + 2:_gja)] 1. (25)

fo _
Oj2 (oo; I) .... (='_/2) [exp (--x) z + 4g_ (Tr)_iR]-_ dx.

(28)

Eqs. (27) and (28) can be integrated by expanding the

integrand into an infinite series and integrating term by

term. Difficulty arises, however, when 4gj (Tr)_ R > 1. A

more tractable procedure to use is to integrate Eqs. (27)

and (28) numerically on a general purpose computer.
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Fig. 36. System performance characteristics

8, Calculated Performance and Comparison

Plotted in Figs. 36 and 37 is the signal-to-noise ratio p

versus the basic parameter gjR where R = P/aN_. In

particular, Figs. 36 and 37 have been plotted for

g._ = g_ - 1, i.e., AM-DSB/SC and AM-SSB/SC systems.

Performance for the other two types of modulation can

be obtained from these figures by rescaling the abscissa

by g j, e.g., if the performance of an AM-DSB system is

required i = 1 and g_ = m_ (1 + m.2) ]; see Eq. (16).

The curves show that, regardless of the type of ampli-

tude modulation employed at the transmitter, the larger k

(for either class of stochastic signals) the better is the

signal-to-noise ratio p. This is easily explained on a physi-

cal basis. For large k, energy in the signaling spectra is

suppressed in the high frequency regions and accen-

tuated in the low frequency regions. Hence, the Wiener

filter, for a white noise input, accepts a smaller amount

of the input noise, and the signal-to-noise ratio p is larger.

Note that for large k and R, Type I filters (non-

realizable) yield a value of p highly superior to Type II

filters (realizable). In physical situations where delay in

20rM XMAL  L S CT  M1 /l /I
..... TYPE I FILTERING l/ t l '

-- TYPE "I'r FILTERING / : ,"

18_- GAUSSIAN SPECTRUM , " /

........ TYPE ]" FILTERING // /;"

.... TYPE I"f FILTERING ii// .'/'i",6_ - g,=,,,2(,+,,,_)-,: AM-OS8

14k--- P3 = 2 too2( _+ 2ma2)-t : AM-SSB / ,J:-

94 = I: AM-SSB/SC // "

,zF 1 /

0t
-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12: 16

gjR, db ---.

Fig. 37. Comparison of system

performance characteristics

2O

the demodulation procedure is tolerable, it is quite evi-

dent that Type I filtering should be employed with either
the AM-SSB/SC or AM-DSB/SC system. If bandwidth

is a premium, then the AM-SSB/SC system should be

selected over AM-DSB/SC system.

All systems have the disadvantage of requiring a local

copy of the carrier at the receiver. For AM-SSB and

AM-DSB a carrier component is available in the observed

data. Such is not the case for AM-SSB/SC and AM-

DSB/SC; consequently, other means must be employed

for obtaining this information at the receiver. This is

obviously a disadvantage of either of these systems over

the AM-DSB and AM-SSB systems. In terms of trans-

mission bandwidth, AM-DSB and AM-DSB/SC require

equal amounts while AM-SSB and AM-SSB/SC require

only half as much as the AM-DSB or AM-DSB/SC system.

If we view the parameter gjR = gjP/aNo as a measure

of the effectiveness of j_h modulation technique, we find

that AM-DSB/SC and AM-SSB/SC perform equally well.

On this basis, the AM-DSB/SC and AM-SSB/SC systems

are 10 log_o [m-g (1 + m_] db better than AM-DSB and
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101oglo [(1 + 2rr_) (2m_) -1] db better than AM-SSB. In

terms of O, for a given k and R, no general conclusions

may be reached; the curves in Figs. 36 and 37 must be
consulted.

9. Performance Using a Noisy Phase Reference

One major difficulty with implementing any of the

amplitude-demodulation systems studied here is that of

providing the receiver with a copy of the transmitted

carrier, i.e., synchronization of the transmitter and re-

ceiver local oscillators. One practical means of achieving

carrier synchronization in the past has been to employ

a phase-locked loop at the receiver. Even if one is willing

to build a phase-locked loop at the receiver, there remains

the question of to what component in the received signal

one should try to achieve carrier lock; e.g., in the AM-

DSB/SC or AM-SSD/SC systems, the received spectrum

does not contain a frequency component oscillating at

the carrier frequency. The best one can do (probably)

is to transmit a pilot carrier for use in connection with

the phase-locked loop. This, however, requires additional

energy.

On the other hand, for AM-DSB and AM-SSB there

exists a carrier component in the received signal spec-

trum. In fact, the power in this component is a function

of the modulation index m_ [Eqs. (6) and (7)]. With a

knowledge of this it is not at all clear how one could

most effectively mechanize a phase-locked loop for syn-

chronization purposes. Avoiding this question we assume
that a phase error and the voltage controlled oscillator

(VCO) in the phase-locked loop is oscillating at the carrier

frequency.

Viterbi (Ref. 26) and Tikhonov (Ref. 24) have shown

that the probability distribution p (4,) for the phase error

is given by

p(a,) = [2_L(,_)]-' exp(_ cos el,); -_-_a,_ (29)

where Io (a) is the imaginary Bessel function evaluated

at the signal-to-noise ratio existing in the tracking loop.

Taking into consideration a phase error of q_ rad/sec the

factor cos ,I, multiplies the signal components in Eqs. (12)

and (14). As already shown the noise statistics remain

unchanged. Hence, the spectral densities of Eq. (15) are

multiplied by cos-" 4 as well as the g/s of Eq. (16), and

the signal-to-noise ratios computed for the ideal refer-

ence signal become that value of signal-to-noise ratio

conditional on the fact that the phase error is ,I, rad/sec,

i.e., pj_ (k;.) = Pi_ (k;" ]ei,). The signal-to-noise ratio which

results when all members of the phase error ensemble are
taken into consideration becomes

(30)

If one attempts to solve this equation using Eq. (29) for

general k, j, and i, a formidable integral is immediately

encountered. Special cases, e.g., k = oo, can be worked

out exactly. For general i, k, and i, numerical integra-

tion techniques could be applied to obtain values for

pj_ (k; I or II), but it appears, at this point, to be hardly
worth the effort.

An alternate procedure which gives some idea as to

the effect of a noisy phase reference is to average over

the phase error before filtering; i.e., define the input

signal component of _ki (t) (or xki (t)) by the following

relationship

_lki (t) = f ] p(_)rlki(tl'b)d_. (31)

Carrying out this integral using Eqs, (12) and (29) yields

for the j'" type of modulation

where

w, (t) = (g;)_Pm_ (t) + n' (t), (32)

and I, (a) is the first-order Bessel function of imaginary

argument. Thus, for all types of modulation the curves

of Figs. 36 and 37 still apply; however, the abscissa is

now g_R instead of g jR. If a = _, corresponding to per-

feet coherence, tz', = gi. If a = 0, corresponding to a car-

rier whose phase variable is uniformly distributed over

an interval of length 2rr, g_ = 0 for all j. For 0 < a < oc,

we find that g_ < gj, e.g., if a = 1 (corresponding to a

signal-to-noise ratio in the tracking loop of 0 db), we find

= 0.20g;. Thus, we see that a good (non-noisy) replica
of the carrier is required at the receiver in order that the

demodulatl,ms procedure be performed efficiently.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, four types of amplitude modulation-

demodulation systems have been analyzed. The infor-

mation-bearing signal used to modulate the transmitter

is generated from one of two classes of stochastic proc-

esses: the "Maximally Flat" and the "Asymptotically
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Gaussian" processes. We have shown that system per-

formance depends on the type of Wiener filter (realizable

or non-realizable) used to smooth the noisy data and the

modulating spectrum. In particular, for k - i and large R,

the nonrealizable filter performs approximately 3 db

better than the realizable filter. For large k and R the

nonrealizable filter performs approximately

101og10 [ln 2,giR] db

better than the realizable filter.

It is shown that system performance is highly depend-

ent on the parameter k of the modulation spectrum. In

fact it is advisable to shape the modulating spectrum

before transmission by means of a Butterworth filter or

a series of isolated-cascaded RC networks. Shaping of

the modulation spectrum by a Butterworth filter proves

to be more effective than that of using a series of isolated-
cascaded RC networks.

The situation was considered in which the receiver

utilizes in the demodulation procedure a noisy replica of

the transmitted carrier. If the carrier-replica is derived at

the receiver by means of a phase-locked loop, we found

that the Wiener error is the least when the carrier-replica

is relatively noise-free. For example, a signal-to-noise

ratio of 10 db in the tracking loop reduces the effective

input signal-to-noise ratio at the demodulator input by
0.4 db, while a signal-to-noise ratio of 0 db in the track-

ing loop reduces the effective input signal-to-noise ratio
by 7 db.

Finally, we point out that these results are compared

in JPL TR 32-637, "Optimum and Sub-Optimum Fre-

quency Demodulation," with similar results obtained for

frequency demodulation using phase-locked frequency
discriminators.

H. On Suboptimum Binary
Decisions

J. J. Stiffler

1. Summary

A signal y(t)= ±A[i(t)+ n(t) is received, where

f_(t) is a known signal of time duration T seconds,

and n (t) is white Gaussian noise with the single-sided

spectral density N,. The constant A is such that the

average signal power is A-°; i.e.,

lfpf_ (t) at = 1.
f'

The waveform fi (t) is repeated every T seconds, but the

sign of f_ (t) is equally likely to be positive or negative

of its predecessor. It is desired to determine which of

the signals fi(t), (i = 1,2,...,M) is actually being

received, and in a mininmm number of observations.

Two methods for making this decision are presented in

this article as well as a comparison of the results using
the two methods when two correlated waveforms f_ (t)

and f2 (t) are to be distinguished.

2. Introduction

It is well-known (Ref. 27) that the maximum-likelihood

detector for the signal Af (t) involves the determination

of the a posteriori probability p (y (t)[Af (t)) of the re-

ceived signal y (t) given Af (t). Since the noise is white
and Gaussian

p (y (t) lAf (t)) =

_exp I N.Tl f_tA'(t'-ult)r'dt} ' I_,

If a number of signals fi (t) could have been received,

the optimum decision is to select the largest with respect

to i of the quantities.

p (Af, (t) ly (t)) = p (y (t) IAf' (t) p (Af_ (t)) (2)
p (y (t))

If it is then assumed that p (Afi (t)) is independent of i,

one sees that since p(y(t)) is not a function of i, the

decision procedure is simply to select the largest of

the a posteriori probability distributions p (y (t) ]Af_ (t)).

Suppose on the other hand that either +Afi (t) or

-Afi (t) could have been received for all i, and we wish

to determine which of the signals fi (t) was actually re-

ceived regardless of the sign. Then, evidently, it is neces-

sary to find the largest of the probabilities

p (Af, (t) or -Afi (t) ly (t)) =

p (y (t)IAf, (t)) p (Af, (t)) + p (y (t)[ --All (t)) p (--A[, (t))

p (y (t))

(3)
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If p (All (t) and p(-A[i (t)) are equal and constant inde-

pendent of i, this problem is equivalent to choosing the

largest of the probabilities

v (y (t)laf, (t)) + p (y(t) l -At. (t)) =

(_N_exp t _Tfr[A"(t)-y(t'] 2dt}

1 { 1 f0r }+ (,,NoT)_ exp .N,,T [-Ah(t) - y(t)]_dt • (4)

But since y(t) and

rf_ (t)dt

are assumed to be independent of i, the value of i for

which Eq. (4) is a maximum is just that i which maxi-

mizes the expression

fo_.A f.r }exp t<_---T,,TJ,,"[_ (t) y (t) dt

+exp{-2A fr (t)dt}N,,TJ,, fi (t) y

Letting

x = h (t) u (t) dr,

(5)

it is then desired to determine tile largest of the quanti-

ties cosh [(2A/NoT)x].

If n observations are made (that is, the signal ±[_ (t)

is repeated n times with arbitrary signs), the probability

that ±fi (t) was received, when the observed signal was

Ys(t)=y(t+/T), /=0,1, • • " ,n-l, is just

[Ij { p(yi(t)lAf*(t))p (Ys+P(Y_(t)l-Af_(t))}(t)) (_)

it is again assumed that p (Afi (t) ) = p (-Afi (t)) = con-
stant.

Rewriting the expression (6), we have

where

(j+lJl"x¢ = f, (t) y (t) dt.
JIT

The maximum likelihood decision is to choose the value

of i for which the quantities (7) attain a maximum as

that corresponding to the transmitted signal.

In practice, this decision is rather difficult to imple-

ment, at least in part due to the difficulty in determining

the values of A and the spectral density N,,. For this rea-

son it is useful to consider several simplifications of the

expression (7). First of all it is observed that only

cosh[(2A/N,T)x_] is dependent upon the value of i,

assuming that

f r f_ (t) dt = 1.

The coefficient of eosh [(2A/N.T)xi] is a weighting

which is small when a noisy signal has been received and

large for a clean signal. If we ignore this weighting func-

tion and give all observations equal weight, then the

procedure is simply to select the largest of the M functions

jI] cosh N@,T xj. (8)

Again, since the quantities A and N,, are not generally

known precisely, some further simplification is in order.

In particular, for small values of A/N,,T, we can use the

partial expansion

2A [ 2A '_ °-x_
cosh-_-_ x i = 1 + k.N.T] -2-

and, neglecting higher order terms

1( za y
II. eosh(_---_x,)=l+ 2\N,,T/ E x,. (9)

If this approximation is used then it is only necessary to

form the expressions

(i) = E x_(i) (lo)
J

and to determine the largest of these.

OrNoT)_
{ { Az Ff_'÷'r--l_Ij exp --_-_.TL.,_r

[_(t)dt + y_'(t)dt cosh_oAT x_
JiT

p (y_(t)) (7)
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At the other extreme, when A/NoT is large

cosb _ xi (11)

and the expression (8) becomes, approximately,

-_- IIj e (_a/s'or'l_'l = --2 exp Ixi , (12)

and it is sufficient to determine the largest of the M

quantities

w (i) = E [x_(i) l. (13)
)

In the following two sections, the results of using the

two sets of observables z (i) and w (i) are compared when

M = 2, that is, when one of two correlated waveforms

[1 (t) or f_ (t) is received.

Since the noise is white and Gaussian, x, and x_ are both
Gaussian random variables with

E(x,) = AT:_t_

E (x_) = pAT =- pt"

a'_ = E (x_) - A 2 = No/2T _---o-'

o:-'_,= E (x'.-'.,)-- p'_A_"= No/2T_ #"

E (xix.,,) - oA"
-p

O" 10" 2

Thus,

1

p (x,, x._): 2,,_ (1 - p-_)',_

× exp {(x, - ,_) -

(17)

(18)

3. The Squaring Method

Suppose f_ (t)= f, (t) is actually being received, but

that the receiver has not decided whether it is observing

f_ (t) or another waveform f_ (t). The correlation p be-

tween J_ (t) and f_ (t)

If _p = --_ f, (t) f.,(t) dt (14)

is not assumed to be zero. The squaring method discussed

in the previous part of this article involves the formation
of the observables

T
x (1) =- x, -= f, (t) y (t) dt

= A ['f (t) dt + [1 (t) n (t) dt (15)

and

fll T
x (2) -_- x_ = f2 (t) y (t) dt

=A frf,(t)f_(t)dt+ f _ f._(t) n (t) dt.
(16)

The decision as to which function, [1 (t) or [5 (t), is

actually being received is to be based upon the sum

of the squares of a number of independent samples of

both Gaussian variables xt and x2. The larger of these

two sums is assumed to correspond to the transmitted

function. If a reasonably large number of samples are
involved, then the two random variables

and

it

z, = _ x_i
i=1

(19)

Z=,= _ x'.".,i
i=1

(xti and x_,_ are the ith samples of the processes xt and x_,,

respectively) are approximately jointly Gaussianly dis-

tributed, by the Central Limit Theorem.

Clearly, therefore, the variable $ = z, - z.. is asymp-

totically Gaussian, and a correct decision is made if the

sample from the process _ is greater than zero. That is, a

correct decision is made with the probability

1 _ exp I ($ - #¢)'-'.'] dse=f e0" j

_ 1 e-_/ed_. (20)
2_ _/or
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This probability is a function of the ratio/_¢/at only, so

we will proceed to evaluate this ratio as a function of

the channel signal-to-noise ratio and of the correlation
between x, and x>

The following equalities are easily proved:

E (x_) = ,¢' + _

E (x_) = ¢'-' + eW

E (x_) = 3. ' + 6_,r _ + _'

E (x,'_)= 3_4 + 6p'-'_ _ + 0'e:'

/_(x,xd = e (_'-'+ _)

E (x'ix:-'.,)= 5p"_:_ ',"+ K"G" + p-)t _ + ¢' + 2p'-'{H

Thus,

,-c = E (._) = _ [E (xL) - E (x_,,)]
i-1

= n(1 - o:)t, _.

(2])

i=l j t

4- E(x='.S.,j)} - E_(_). (22)

Using the equalities (21) and observing that x< and x_

(a = 1, 2; fl = 1, 2) are independent for its: j (since the

integrals defining the two variables are over disjoint time
intervals if i _ j), it follows that

_ = nE (x_) + n (n -- 1) E_(x'_)- 2hE (x'_x'.-:,)

- 2. (n - 1) E (x_)E (_:::)

4- nE(x_) + n(n- 1)E_(x_) - E2(¢)

= 4n (1 - p_)_ (_ 4- A_).

Consequently,

(A') (_)___= n (1 - p'-') -_ = n (1 -- p") A'-'T

"T /a_ 4(1 4- A"/,r") 4(1 + A- /N./_)

(23)

(24)

4. The Absolute Value Method

The argument here parallels that of the previous sec-
tion. We consider the random variable

'4

_--w,-w.= _: [Ix,,I- Ix_,l]. (25)

Since 7/ is asymptotically Gaussian, and since, as before,

a correct decision is made when r/> 0, it is again of

interest to determine the ratio p._/'a_.

First of all, observe that if

then

1 (y- _)_
P(Y)- (2_)_ exp 2_ _

E(lY]) - (2_%, y exp 2&'

i exp (Y+-_)-'_ dy
2_ _ J

(27> :j_ (z,) J,,;,, e ::.":d:.

_Lr

=: --e,2..7_ "_"'_'' + _ err (2a_),_ (26)

Moreover if x and y have the joint probability density
fimction p (x, y) of Eq. (18), then

xy p (x, y) dx dyE (I xy l) = xy p (xy) dx dy -

But

f' f" xy p (x, y) dx dy

,, exp - 2\ _ J Jyp (x, ,_)dy :=: 2_,,,_(1 - e_)'_

_' y - px .} dy:,(f yexp{ 2a,_,(1 __ p_)

I_A( x-
.... (1 -- p'-')v, 2\ _ /

(27)

y, f(b .

px)/t(r(l

te _:/: dt
.! (a-px)/ict(1 p2}_,£ 1

pxexp[__11( x- /z'_

2,',to"

f (b -px)/[o'(1 -p'-')%];< e _-'/_ dL
J (a pJ')/[(l(1 pzl % ]

(28)
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When a=Oand b = _, we have

p2 X'2

f yp (x,y) @ = (] - ¢)'_ 2,_

[ _ 1 { x - _ y pxpx exp
L

+ (2rr) 4 a '
(29)

when a= -_ and b=0,

[ yp(x,y) dy =

-- (1--p')_exp[--l(2\ (r /]x-_'_
[ ££ 7

exp Lea. (1 -- #2)'J

27T

(30)

exp[- 1/x -. i j_-t-_--- ] --_ _ 1 -- erf E 2,_a (_x p._,)v[]}
+

(2rr) '_a

Thus,

E (I xyl) - _ x exp "2a'

a (1 - p")'_

,.rf a.=¢(,.,.-).
(31)

Using these results it can be verified that

E(.) = _ [EIx,,I)- e(Ix,,I)]
i:l

{(F= n a (e-te/2a_ _ e-p2_V2a_)

+ ,erf (-_)- p.erf (2-_-) --_ng (p,.,.),

(39.)

and

E(.") = _ [E(x,_,) + _(x_:) - 2F.(Ix,,x,,_I)
i=l

=. [2a, + (1 + p') _ - 2f (o,., a)] • (33)

(f(p, _, o.) is as defined by Eq. (31)). Consequently,

a_ 2a: + (1 + p') g-' -- 2f (p,/_, a) - g' (p, if, (r) '
(34)

where g (p, if, a) is that function defined in Eq. (32).

5. Comparison of Results

Although the form of the ratio/z_,,, a_ is rather unwieldy,

it is readily computed and is plotted in Fig. 38 along

with the ratio of ff_/'(r_ as a function of A'-'T,N ..... In addi-
tion, it is possible to evaluate the limiting values of

f (t_, tt, a) and g (p, if, (r), and hence of the ratio in ques-
tion, and to compare thein with the corresponding limits

of the ratio ff_/(r_ of Eq. (24). This is the subject of this
section.

First, let ,, >> ff but assume that p,_ 1 so that

(1 -- p') a='< < 1. Then, since cosh (ttx "a) _ 1 for a > > ,...
and

erf [2'a _ Ox(f-p_),,.;]._ 1- (--_)" a(l-7 xp_)'''

p"x':
×exp[ 2a,.,(_p..,),_l (35)

for a'-' (1 - _') < < 1, it follows that

2_ f _ x-'e"v'-'"dx = ca'-'. (36)/(p,_,a)=

Similarly, when (1--p:)O':(<[ 1 and a<<ff, the

approximation (33) is still applicable. Approximating

cosh _x/(r _ by _&exp {fflxl/a-_},we then have

_f" { l(x-')' lf 6, _, -) = x-'exp 2 . (Ix ,_, e (a" + ¢%

(37)

When p=0, and a>>/_ so that cosh(ltx/'a'-')_l,
one has

l (0, if, a) x exp - dx = -- a'. (38)
• 7T
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Fig. 38. Comparison of the absolute value method

and the squaring method

The function g (p, #, a) is easily approximated for tL < < a:

and for ,t > > (r

g(p,,,,,) = _ (1 - p). (40)

Using these approximations in Eq. (32) then estab-

lishes:

.,2 _ 4r 1 .... O [(t-p=)_2<<l

_ (i-p) j_>>_,
4 _ _ " 2 ;/_= l(i - e=)._ < < 1

d_ -- \ 2_ 4/_'/_r' '_'- [p =0

(41)

Finally, using Eq. (24) it is interesting to compare the

squaring method and the absolute value method at the

extremes. Some of these comparisons are summarized

in Table 7.

Note that at high input signal-to-noise ratios the squar-

ing method is inferior to the absolute value method; this

would be expected from the argument presented in Part 2

of this article. The two methods differ, however, by the

factor (1 + o)/2, which becomes arbitrarily close to 1 as

p approaches one. At low input signal-to-noise ratios the

squaring method, however, is always superior.

Table 7. Output signal-to-noise ratio in the squaring method as compared with that in the absolute value method

Conditions Squaring method Absolute value-method

(1 -- p2) o' < < 1,_ >>.a
(1-e') (¢/,)

4

(1-L'Z'e22_ _ (_/"_)

(1 - _ _<1+ e)' _,/,)
4

rl(1-e) (p,/o_)
2

p=O,_>>p

(1--p')0-'<< 1, a> >u

p=l-e_l

2 0,'/_')
4

__.L(;/o,)
2

._.3.__ (u'/_')
4.56

_.V.L(;/e')
,.fi-
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XXIV. Communications Systems

Coding Theory

Research:

A. Optimum Synchronizing Words
for Fixed Word-Length Code

Dictionaries

W. B. Kendall

1. Summary

If information is transmitted by sending n-symbol code

words one after the other, and if the beginning of the

sequence of transmitted symbols is not available at

the receiver, then it is necessary for the receiver to acquire

word synchronization. Here we consider the maintenance

of synchronization by the periodic transmission of a spe-

cial synchronizing word. So that this synchronizing word

will be uniquely identifiable in an unsynchronized string

of transmitted words, it is necessary that some of the

possible n-symbol words not be used as code words.
Restrictions on the code words are determined which,

for any given synchronizing word, will ensure that when

any n consecutive symbols identical to the synchronizing

word are received, these n symbols are in fact the syn-

chronizing word. Thus, any time such a sequence of

symbols is received, the location of the divisions between
words can be determined by simply marking off n sym-

bols at a time starting at this synchronizing word. It is
shown how the number of words which can be used for

information transmission is affected by the choice of syn-

chronizing word. The largest code dictionary results when

the synchronizing word is of either the form abb . • • b

or the form aa • • " aab, where a and b denote any two

distinct symbols. If the number of available symbols is k,
then there are

k [('+_)/''1 - 1
k" -- k t"/'_

k-1

(where [ ] denotes the interger part) words in the re-

sulting largest dictionary.

2. Introduction

In this note we consider the synchronization problem

which arises when information is transmitted by sending

words, one after the other, from a code dictionary of

n-symbol words. Before the individual words can be

identified at the receiving point, it is necessary that the
divisions between them be located. Of course, if the be-

ginning of the sequence of transmitted symbols is avail-

able, then these divisions can be found by simply marking

off k symbols at a time from the beginning. In this case

it is possible to use all possible k" words for transmission.

However, it is often the case, due to such things as timing

errors or loss of signal, that the beginning of the sequence
of transmitted symbols is not available at the receiver.

Then the receiver must acquire word timing. This is made

possible by suitably restricting the code dictionary.
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The simplest restriction on the code dictionary which

will allow the receiver to acquire word timing is the use

of a comma code, which means simply that one of the k

available symbols is used exclusively as a "comma" to

mark the end of each word. However, then the dictionary

can contain at most (k - 1)"-' words. A less drastic pro-

cedure which is still simple to implement, and which

allows a much larger dictionary, is the use of a path-

invariant comma-free code (Ref. 1). With this type of

code, as with the comma codes, the divisions between

words can be uniquely located by examining only n con-

secutive symbols. The next possibility for restricting the

dictionary is the use of a comma-free code (Ref. 2), or

more generally, a code with bounded synchronization

delay (SPS 37-23, Voi. IV, pp. 146--149). Then the diction-
ary can be still larger,' and for the comma-free code, the

divisions between words can be uniquely located by
examining at most any 2n consecutive symbols.

Often times, word synchronization can be maintained

a long time once it is established, and when this is true,

the use of any of the above types of codes is wasteful,

since they then provide too much synchronization infor-

mation. In these cases a much larger dictionary can be

obtained by simply using one word exclusively as a syn-

chronizing word to be transmitted periodically. In what

follows we examine the restrictions which this technique

places on the code dictionary.

3. Restrictions on the Dictionary

So that the synchronizing word will be uniquely identi-

fiable in an unsvnchronized string of symbols, we will

require first of all that if a,a_, • • • a,, and b,b._, • • • b,
are two words in the code dictionary (where ai and bi can

be any of the k available symbols) then none of the over-

lap words:

ae aa a4 • • • a,___ a.

aa a4 a_ " • ' a_ ba

a_ a_ a_ - • • b, be

b_ (Type 1 overlap)

b., (Type 2 overlap)

b:_ (Type 3 overlap)

a,, a a,, ba ''' b, _ b,,_a b, : (Typen-2overlap)

a, b, b_ ... b .... b,, _,, b,,_ , (Typen-1overlap)

'All codes which use a comma are special cases of path-invariant

comma-free codes, and all path-invariam c,_mma-free codes are

special cases of comma-free codes. Fc,r a comparison of the dic-

tionary sizes possible with these three types of codes, see Ref. 1.

is identical to the synchronizing word s, s2 • • • s_. Also,

we will require that none of the overlap words:

an SI 82 "

Sa 84 Sa "

a,__ a, s, (Type n- 1,S overlap)

a, s, se (Type n -- 2,S overlap)

s. :_ s.._ s. , (Type 1,S overlap)

s,, , s. a, (Type S,1 overlap)

s._ a, az (Type S,2 overlap)

s,, , s, a, a, , a,_ _ a,_., (Type S,n -- 2 overlap)

s, a, a,, . - a,, :_a,,-2 a, , (Type S,n- 1overlap)

resulting from the juxtaposition of a code word and the

synchronizing word be identical to the synchronizing

word. We will not specifically require, however, that

overlap words formed by the synchronizing word and

itself not be identical to the synchronizing word, since

two consecutive synchronizing words will never be trans-

mitted. Finally, we will require, of course, that the syn-
chronizing word itself not be in the dictiona_.

These requirements are necessary and sufficient to

ensure that any n consecutive received symbols which

are identical to the synchronizing word are in fact the

synchronizing word; so once the receiver finds such a

sequence, the divisions between all words can be located

by simply marking off n symbols at a time starting at

this n-symbol sequence. Note that these requirements
are stronger than necessary to ensure that the synchro-

nizing word is uniquely locatable, and that the), give

rise to "doubly instantaneous" synchronization. By this
we mean that if each n-tuple of symbols is examined,

starting at either end of a sequence, then synchronization

will be ace, mq)lished the first time any n-tuple corre-

sponding to the synchronizing word is found.

4. Dictionary Construction

As soon as the synchronizing word is chosen, one can

determine which of the possible k" words must not be

included in the code dictionary. Basically, the words
which must not he included are those which end with

the beginning of the synchronizing word, or which begin

with the end of the synchronizing word (but not all such

words must necessarily be eliminated). These words,

along with type designations and the number of words of
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Table 1. Word types and their forms

Word Number Numberof words Word form Word form of words Word
type in type in type type

E,1

E,2

E,3

E,4

E,n - 3

E,n -- 2

E,n-- [

k

F"

k:_

k 4

]_. ='

X St S.,

X X 81

X X X

X X X

x X X

X X X

X X X

S:I SI " " " Sn 3 Sn - 2

S_ S:; ' " " Sa - 4 $n - :l

SI $2 " * " 8n n Sa-.I

X X " " " .$h 8'2

X X " " " X 81

X X " " " X X

$n t Sn X

8n ": Sn - I S.

Sn :_ Sn 2 S_ 1

X X

X X

8n X

Nr, $7

SB S_;

S_ S_

X " " " X X X

X " " " X X X

X " " " X X X

JC " " " X )2 X

Ss " " " X X X

$7 " " " S. X X

,S,; " " " 8n - _ S. X

k.-X

k" '

k _ :_

k _

k :_

k-'

k

B,1

B,2

B,3

B,4

B,n -- 3

B,n -- 2

B,n-- 1

each type, are shown in Table 1. In that table an x denotes

a position in a word which can be any of the k symbols.

Thus, s,,x x " " x x, for example, refers to all words which

begin with the last symbol of the synchronizing word.

It is clear from Table 1 that, in order to eliminate all

type i overlaps, all the words of either type E,i or B,i

must be excluded from the code dictionary. In order that

the dictionary be as large as possible, one would ordi-

narily eliminate the type E,i words for i < n/2, and the

type B,i words for i > n/2, and either E,i or B,i when

i = n/2. Next, overlaps of the types i,S and S,i must be

considered. Unless the symbols of the synchronizing word

repeat in a particular pattern, none of these overlaps can

be identical to the synchronizing word. Examination of

the overlaps shows that type i,S or S,i overlaps can be

identical to the synchronizing word only if the synchro-

nizing word is periodic 2 with period i, i.e., only if

s, = s,,_ = s,+.,_ = • - • and se = s..,+i = • • • and • • • and

ss : s..._ = s:,_ .... . If the synchronizing word is peri-

odic with period i, then all words of types E,i and B,n _ i

must be (if they have not already been) excluded from

the dictionary.

5. Optimum Synchronizing Words

A word which is used as the synchronizing word will

here be considered optimum if no other choice of syn-

2Here we do not require that the word consist of a whole number

of periods before it is called periodic; nor do we require that the

period be minimal. For example, aaaa is periodic with periods 1, 2,

and 3, and ababa is periodic with periods 2 and 4, and abcdea is

periodic with period 5.

chronizing word can give rise to a larger code dictionary.

To see how such a word is found, we first note that by

choosing a non-periodic synchronizing word we can be

certain that of the k" possible words in the dictionary,

we need eliminate no more than '_

I(_-I_121 k [O_+l)/z} -- k
_, k/=

i=_ k-1

words of type E,i for i < n/2, plus this same number of

words of type B,i for i > n/2, plus, if n is even, k"/" words

of either type E,n/2, or B,n/2, plus one word for the

synchronizing word, for a total of

k {(n+2)/2] + k {(n+x)/e] - k -- 1

k-1

words, The only way the number of eliminated words

can be reduced below this is by choosing the synchro-

nizing word so that some eliminated words are of more

than one type. To this end we note that if the first n - 1

symbols of the synchronizing word are identical, i.e., if

s_ = s2 ..... s,_,, then all words of types E,1; E,2; .. - ;

E,i- 1 are also of type E,i. Then the total number of

words of all of these types is only kL Similarly, if the

last n - 1 symbols of the synchronizing word are identi-

cal, then all the words of types B,n - 1; B,n - 2; - - • ;

B,i + 1 are also of type B,i. Thus, if all but the last or

the first symbol of the synchronizing word are identical,

:_Here Ix] denotes the integral part of x.
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then only k ["lzl words of either type E,i or B,i, respec- B,
tively, must be eliminated.

Note, however, that this property cannot be used to
reduce the number of words of the remaining types which

must be eliminated, for if both the first n- 1 and also

the last n- 1 symbols of the synchronizing word are

identical, then all symbols of the synchronizing word

are identical. It is then periodic with all periods, which

means that the words of all types shown in Table 1 must

be eliminated. Furthermore, all the words of the remain-

ing types which must be eliminated are of one type and

one type only, so the minimum total number of words
which must be eliminated when all but the first or the

last symbol of the synchronizing word are identical is

k [(n+1)/2] - 1
k_,,t'->lq

k-1

Also, since

N- 1

k_> _k i
i .

for all k _ 2, no other choice of synchronizing word could
lead to fewer eliminated words.

In conclusion, we note that optimum synchronizing
words are of the form abb • " • b or aa • • " aab, where

a and b denote any two distinct symbols. In the first
case, all words bb"'' bxx'. • x which begin with

n - [n/2] = [(n + 1).2] repetitions of b, and all words

xx • • " xab " • • b which end with a followed by In/2]

or more repetitions of b, must be eliminated from the code

dictionary. In the second case all words xx • • • xaa • • • a

end with n - [n/2] = [(n + 1)...'2] repetitions of a, and

all words aa - . • abx • • • x which begin with In/2] or

more repetitions of a followed by b, must be eliminated

from the code dictionary. This is sufficient to ensure that

in an unsynchronized string of words from the code dic-

tionary, any n consecutive symbols which are identical

to the synchronizing word are in fact the synchronizing
word. The number of words in the resulting code dic-

tionary is

k_l _ kin�z]

kttn+l)te] __ 1

k-1

This is the result of this note.

Fast Decoding for a Class of
Bose-Chaudhuri Codes

G. Solomon

1. Summary

This article presents a new decoding procedure for a
wide class of Bose-Chaudhuri codes, which allows error-

correction up to the full Bose-Chaudhuri bound. The

procedure is simple enough that it can decode teletype

in real-time, when the message length is more than 62

teletype words, or 310 binary, bits. It then corrects up to

ten errors, and will result in an output binary symbol
error-probability of less than 10 _, when the input binary

symbol error probability is as high as 0.02 (SPS 37-26,

Vol. IV, pp. 22,3--225). The procedure uses nothing more

complex than evaluating 11 × 11 determinants over finite

fields, and the decoding can be programmed for real-

time operation on a fast general-purpose computer.

2. Introduction

In a recent article (SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 190-193),

the author presented a code, together with a decoding

procedure, for use in DSN interstation teletype channels.

This code was a code with 62 symbols, 17 of them being

information svmlmls. A "symbol" meant a teletype char-

acter, which is a 5-binary bit word. The symbols were

then interpreted as being elements of the 32-element
field GF (2").

The (62,171) code of SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 190--193,

was obtained from a (63,18) Bose-Chaudhuri (Ref. 3)

code over CF(2:') by deleting one information symbol.
The class of Bose-Chaudhuri codes to be considered here

is of the form (2 _' 1, m); thus, k = 6 for the (63,18) cx)de.

The discussion will consider a (2 _ - 1, m) binary code; fl_e

results are similar for a (2 k -- 1, m) code over bigger fields
of characteristic 2, at least if certain number-theoretic

conditions are satisfied. Or one can use a technique in

SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, to decode the (63,18) code over

GF (2 _') by disassembling the code into five binary codes,

decoding as binary codes, and reassembling again to get

the 2'_-ary code word. Both of these procedures are

equivalent in the sense of error-correcting ability,

3. Basic Formulas

The procedure to be developed shall be presented in

reference to the (63,18) code. The generalization to any
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(2 k- 1,m) code is straightforward from the example.

The (63,18) Bose-Chaudhuri code is a 10-error-correcting

code generated hy the recursion polynomial.

[(x) = x TM + x"; + x 'I + x° + x s + x _ + x 5 + x:' + x :_+ 1

:-(x ';+x+l)(x '_+x 5+x -_+x+l)

× (x:' + ])(x 3 +x_ + 1). (1)

For our decoding computations, choose /3 a root of

x'; q x + 1. Then to the code word a : (ai) is associated

a polynomial g,, (x) as in Ref. 3:

g,, (x) = e,, + c,x q cfx 2 + • • . + c,_'-x''''-

4 c:,x _ + c_x '° 4 .... + c'_,'-'x_4

+ e_,x"' + c'/,x'_ + c,',x:"' + c..,,x" + c'.-',,x_'', (2)

where _,, (fl") = a_. The Reed Formula (Ref. 4) gives the

values of c's and d's for each code word a = (ai), with

the computations performed in GF(2"). For a code

word to be received correctly, the d's must all be
O(d, = d:, = d_ = d,: = d,, =0):

I;2 1_2

c_-- G a,/3 -_j, d_-- Z a_ j_.
_=0 i :a

and a_ = sum of the fli taken j at a time. Then note that

d_=S; for i= 1, 2 3, • ' ' 19,o0, and c,..,-cv,_+S.2_-(c_a)';

c;0 = c,0 + s_,:,= (c') _

,tc:,,, = c:,_ + S,,_= (c_,)'

,Pc:,_ = c_ + c:,.o+ S:,.,= (c_)_.

If we can compute the above four values of Si, then

we may recover the correct code word very easily. We

have the following sets of relations between S and _r from

the Newton Formulas. If t errors are made, then ,r_ = 0

for i=t+ 1, t+2, • • • , and we have

S_ + ¢_ = 0

S:_ + S._,o'_+ S,,:r.., + o':, = 0

S_ + S.,.oa_+ S_._¢._+ • " • $2_ ta¢ = 0

S._ + S:,0¢_ + S_9_. + " " " $3_ tat = 0.

To soh, e for the cr's in the above equations, the
(t 4-1, t + 1) determinant of the associated augmented

matrix A must be 0. In particular, we have

Now let t errors be made in transmission at the posi-

tions fl,, fl_, " • • , fl,. If to the transmitted word a = (ai)

is associated the polynomial g,, (x) with the coefficients

c,,, c,, c:,, c,, c...1, then the computed coefficients of the

received word are given as

det

S, 1 0 0 0 0

S:, S_ S, 1 0 0

S5 S, S:_ S..

S,.,t_:, S..,t,2, • • • , St+:_

0

= det A = O.

c', = c,) + t

t

p
c,=c, + S, fli'

i=!

t

c_ = c_ + Z /3?
i 1

t
I

c.= c_t+ Z /3?
i :1

t
t

c_l= c.,, + Z fl-_'
i :l

We introduce the power and symmetric sums of the

error positions, Si and a, with

t

Replacing the top row in A above with any of the fol-

lowing four rows,

S_ S=,_ S,, - • • S:__t

S..,:1 S._ S.., " " " S2_- t

S..,7 S..,,_ $2_ • " • S..,7- t

S._¢ S_o S.,,j "'" S._

the determinant must still be zero.

Consider substituting the first row above, where only

S,.,, is unknown. (The others are computable by the Reed
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Fornmla.) If we are to get a zero determinant of the

new matrix, we may solve for S=., (now that coefficient

of S_,, # 0). Now looking at the second row, after com-

puting S_,, we see that only S_:; is unknown, so placing

this row in the above matrix and setting the determinant

equal to zero, we may solve for S_:_. We can repeat this

for the other unknown values of S, each time using the

fact that S_ = S_.

Using the fact that c_ _ c_ _ S_ =-c_, we simply add

S_, to c', and we obtain the correct c,. Similarly, by

adding S_:, to d,, S_ to c., S::, to c'. and t to c., we ob-

tain the correct c's. Putting these correct c's in the poly-

nomial _Z,,(x) and plugging in the first 18 powers of/7 for x,
we obtain tile correct information hits, This method can

be thought of as an "error-location nuniber'" method

used in decoding ttamming codes (Ref. 3, Chapt. 5).

4. General Algorithm for Decoding

(1) From the reeeived vector, eompute the 15 coeffi-

cients c,,, c,, c., c .... c_., and d,, i : : 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13,

15, 17, 19.

(2) If all the d's = O, then word is correct; go on to the
next ono.

(3) For t 1, form the auguwnted matrix for t ::: 1,

and compute its determinant. If detA- 0, then

one error has been made; go on to the next four

determinant operations and compute the S's, then

the correct o's. Plug these into Formula (1) and

ohtain the correct information bits. If the aug-

mented matrix A has non-zero determinant, assume

t-: 2 and proceed with same set of operations.
Continue until one reaches the value [ = 10 for

which augmented determinant has determinant 0;

then evaluate the appropriate S's, and correct c's
to obtain information bits from the first 18 values

t)f the corrected polynomial. See SPS 37-29, Vol. Ili,

for a discussion of the iml)lcnwntation of this pro-

c('dure in an actual teletype experiment.

5. Error-Correction Procedure

for Cyclic Codes over GF 129

\Ve note that the same error-correcting procedure can

be modified for rise in any cyclic code over any symbol

field CF (2 l) where / is prinw to k. arm GF (2 t') is the field

of operations of the code. In particular, we consider here

the (63,18) Bose-Chaudhuri code over GF (2').

Using the same reeursion formula as in the binary

case [Eq. (1)] with initial information bits in GF (2_'), we

may generate a cyclic code with the same error-correcting

properties as the binary, i.e., this code will correct

10 symboI-crrors (SPS 37-27, Vol. IV). As in the binary

case, to every vector a--(ai), al e GF (2:'), there corre-

sponds a polynomial g, (x) of the same form as Eq. (2),

but with exerptions:

g,, (x) -- c. + c_x _ c_:x :_''+ cP°x TM + cp"x _ + cY°x _ + c'C'x '-'

-_ c:,x _ c_x ..... ÷ c_'°x_: + .... _- c_"x TM

c,x" + c_'_x:Y;+ c_'°x_ + " • " + c,_x -'_ -_ c_x _''-.

Here c,, _.GF (2:'), and the other e's are in GF (2:"9, the

smallest field corttaining both GF(2") and the symbol
field GF (2") as subfields. For a code word to be correct,

we still must have the d's (as before) equal to zero. Note

as before, tlwsc coefficients are computed by the Reed
Formula:

Defining S' as before, $5 = d), j _ 19, let us consider
a new set of modified formulas. If t errors arc made in

the positions, /f_i = 1, • . - ,t, with symbol changes c_;,

define (r;, as before, to be tile sum of the t positions taken

j at a tinw, \Vc have the folh)wing relationship in the
caso of [ errol_,:

t

5_ d, = _ _fl;; i= 0,1,20;

t ,1 ,c,, :: (:o + So, c; = ci S_.

The modified version of the Newton Formula for arbi-

trary t is as f(dlows:

St + St-wx + St-:az 4.... + S,,o,t -- 0

S,, + S,_ _,r_ + • " ' + S.__(rt - O.

Further details on the decoding procedures are omitted.
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C. Determinants for Error
Correction

H. Fredericksen

1. Summary

In this article, we discuss finding the error vector to

correct up to ten errors in a received block of 63 teletype

symbols, 18 of which are information symbols, using the

method of the previous articles (SPS 37-26, Vol. IV,

pp. 22,3--225; SPS 37-29, Vol. III).

2. Determinants

The decoding procedure described in the foregoing

article outlines a general procedure to be followed in

decoding a teletype message. In summary, the critical

calculation for determining the errors in the teletype mes-

sage involves evaluating certain determinants. Using the

notation in the previous article, for t = 1, 2, 3, • • • , 10,

we evaluate tile t X t upper-left sub-determinants of A,

where A is given in Fig. 1. The entries are elements of

the 64-element field, corresponding to the splitting field

of a sixth degree irreducible polynominal over GF (2).

A =

S, 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sa Sz $I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

S._, $4 S._ $_ $1 1 0 0 0 0

Sr S_ $5 $4 St S., $1 1 0 0

S. S_ $7 S_ S_ 54 S_ $2 S_ 1

S_ S_,, S,._ S_ $7 $6 $5 $4 $3 S:_

S_:_ Sv., Sl_ $10 S,., S_ Sz SG St, S_

S_ Sj4 S_._ Slz Sjz 51o S, S_ Sz S_

Sir Sa,_ Sz_ $14 S13 Sis SH $1o S_ S_

S_ SIs $17 $1_ Sj._ $14 $13 Slz Su S_,

Fig. 1. Determinant A

3. Diagonalization

To evaluate these, we first put the determinant in lower

triangular form. To evaluate the determinant, we need

only multiply the elements on the diagonal. We find the

first sub-determinant that is equal to zero, say k X k. Then

there have been k - 1 errors in transmission (SPS 37-27,

Vol. IV, pp. 190--193), and we enter the algorithm for

correcting them. But since we are operating over a field,

it is not even necessary to multiply the elements on the

diagonal. Instead, we need only evahmte the diagonal
elements themselves and find the first one that is zero,

say the k 'h element. None of the smaller sub-determinants

up to (k- 1) X (k - 1) can be zero, whereas all larger
sub-determinants vanish. If the 10 X 10 determinant itself

is non-zero, we handle this as a special case.

4. Decoding

Suppose k is the least integer for which the k X k sub-

determinant (1 < k < 10) is zero. Then there are k - 1

errors and there is an algorithm for correcting them!
Take this k X k sub-determinant and for the k "_ row

substitute, in turn, the following four rows:

a So.1 S_,o S,!,... S_1-1,+I

b $2._ $2_ S_1 "'" S__k+_

c So.7 S..,6 S.,_ ... S..,7__+_

d S:,_ St,, S..,, • • • S:,, k.,

and evaluate as before. Set the k th element on the diag-

onal equal to zero and solve for S_,, S::_, S_;, S .... For the
case where the 10 >< 10 determinant is non-zero, we as-

sume 10 errors have been made, and we augment the

10 X 10 determinant by a row and a column to form
an 11 >( 11 determinant. For the last row we choose in

hl_ the four rows

S..,_ S_o''' S,,

S=:_ Sz= -.. S_3

$27 S26 " " " S17

S,_, $3,1"'" S',_

and solve for S..,,, S .... S..,:, S:,_. When we have these values

we can recover the numbers c,, c_, c._, c;, c_a of previous

Summaries. With these we can recover the message that
was sent.

A program is currently being written for the SDS 920

computer which will do all of the computations described

above. Preliminary calculations show the decoding can
be done in 0.02 word times.
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D. Parallel Generation of the
Check Bits of a PN

Sequence
T. O. Anderson and W. A. Lushbaugh

I. Summary

This article describes a switching network whereby

all the check bits in a PN sequence are generated in

parallel. For k inputs, 2k - 1 -- k outputs (the check bits)

are derived. A simple two-variable rood 2 bridge circuit

with single-term inputs that can be directly cascaded is

used throughout. A minimum propagation time through

the network has been achieved. Also, special emphasis

has been placed on an even load distribution among the

original inputs as well as anmng the individual circuits.

An example has been worked out for k: 6. Fifty-seven

rood 2 circuits, each for two variables, are used.

2. Background

The PN sequence is normally generated in series by

a k-bit shift register, whose input is a modulo 2 circuit

for two or more of the k bits. The k bit register assumes
all 2x - I different states other than the all zero state.

Thus, sequences generated by different starting positions

are merely cyclic shifts of one another (JPL TR 32-67).

The 2k- 1 sequences each of 2_' - 1 bits thus can be

thought of as a PN code dictionary.

If the objective were to generate such a dictionary

serially, a continuously recycling k bit register with a

rood 2 circuit input and with the register being realigned

one step per complete cycle would yield a solution. If

constant bit rate is of essence an extra output control

bit can be used, and once per cycle the register is shifted

one extra step while the output control bit is shifted
continuously at a constant rate. If: instead the object

were to generate the complete PN-seqnenee dictionary

in parallel, that is, a set of 2k - 1 words each of 2k - 1

bits, a 2k - 1 bit shift register would be appropriate, but

expensive.

Such a register would be preset to any one of the

possible sequences and the complete dictionary would

be generated simply by recycling the register, thus gen-

erating one complete sequence for each step. The above

mentioned two methods for generating PN-sequence dic-

tionaries are applicable in serial and parallel decoders

for cyclic codes (SPS 37-27, Vol. III, pp. 97-103; and

SPS 37-28, Vol. IV). In certain algebraic decoding pro-

cedures (SPS _" ,9"o¢-,¢, Vol. IV, pp. 190-194) it becomes

necessary to generate the PN-sequence check bits in

parallel for a given code word.

In this case. recycling 2 _ - 1 bit shift register could

be used accompanied with a k bit comparator for selec-

tion of the particular code word. The shift generation is

time consutnin_, and would in the worst case require

2k - 2 clock periods. A method is sought of instantane-

ously generating the 2k - 1 -n PN-sequence check bits

from k information bits. Such a design shall now be

described, using k 6 as an example.

3. Design

Let the informati(m bits of a code word be x,, x], - - • , x-..

The PN-sequence terms to be generated are x,, x;, • ' • , x,.,.
The recursion relation between the elements of the

seequence is

corresponding to the primitive polynomial x '_ -! x _ l

(JPL TR 32-67). Each of the sequence terms x,x:, " ' • , x,;._,

can then be expressed as some mod 2 function of the

generating bits .r., x,, •. •, x:.. An example for x,_ will show

how the function for a sequence tern) is derived.

but

Xl; _ X4) _ X 1

and

X7 _ XI _)X',

SO

x,,, - x. • x, G x, • x..;

and since x, • x, 0, we have

From this, it can be concluded that each of the terms

x,, x_, • • " , x,_ can be reduced to mod 2 function of from

two to six of the generating bits. And all non-zero linear
combinations occur.
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Table 2 is a list of the variables, the mod 2 function of

which generates the PN-seqnence terms in order x,,

xr, • • • , x,;z. There are

(6)2 = 15 terms with two variables,

(°)3 = 20 with three,

(_) = 15 with four,

(6) = 6 with five,

(_) = 1 with six variables.

Since mod 2 summing is an associative operation, it is

evident that the outputs of the rood 2 functions for two

variables can be economically used as inputs to mod 2

functions of higher orders. To derive the rood 2 function

for 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 variables a two-term mod 2 circuit

may be cascaded in several different ways. The deciding

factors are propagation time and load distribution. The

circuit shown in Fig. 2 emphasizes maximum load of the

original terms and minimum load of the individual mod

2 circuits, resulting in a five level gating structure. In

I 1

PROPAGATION 1_
LEVELS

I

2
J

I

MOD 2 FOR 2, 3, 4, ,5, 6, VARIABLES

Fig. 2. Cascading mad 2 circuits. Maximum load

of the original word and minimum load

of individual circuits

Table 2. List of the variables, the mad 2 function

of which generates the PN-sequence

terms in order from x. to x.2

7
8

9
l0

11 1

12 1

13

14

15
16

17
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32
33

34

35

36

37

38

39
40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50
51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58
59

60

61

62

Xl X_

1

1 1

1

• 3 Xs X_

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1
1 1

1

1 1

1

1
1

1
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I I
PROPAGATION

LEVELS

I

1 \
t !

MOD 2 FOR 2, .3, VARIABLES

REGISTER

4, .511), 5(2),6 ,

Fig. 3. Minimum propagation time;

evenly distributed loads

Fig. 3, the number of gating levels is held to a minimum

resulting in greater loads on the individual mod 2 circuits.

4. Optimum Arrangement

Fig. 4 shows a gate tree of 57 rood 2 circuits cascaded

to minimize the number of levels and to optimally bal-

ante tile loads. The numbers in parentheses give the posi-

tion of that output in the PN sequence in aeeordaime

with Table 2. The 15 two-variable sequence terms are

derived at the first level of the mod 2 circuits in such a

way that each of the original terms drives five rood 2

inputs.

Tile second level of rood 2 circuits contains the 20

three-variable and the 15 four-variable terms. The three-

variable terms mltst he formed by a rood :2 circuit which

uses one two-variable input and one of the original

single variables. Since there are 15 two-variable terms

and 20 three-variat)le terms, the loading cannot be com-

pletely halanced. It is possible though, to have only the

minimum of 5 two-_arial)le outputs used twice. Fig. 4

shows one of th(, many solutions. It is conjectured that

any five may be chosen as those to be used twice.

C,eneration ()f the 15 four-variable terms from the 15

two-variable terms is the most interesting. Since 2 two-

variable terms are to be combined to get each four-

variable term, it is natural to ask if each two-variable

term may be used exactly twice in generating the com-

plete set of four-variable terms. It turns out that this is

possible, and the solution is unique up to relabeling the

terms. Table 3 shows this solution as five sets of triples

of pairs, which, when taken two at a time across any

row, generate all quadruples of numbers from 1 tu 6.

5

_ ,0) {z< ....... _e} _l_O" ) _r_m 2 VARIABLE,

/ '_ _/_ _ LEVEL

_ _ _ ' VARIABLE')

I_Bl t*21 !22 i_ I_l (_ .......... /V_J_ ___LD e-._ _ 'e..... _ <_ I_ _I 1 4 VARIABLE.):"

,.v ,_, _, --_fL/* L_ L2 _, (5 VARIABL.?=] THIRD LEVEL
FI INITIAL INPUT VARIABLE _58_

A 2- SINGLE-TERM-INPUT

MODULO 7' CIRCUIT THAT CAN BE DIRECTLY CASCADED

( ,} NUMBERS IN ( ) INDICATE BIT POSITION

Fig. 4. Complete gate tree generating the 57 check bits

SECOND

LEVEL
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Table 3. Fifteen combinations of six things
taken two at a time

Five

sets of

triples

of pairs

12 34 56

13 25 46

14 26 35

15 24 36

16 23 45

5. Combinational Problem

This interesting combinatorial problem can be stated

more generally as follows. Given the

(3m)

combinations of 3m mmabers taken m at a time, can each

combination be used once to form

1 m)
triples such that each triple has each number in it. Table

3 is the solution for m = 2. A solution also has been dis-

covered for m = 3, but no general algorithm has yet been

discovered for the general case.

The 6 five-variable terms are best formed from six of

the fours plus one of the original. The six-variable term

can be formed from any two disjoint three-variable terms.

One extra load balancing feature to be noticed in

arrangements such as that shown in Fig. 4 is that the

rood 2 sum of complemented variables is equal to that

of the uncomplemented variable. Thus, if the generating

bits arc contained in flip-flops, the two-variable sums

should be derived from the complement side of the flip-

flop and the otht_r single-variable inputs should be de-

rived from the uncomplemented side.

6. The Two-Variable Mod 2 Circuit Module

As shown in Fig. 5, the modular mod 2 bridge circuit

resembles a full wave rectifier bridge. The A and B terms

are connected to two opposing nodes, while the base and

emitter of a transistor switch are tied to the remaining
two nodes.

o __o

I _---+E

i

_-E

Fig. 5. Two-variable mod 2 circuit

When A and B are of the same logic value, i.e., both

ones (high levels) or both zeros (ground), the base and

emitter will assume the same voltage and the transistor

will not conduct. Conversely, with A and B of opposing

logic values, the transistor will conduct. The collector

output, however, is removed from ground by two emitter-

collector junctions and one diode junction, and would

cause difficulty in cascading similar circuits. A second

transistor switch is therefore added to restore the logic

levels, to invert the logic function for true representation

and to provide added drive capability for cascading. The

input to the mod 2 circuit presents a nor-load that is a

negative current load as opposed to a hand-load, which is

a positive current load. The output stage is designed

accordingly.

E. Weight Comparison Between
Binary Code Words

T. O. Anderson and W, A. Lushbaugh

1. Summary

This article discusses methods of comparing two binary

n-tuples to determine which has the greater weight, that

is, the greater number of ones. The weight of a code word,

or rather the comparison of the weights of two or more
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code words, is of special interest in certain decoding

procedures (SPS 37-27, Vol. III, pp. 97-103).

In fact, one difficulty that has prevented the wider

adoption of error-correcting coding is the complexity

of decoding procedures. Ane one of tile more time-

consuming tasks in many decoding procedures is the

problem of deciding which of the possible error vectors

(that could have been added to a code word to obtain

the received word) has the least number of ones.

This article describes different methods to perform

these operations in decoders buih with digital modules,

and also those built with threshold elements (SPS 37-28,

Vol. IV, pp. 235-240). It is shown that tile threshold

element results in by far the simplest decoders.

2. Punctured-Cyclic Decoder

An error-correction encoder-decodcr is considered

using the theory of SPS 37-27, Vol. III; and SPS 37-23,

Vol. IV, pp. 149-151. A k-bit data word is expanded

through a linear feedback network to 2 k -- 1 bits. The

decoding of the expanded word is executed by comparing

the received word with all possible words in the dic-

tionary. That dictionary word which causes the least

number of bit-disagreements is the word most likely to

have been transmitted. The number of bit-disagreements

between two words is just the weight of their modulo 2

sum. Thus, it is desired to determine which of the words

formed by adding the received word to each of the dic-

tionary words has the least weight.

In a series comparison between the received word

and a dictionary word, the two are added, and the weight

of the sum can be simply obtained by tallying the num-

ber of ones by a binary counter. With the weight of a

word presented as a binary number, the comparison is

then quite simple. The result of interest in comparing

the weights of these mod 2 sums is whether one weight

is greater, smaller, or equal to another; one is not inter-

ested in the amount of weight by which one sum is

greater or smaller than the other.

For a weight comparison to be implemented in a sim-

ple manner, the weight could well be represented in any

other code but binary. Another useful such code would

be one where all the ones in the word would be adjacent

to one another starting from one end. The word with the

greater weight would then be found simply by applying

implication gates bctween corresponding bits of the two

code words. All A _> B gates would be or-ed together anti

all B > A would be or-ed together. Unless the weight of

the two code grollps is equal, at least one of the implica-

tion gates _ill t)c true, and thus will indicate which code

group has t[w ,_reatest weight. Fig. 6 shows the logic

connection of tile implication gates. A method of grouping

all ones' in a word adjacent to each other and starting

from one end regardless of their original positions is

shown in Fig. 7.

The method is one of shifting and accumulating all

ones in one end. The ones are shifted to the right provided

they arc preceded by zeros, and the zeros are shifted to

the left. In other words, adjacent ones and zeros are

changing place, the ones stepping to the right and the

zeros to the left.

In decoding schemes of the type outlined in the above

example, however, these serial techniques often require

decoding times incompatible with the transmission rate.

Weight comparison in parallel then becomes necessary.

3. Parallel Digital Comparison

Because of its general interest, parallel digital compari-

son schemes will now be discussed. One such scheme is

•.--a _ A

---1

m

-fc

Fig. 6. Logic diagram of a register that shifts ones to the right and zeros to the left
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that of instantaneously generating either the binary func-

tion for the number of ones, or the function where all

ones are adjacently located. A second scheme is simply

to perform a parallel binary addition on successively

larger groups. And a third scheme is the successive elim-

ination of common ones between the words to be com-

pared until one group shows an all zero condition. The

three methods outlined above will now be discussed

in more detail.

It must be realized, however, that any gating matrix

will be of such depth that the propagation through its

numerous layers must be considered and yet looked upon

as a serial operation. By intermediate buffering with

registers, an isolation can be afforded which will allow

several words to propagate through the network at the

same time, each in different stages. The final output will

then be misaligned in regard to the original word with

a fixed number of clock periods, but the misalignment

between any two results would only be one clock period.

a. Code conversion method. Table 4 illustrates the con-

version for four variables: Truth Table (a) represents

all possible combinations of four variables; (b) shows the

corresponding weight expressed in binary code; and (c)

shows the corresponding weight expressed in a code

where all ones adjacent to one another starting from one

Table 4. Code conversion from binary code

to two weight codes

A B C D A B C D A B C D

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

0 I 0 0

o 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0

1 1 1 !

(a)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 o 1 o

0 0 1 0

o o 0 1

o o 1 o

0 0 1 0

0 o 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 l

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

(b)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1

0 0 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1

0 0 1 1

0 1 1 l

0 0 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

(c)

end. The brute force method of code conversion is that

of decoding all functions of 2 k - 1 variables and group

the outputs as to their weight, and then to encode the

outputs of these groups into a k-bit binary number.

at b, 02 b2 03 b3 04 b4 05 b-5 06 b6 07 b7

(71 o 2

b_ b 2

I 03

b 3

o 4

b 4

05 o6

b 5 b s

07

b 7

gl bt _2 b2 53 b3 04 b4 55 b5 56 b6 °"7 b7

Fig. 7. Comparison of two numbers where all ones are adjacent starting from one end

,d>B

A:8

A<B
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b. Arithmetic method. Tile arithmetic method of deriv-

ing the weight function includes successive addition

starting with small groups of the original word. Tile

weight of a small group expressed in binary notation can

readily be derived through combinational logic in the

following manner:

For groups of two variables x,, x, the 2" digit is x, • x,

and the 2' digit simply x.x,.

For groups of three variables xlx.x:, the 2') digit is

x, • x_,Ox:,, and the 2' digit tile majority function of

Xl, X.2, Xa, i.e., xlx._,x:_ q xlx._.x:_ q xlx..,x:_.

The wcight function for groups of seven bits consist

of three binary bits which are similar in structure to thos6

mentioned. The 2" digit is again the rood 2 sum

of the seven variables and the 2 z digit is the majority

function for seven variables. The 2' digit is that function

of seven variables which is a one for words with 2, 3, 6

or 7 ones. In generating this function, the 2" and 2 _ func-

tions can be put to good use. It will be noticed that

2 ones is the only even minority except for zero, and 3

ones is the only odd minority other than l, etc.

An example of successive parallel addition after the

first grouping will now be discussed. 63 variables are

partitioned into groups of three. The combinational

15_
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- 1 i I i iZ) -- --
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_ I \ I
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u
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i

ORIGINAL 63 BITSGROUPED IN 21 THREE-
I BIT GROUPS
1

/
/
I

!
/

/
I

LLL2
/

/
/

/

APPLIED GATING RESULTS
IN 21 TWO-BIT NUMBERS

PARALLEL ADDITION

RESULTS IN I0 THREE-
BiT NUMBERS

PARALLEL ADDITION

RESULTS IN 5 FOUR-BIT
NUMBERS

PARALLEL ADDITION

RESULTS IN 2 FIVE-BIT
NUMBERS

"PARALLEL ADDITION

RESULTS IN THE FINAL

SIX-BIT BINARY

NUMBER REPRESENTING

THE WEIGHT OF THE
ORIGINAL 63-BIT
WORD

Fig. 8. Arithmetic derivation of the weight function by successive serial-parallel addition
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weight function for three variables is used to form 21

two-bit binary numbers. The 21 two-bit numbers can be

added in the usual fashion two at a time resulting in 10

three-bit numbers and 1 odd two-bit number. This proc-

ess of adding the resulting numbers two at a time is con-

tinued until the final 6-digit result is obtained. A block

diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 8.

An alternate approach is to start with the weight func-

tion for seven variables at the first stage, i.e., dividing

the 63 bits into nine groups of seven bits. In the six-step

process, the same number of gates as in the 21 by 2 pro-

cedure is used, but there is a saving of register flip-flops.

c. Successive elimination of common ones. This method

is simple in concept and requires a moderate amount of

hardware which can be arranged in an orderly fashion.

A static switching network was developed on the basis
of the following sequential circuit model.

The two words whose weight is to be compared are

contained in two registers: A and B. Register A is a

stationary hold register and B is a recycling shift register.

An identity gate is formed between corresponding bits
of register A and B. The output of these identity gates

will reset the corresponding register bits. With register B

recycling, each bit of A will be compared with each bit
of B and common ones will be reset to zero. Unless both

words are of equal weight, one of the two registers will,
after one complete cycle, contain an all zero word. The
conclusion is then that the other word is the word with

the greater weight. If both registers contain all zero

words, the original words are of equal weight.

This sequential synchronous-shift technique requires
as many clock periods as there are bits in the words and

is therefore time-consuming. And no new word can be

entered until the first calculation is completed. Quite evi-

dently, however, the same basic technique can very suc-

cessfully be applied using a static switching network.

The result of each comparison would then again be

compared in a second level of gating, with the inputs
however, skewed one position per level as illustrated in

Fig. 9. The gating structure would be the same for

each level and the total time required would be the

compounded propagation time. By manipulating the

switching equations, two, three, four or more steps can
be combined with considerable savings in both switching

elements and propagation time.

9 8 7 6 5 4 5 2 0

,4 0

8 0 0

0 0

l
o

0 0

o

0

f
0

o I 0 0 o I 0 0 0 o

I 0 o 0 I 0 I I 0 0

0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o I o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0

ALL ZEROS

B >,4 COMPARISON
COMPLETE

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 o

I NUMBER OF STEPS = 1
I NUMBER OF VARIABLES I
i t
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I o 0 o 0 o 0 I o o

Fig. 9. Successive elimination of common ones

4. Anolog Threshold Compc;rison

It has been seen previously that digital evaluation of the

weight function is an expensive and bulky solution to
the problem, and in no case could be calculated without

considerable delay. An analog approach, however, was

shown in SPS 37-28, Vol. IV, pp. 235--240, to require a
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reasonably small amount of hardware and perform the

calculation instantaneously. We now review that proce-
dure.

If each bit of a word is entered into an analog summing

network, the output voltage will be proportional to the

weight of the word. Now the decoding technique assumes
that some code word, which is necessarily unique, will

cause at most e disagreements with tile received word; e
is the number of errors which the code is capable of

correcting, i.e., e--2k-L Then the correct word can be

chosen by means of a threshold amplifier. An output

from the amplifier would mean that the last word tested
was at most e units away from the received word, and

hence the unique correct transmitted word.

The accuracy of the analog device used would have

to be one part in 2k, where k is the number of information
bits in the code word. Commercial summing networks

and threshold amplifiers are readily available then to

handle decoding for k up through 12.

For words containing a large number of digits when

the accuracy of the analog devices becomes questionable,

the analog networks may be divided into groups and the

output from each group converted to a digital binary
number. Continued comparison is then performed

digitally.

One concludes that parallel calculation of the weight

function, essential to many decoding schemes, is best

performed by an analog device. All digital schemes fall
short of the threshold scheme in either hardware or time

of calculation, or both.

2. Introduction

Recently, interest has been shown at JPL in the binary

asymmetric channel (SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 193-195).
This channel arises, for example, in the Ranger Block III

command detector (SPS 37-27, Vol. III, pp. 222-225),

where a bit threshold detector is used, set asymmetrically.

In fact, the threshold is set so asymmetrically that essen-

tially only one of the two kinds of error can occur. Thus,
the "'1--+ 0" transition occurs with a certain probability

when a one is sent, but the "0--+ 1" transition has never

been observed when a zero is sent. This total asymmetry

was taken in SPS 37-27 as the definition of the binary

asymmetric channel.

One trouble with developing a theory of error-correcting

codes for use in such asymmetric channel has been the

lack of a structure theory for such codes, corresponding

to Hamming distance and modulo 2 addition in the sym-

metric case. This paper puts a lattice structure on binary
codes, where the lattice operation has special advantage

to the asymmetric channel.

3. The Lattice

Let us consider binary words of zero and one of fixed

length n; the transition "1--+ 0" occurs with probability

p > 0, but the "0--+ 1" transition does not occur at all. In
such a block code _ of length n, there are 2" binary words

possible. Let us define a partial ordering "_'" of K' in the

following way: We say W' _ W.5 for two words of K' if

and only if whenever W' is a transmitted word; then W'

has a positive probability of being received. (Alternatively,

in the channel we are considering, W.'., has a zero in

every position that W_ does.) The relation _ is a partial

ordering; it satisfies the following three laws:

F. Lattice-Structure of Codes over

Binary Aysmmetric Channel
R. J. McEliece

1. Summary

A structure is developed for codes over the binary

asymmetric channel, roughly analogous to the group
structure for codes over the binary symmetric channel.
The structure is defined in terms of lattices of sets, where

the order relation is a simple dominance relation.

(P1) W' "'_ W' for all W' e K'.

(P2) If _W__ W'., and W' _ W;, then W'_ _ W'.

(P3) If W'. -_ W', and W" _ W',, then W_ = W_.

Consider a set S of n distinct objects a,,a.,.," '' , a,,.
Then there are 2" subsets of S. Let K be the collection

of the subsets of S. If we make a correspondence between

K and _' by associating the word W' of K' with the subset
W of S if and only if rW' has a one in the i_" position if

and only if a_ ,, W, then we see that the _ relation intro-

duced an _' is the ordinary set inclusion relation of K.
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Since there is really no difference, then, between r' and K,

in the rest of the discussion we will only consider K.

K is called the Boolean Algebra on n objects. It forms

a lattice, where l.u.b (W_,W2) = W_ U W2 (ordinary set

union), and g.l.b. (W,,W.2) = W_ N W2 (ordinary set in-

tersection.) Also, we shall later need the notation A \ B

for A n Be(= B complement).

And

L,\(L, NL_) =L, n (L, nL,,) e=L, N(L_U L_)

= L, n L_) n (L, N L_) =L, NL._

by ordinary set algebra. Hence, d (L_ _ W)_ d (L_ n L) _.

The proof is complete if we notice that equality is at-

tained here when W = L: N L:. (Obviously L_ _ L_ n L_,

i = 1,2.) This completes the proof of the theorem.

4. Dimension Function

We define the dimension d of an element of K as the

number of elements it contains. Thus, 0 _ d (W) "_ n for
all W e K.

Lemma. d(W,) + d(W_) = d(W, UWe) 4- d(W, NW,).

Proof. On the left-hand side, every element in W_ and

W., is counted once. The only elements counted twice on
the left-hand side are then those which occur in both

W_ and _V_, i.e, in _V, N W2. The right-hand side simply
counts all the elements which are in either _V, or Wz

(d (W_ U W_) ), and then gets the repeats (d (W, n W_) ).

5. Error Correction

We say that a set L C K is an e-error-correcting code

if for L,, L_, F L, if L,_W, L._W, then either

d(L, \ W) _e + 1 or d(L_ \ W)_e + 1. (In the usual
context this says that if two transmitted words L,,L_ can

give rise to the same received word W, then there have

been at least e+ 1 errors made on one of the words.)
We then have the following result:

Theroem. A set L c-c-K is an e-error-correcting code if

and only if for all pairs L,,L, for which d(L,)_d(L,)

we have d (L, N L _) _ e + 1.

Proof. In K, if W_ & Wz, then d (W,):_ d (W_). Now if

L_ _ W, L_ & W, then L_ n L., :_ W. (This is the funda-

mental property of "O" in a lattice.) Consequently,

d(L, \ W)_d(L, \ L, n Lz), i= 1,2.

The assumption that d(L,)_d(L.,.) means that
d(L,\W)_d(L.\W) for all W _ _. In this case,

max (d (L_ \ W), d(L_\W)}_e+ 1 if and only if
d (L_ \ W) _ e + 1. But as remarked above,

d(L, \ W)_-d(L_ \ L, n L..,).

6. Symmetric Channel

It is interesting here to see what the requirement for

e-error-correcting codes over the ordinary symmetric chan-
nel becomes in the lattice-theoretic content. Of course,

the definition of e-error-correcting codes given above is

not suitable, since it referred to the asymmetric channel

we have been considering. What is required here is that

the "distance" between any two code words be _---2e + 1;
where the "distance" between two words is defined to be

the number of positions in which they disagree. If we

start with L,, say, and begin changing its coordinates in

order to reach L._., we may proceed as follows: First,

change all ones in L, which do not occur in L_ into zeros.

The resulting word is L, N L:. Then change all zeros

of L_ n L_ which are ones in L2 to ones. This brings us to

L_. The number of changes required was

L, d( L" L..)= d ( L,d(L,n L.,) + L,N fq L_) ÷ d (Lz N L';)

by arguments used in the proof of the theorem. Thus,

in the lattice-theoretic context the requirements for an

e-error-correcting code may be given for the symmetric

channel as well as for the asymmetric:

(1) max{d(L_ n L'.,), d(L_n L'_)}_e+l

(asymmetric channel);

(2) d(L, O L'/, +d(L.,nL'_)_2e4- 1

(symmetric channel).

When the reqmrements are stated this way, the rela-

tionship between the two concepts is clarified. We im-

mediately see that the code over the asymmetric channel

is a weaker notion since, formally, (2) implies (1). But it

also points up the fact that the cascade of an asymmetric

channel and its complement yields the symmetric channel;

it is thus a more basic concept. And in fact any degree of

asymmetry can be studied by proper cascades.
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XXV. Communications Systems Research:

Information Processing

Ao Statistics of Pseudo-Random
Pulses

E. C. Posner

This article extends the mathematical theory of random

pulses developed in Ref. 1 and demonstrates the agree-

ment between theory and experiments performed using

the random-pulse generator recently built in JPL Section

331 (Refs. 2 and 3). The mean and variance of the num-

ber of pulses in n bit times are derived for the various

options obtainable with the random pulse generator.

Experiments performed on the output of the random

pulse generator show that the generator behaves accord-

ing to theory.

1. Review

We shall first review the principles of the random

pulse generator of Refs. 2 and 3. This device produces

an output train of pulses for which the average density

of pulses is a variable, as is also the conditional proba-

bility of a pulse at an arbitrary time, given a short seg-

ment of the previous pulse history. In effect, what was

desired was the ability to produce trains of pulses with
a variable covariance function.

Such variability is useful in many contexts. For ex-
ample, as a noise generator, various covariance functions

of the pulse train correspond to various "colorings" of

white gaussian noise. When the "colored" noise is quan-

tized along with the signal, the errors produced (which

correspond to pulses) have such varying covariance func-

tions. In particular, a large positive autocorrelation func-

tion corresponds to bursts of errors, useful in testing

error-correcting coding--decoding systems (Ref. 4).

As an artificial data source, the conditional probability.
of a pulse, given that a pulse has occurred, depends on

the type of particle counter used; one is then thinking of

"pulses" as meaning "particles counted." For example,

counters of Type I have the property that the occurrence

of a pulse at a given bit time inhibits the occurrence of

the pulse for a specific number of bit times thereafter.

This phenomenon is caused by a "dead time" in the
counter.
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The way pulses are produced in the generator is by

word detection on words of length seven or less in a

stream of "pseudo-random" digits. A most convenient

source of such digit streams is the so-called maximal-

length shifl-re_ister generators of Ref. 5. Such generators

generate digits by a linear recurrence implemented by a

shift register. The shift register that has been chosen

here corresponds to the primitive pol!tuomial x:': 4- x 1' 4- 1

of Ref. 6, Chapter II. That is, the recursion is

a._:_,; "= On+11 "4- On,

addition being mod 2. Since this polynomial is primitive,

the period of any sequence generated by any initial

condition (other than the all-zero state) is 2 '_' - 1 digits

(longer than 19 hr at the 1-Me rate being used).

Now that the bit stream has been described, the
methods of word detection used to define whether a

pulse is to be produced can also be defined. There are

three statistical options available with the pulse genera-

tor to define when a pulse occurs:

Option 1 requires the user to select a window of length

m = 7 or less. A window is defined as tuple of O's l's,

and x's (an x corresponding to logical "don't-care"). A

pulse is produced whenever the window occurs in the

sequence. But the user can inhibit the occurrence of a

pulse for up to l - 1 < 6 bits after a pulse by setting

the inhibit number I (as a binary number in three cumu-

lator capacity switches). If one is interested in windows

of length less than seven, he calls the extra positions

"don't-cares." If the inhibit number equals the word

length, the output process is called a rene_l process

(Ref. 7, Chapter IX), a special kind of output for counters

of Type I.

Option 2 outputs a pulse when the cumulator has

counted up to r l's, 1 < r < 7. The value of r is chosen

by the same three cumulator capacity switches; there is
no inhibition.

Option 3 allows windows to be chosen, but the search

for a pulse is on consecutive non-overlapping blocks of

words of length m, where m is again chosen by the

cumulator capacity switches (with no inhibition). This

feature is known as strobing.

Note that the three options agree when the length m

is set equal to 1 (r set to 1 in Option 2), and the window

1 is chosen. For then every occurrence of a 'T' produces

a pulse, and every pulse is produced only in this way.

2. Statistics Under Option I: Mean Number

of Pulses, No "Don't-Cares"

Option 1 is bv far the most interesting of the three

options due to the fact that the inhibit time l can vary

independently of the window length. We shall now

demonstrate how to study the random variable repre-

senting the m_mber of pulses in n bits for large n. If m

is the length of the window and l the inhibit number,

then the case l :: m is the known case of renewal pro-

cesses. The case in which l --_ m is, however, new (ex-

cept that sorn_ ' r('sults on the case l = 1 were obtained

in Ref. 1).

We now show how to compute the mean and variance

of the number of pulses in n bit times for large n, using

techniques developed in Ref. 1 for the case l : 1 (no

inhibitions). Let E,, be the random variable denoting the

number of pIllscs in n bits. Define a set of n random

variables Y_ such that Y_ = 1 or 0 depending on whether
a pulse does or does not occur at bit i. Thus, one has

the identity.

E,, = _Yi. (1)
i=1

First, let us consider the case in which the window of

length m has no "don't-care" positions. Define

u_ - Pr0'_ =: 1) : Pr (pulse at bit i).

Then, as in the ease of renewal theory, one can prove
that

u : lim ui (2)
i ---_ o0

exists. Thus, the mean number of pulses in n bits, e, say,

is given by the formula asymptotic in n:

e. _ nu. (,q)

We therefore must find the limiting probability of a

pulse, u. First assume that l < m. The probabili_ (for

i > m) that the window from i - m + 1 to i is the right

window for a pulse is 1/2". But there would not be a

pulse at i if there was a pulse earlier in the window and

the inhibit rule still held sway. This inhibiting pulse

could have occurred at one of the l - 1 positions

i- 1, i-2,...,i-l+l.

Furthermore, some windows make it impossible to

have the right window for a pulse and yet have a pulse
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earlier in the window. For the window can cause a dis-

agreement between its last k places and its first k places,

for every k, 1 < k < m - 1. Suppose, for example, that

the window is 0010111. Then, when a pulse occurs, no

pulse can occur until seven bits later, regardless of
whether the inhibit number l is set to 7 or less than 7.

We therefore define g(k), 1 < k < m, to be 1 or 0

according to whether the first k bits of the window

agree or disagree in at least one place with the last k

bits of the window; g(m)= 1. Then, if the window

occurs in positions i- m + 1 through i, there could

have been a pulse at any position earlier in the window

for which g(k)= 1, and the inhibit could be taking

effect, preventing a pulse at the bit in question. Further-

more, these events are mutually exclusive. Consequently,
we can write

1 1-1

2" - 2 g(m --/) 24 uj. (4)
j=o

For if a pulse occurred at m - j in the window,

O<i<l-1,

then the next i positions nmst occur as in the window.

This extra event has probability 2 -_ and is independent

of the event representing a pulse at m -/.

Using the fact that u_ _ u as i---> oe, we can write

from Eq. (4)

1 i-i
- y g(m -/)2-_ u, (5)2"

t=o

or finally

u = g(m -/)2 '_-t (6)
• "=

the required expression for the limiting probability of a
pulse.

For example, consider the window 1110111 with

m=7, 1=5. Then g(7) =g(3) =g(2) =g(1)=l; all

other g's are equal to 0. Eq. (6) becomes

1 1 i
4 •

2g(7 _/) 2r-t (2 7 + 27-') 136
J=0

In 10 '_ bits, then, the average number of pulses is
10'_/136 = 7352.9.

To treat the case in which the inhibit length l is, in

fact, larger than the window length m, we proceed as

follows: First, consider the renewal case l = m, and let

U_m_ be the limiting probability of a pulse so obtained.

If now l=m + t, t>0, write u_ .... t_ for the limiting

probability of a pulse for this case. In n bits there are,

for large n, close to u_,,+t,n pulses. Each of these pulses

has a "wastage" of t bits on which no pulse occurs, after

which the process starts over as if it were a renewal

process with no wastage. Thus, in n bits there are close
to nu,,+t_t wasted bits. If these bits are removed from

the n bits, there are n - nu_,,+t# bits left, and the pro-

cess behaves as if it were an ordinary renewal process

with the reduced number of bits. Hence, one can write

ll_,n, (rl -- rtu(m÷t ) t) _-_ ntt_m+t_. (7)

Thus, one concludes

u,,,,, (1 - u,,,+,_ t) = u,_,,, (s)

or

u,_,,, (1 + u,,,,,t)' (9)

the required expression. The same comment applies for

the following discussion, when "'don't-cares" are allowed.

3. Option !,"Don't-Cares"

When "don't-cares" are allowed in Option 1, the pro-

cedure for finding the asymptotic probability of a pulse

is more complicated. Thus, if there are m* unconditioned

positions in the window, one defines 2 m" auxiliary vari-

ables u{q, where {_) is an m*-tuple of O's and l's. The

meaning of u{q is the limiting probability of a pulse

which has, for its m*-tuple of unconditioned positions,

the binary vector {El. One then has

u = 2u{'}, (10)

and it is the 2"" u{ _} that are actually found by the pro-

cedures of the preceding section. But then one obtains

2"° linear equations in the 2"" unknowns u{C}.

Thus, suppose m = S, l = 2, m* = 1, and the window

is llx, x denoting a "don't-care." There are then two vari-

ables u _°_ and u "_, the probabilities of a 110 and a 111

pulse, respectively. If a 110 occurs, then a pulse of the
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u (') kind could have occurred at the first of the two

equations:

1 = u(O) + 1 u(_ (11)g ¥ •

Similarly, if Ill occurs, a pulse of the u ('J kind could

have occurred at the first position, and one obtains

1 u(,I + I
g = _- u(l) (12)

The solution of this pair of equations [Eqs. (11) and (12)]
is U (0) : U 0") : 1/10, SO U : U (0) -,L It(1) : I:.L).

One can regard this procedure as yielding a method for

solving simultaneous linear equations in 2"" unknowns

by a "Monte-Carlo" technique. The coefficients would

have to be special to arise in this way, but a large class

of equations is included (how large is not yet known).

One would choose the proper m, m*, and window, as well

as l, to give the equations one wants, and would then let

the sequence generator run for a large number n of bits,

recording the number of pulses of both types. Since, as
we shall see, the variances one obtains are reasonably

small for large n, three-place accuracy is readily obtain-

able with, say, 10'; bits, or 1 sec of "computation" at 1 Mc.

4. Burst Errors

In Ref. 4, the production of bursts of pulses was de-
sired to simulate the noise in a burst-error channel for

testing coding systems. Here we shall do this for the case

of windows with no unconditioned positions. Further-

more, one sees that, for a burst (of length greater than

1) to occur, the inhibit length must be 1 (no inhibition).

A burst is defined as a string of two or more consecutive

pulses. (Note the difference in definition of a burst in me

error-correction sense, Ref. 8, Chapter 10.) Since no

"don't-cares" are allowed, the only windows that can pro-
duce bursts are the constant windows 00"-0 or 11."1.

The length of a burst is defined as the number of pulses

in sequence, flanked by no pulses at both ends.

Thus, if the detector is to sense 111, a burst of length 1

corresponds to the occurrence of 01110; a burst of length

2 to 011110; and so on. One then uses the theory for these

augmented windows to find the expected number of

bursts of a given length in n bits.

Thus, let wet) be the probability of a burst of length t,

corresponding to the window 0 IIi-..I 0 containing

m + t l's. One finds, since 1 = 1, that

1
w(t,- 2,,,_+ t . (13)

Since when a burst of length t occurs, t pulses are

made, we have the identity

u : _ tw(t) , (14)
l:l

where u is the probability of a pulse. Now u corresponds

to the window of m l's, _o u = 1/2 m. These considera-

tions lead to the identity

1 __ t2" 2 ..... ,, (15)
t=l

Or

t2t_, -- 1. (16)
t=l

This identity can, of course, be derived by other

means.

5. Variances Under Option I

We saw in Ref. 1 that the asymptotic distribution of

the number of pulses in n bits is asymptotically normal

when n is large, at least for the cases considered in that

SPS. The asymptotic normality result can be extended to

cover all the cases under all three options considered in

this article. Thus, it becomes of interest to find the vari-

ance of the number of pulses in n bits, since the variance,

together with the mean, completely determine the

asymptotic distribution. The case I = 1 was done in

Ref. 1, and we modify the method to handle all of

Option l. The variances can be proved to be asymptotic-

ally proportional to n, as in Ref. 1. Thus, it is the coeffi-

cient of u in the asymptotic formula that is needed to

obtain the asymptotic distribution of the number of

pulses.

Rather than do the general case here, which is a slight

extension of the discussion in Ref. 1, but more com-

plicated (especially in the case of "don't-cares"), we shall

instead do the particular case of the window 1110111
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with I = 5. The pulse-probability u was found to be

1/136 in Section 2.

We had for the number of pulses E, in Eq. (1):

n

E, = _] Yi,
i=l

where Yi = 1 or 0 according to whether a pulse does or

does not occur at i. Then, if Cov(Y_, Y_) denotes the co-

variance between Y_ and Y,+k, one has

Var E, = _ Cov(Yi,Yj). (17)
i,j=l

Since Coy (Yi, Yj) just depends on k = i - 1, at least

for i, ] >__7, one defines f(k) as Cov(Yi, Yi +k) for i > 7 and

finds, as in Ref. 1, that

Var E, ,.-. n _] f(k). (18)
k=0

One therefore wants

f(k).
k=o

But, as in Ref. 1, Yi and Yi +k are, in fact, independent for

i, k >__7, so f(k) = 0 for i, k > 7. Thus,

Var E, _n k f(k). (19)
k=0

We therefore turn to the computation of the seven

values of f(k). First, f(0) is just

Var(Y,) = _0"_)- Z(r,)_,

where E denotes expected value. Since Y_ = Y_,

135

t(0) = u - u= (136)2. (20)

To compute the other six values of/(k), note from the
form of the word 1110111 that Yi and Y_.k cannot both

be equal to 1 for k-1, 2, 3, 4. Hence, Y_Yi.k=O,

1 <7 k < 4. So, since

Coy(Y,, Y.k) = E(Y,Y,+k) - E(Yi) E(Y_.k),

one concludes

f(k) = u2-
1

(136)2,1 <7 k < 4. (21)

We now turn to 1(5) and f(6). To find E(YiYI.k), use
the fact that

E(Y_Y,+k) = Pr(Y, = 1, Y,+k =1 )

= Pr(Y_ = 1) Pr(Y_+k = 1 I Y, = 1), (22)

where Pr(AIB ) denotes the probability of A given B.
Now if Yi = 1 (that is, if there is a pulse at i), then the

probability of a pulse at i + 5 is 1/25, since the first two

positions of the new window are picked up "free" from

the given window. Similarly, the probability of a pulse

at i + 6 is 1/2", given that a pulse occurs at i. Thus,

u. E(YiYi+_) uE(Y,Y,+_) =_, =_-#. (23)

That is,

U U2
f(5) = _-

U --U 2

f(6) = _ (24)

We finally have

135 4 1
f(k)- (136)_ 03612 + (la61v

k=o

1 1 1

(136) 2 + (136)2' (136) 2, (25)

or

Var E, _ 0.00732n. (26)

The final conclusion is that the distribution of the

number of pulses in n bits, for large n, is approximately

normal with mean e, = n/136, standard deviation

0.0856n '/* = or, say. For n = 10_, we have

e, = 7352.9.-., a. =85.6"". (9.7)

Thus, the ratio of standard deviation to mean is quite
small.

Note that if we had a binomial distribution with prob-

ability of head p = 1/136 = u (independent coin flips), the

standard deviation would be slightly lower: [np(1 - p)] v,

-- 83.0'... But it is not merely a certain mean and vari-

ance that one wants, but also the actual properties of how

the pulses are distributed in time. That is, the eovariance

function [(k) of the stationary binary process is what one

really wants to control in experimental applications.
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6. Options 2 and 3

Options 2 and 3 are much easier to work out, and the

results are quite well-known. Option 2, accumulation of r

l's can be looked at as follows: In n pulses, there are

very likely to be n/2 l's, hence (n/2)/r = n/2r pulses.

Thus, the limiting probability u of a pulse is given by
u = 1/2r.

The variance of the number of pulses in n bits under

Option 2 is also easy to obtain, since the number of

pulses in n bits is [w/r], where w is the number of l's

in n bits and ['"] denotes the greatest integer function.

Hence, the variance of the number of pulses is asymp-

totic to (1/r _) Var(w), that is, to n/4rL

Finally, Option 3 is nothing but the familiar binomial

distribution, with probability of head p given as

p = 1/2" m.; m* is, as before, the number of uncondi-

tioned positions in the window. However, we must

remember to divide by the window length m, since the

probability p of a pulse is defined above for a block of

m bits. Thus, the probability of a pulse is finally 1/m2""

The variance of the number of pulses in n bits is

n 1. 1

7. An Experiment

An experiment was performed with the random pulse

generator using Option 1 with window 1110111 and

l = 5; n was I0 n. The quantity s = 100 samples of n bits

each was taken, and the number of pulses for each

sample of n recorded.

The mean number of pulses found was 7354.4; Section

2 gave the mean as 7352.9 "'. The standard deviation of

the mean of a sample of 100 is 8.56 = s, say. The variance

of the 100 samples was found to be 5920; Section 5 gives
the expected value of this variance as 7320.

The deviation of the sample mean from the actual mean

was 1.5 or, in s-units, 0.164s. Deviations this large or

larger, according to the theory of the normal distribution,

occur with probability .67, Thus, as far as the mean is
concerned, the fit is excellent.

To test whether the observed sample variance could

have arisen from sampling effects from the calculated

population variance, we use a result from Ref. 9, Chapter

10: the variance of the sample variance computed from s

samples is 2(s - 1)/s" times the square of the population

variance. The standard deviation of the sample variance

is thus 10,°J0; the sample variance has mean 7320. The

sample variance is also approximately normal. Using the

same techniques as in the above paragraph, we find that

deviations of the sample variance from the population

variance as large or larger than the observed difference

of 1400 occur with probability .47. The fit is still excellent,

and we are indeed obtaining the statistics predicted by
this article.

B. A Test of Independence and
Estimation of the Correlation

Coefficient Using Quantiles
I. Eisenberger

This article pr_sents further results stemming from the

investigation into the use of quantiles in data compression

of space telemetry. Previous results of this investigation

are given in Ref. 10; SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, pp. 194-198; and

SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 229--234. In addition, a mechani-

zation of a quantile system is considered in SPS 37-27,

Vol. III, pp. 10:3-112.

1. Introduction

Given a set of n independent pairs of observations,

(x_, y_), (x_., y.,), "" , (x,,, y,,) taken from two normally dis-

tributed populations with known means and variances,

one is interest_d in the answers to the following two ques-
tions:

(1) Can we assert that the set of observations x--

{x_, x_,,'-', x,} is independent of the set of observa-

tions y = { y_, yz, -.., y_}?

(2) What can be said about the correlation between

them, if any?

To answer the first question, the problem of testing the

null hypothesis [N(0, i) is the class of random variables

having the unit normal distribution]:

n,,: g,(x) _ N(O,1), g..,(y) r N(O,1), p = 0

against the alternative hypothesis:

H,: g,(x)_N(0,1), g__(y) rN(O,1), p=/=O,
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will be considered. (Because of the assumption of known

means and variances, we can, without loss of generality,

assume standard normal distributions.)

To answer the second question, unbiased estimators of

p are constructed. The power functions of the tests are

derived, and the efficien'cies of the tests are determined

relative to the best test using the entire sample. The
efflciencies of the estimators are also determined relative

to the sample correlation coefficient for the case p = 0.

One, two, and four pairs of quantiles are used for the

tests and estimators; n is assumed to be large (> 200).

An application is given to telemetering micrometeoroid

measurements from spacecraft.

2. Review of Quantiles

To define a quantile, consider a sample of n inde-

pendent values x_, x.,,..., x, taken from a distribution of a

continuous type, with distribution function G(x) and den-

sity function g(x). The pth quantile, or the quantile of

order p, of the distribution or population, denoted by

_1,,is defined as the root of the equation G(_) = p; that is,

p =f_" dG(x)=f_" _(x)dx.

The corresponding sample quantile zj, is defined as fol-

lows: If the sample values are arranged in nondecreasing

order of magnitude

X(1} _ X{2} _ "'" _ 3_lnl ,

then x_ is called the ith order statistic and

where [np] is the greatest integer < np.

If g(x) is differentiable in some neighborhood of each

quantile value considered, one knows (as in Ref. 10) that

the joint distribution of any number of quantiles is

asymptotically normal as n -o oo and that, asymptotically,

E(z.) = ¢_,

Var(zp) - p(1 -p)
ngZ(_,) '

where p_2 is the correlation between zv_ and zp2, pa < p2.

3. The Test Using One Pair of Quantiles

Assume that the limiting distribution and moments of

the quantiles hold. Denote by F(x) and _(x) = F'(x) the

distribution function and density function, respectively,

of the standard normal distribution; that is,

/;F(x) = f(t)dt, where f(x) = (2r) -'_" exp( - 14x°-).

It is necessary at this point to form two new sets of

values {ui} and {vi} from the sample values {xi} and

{y_} by means of the linear transformations:

2,/,
u_ = T (x_ + W),

2 _
v_ = _- (- x_ + y_).

It is easily verified that, under H,,,

E(ul) = E(vl) -- O,

Var(u_) = Var(vi) =- 1,

E(u_v_) = O,

and, under H_,

_(u,) = E(v,) = 0,

Var(u_) = 1 + p,

Var(vi) = 1 - p,

E(u_v_) = O,

so that the set of values (u,) is independent of the set of

values {y_} under both hypotheses. All the tests and

estimators will be based on the quantiles of the trans-

formed sets of variables {ui) and {vi).

Now let z and z' denote the quantiles of order p of

the {u_} and (v_}, respectively, and let _ denote the cor-

responding population quantile of the standard normal
distribution. The test will be made on the statistic

W :_ Z -- Z p.

Under H,,,

where

E(z) = E(z') = ¢,

Var(z) = Var(z') =a _,

F(¢) [1 -- F(g)]
0, 2

E(w) = O,

Var(w) = 2a _ .
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Under H1 ,

E(z) = ¢(1 + p)_,

Var(z) = a'-'(1 + p)

E(z') = ¢(1 - p)"=,

Var(z') = a_(1 - p)

E(w) = t[(1 +p)'_- (1- .)v,] ,

Var(w) = a:(1 + p) + a'->(1- p) = 2a =>.

The best critical (or rejection) region is determined by

the likelihood ratio inequality

L(wlH.)

L(w[H_)

exp

exp --

[--21( { w -- ¢ [(1 ÷ p)i" --(12a: °)"'] }'_)]

,_e,

which, by taking logarithms and simplifying, reduces to

w > k,, for p > 0,
(1)

w< k:,forp < 0,

as the regions providing the maximum power. Here, kl

and k.. are determined such that, given H,,, the proba-

bility of inequality (1) occurring is equal to c, the sig-
nificance level of the test.

The power of the test, P,_, is determined as follows

Under Ho, for o > 0,

( t:,.'_ = F(b )= 1- e; k, = ab,2 v"
Pr(w < kl) = F \ a2.,, j

Under H,,

Pr(w < k,)= F {.k_-_[(1 + a2''°)'=-(1- o)v']}

_b, t;[(1 + 0)"-(1- ,o)':]'li,i,(F
_x2-_: ,, =l--Po.k

(2)

Po will be maximized if the order of the quantiles
z and z' is chosen to maximize

_ff(_')n '_,

,': [1 -- ',:

Setting equal to zero the derivative of this quantity with

respect to ._, one finds that the maximum occurs at

p = F(g)= 0.9424. For this value of p, _ = 1.575 and

a = 2.0193/n'% Inserting these values into Eq. (2), one

obtains, as the optimum power function of the test using

one pair of quantiles,

Po = 1 - F { b, -- 0.5515 nV_[(1 +,) v: -(1 - p)_] }.

Efficiency of the test. If one defines the efficiency of

the test as the ratio P./P'o, where P',, is the power of the

best test using all the transformed values (ui} and {v, },

it is of interest to determine P_ in order to see how "good"

the quantile tests are when compared to what can be

achieved using all the values at our disposal. The likeli-

hood ratio inequality for this case gives, as the best

critical region_

_-_[ - 2+(0+1 ) _11 <k:'f°r°>O
u/ = (o 1) ui v i

i::_ > k_, for p < O.

Thus, w' is asymptotically normally distributed, and

under Ho

E(w') = 2no,

Var(u¢) = 4n(o z + 1),

while under II,

_(w,) = 0,

Var(td) = 4n(1 -- p2)2

Hence, assuming the limiting distribution of w' (which

is a very go()(/approximation for n > 200), one has under

H., for o > 0,

Pr(w'<kD =F{2 k_- 2n o _ = F(b_.) =_,[n(.-' + 1)]'9

k._ = 2b., [n(o"+l)] v" + 2n o .

Under H,,

[ k3 ]Pr(w' < k., ::: F .2(1_o_ )nv .

= F {1-@[b2 (02+ 1) _ = e_.
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Fig, 1. Power and efficiency of test using

one pair of quantiles

For n = 200, e = 0.01, Fig. 1 shows the power and

efficiency of the test using one pair of optimum quantiles.

The efficiency is never less than 0.30, approaches 1 as

p---_0, and approaches a number close to, but not equal to,

1 as IPl-'_ l" Under these conditions, b, = 2.326, b2 = - 2.326,
and k_ = 6.6424/n V2 = 0.4697.

Thus, for # > 0, if w = z(0.9424) - z'(0.9424) < 0.4697,

accept Ho. Otherwise, reject H,. The test will be made at

a significance level of 0.01. If p < 0, k_ = -0.4697, and

hence accept H,, if w > -0.4697. Otherwise, reject H,.

4. The Test Using Two Pairs of Quantiles

Let z, and zz be the quantiles of {u_} of orders Pl and

pz = 1 - pl > p,; z' and z_, the corresponding quan-

tiles of { vi }; and ¢_ and ¢,., the corresponding population

quantiles of the standard normal. Let w, = zl -- z_ and

w2 = z2 - z.',. The test will be based on the values of
w, and wz.

Under Ho,

Var(z,) = Var(z'_) = Var(z=) = Var(z'2)

= F(¢2)[1-F(¢2)] =a 2.
nf2(¢2)

Hence, E(wa) = E(w2) = 0, Var(wa) = Var(w2) = 2aL

Under H1,

E(z,) = -¢2(1+p) _,

E(zi) = (1-pV',

E(z2) = ¢2(] +p)%

E(z;) = ¢2(1-,,)",

Var(z_) = Var(z2) = (1 +p)a z,

Var(z'a) = Var(z;) = (1-p)a z,

E(w,) = -¢=[(1+,o)" -- (1 - p)'_],

E(w:) = tj2[(l+p) v' - (1 - p)v,],

Var(w,) = Var(w2) = 2a 2.

Simplifying the likelihood ratio inequality, for which

L(w_,w2 Ho) and L(w_,w2 H_) are the joint distributions

of wa and w=, given Ho and H,, respectively, results in the

best critical region:

S = (w2-- wl) t > ks, forp > 0

! < k_,, for p < 0.

Under Ho,

E(S) = 0,

Var(S) = 4a 2 (1 - p_2),

where p,_ denotes the correlation between z, and z,

(z'_ and z_). For p > 0,

[Pr(S < ks) = F .2a(l_o,.,), _

k5 = 2ab:, (1-#a2) v'.

Under Ha,

Pr(S < ks) =Ftk'-

=Fib:,-

= 1 -Po.

.] = F(b_) = 1 - _,

e(s) = 2¢2[(1+p) - (1-.)','],

Var(S) = 4a2(1--p,=) ,

2¢2 [(l+p)_ _ (l-p)"] I

}

/:= [(l+p)"" - (1-,o) _]

a(1-p,2) _
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Po is maximized by determining the value of p2 which
maximizes

a(1--m2) v" {F(_'2) [1 - 2F(G)] }'_

This maximum occurs at p2 = 0.9310. For this value of

p_, _1= -1.483, _ = 1.488, a = 1.9085/n'% pl_ = 0.07416,

and the optimum power function is given by

P0 = 1 - F {ba - 0.8076 n_[(l+p) '_ - (1-p)'/_]} •

For n = 200, _ = 0.01, Fig. 2 shows the power and

efficiency of the test using two pairs of optimum sym-

metric quantiles. For this case, b3 = 2.326, k5 = 0.6041,

and hence for p > 0, if S = z (0.9310) - z" (0.9310)

-z (0.0690) + z' (0.0690) < 0.6041, accept H0. Otherwise,

reject Ho. Ifp < 0, k_ = -0.6041, and so if S > -0.6041

accept Ho. Otherwise, reject Ho. The e_ciency never

drops below 0.66.

5. The Test Using Four Pairs of Quantiles

For this case, let z_ and z',, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be four quan-

tiles of { ui } and { vi }, respectively, such that pl < p2 < pa
<p4 and p_+p_=p.,+p_=l. Let _ denote the corre-

sponding population quantiles of the standard normal,

f p 0 FOR H o0 FOR H I

0 I I
0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

+_.p

Fig. 2. Power and efficiency of test using

two pairs of quantiles

wi =zi-z', and let S_ =w_-w_ and Sz=w:_-w2. The test

will be based on the linear combination

t =aS1 +flS=,

determining a and/3 as well as the orders of the quantiles

so as to maximize P,,. Under H0,

_(s,) = _:(s_) = 0,

var(s,) = 4< (l-p,,),

Var(Sa) = 4a_ (1--,o_:,),

E(t) = 0,

Var(t) = 4{a_a] (l-p,,) + fl_a_ (1--0za)

'2aBa:_aJo_z-- o_a) } = 47%

where

F(G) [1-F(¢_)]
a_ = nP(_d , i = 8,4,

and o_J denotes the correlation between z_ and zj, as well

as that between z[ and z_ . Under H_,

E(S,) =

Var(S,) =

_(s_) =

Var(S2) =

E(t) =

var(t)

Omitting the

{>k_forp> 0t < ksforp <0

The power function, for p > 0, is given by

F_b,- [(l+p)_ -(I-off" ] (a¢4+BCa!_ =l- Po,
t Y

where F(b,) = 1 - E and kr = 2qb,.

From previous investigations of the use of quantiles in

estimating the parameters of normal distribution (Ref. 10),

it is known that, for

a = 0.116, fl = 0.286,

p, - 0.00-280, p_ = 0.1269,

p3 = 0.8781, p, = 0.9770,

2g,[(l+p) '/"-(1--Off*],

4a_ (1--Ol,l) ,

9_.g.[(l+p)'a--(1--o)v'],

_:_ (1-0,,).

2[(l+p) w -- (l--p) 'a] (aG + ,8/;:,),

= 4./=.

details, one obtains as the critical region
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the quantity (a_, -t-- fl_3)/y (and hence also Po) will be a

maximum. Thus, the optimum power function is given by

Po : 1-F {b4 - 0.9080 n w [(l+p) '/" - (1-,o)'/_]} .

For n = 200, E = 0.01, Fig. 3 shows the power and effi-

ciency of the test using four pairs of optimum symmetric
quantiles. For this case, b, = 2.826 and k_ = 0.1814.

Hence, for p > 0, if t = 0.116[z(0.9770) - z'(0.9770) -

z(0.0230) + z'(0.0230)] + 0.236[z(0.8731) - z'(0.8731)
- z(0.1269) + z'(0.1269)] < 0.1814, accept Ho.

If p < 0, k8 = -0.1814, so if t > -0.1814, accept Ho.

Otherwise, reject Ho. The efficiency for this case never

drops below 0.84.

6. An Unbiased Estimator of p Using
One Pair of Quantiles

With respect to the set of pairs of sample values (xl,y_),

..., (x,,y,), the sets {x_} and {y_} are sample values of
the random variables x and y with a joint distribution

given by

ga(x,y) - 2,r(11 pz)_exp [ 2(1_p2)(1 " x z _ 2pxy + y2)l.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

IENCY

POWER

r T

gl (x} _ N (0,1)

g2(y) _ N (O,i)

n = 200

• = 0.01

p = 0 FOR H o

#: 0 FOR H I

] I
0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4

+p

Fig. 3. Power and efficiency of test using

four pairs of quantiles

0.5

The problem considered here is that of estimating p.

By means of the linear transformation given above, a new

set of pairs of sample values (u_,vl), ".. , (u,,v,,) is gener-

ate<] for which the sets {u_} and {v+} can be considered
as sample values of the random variables u and v with

marginal distributions

[h,(u) = [2r(1 + p)] v, exp 2(1 + p) '

h2(v) = [_(z 1 [p)] ,_ exp

and joint distribution

g,(u, v) = h,(u) h2(v) .

Unbiased estimators of p will be constructed using quan-

tiles of {ui} and {v_}, and the efficiencies of these

estimators will be determined relative to the sample

correlation r, the minimum-variance unbiased estimator

of p, given by

T

n

(u - _)(v - _)
i=l

u, - _,)_E:(v, - _1,
i=l

where

n

= n_U,. ,

1"

= n_Vi: ,

for the special case p = 0. The efficiency will be defined
as in Ref. 11:

Eff(_) = Var(r ]p = O)
var(_ I p = o)

1

(n - 1)Var(_ I p = O)

Hence, as in Section 8 above, let z and z' denote the

quantiles of order p of the {u_} and {v_}, respectively,

and let _ denote the corresponding population quantile of

the standard normal. Then, an unbiased estimator of p

in terms of z and z' is given by

where

,, _ Z 2 -- (Z')2

P 9.(a=+ (:_)'

F(_) [I -- F(_)]
a 2

.i_(¢)
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Since

E(z) = t(1 + p)'_ ,

E(z') = t(1 - p)_ ,

Var(z) = aZ(1 + p) ,

Var(z') = aZ(1 - p) ,

one has

1

E(_) - 2(a2 + ¢2)

× [a_(l+p) - a2(1-p) + t2(1+ p) - ¢2(1-p)]

=p.

Noting the fact that ff x is distributed N(m, o-) (normal,

mean m, variance a2), one has

Var(x =) = 2_' + 4m_o _ ,

and, hence,

1
Var(_) 4(a2+U) _ , /_Vartz_j +VarLtz,s2j]r/_1_

1
[2a'(1 + p)2 + 4_2a2(1 + p)2

4(a 2 +

+ 2a'(1 -- p) 5 + 4_2a2(1 -- 0)2]

_ a2(a _ +2_ 2)(1+pz)

(a2 + ¢)'
(3)

For p = 0, Eq. (3) can be written as

a' + 2_2a 2
Var(_ Ip : 0) = a' + 2a,¢2+ ¢,

1 + (t-"/2a _)
(4)

ff one neglects the a4 term in the numerator and denom-

inator of Eq. (4) (this term is small compared to _2a2 and _4

for large n). Now the approximate value of Var(_ I o = 0)

in Eq. (4) is minimized if one chooses the order of z and

z' to maximize _2/aZ. In Section 1 above, it was found

that p = 0.9424 will maximize _/a and will, of course,

also maximize l_2/a 2. Moreover, since the curve defined

by Var(_l p--0) is quite fiat around its minimum, the

error involved in using p = 0.9424 instead of the true

value of p which minimizes Var(p [p = 0) is small. Thus,

using p = 0.9424, one obtains

z_ - (z'),A

o = 8.1,5,52
_ + 4.9612

n

16.627 20.280
-- _]_

n 2 n
War(_ I p -- 0) --- 16.627 20.230

+ -- + 6.1585
_'l2 r_

-- 1 + 0.3042n "

For n = 200,

A

p : 0.20o [_, - (:'y],

Var(_ 1p = 0) = 0.01624,

1
1 + 0.3042n - 0.01617,

Eft(j) = 0.3094.

7. An Unbiased Estimator of p Using
Two Pairs of Quantiles

#Let z,, z' z2, zo, _, and ¢_ be defined as in Section 4.

Then an estimator of p using two pairs of symmetric

transformed sample quantiles is given by

^ _ -2"2_(z;y + z,2 - (z',)2
P - 4(a2 + t_) '

where

a2 : F(t2)[l - F(t2)]

_f2(t2)

Then,

1

E(;) - 4(a2 + _) [2¢ i(1 + 0) + 2a2(1 + 0) -- 2¢_

X (1 - p)- 2a:(1 -- p)]

--- p •

Noting that if x and y are distributed N(m_, ax) and

N(m2, ,r._), respectively, one has

2 2+ z 2+ 2 2E(x2y 2) -- m, m 2 % m 2 % m_

2 _ (1 + 2p_/),+ 4pzyctttr2m17n2 + o 1 o" z
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and, hence,

1

Var(_) - 16(a 2 + ¢_)=

>( {Var(z: + z=,)+ Var[(z;)'-' + (z:)Z]}

1

16(a2 + C) 2

× [4a,(1 + ._) + 8a=¢,=(1- _.)]

)< [(1 + p)2 + (1 - p)=]

_ aZ[a2( 1 + P_a) + 2_(1 -- p12)] (1 + pa)

2(a2 + C) 2
(5)

where p,= denotes the correlation between z_ and z2.

For p = 0, Eq. (5) can be written as

Var(_' I, = 0) =
a'(1 + p_2) + 2a2_'==(1 - p12)

2 2 4
2a _+4a_ +_2

1

2 + ¢_
a2(1 -- p42) (6)

neglecting the a' term in the numerator and denominator

of Eq. (6) and taking 1 - pl_ _ 1. The approximate value

of Var(_ I p = 0) in Eq. (6) is minimized by maximizing

_/a"(1 - o12). This maximum occurs, as found in Section

4, at p_ = 0.9310. Using this value of p_, one obtains

_, __ Z2 -- Z 1

P -- 14.5694
+ 8.7972

n

13.3397 14.8880
+

n} lg

var(aI, = o)= 26.5334 32.042
+ -- + 9.6738

n 2 n

1

-- 2 + 0.6522n "

For n = 200,

= 0.1127 [z_ - (z'_) 2 + zZ_ - (z_)2],

Var(_ Ip -- 0) = 0.007575.

1
2 + 0.6522n - 0.007551,

Eff(_) = 0.6655.

8. An Unbiased Estimator of p Using
Four Pairs of Quantiles

Let zi, z_, and ¢_, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be defined as in Section

5. Then an unbiased estimator of p using a linear com-

bination of four pairs of symmetric transformed quantiles

is given by

^ _[z,=- (z:): + z_=-(z;)q
P = 4[a(a_ + _;) +/3 (a_ + _)]

where

+/3 [z_- (z;)=+z_ + (z;)=]
4[a(a_ + _) + 13 (a_ ÷ ¢_)]

a_ : F(_,) [1-- F,_,j,l_l i=3,4.
n#(¢O

Then,

1

E(_) = 4[a(a4 z + Cz) + fl(aa= + _)]

X {2a [_:(1 + p) + a;(l+ p) -- ¢_(1 - p) -- a:(1 -- p)]

+ 2/3 [/_ (1 +p) +aa(1 +p)--¢_ (1 -- p) -- a_ (1 -- p)]}

1

Var(9) = 16[a(a, = + _) + fl(a_ + ¢_)]_

3< (aZ{Var(z: + z_)+ Var[(z:)=+ (z;)2]}

+ +varE(z;r + (z;)q}

+ _B{Cov(_,= + z,_. z_,+ _)

+ (z,)q})
1

X {a2[a: (1 + p_,) + 2a: ¢_(1 - ,,,)]

+ #*[a_ (1 + p_) + 2a_ _-"_(1 -- p:3)]

+ 2a/3 [2aaa,/_¢,(p_2 -- p,s)

-_- 2 2 :,aaa,(p2,z + ,o_)]} (1 + ,o=) (7)
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where p_j denotes the correlation between zi and zj. As

in the previous cases, we will use the values of the param-

eters as given in Section 5. These are

ct = 0.116, fl = 0.0-36,

pl = 0.00-30, p: = 0.1269,

p3 ----0.8731, p, = 0.9770.

For these values

A
p_-

o.116 [z: - + - (z y]
5.930

-- + 3.0754
1l

+ 0.z 6[z - (z;y + - (z;y]
5.9_
--+3._

n

and, for n = 200,

-- 0.0374[z_ - (z;) z + z; - (Z'l) 2]

+ 0.07 0[zl - (z'3y + - (zSy],

Var($ [ p = 0) = 0.006286,

Eff(_) = 0.7994.

This efficiency is quite high and makes this method of

data compression very attractive.

It is of interest to compare the present method of esti-

mating p from quantiles to a method proposed by

F. Mosteller (Ref. 12), using bivariate order statistics. The

technique he uses is to construct lines y = 0 and x = ± k,

which cut the xy-plane into six parts. The estimate of p

is based on the number of pairs of observations falling in

the four corners. Briefly, let

nx = the number of pairs of observations (xi, yi) such that

(x_ > k, yi > 0),

n: = the number of pairs of observations (xi, y_) such that

(x_ < -k, y_ > 0),

n3 = the number of pairs of observations (xi, yi) such that

(xi < -k, yi < 0),

n, the number of pairs of observations (xi, yi) such that

(x, > k,y_ < 0),

S, = g:,(x,y)dx dy, x = [(x)dx .

The maximum likelihood estimator _ of p based on the

ni is then found by solving, for _, the equation

--£- "¢ "
i=l

The Var(_!p=0) is a minimum for k = 0.6121 and is

given by 1.939/n. Thus,

n

= 0.5183, for n = 200,
Eff(_) = (n- 1)(1.939)

which is greater than the efficiency of _ using one pair of

quantiles, but less than the efficiency of the estimators

using more than one pair, as we have seen.

9. Appli¢otion

An application of this method of data compression will

here be given to the problem of determining the cor-
relation coefficient between micrometeoroid intensities

measured at two different places on a deep-space probe.

It can be assumed that, from previous flights, the mean

and variance of the number of counts per second is

known before the flight. What is desired is a measure of

the correlation coefficient between the counts per second

at two different positions and orientations of the counters

on the spacecraft, for this correlation gives a measure of the

direction from which the micrometeoroids are arriving.

The spacecraft would require a Quantiler (SPS 37-27,

Vol. III, pp. 103-112) to do this data compression, but it

may very well have a Quantiler onboard anyway for

compression of other data. The extra equipment needed

would merely serve to form the linear combinations of

the x_ and y_ to get the u_ and v_. This operation is easy

to perform. As is usual with the use of quantiles (Ref. 13),

data compression ratios on the order of 100:1 are obtain-

able with the use of four quantiles, with no loss of sta-

tistical efficiency. And, as usual, the quantile method

requires less equipment than would be necessary to

compute the sample correlation coefficient onboard the

spacecraft.
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C. Two-Sample Tests Using
Quantiles

I. Eisenberger

This article continues recent JPL work on the use of

quantiles for data compression of space telemetry. The

problem considered here is that of discriminating be-

tween two hypotheses about a parent normal distribution.

We consider testing for equality of two independent

normal populations by the use of quantiles, where one of

the two parameters of the normal distributions is given

to be equal in both populations. Optimal choices of quan-

tiles are found, and the efficiency of the quantile tests

relative to the optimum test using all the samples is

shown to be quite high.

1. Introduction

The use of quantiles to effect data compression of space

telemetry was considered previously (Ref. 14; SPS 37-25,

Vol. IV, pp. 194-198; and SPS 87-27, Vol. IV, pp. 229-

234). A mechanization of a quantile system was discussed

in SPS 37-27, Vol. III, pp. 103-112. In all previous cases,

a set of sample values taken from a single normally dis-

tributed population was given, and methods for extract-

ing certain kinds of statistical information using sample

quantiles were derived. For example, in Ref. 14 the

problem of estimating the mean and standard deviation

of the population was studied, and, in addition, goodness-

of-fit tests were considered. In SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, quan-

tile tests were given for discriminating between the
means of normal distributions with the same known var-

iance; in SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, quantile tests were given
for discriminating between the variances of normal dis-
tributions with the same known mean. The definitions in

the theory of quantiles were summarized in the above
SPS.

In this report, however, it is assumed that we are given

sets of independent samples taken from two independent

normally distributed populations with density functions

gl(x; m, _1) and g2(y; _,_, _). We consider the following

two problems [N(_, a) is the class of random variables

having the normal distribution of mean _, variance az] :

(1) If_ = al = a_ is known and _1 is not known, is

tt_ =/q or _t_ + 8, 0 --_ 0?

(2) If t*l and #z are known and cr_ is not known, is

or,, = al or 0_1, 0 > 0?

More formally, we consider the following two tests:

(Test A) Ho: g,(x) t N(_, a), go(y) e N(_, a),

Hx: g,(x) t N(_, _), g2(y) _ N(t_ + O, _), 0 _= O,

where _r is known and _ is not known;

(Test B) H,,: g,(x) t N(_, a), g2(y)_ N(t_._, a),

Hi: g,(x) t N(_,, _), g_(y) E N(_,2, 0_), 0 > O,

where e-_ and _._are known and ,r is not known. Since _l

and _._are assumed known in Test B, without loss of gen-
erality we can put/L, = _t2 = 0, so that one has

(Test B') ti,,: g_(x) t N(O, _), g_.(y) t N(0, _),

Hi: gi(x) t N(O, _), g,,(y) t N(O, 0_), O > O,

where a is not known. For both Tests A and B', tests using
one, two, and four pairs of quantiles, one of the pair

from each of the two distributions, are given. Sample

sizes of n_ and n_ are assumed, where n_ and n_ are large
(> 200). In each case, the power function is derived and

the efficiency determined.

2. Test A Using One Pair of Quantiles

Assume one has the limiting distribution and moments

of the quantiles, and denote by F(x) and [(x) = F'(x) the

distribution function and density function, respectively,

of the standard normal distribution; that is,

F(x) = ff

where

f(t) dt,

1

f(x) - (z_),,,_exp (- _x").

Now let z be the sample quantile of order p(p the same
for both distributions) of the samples taken from the first

population, that with density function g_(x), and let z'

be the corresponding sample quantile from the second

population. Furthermore, let _ be the corresponding pop-
ulation quantile of the standard normal. Then one has
under Ho:

E(z) = E(z') -- _¢ + e,

0.2a 2 tr2a -°

Var (z,) - , Var(zz) -
B1 n 2
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where

F(tj) [1- F(t;)]
a'-' _

and under Hi:

E(z) = .¢ + _.

E(z') = _¢ + _ + 0,

(r_a 2

Var (z) -
nl

crea ='

Var (z') -
n,j

Since e is unknown, the distribution of the test statistic

cannot depend on _. Hence, the test statistic to be used

should be given by

It) z -_- g'

Under H,:

e(w) = 0,

Var(w) = _r2a'-'(--@l + @.,)=%_''

and under H,:

E(w) = -0,

2Var (w) = _,_ •

The best critical region (or rejection region) is deter-

mined by the likelihood ratio inequality

[ ±( '"-exp --

L(,_ In,,) _ 2 \ ,4, ]J < c,

I-'C(w IH') exp T ,,,7=,

(_)

where c is determined so that, under H,,, the probability

of inequality (1) occurring is equal to e, the significance
level of the test. By taking logarithms and simplifying,

the critical region of significance level e providing the

maximum power for a given order of quantile is the region

in which

w<ka,O>O,

w>k.,,O<O.

The value of k_ and the power of the test, P0, are de-

termined as follows, assuming 0 > 0: Under H0,

Pr(w<k,) = F(@) = F(b)=e,k_ =_,_b;

and under H,,

Pr(w<k,) : F

(k, + 0)

ITtC

[ c°+/]: F b+ I ,a =p,,.

_a --h-7+

For fixed e and OAr, and with sample sizes n, and n.,,

P,, depends only upon the quantity a, which in turn

depends only upon the order of the pair of quantiles

chosen for the test. It is natural, then, to choose that

quantile which minimizes a and hence maximizes P,,. It is

easy to determine that the median, the quantile of order

0.5, should be used. Inserting this value, the power func-

tion becomes :

P,, = F b _ 0.7979 n_ +- n.,' "

In order to determine the efficiency of the test, the

power function of the best test using all the sample

values, denoted by P,'_, must be derived. The efficiency

is then defined as Po/P_,. The test statistic based on all

the sample values is given by

nl i 1 _'2 i 1

yi •

The best critical region is easily found to be the region

for which

v<k3,0>O,

_>k,,O<O.

For 0 > 0, P(' is given by

nl-l- n.,
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If now we take nl = n2 = n = 200, e = 0.01, then

Po= F -2.326 +0.7979 a _, 2 ] J

0 N

= F \( --2.326 + 7.979----7--I, ,

e (_ -- F L 2.326 ÷ 0 i n /,7" _---g- _1

10÷)
Fig. 4 shows the power and efficiency of the test using

one optimal pair of quantiles. Under the given condi-

tions, _r,o = 0.1253,, and kl - -0.2914_. Thus, if the dif-

ference between the median of the samples taken from

the first population and the median of the samples taken

from the second is less than -0.2914,,, reject H,, if 0 > 0.

Otherwise, accept H,. The test is made at a significance

level of 0.01. If 0 < 0, then

w > ks = 0.2914_r

is the critical region for the single-quantile test, and

( 0)P, = 1-- F 2.326+7.979- 7 - ,
/

P,_--1- F(2.326 + 100).

It is easily seen, therefore, that if 0, = - 0: < 0,

Po(O,) = Po(O.:),

Pj(01) = Po(O..,).

It is interesting to note that, as n_ for fixed n.,=n,

the power functions P,, and P_, increase and approach,

for 0 > 0,

p,, = F(-2 326 + 0.7979 0- n,_)13r

-- n 1/2 •

(T

(2)

Eqs. (2) are the power functions obtained for the one-

quantile test on a single set of sample values described

in SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, which, in the present terminology,

is given by

Ho: g(x) = g_(x) _ N(_, ,r) ,

H_: g(x) = g_(x)e N(_ + 0,,r),

where t* and a are known.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

_+e/_

= = 200

0.4 0.5 o.s

Fig. 4. Power and efficiency of Test A using
one pair of quantiles

This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that,

although _ is unknown in the present test, its value can

be estimated exactly with probability one as n,---_ oc, so

that the test is essentially made on the second set of

sample values with known _ and _. This same phenom-

enon also occurs in the two- and four-quantile cases.

3. Test A Using Two Pairs of Quantiles

Now let z_ and z_ be the sample quantiles of the

first population of orders p, and p: = 1 - p_ > p_;

z'_ and z', the corresponding sample quantiles of the

second population; and _ and _'_, the corresponding pop-

ulation quantiles of the standard normal. To eliminate/t,

let

p __ _p
t/)l Zi -- Z 1 , IU,, _ Z2 '_'2 °
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Then one has the following: Under H,,,

E(z,) = ,q, _ _,,

_rea 2

Var(zd -
nt

E(z..,) = ,q_ + _, = - o._1+ t_,

Var(z_) = Var(zl),

E(z'_) = o.¢1+ _,,

_rea':

Var(z,l) -
n,,

E(z'._,) = - ere, + g,

Var(z.'.,) = Var(z_),

_(w,) = E(,_) = 0,

(1 1)Var(w,) Var (w..,) a'-'a'-' + ,

where

a 2
F(G) [1 - F(( )]

t_(¢,)

Under H1,

E(z,) _, + _,

O-212 2

Var(z,)
/It

E(z..,) = -_r_, + _,

Var(z..,) = Var(z,),

E(z;) = o.¢, + _, + o,

cr"a"
Var(z,1) --

tie

E(z'_) = - o._, + _ + O,

Var(z_) = Var(z_),

_(w,) = _(w,) = - 0,

Var(w,) = Var(w._) = o.2aZ(@[ + @. ) .

The two-quantile test will be made on the statistic

y = w_ + we. Under Ho,

E(y) --: O,

Var(y) = 2,r-'a'-' (_-[ +--_., ) (l + o),

where p = the correlation between zl and z_ and also

that between z_ and z'. Under H_,

i_:(!j) ::: 20,

Var(yt :: "2._'-'a'-' + _ (1 + p).

From the likelihood ratio, the critical regions are easily

determined to be the regions in which

y<k_,O>O,

y>k_,,o<o.

The power function for 0 > 0 is given as

2o 1,oz ,ToE' 'nl+ + 'nln 
F(b) E,

k5 : o., b

The two symmetric quantiles that maximize P0 are those

of orders I)_ :: 0.2703 and p_ = 0.7297.

For n_ :: n_. - 200, c = 0.01, using the optimum

quantiles, one ohtains the following:

P,, = F( 2.326+ 9.0+),

_ru = 0.2222_,,

k;, = 0.5168(r .

Hence, for 0 > 0, if y < -0.516&r, reject H,,. Otherwise,

accept It.. For 0 < 0, if y > 0.5168o., reject H0. Other-

wise, accept H.. Fig. 5 shows the power and efficiency of

the test using the two optimum pairs of quantiles. Only

symmetric quantiles are considered; they have been

shown to haw_ the optimum spacing for estimating the

mean of a normal population with an even number of

quantiles.
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0

0 0.I

Fig. 5. Power and efficiency of Test A using
two pairs of quantiles

4. Test A Using Four Pairs of Quantiles

The procedure in the four-quantile case is slightly

more involved, but still straightforward. Let z_, i -- 1,

2, 3, 4, be the sample quantiles of the first population of

orders p_, such that p, < pe < p_ < p4 and p_ + p4 =

p= + p:, = 1. Let z_ be the corresponding sample quan-
tiles from the secx)nd population and _, the correspond-

ing population quantiles of the standard normal. Forming

wi = z, - z_ , i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

:ICl z tt)l q I/)4, Xe _ We + Ws,

the test will be based on the statistic given by the linear

combination

y = ,x_ + flx._.

The parameters ct and/3, as well as the optimum orders

of the quantiles, will be determined so as to maximize

P,,. Omitting many of the details, one has, for n, = n...= n,

under H,,:

l_(y) = 0,

Var(y) - 8(z/3 a,a.,,r" (p,_ + p,:,)
n

+ ----n--[4_= -a_a2, (1 + p14) + ff-'a_ (1 + p,:,)]

where

a7 F(_',) [1 -- F(_',)]
f_(¢,)

and p_s denotes the correlation between z_ and z s as well

as that between z[ and -' The power function for 0 > 0

is given by

P0 =F(b+ 2(a+o7/3)0), F(b)=_,k=oTb "

It has been shown in Ref. 14 that the four quantiles

which maximize Po are

1)1 = 0.1068, Pe = 0.3512,

p_ = 0.6488, p, = 0.8932,

and that weights a = 0.192 and/3 = 0.308 are optimum.

Inserting these values and assuming n = 200, e = 0.01,

one has, finally,

P,,= F(-2.326 + 9.5860)o"

Fig. 6 shows the power and efficiency of the test using

four optimum pairs of quantiles. For this case,

Cu = 0.1043_,

k = -0.2426_,

so that, for 0 > 0, if y = 0.192 (zl - z_ + z4 - z_4 ) +

0.308 (ze - " + Za -- _:_ ) < --0.2426e, reject H.. Other-

wise, accept H,,. For 8 < 0, if y > 0.2426¢, reject He.

Otherwise, accept H0.

In each case, since the critical region depends upon ,r

and not upon O, the tests are seen to be uniformly most

powerful (among quantile tests). Figs. 4-6 show that, as

I 0/_ I increases from zero, the efllciency of each test de-
creases from one to a minimum value and then increases

and approaches one asymptotically. The minimum effi-

ciency is about 0.62 using one pair of quantiles, about

0.80 using two pairs of quantiles, and about 0.91 using

four pairs of quantiles. Thus, the efficiency, as is now

familiar to students of quantiles, is quite high.
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Fig. 6. Power and efficiency of Test A using

four pairs of quantiles

5. Test B', Determination of P:,

In Test B', we are testing the null hypothesis:

H.: g,(x) _ N(O:). g,(y) _ X(O,.)

against the alternative hypothesis:

H,: g,(x) _ N(0:), g_(,j) _ N(O,O,,),0 > O,

where _ is unknown; we will assume n, -- n.. = n = 200.

Since a is not known, the distribution of any test statistic

must be independent of _. Under this restraint, the best

test statistic using all the sample values is given by

However, it is more convenient to use instead the equiva-
lent statistic

1 1 n,, .

r = --_ InS = -_- In 1 _y_

Now, tinder H,,,

1 kx_/cr2 )

1 1 n i=1
r = Tins = -_-ln 1 "

and S has the F-distribution with n degrees of freedom

in the numerator and denominator. Since n is large, r is
approximately normal (Ref. 15), with zero mean and

variance equal to 1/n. This approximation will be used

to compute P_. Under H,,

(,n )
1 1 _ E x_/_r=

r .... 7inS =yln ---2"_LA__

2 -In

Thus, under the alternative hypothesis, r is also approxi-

mately normal, with mean equal to - _/,In 02 and variance

equal to 1/n. The critical regions are easily determined

to be the regions for which

r < k_,O> l,

r>ks, O<l.

For E -- 0.01,

P:,= F( 2.326-t 7.07 In02),0> 1, kT-
2.326

P'---1-F(2.326-7.071n 1.'_ 0<l,k_-2.326

6. Test B' Using One Pair of Quantiles

The orders of the quantiles used in the quantile tests
will be those which minimize the variance of the estimate

of a from a single set of samples. Since t*_ and t*_ are

known, it is possible to obtain a consistent estimate of

using one optimum quantile of order p = 0.058 or

p = 0.942, as determined by J. Ogawa in Ref. 16. (How-

ever, if /< and _: are not known, it is still possible to

obtain a non-consistent test statistic for Test B' by using

the inedians, but, since the power is extremely poor

and is also independent of n, this test will not be con-

sidered.)
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Thus, let z be the sample quantile of order 0.942 of the

samples taken from the first population; z', the corre-

sponding sample quantile from the second population; and

_, the corresponding population quantile of the standard

normal. The test statistic that will be used to eliminate

dependence on _ is given by u = z/z'. In order to specify

a critical region for a given •, it is necessary to determine

the distribution of u. In general, if x and y are normal ran-

dom variables and are distributed N(a,,,_l) and N(a:,o-z),

respectively, then u _ x/y can be shown to have a density

fimction given by

h(u) =
,,,,_,,exp k _ ,, <q,4

-(,': "_ + "D

,,_a,u + % a.., L'=" 5r JI+ (2_.)--a(,,._u _ + a_):,/e exp(---_-i '-' '_

-_<u<_ .

Thus, since under H,,

E(z) = E(z') = _t,

where

Var(z) = Var(z') = _a _ ,

a 2
F(¢)[1-F(¢)]

n/_(¢)

whereas under H_

E(z) = ,,t,E(z') = ,,Or,

Var(z) = ,,_a: ,Var(z') = _O_a _ ,

one has, for p = 0.942,

h(u [H,) -- exp(_r(u,--121.679)+1) +

t_ V60'841(u -- 1):.11X exp L _ + i

x -- 1_ 2eL _ ;--_T:

h(u]H,) = 0 exp( - 121.679) 4.40070(0u + 1)
_r(O"u_"+ 1) + (O='u'-'+l) _t''

X exp t-- [-60.841(Ou-ly-[(

× t- 1+ 2Frll°31(_°u'+'1)]fL(0_u_+ 1)"

- _ <u< oo .

Since

_(o.u_ + 1)
du= 1,

and

r- 11.031 (0u +1)7
2r L _-7 -17 j

for all values of u and 0 for which

_2

exp I -- 60'841(0u--1)__) ]

is not nearly equal to zero,
written as follows:

h(uiH. ) and h(ulH, ) can be

4.4007(u + 1) [ 60.841 (u -- 1)'-"]h(ulH') - (u'-' + 1) :'t_ exp -- -_:>-_-]- j ,

4.4oo7o(ou + 1) F 60.841 (O__uu_ 1) _']h(u ]H,) = (O.u_ + ly,_ exp _- O'-'u'-'+ 1 J

Moreover, the mean and mode of h(uln,) and h(uln,)
are approximately u = 1 and u--1/0, respectively, so

that, for 0 > 1, h(uIH, ) is shifted to the left of h(ulHo )

and, for 0 < 1, h(ulH,) is shifted to the right of h(ulH. ).
Hence, the critical regions will be taken as the regions
for which

u < k,, 0 > 1 ,

u>k,,,0< 1 ,

where k.., and k,,, are defined by

fk, h(uiH")du =

fk, h(u IH,)du = P,,

,0>1;

fk_o )h(u Ho)du = 1 - •

_'°h(ulnddu = 1 - P.

,0<1.
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Fig. 7. Power and efficiency of Test Bp using
one pair of quantiles

For e = 0.01, the values of k9 and k,, were determined

to be 0.788 and 1.354, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the

efficiency and power of the test using one quantile as

functions of O.

7. Test B' Using Two Pairs of Quantiles

Tile orders of the optimum two pairs of symmetric

quantiles that will be used in the two-quantile test are

p, = 0.069 and p_ = 0.981. Hence, let zl and z_ be the

sample quantiles taken from the first population of orders

_" and z',, the corresponding sample quantilesth and p_.; _.,

from the second population; and _ and ¢.,, the corre-

sponding population quantiles from the standard normal.

Now let x_ = z_ - zl and x_ ...... Under H0:

E(xJ = E(x:) = _ ,

Var(x,) = Var(x..) = 2,,"-a:(1-p) ,

where

6 2

F(t,)[1 - F(t,)]

nf(¢_)

and p is the correlation between z, and z._..Under Hi:

E(x,) = 2¢C, Var(x,) = 2_/-'a=(1-e) ,

E(x_.) = 20err.,., Var(x.:) = 2_-'O-'a-'(1-e)

Now, using u = x,/x,, as the test statistic, one has, for

p_ = 0.069 and p, = 0.981,

h(u [tL,) =_ exp (-260.76) 6.442(u+1)
_(u _ + 1) + (u _ + 1) _/_

[ 180"88(u1 i)_]X exp -- u= +

+9 16.14(u+1)

0exp( - 260.76) 6.4420(0u + i)
h(ultt')- r_(O_u'-'+ 1) + (02u '-'+ 1) a/z

/ exp I- 130'a8(0u--X)_1o'-'ua + 1

>: t - 1 + OF V 16.14(°_u+ !)_] (• " L(e.'u-'+ 1)" j_

It is easily seen again that, in the same sense as before,

one can express h(u IH,,) and h(u IH,) as

h(u]H.)-6.442(u + 1) [ 130.88(u -- 1)"-1(u= + 1) :q' exp -- u2+l

6.4420(0u + 1) I 130"38(0u-21)2]h(ulH_)= (0_u _ + 1):,/., exp - O'-u'-'+ 1 J

Taking the critical regions as

u < k_,0 > 1 ,

u>kv,,O<l ,

k,_ and k_: are found to be 0.814 and 1.228, respectively,

for e - 0.01. Fig. 8 shows the efficiency and power of the

LO

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0,7

,-EFFICIENCY i

..... _ " -- I / - 0,-._=_oo.

\ [ V _,f_), N<o,_)

0.8 0.9 1.0 LI 1.2 1.5 1.4 1.5

Fig. 8. Power and efficiency of Test B' using

two pairs of quantiles
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test using the best pair of symmetric quantiles. We con-

sider only symmetric quantiles; it is conjectured that this

is the optimum choice.

8. Test B' Using Four Pairs of Quantiles

The orders of the optimum four pairs of symmetric

sample quanti]es to be used in the four-quantile test are

p, = 0.023, I)_ = 0.127,

p:_ - 0.873, p_ = 0.977.

Hence, let zi, i -- 1, 2, 3, 4, be four sample quantiles

from the first population with orders Pi; z_, the corre-

sponding sample quantiles from the second population;

and _i, the corresponding population quantiles of the
standard normal. Furthermore, define

x, = _(z, - z,), x; = _(z: - z',),

x_ =/3(z_ - z_), x" =/3(:; - z;),

y,=x, +x._,, y_=x_ +x_.

With weights a = 0.116,/3 = 0.236, and the given orders

of the quantiles, yl and y, are the best estimators of the

standard deviation of the first and second populations,

respectively, using two pairs of symmetric quantiles.
Under H,,:

E(y,) .= E(y_) = 2,(,q, 4 /3¢:_),

Var(v,) = Var(v_) - 2a2 [('2a_(l-p1,) + fl"a_(1 - pea)

+ 2,_/3a,a.,(o..,- p,_)] = 2_:y=,

where

F(_,)[i -- F(¢,)]

a_ = nf-'(_,) '

e(t..,) [1 - F(t_)]
a_ = nf-'(¢,,) '

and o_J is the correlation between z_ and zj. Under H,:

E(y,) = 2a(aG q fit:,), Var(z,) = 2a=-/2,

E(y..,) = 2_0(aG +/3_:,), Var(z_) = 2a'-'0_-/_ .

Using u =: y,/y.., as the test statistic, one uses for the

density of u:

7.257(u+ 1) [ 165.4__45__(u7 i)_-[h(ulH,,)- (u ___1):v _ exp - ,,_ + 1 J '

h(ulU, ) = 7.25"_0(0.+1) [ 165.445(ou-1)_J(O"u" -b 1) :_/'-' exp -- 0au '-'+ 1

Taking the critical regions as

u,(kla, O_> 1,

u > k,, 0 < 1 ,

k_:, and k, are found to be 0.834 and 1.200, respectively,

for E = 0.01. Fig. 9 shows the efficiency and power of

the test using the best four pairs of symmetric quantiles.
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Fig. 9. Power and efficiency of Test B' using

four pairs of quantiles

It can be seen from Figs. 7-9 that, as 0 increases or

decreases from 0 = 1, the efficiency decreases from one

to a minimum and then increases and approaches one

asymptotically. The minimum efficiency is about 0.28

using one pair of quantiles, about 0.62 using two pairs

of quantiles, and about 0.81 using four pairs of quantiles.

To convert Test B to Test B', if z and z' are sample

quantiles of order p taken from the first and second

populations, respectively, under Test B, then z - u_ and

z' - u._, should be used as the corresponding sample

quantiles under Test B'.

D. Error-Probability Estimation
E. C. Posner

This article ties together some loose ends in the error-

probability estimation theory being developed by the

author in conjunction with J. Ashlock of JPL Section 334

(see Refs. 17 and 18 for previous work in this area).
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The idea was developed to estimate the low error prob-

abilities that occur in the Ranger Block III command

detector. This article gives an improved method for ob-

taining confidence intervals for the error probability and

provides another check on the validity of the theory.

This theory is being considered for use on Rangers 8
and 9.

1. Review

Errors in many communication systems that use a

binary digital channel are caused by voltage fluctuations

so large that a hard limiter mistakes a voltage represent-

ing a "1" for a voltage representing a "0." This is the

situation in the Ranger command detector, where the

thresholds are set in such a way that the "0--_1" error

can be assumed not to occur. The specification 1 for the

Ranger command detector calls for error probabilities
out of the detector of less than 10 -_.

One method that is often used to check error proba-

bilities is to count the number of errors made in many

bits. But the error probabilities involved in the Ranger

command detector are quite low. Thus, if this method

were used, the number of bits that would have to be

examined before good error-probability estimates could

be obtained would be prohibitively large.

The way that has been adopted to avoid this problem

is to use some of the physical information available

concerning the cause of the error. Errors are caused by

large voltage fluctuations, so, instead of just recording

whether an error occurs on a given bit, one records the

magnitude of the voltage fluctuation. Since one is inter-
ested in deviations above a certain amount, the distribu-

tion of maximum deviations is relevant.

In Refs. 17 and 18, the maximum deviation of n suc-

cessive samples of the voltage out of the detector was
recorded. The distribution of these maxima tends to follow

a Gumbel distribution exp { - exp [ - ct(x - u)] } (Ref. 19)
for some positive parameters a and it. One then estimates

ct and u from a block of N maxima and, in turn, uses ct and u

to estimate the probability that the maximum voltage

deviation in n bits exceeds the threshold. In this way, one

obtains an estimate for the probability of at least one error

in n bits, from which it is an easy matter to estimate the

error probability in a single bit. Thus, the desired error

probability is found.

xJPL Function Specification RCK-31041-DSN-C.

This program was carried out in Refs. 17 and 18. It

was shown that large savings in the time required to

estimate low error probabilities (within a given accu-

racy) are obtained. Confidence intervals for the error

probability were also found. In addition, a goodness-

of-fit test which was applied to the data showed that

theory fit experiment extremely well (see also E. A D/s-

tribution-Free Goodness-of-Fit Test for Use in Extreme-

Value Theory for another test applied to these data).

An improved method for obtaining confidence intervals

is given here. Also, a test is given which shows that the

estimates of error probability do not fluctuate from each

other any more than by the effect of random sampling.

2. Confidence Intervals

In Ref. 18, confidence intervals for the error proba-

bility were obtained in the following way: We assumed

that the distribution of the maximum voltage deviation

in n bits (n was 100) followed a Gumbel distribution

exp{-exp[-,_(x u)]) for some positive parameters
a and u. We took N (N was 30) independent samples

from this Gumbel distribution and, from these N, ob-
tained a confidence interval. If an error occurs whenever

the voltage deviation x exceeds the threshold x,,, define

v -- a(x,, - u) and write the distribution function F(x) of x

as F(x) = exp { - exp [-a(x - Xo) + v] ). It is actually
u and v that were used as parameters in Ref. 18; the ex-

eeedance probability is 1 - F(xo) = exp [ - exp(- v)].

Large-sample theory was then used to obtain the dis-
zNtribution of the maximum likelihood estimators a and Av

of a and v; N --==:30 is thought to be large enough for

this theory to hold. The values of the estimators _ and

were obtained by numerical calculation from the data.

We used the result that the large-sample distribution
of _ and _, is a bivariate normal distribution with means

and v and with covariance matrix (1/N)V, where

V = R ' and R =- -E[(_'-'/_j)log F(x)]. Here i, j = 1,
2 and _ : ;_, ;?_ :: _v; E denotes expected value with

respect to the distribution F. We then found that the

large-sample marginal distribution of _ was normal, with

mean _ and variance given by

A 0["_arv=_ (1---/ +v) z + , (1)

where 7 is Euler's constant 0.5772 '" .
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In Ref. 18, we replaced v by the _ calculated from the

data to obtain the variance of _ to be used in obtaining

confidence intervals. But, since the square root of the

variance of _ turned out to be non-negligible in compari-

son with _ this procedure did not give the best answer.
In this article, we obtain confidence intervals for v with-

out replacing v by _ in Eq. (1).

What is desired is a one-sided confidence interval on

the error probability. That is, we wish to say that, unless

an event with a certain low probability has occurred, the

true error probability is less than a certain value. This is

the criterion upon which acceptance or rejection of a

given detector under test is to be based. A one-sided-on-

the-left confidence interval for the probability that x

exceeds xo corresponds to another confidence interval

for v, one-sided on the right. We now proceed to obtain
such an interval.

If a confidence interval of confidence x(x = a number

slightly less than 1) is desired, we demand a vo such that

er(v > vo) = x (2)

in the a posteriori sense. To do this, we seek a vl such
that

Pr(_ < _) = x, (3)

where probability is interpreted according to the mar-

ginal distribution of Av.Since _' has mean v and variance a2

given by Eq. (1), we write Eq. (3) as

Pr _ v < = ),. (4)
o"

Since Avis normal, (9 - v)/¢ has the unit normal distribu-

tion. Now define _I,xas the quantile of order ;t of the unit-

variance normal distribution (that is, with probability )t,

a unit normal variate is less than 4,x). We then have,

from Eq. (1),

Vl -- 1/

so that one obtains a quadratic equation for v:

(5)

F 2 1 6_ 6+}

+ _-]- N___ (1 - _/_ +
=0.

(6)

Only one of the two roots of Eq. (6) is acceptable, since

v, must be greater than v when 4,x > 0 (the case of

interest corresponds to x > '_). Thus,

v,=v+ 1-7+v)'+ _'_, (7)

Pr v < v + 1-_+v) 2 + _x

Consider the region in which

vA< v + c [(v+a): + b-_]'_, (9)

for a,b,c positive constants and c < 1. One has

(vA- v)2 < c_ [(,, + a)'-" + b:], (lO)

which ultimately reduces to

v> 1 1-_.{ac_" + $- c[(v+a)_" + (1-c_')b_']v_} .

(11)

The minus sign must be taken in Eq. (11) since the plus

sign will ultimately make v0 greater than _. But vo must

be less than v, _or ? corresponds to a confidence of 0.5,

whereas we are interested in larger confidences. In the

problem at hand,

( 6'_ '_"
c-- \_] '_x,a-- 1-_,,b=Tr2/6.

We now have, as in Eq. (2), that Pr (vA>v,,) = x, where

vo is given by

1{ A }vo-- 1--c _ ac _-4- v-- c[(v 4- a) 2 + (1-- c-_)b:] '_ .

(12)

But, since _ is computed from the data and a,b,c are

known, Eq. (12) can be turned around to be interpreted
as an a posteriori statement about the unknown v. That is,

vo is the left-hand endpoint of the one-sided confidence

interval for v and is computable from the data.

We shall now do a sample calculation using this

method. In Ref. 18 N was 30, x was taken as 0.9 (,bx was

therefore 1.282), c was 0.1828, and vAwas 3.52; a,b were

given above. We find that v,, = 2.87. Previously, using

the method which replaces v by _ in Eq. (1), we had

obtained v0 = 2.76. That is, the more exact method gives
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a smaller confidence interval. This happens because the

interval given by the previous method gives a confidence

greater than 0.9. Thus, the method presented here allows

sharper inferences to be made.

Translating back to exceedance probability

1 - exp [-exp(-v,,)], we find that the right-hand end-

point of the confidence interval for the exceedance

probability is 0.0531; the previous method gave 0.0613.
Since the error probability is related to the exceedance

probability by virtue of the fact that the probability of

no exceedance is the probability of no error in n trials,

the error probability is closely approximated by 1In times

the exceedance probability (for small probabilities). Since

n = 100, we can say that, unless an event with proba-

bility 1 - x = .1 has occurred, the bit error probability
is less than 5.3 × 10 -4, instead of 6.1 X 10-* obtained by

the previous method. This improvement is desirable.

3. Internal Consistency of Method

To further demonstrate the applicability of the Gumbel

method to deviations in the Ranger command detector,

the following experiment was performed. If the theory is

to hold, exceedance probability estimates from a short

nm of data should yield estimates related to, but not as

good as, the estimates obtained with further data. To test

this, the 80 extremes of Ref. 18 were divided into two

groups of 15 each at random. One of the groups was
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Fig. 10. Plots demonstrating consistency

.98

chosen, and a "Gumbel line" was fitted on extreme-value

probability pal_;r for these 15 values. On the same paper,

the line for all 30 points was drawn for comparison. These

plots are given in Fig. 10.

Note how close the two lines are--well within an error

explainable by random deviations in sampling. The

maximum-likelihood exceedance probability estimated

from all :30 extrcmes was .024; the set of 15 gives .020.

Thus, the theory is internally consistent within the data.

This justifies the use of the method for error-probability
estimation for command detectors.

E. A Distribution-Free
Goodness-of-Fit Test for Use in

Extreme-Value Theory
E. C. Posner and S. Zohar

The distribution-free goodness-of-fit test for use in
extreme-vahle theory (see Ref. 20) described in this

article is of the one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov type and
uses as the test statistic

P,,* sup

where F is the assumed distribution function and F, is

the sample distribution function from n samples. A table

of the distribution for n = 30 is obtained by using the
Franklin-Koksma random numbers. This table is used to

test whether the Gumbel distribution holds for extreme

voltages in the Ranger command detector, as studied in

Ref. 18 (see also D. Error-Probability Estimation).

1. Introduction

A goodness-of-fit test in statistics is a test which de-
termines whether it is reasonable to assume that a sup-

posed distribution function actually holds after the
random variable whose distribution is being questioned

has been sampled. A test is called distribution-free if the
distribution of the test statistic being used, under the null

hypothesis that the assumed distribution is the true one,

is independent of the true distribution. One advantage

of distribution-free tests is that only one table is required,
instead of a different table for each null hypothesis.
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In Ref. 21, a family of distribution-flee goodness-of-fit

tests is described. A test is called a one-sided Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test if the test statistic used is of one of the two
forms

n v_ sup ( ± [F(x) - Fn(X)] 'I" [F(x)] },
z

where F is the assumed distribution; supposed continuous

everywhere; F,, the sample distribution; and g,(F), a fixed

non-negative weight function (selected according to what

the alternative hypothesis to F might be). In Ref. 22,

Doob used the theory of Markov processes to derive the

asymptotic distribution of the test statistic for large n
(this explains the use of the factor n 1/2when ,I, is identi-

cally equal to 1). The answer is surprisingly simple--
the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic is

1 - exp(- 2tQ.

In Refs. 18 and 20, interest was expressed in Gumbel's

extreme-value distributions exp(-exp[-ct(x-u)]},
a, u > 0. In using Gumbel's theory, one should first test
whether Gumbel's distribution can be assumed to hold.

Since Gumbel's theory is concerned with extreme values,

the alternatives to the null hypothesis that one wishes to

avoid are deviations in the right-hand end of the distri-

bution. This is especially true when using Gumbel's

theory to estimate error probabilities in the Ranger com-
mand detector, as in Ref. 18. One fears that the values

of x given by the true distribution are even larger than
the Gumbel distribution would indicate, since then detec-

tors would be accepted as good when in fact they yield

too high an error probability.

This suggests that the test statistic should weight
values of F(x) close to 1 more than values close to 0.
However, since one is also interested in whether the

theory holds at all and not just in whether the large

values of x are given correct probabilities, the test sta-

tistic should also give some weight to small x. These

facts suggest q,(F) = F as the test statistic. That is, define

P_ = n _ sup ([F(x) -- F_(x)]F(x)}.
z

The "max" rather than the "min" is chosen because, when

F, is below F by a large amount, the true values of x tend

to be larger than the null hypothesis would indicate. For

if fewer x are below xo [that is, if F,(xo) < F(x0)], then
x exceeds xo more than F would indicate. The weight
function F(x) weights the larger x0 more than the smaller,

so that if F,(xo) were less than F(x,,) near the left-hand

tail, the statistic P+might not pick up this deviation, as it
need not by the heuristic motivation for the test. Ref. 20

attempted to find the distribution of P+ analytically, but
did not succeed in doing so. This article finds the dis-

tribution by a Monte-Carlo method.

2. Transformation of the Statistic

As in Ref. 22, let u be the random variable F(x), where
the function F is assumed everywhere continuous. Then

the random variable u has the uniform distribution on

the unit interval [0, 1], and the statistic P_ becomes
(under the null hypothesis that F(x) is the true distribu-
tion of x):

P_+-- n"' sup ([u - C.(u)]u), (1)
0<__<1

where u has the uniform distribution on [0, 1], and G,(u)

is the sample distribution of n samples from a random

variable having this uniform distribution. Fig. 11 illus-
trates this definition.

We now consider a simplification of Eq. (1). Namely,

let the n samples be u_, 1 < i < n. Order the n samples

as U(1 ) _ U(2 ) _ "'" _ U(_I) Ill(j) is the jth order statistic

in n samples]. Then G. has a jump of 1/n (ignoring the

existence of ties in rank for simplicity of exposition) at each

u(j) and has no other jumps. In fact, G,,(u(i)) = (j-1)/n,

G,(u(j) + e) = j/n for all suflleiently small • > O.

I

u(/)

(j-I)/n

,g

u(/)- (/- i)/?--_

/

THEORETICAL _

D,STR,BUT,ON_ I

_ "_EXPERIM ENTAL

-- DISTRIBUTION

f/ I i J J

o U(l)

U_

Fig. 1 1. Definition of P_

u(j) u(#))
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Eq. (1) can then be written, as we shall see, as

* E( i--1) ]P,, = n !'' max u_i, n uo, , (2)
l<j<n

and it is in this form that P_ is computed.

To show that the computation of P;, is easier than it

would appear from Eq. (1), we proceed as follows: Note

that G,(u) is an increasing step function. Consider the

interval (closed on the left, open on the right) in which

G,(u) is the constant a. The function (u-a)u is, however,

increasing if u > a/2. Now G,(u) = 0, 0 _< u < u_l), so

[u - G,,(u)] u > 0 for an initial interval of u, with prob-

ability 1. Then a- G,(a) >__0 on the interval [uo__,uo,],

on which the supremum of [u- G,(u)]u is attained.

That is, u > a on the supremum interval, and certainly

u > a/2 there. Then, on this interval, (u - a)u is indeed

increasing, and the supremum does indeed occur at the

right-hand endpoint of the interval. We conclude that the

supremum of [u - G,,(u)] u occurs at u = u</,, where
the value

G.(uo-I_) - (i-1)
n

is to be substituted for G,(u). This proves Eq. (2).

3. Computation of the Table

In the Ranger command detector extreme-value-theory

error-probability estimator (Ref. 17), the value n = 80 is

of particular interest, rather than the asymptotic distri-

bution of P_, when n is large. In order to prepare a table

of P:_o, 30 values from a synthetic uniform distribution

were generated using the Franklin-Koksma random

number generator of Ref. 28, a copy of which program

was supplied by the Booth Computing Center, California

Institute of Technology. A large number of such random

numbers (almost 20,000) was obtained to estimate the

distribution of P_,,. This yields almost 660 independent

samples of the proper distribution. The program was run

on the Mod II stored program controller of JPL Section

881 (Refs. 24 and 25). The number of runs r necessary to

estimate the distribution of P+ within a certain maximum

error with given probability is given by the two-sided

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, using its asymptotic distribu-

tion given in Ref. 26. For 660 samples, the maximum error

is less than 0.06 with probability .98. Thus, Fig. 12 should

be interpreted as having a confidence band around the

distribution function so obtained. Some quantiles (per-

centage points) at the right-hand end of the distribution

are given below:

Order Quantile

.1

.2

.8

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.95

.975

.99

.995

.083

.159

.247

.274

.812

.878

.425

.491

.583

.676

.740

.857

.885

.8

5

.3

.2

0 0.2 0.4 0.6

4-

PS0

f

0.8 I.O t.2

Fig. 12. Distribution of P+30
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4. Checks on Computation

Let us discuss the checks that were made to ensure that

the program was running correctly. First, the program

was run with n -- 30 using the known (Ref. 27) statistic

D_ = n '/2 sup [u-- G,(u)],
0<U<I

again with 660 independent samples. The answer ob-

tained by our method was compared with that obtained

using the exact method of Ref. 27. The maximum devia-

tion was 0.05. According to the two-sided Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test, deviations this large or larger occur with

probability about .0_,5.Thus, the fit is excellent.

The random numbers of Ref. 28 were tried before the

Franklin-Koksma numbers were tried, but the deviations,

when run for the known statistic, were found to be much

too large to be explainable by random variation. Since the
Franklin-Koksma numbers appear to be random enough

for the known statistic, we accept the results also for the
unknown statistic.

5. Application

We now apply this test to the Gumbel distribution

which arises in extreme-value theory applied to the

Ranger command detector, as studied in Ref. 20. From

data in Ref. 20, one is able to find the value of the sta-

tistic P_0" Here the assumed distribution is a certain

Gumbel distribution, and the empirical distribution is the

distribution of minimum voltages in 80 runs of 100 inde-

pendent samples out of the Ranger command detector.

We find P_0 =- 0.22, which deviation or larger occurs

according to Fig. 12 with probability .72. Thus, the fit is

quite good according to this special one-sided Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.

The advantage of using this special Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test with weight function ,I,(F) -- F, rather than

the more usual one with weight function _I,(F) = 1, is

that the new test has higher power against alternatives

of the form "the true distribution at a given x is less than

the assumed distribution." That is, the test has higher

power against alternatives of the form "the true random

variable is stochastically greater than the assumed one."

We gain this extra power where we need it by giving up

our power against alternatives of the form "the true

random variable is unequal to the assumed one."
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